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Chapter: 1

INTRODUCTION
In spite of science and technology having made miracles, arts and literature reaching new
heights, parts of this world are ruled by bigotry, hatred and fanaticism in the name of religion
and race. Mankind is facing an uncertain future because of conflict and rivalry between
different groups professing different forms of fundamentalism. There are fundamentalists in
every religious community.
Fundamentalism is easily discernable in Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam which
are belief-oriented religions. Fundamentalists hold rigidly to their beliefs and insist that their
religion alone is true and that other religions should not be tolerated, particularly where
members of their religion are in a majority. Fundamentalists adhere to their older religious
customs and refuse to merge into the broader stream of modern society. 1 Fundamentalist
groups often seek to convert people to their own beliefs. The term Fundamentalism has its
origin in a series of pamphlets between 1910 and 1915. In 1920, a journalist and a Baptist
layman Curtis Lee Laws appropriated the term ―fundamentalism‖ as a designation for those
who were ready to do battle royal for the ―fundamentals‖.
The Oxford Advance Learner‘s Dictionary of current English defines ―Fundamentalism‖ as
the ―maintenance of the literal interpretation of the traditional beliefs of the Christian religion
in opposition to more modern teachings‖. Webster‘s New World Dictionary gives the
following meaning of ―fundamentalism‖: ―religious beliefs based on a literal interpretation of
the Bible and regarded as fundamental to Christian faith.‖ Fundamentalism has been used
mainly in the Christian context, but it is also used to express similar beliefs and attitudes with
reference to other religions of the world as Islam and Hinduism.2
Fundamentalism is a deep commitment to religious belief, involving a return to supposed
fundamentals, away from social and political life. This term applies to Protestant
denominations,

Jewish

groups,

Buddhist

movements,

Hindu

political

and

Islamic
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governments. Fundamentalists abhor urbanization, industrialization and other modern
secular values. They are mostly in confrontation with modern society. Fundamentalism is
more conspicuous in the countries held by failed secular and authoritarian governments,
because they provide an alternative and are more appealing to the masses due to their
hostility to the Western domination.
Fundamentalism is deeply rooted in the backwardness of the society, social deprivation,
poverty and ignorance. During the Cold War imperialism used fundamentalism against the
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Left. But in the post-Cold War era fundamentalism came to the forefront as a challenge to
imperialism. The societies where capitalism failed to eliminate poverty, ignorance and class
differences, provide fertile soil for the growth of fundamentalism. Strong fundamentalist
groups have built alternate societies providing hospitals, schools, orphanages etc, which the
governments have failed to provide.
When the colonial powers left South Asia, it was thought that they had left behind modern,
secular, democratic ideas and institutions. But with the break-up of the Soviet Union and the
fall of Eastern European States, a resurgence of nationalism is witnessed where religion is
vital to national identity. Group loyalty is more important than individual rights for
fundamentalists. They want to propagate their own ideas because they believe in their own
particular faith and want to ―save the souls‖ of the people of their country even if it
necessitates the use of force. The late twentieth century has seen a global resurgence of
religions around the world.
In India a virulent form of Hindu fundamentalism is becoming stronger and it is feared that
the world‘s largest democracy is tilting towards Fascism.4 It is very ironical that the very first
writers of Hindu fundamentalism were deeply impressed by European Orientalists. The same
excuse that was put forward by the Europeans to rule over Asians was used by Indian writers
to create an idea of a United India. Hindu fundamentalists speak of an original Hindu
Empire, extending West into Afghanistan and Central Asia, extending North to recover the
Tibet, Northwest to Cambodia and Southeast to Java. 5 Resurgence of Hindu fundamentalism
is not something new. The very first traces can be witnessed in ―Bakhti Movement‖ of
fourteenth century when it was tried to assimilate Islam into Hinduism. After the victory of
British in 1857, Dayanand Saraswati established Arya Samaj to save Hinduism from
degeneracy. Arya Samaj played an important role in Urdu-Hindi controversy of 1867 and the
movements of ‗Shuddhi‘ and ‗Sangathan‘. Another important Hindu fundamentalist leader,
Tilak resurrected Shivaji, the most successful Hindu king against the Mughal Emperors. He
started festivals to honour Shivaji and the elephant god ‗Ganesha‘ which later on turned very
violent leading to communal riots.
The end of Honeymoon period of Hindus and Muslims in 1922 led to the formation of Hindu
Mahasabha, one of whose leaders Veer Savarkar advocated that only those who believed in
Bharatversha could be considered true Indians. This line of extremist thinking was followed
by Hedgewar who established the most famous Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh (R.S.S)
which was inspired by Nazi ideals. After independence RSS campaigned for ban on cow
slaughter in 1960s and projected a ‗patriotic, nationalistic‟ fervour during Indo-China war. A
campaign was also started to ‗Indianise Muslims‟ of India in the 1960s.The formation of
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Congress ministries in 1937 shattered all dreams of a federal structure in India. Congress rule
was actually a Hindu Raj and changed the thinking of the Muslims who adopted ―division‖
instead of ―federalism‖ as their policy and goal. After independence it was in its reign that
Doordarshan version of epics ‗Ramayana‟ and ‗Mahabharta‟ provided official recognition of
Hindu mythology, while its leadership allowed a back-door entry to saffron elements and
parties. It was this populism which was deeply exploited by the fundamentalist parties who
planned to take a bigger stride towards ‗Ram Raj‘ by the demolition of Babri Mosque.
―As ideologies of secularism and socialism lost credibility, Congress regime turned to an
implicit

religious based majoritarianism that finally paved the way for the more

ideologically committed and organizationally cohesive forces of Hindutva.‖6
The partition of Indian sub-continent came as a shock to RSS and they tried to rebuild it with
a vengeance. Cow protection societies were renewed and RSS took active part in anti-cow
slaughter agitations. Gandhi‘s assassination by Nathuram Godse made RSS, Hindu
Mahasabha and the like parties unpopular for a short time but the fundamentalists took to the
battlefield. In 1951, a new party by the name of Bharatiya Jana Sangh was created. Atal
Bihari Vajpaee, later India‘s Prime Minister, was one of the early members. This party stood
for four fundamentals: ―one country, one culture, one nation and Dharma Raj‖. It reorganized
itself as BJP in 1980 and rose to national prominence by pledging to build a temple dedicated
to Hindu god Rama on a site where a Muslim mosque was torn down in 1992. Initially BJP
focused on regeneration and moral renewal but gradually began to assume more extreme and
communal views.7 BJP leaders saw the Ramjanmabhoomi movement as part of a long term
Hindu self-assertion that would change basic political paradigms and a short-term
springboard to poltical power within the existing paradigm. 8
The election of 1991 can be credited for increasing the popularity of BJP to one hundred
percent. BJP quite successfully played the Hindu card revolving around Ayodhya by
sloganeering such as ―Whoever wants to live in this country will have to declare himself a
Hindu.‖ BJP had only two seats in Lok Sabha in 1984 and the number increased to one
hundred and eighty two in 1999. The politics of hate and derision is helpful in acquiring the
vote bank, so the religious chauvinists in the garb of BJP, Shiv Sena and VHP work upon the
Hindu mentality for the sake of Ram and Krishan. Saner elements in India point to Hindu
attempts to change the constitution so as to curb free expression and rights of different
minorities particularly Muslim and Christians.
Another hardline Hindu outfit Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) was founded in 1964 as its
founders believed that Hinduism was less uniform and more diffuse due to which other faiths
being more rigorous were considered superior to it. Gradually VHP and RSS came
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closer.Many factors were responsible for the reactivation of Hindu right in the 80s. The first
alarm was the conversion to Islam of a group of low caste Hindus in Meenakshipuram. This
acted as a catalyst for the revival of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, the most important actor in
the Ayodhya movement.9 The opposition to conversions found its strongest expression in
Uttar Pradesh as the VHP and BJP organized demonstrations to highlight the danger to
Hinduism of the conversions to Islam.10 Equally significant was the revival of the HindiUrdu controversy in response to the Uttar Pradesh government‘s half hearted attempt to make
Urdu the second language of the State. Not only the BJP but many Congressmen participated
enthusiastically in the various campaigns to save ‗Hinduism‘.
For the past twenty years Ayodhya has been central to Indian politics. According to Hindu
fundamentalists the four hundred year old Babri Mosque stood on the site of birthplace of
Hindu god Rama. The claim does not have any archeological or historical proof. Still, the
mosque was demolished resulting in communal tension. The reinvigorated fundamentalism is
successfully playing up xenophobic forces with increased self confidence and invincibility.
The new millennium is considered a long-awaited breakthrough by the ideologues of
fundamentalism. Girilal Jain, a noted journalist, considered December 1992 ―a process of
self-renewal and self-affirmation.‖11 The struggle for Ram Raj was nearing maturity as
Nehru‘s socialism and secularism were already dead and ‗Janambhoomi‟ symbolized the
long-awaited Hinduization of India. Jainism and Buddhism are considered by him to be
components of a larger and overarching Hindu civilization. For Girilal Jain, partition was
good as it allowed Hinduism to reemerge both as a consolidated State and revitalized
civilization.12 Later on, Gujarat became a laboratory for Hindu fundamentalists. There were
fascist overtones of the carnage in Gujarat and the Hindu fanatics took pride in
accomplishing what the Nazis did in Germany. Valson Thampu, in the book ‗Harvest of
Hate: Gujarat under Siege‘, says that what happened in Gujarat did not come as a surprise. It
was waiting to happen. What shocked the world was the total apathy and indifference of the
State and Central governments and the Indians in general to the bloodshed happening all
around.
Rudimentary channels for regional cooperation, ethno-national movements, relationships
with extra-regional powers and nuclear proliferation have borne the strains of intra-Indian
development of Indian extremists and fundamentalists. The Nehruvian non-alignment, accent
on anti-hegemonic policies have evaporated in the new milieu. BJP‘s government
successfully roller-coasted new text books, ensured Hinduization and Hindiization of the
cultural institutions by penetrating it with fundamentalist policies and marginalizing liberal
and secular elite. After the Gujarat carnage 2003 rose with renewed calls and hopes for
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Ayodhya to be made accessible for Hindu worship. 13 The image of a grand and united India
had been projected by Congress, Mahasabha, RSS, Jana Sangh, Shiv Sena and the BJP but
this assumed a hegemonic dimension only under the fundamentalists pursuing Hindutva
policies.Not just the size of the country, the advocacy of Akhand Bharat assumed dangerous
proportions during the reign of ultra nationalists.
Golwalker‘s notion of nationalism disregarded the role of minorities of India. For him
Hindus alone formed the nation and various communities were here either as guests like the
Jews and Parsis or as invaders like Muslims and Christians. 14 They could not be considered
children of the soil merely because by an accident they happened to reside in a common
territory under the rule of a common enemy. 15
Fundamentalism has always been the integral part of Indian politics but for the last two
decades it has assumed alarming proportions. For the Hindu fundamentalists India is a Hindu
nation which excludes all non-Hindus permanently from its orbit. After the partition
holocaust settled down the wars of 1962 and 1965 again gave a boost to fundamentalist
thinking. India‘s defeat by both China and Pakistan further provoked the Hindutva warriors
and the graph of hatred went higher and higher.
With the murder of Australian missionary Graham Staines and his two sons started a series of
attacks on Christian churches and missionaries. It seems very strange that if a Christian
mission manages to convert certain people it is considered ‗emergency‘ 16 enough for the
nation to kill them, burn the crosses and destroy churches. But if Hindu fundamentalists
announce to convert a hundred thousand to Hinduism they have the right to do so being
natural born Hindus. Similarly the Muslims received one concession after another, first from
the the British and then from the Congress government which emboldened them never to
accept equality with Hindus, making partition inevitable. Hindu revitalists‘ considered
opinion is that India‘s problems mostly result from a psychology of ―spoilt children‖ among
certain communities.17
According to Ashis Nandy T.N.Madan, state secularism in India was the solution of a
westernized elite to the perceived problems of managing religious diversity; the spread of
modernization has given rise to religion as an ideology.18 Hindutva is the most obvious
example of religion as an ideology. Hindutva aims to re-brand Hinduism as an ideology for a
modern, resurgent India.19 For Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, backward castes and scheduled
classes secularism means tolerance, acceptance, equality, non-discrimination, not Brahmical
or Gandhian searches for transcendent inter-religious truths.20
Hindu fundamentalism has shaken the very foundations of the Indian polity. India is in the
grip of religious frenzy, which calls for a detailed analysis of the development and rise of
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fundamentalism. It is with this view that this thesis has been undertaken. The fact that
fundamentalism existed in India since times immemorial is highlighted by closely observing
the development of Hindu fundamentalism during British Raj besides giving the meaning and
nature of fundamentalism. A part of the thesis is devoted to the development of
fundamentalism after independence, describing the factors responsible for making it a
rallying point and a unifying force for the Hindus. Final emphasis is on the specific period of
1990-2008 during which time Hindu fundamentalism reached its zenith.

Research Methodology
In the present research, qualitative ‗Research Methodology‘ has been used wherein Hindu
fundamentalism has been viewed in social context of the Hindus from multiple points of
view. The Hindu fundamentalism has been studied intrinsically qualitative instead of trying
to convert social life into variables or numbers. Motifs, themes, distinctions and ideas are
concentrated and instead of variables an inductive approach has been applied for the present
study which needs descriptive research that can explain the phenomenon, its conclusion and
environment. It is a ‗Historical Comparative‘ research that examines aspects of
fundamentalism in a past historical era and across different cultures comparing Hindu
fundamentalism

with

Islamic

fundamentalism,

Christian

fundamentalism

and

Jewish

fundamentalism. This ‗Historical Comparative‘ technique focuses on different historical
periods comparing them with each other with the main objective to studying Hindu
fundamentalism and its impact on the politics of India within a specific period of 1992 –
2008.

Research Questions
1. What is fundamentalism?
2. How did fundamentalism grow in different periods of History?
3. What are the different shapes of fundamentalism?
4. What are the Forms of fundamentalism in different religions?
5. How did Hindu fundamentalism develop?
6. What are the characteristics of Hindu fundamentalism?
7. What are the impacts of Hindu fundamentalism on Indian Policies?

Literature Review
Dr. Ramendra (January,1999) in his article, ―Fundamentalism and Social Progress‖ depicts
that fundamentalism has mainly been used in Christian context, however, it is also used to
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express similar beliefs and attitude with reference to other religions of the world as Islam and
Hinduism. It is a term that stands for a profound and fundamental religious commitment,
away from social and political life and is deep rooted in the backwardness of the society,
social deprivation, poverty and ignorance but has now become part and parcel of almost all
religions of modern world.
Most of the intellectuals and historians do not consider Hinduism as a religion. They are of
the view that Hinduism is a jumble of codes, beliefs, practices thoughts and philosophies.
Margaret Stutley (1985) also characterizes it as Hindu traditions aggregated to innumerable
beliefs, cults, customs and rituals which should not be considered as a religion.
So far as condescension of Hinduism with the other religions particularly Islam is concerned,
S.M. Ikram (1966) States that the fanaticism of Hindus is directed against all who do not
belong to them and they forbid any connection with all foreigners particularly they did not
maintain any kind of social intercourse with Muslims by way of inter-dinning or intermarriage. They regarded the touch of the Muslims or even the scent of their food as pollution
and considered them defiled. They adopted this attitude throughout history. However, after
independence they guised themselves under so called secularism and forced the other
communities to erase their identity and convert themselves in Hindus. K.M. Munshi
(November, 1941) quoted by Manjari Katju (2003) writes in ―Hindustan in One, Its
Significance‖, ―Again and again, we, Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims alike, have expressed
ourselves through a single collective will. India as a nation Akhand Hindustan is therefore a
living society‖. Therefore different methods of intimidation, coercion and re-conversion were
employed as a political strategy to deal with non-Hindus. Consequently the minorities felt
insecure and expressed their fears but Chinmyananda dismissed them as having no respect
for national unity and alienating from the country.
Discussing the impact of Hindu fundamentalism on Indian politics with reference to Hindus‘
dealing with the Muslims, Sharif al Mujahid (1970) writes ―The Indian Muslims today are
merely an irrelevance. Their only future is gradually to be absorbed into Hinduism‖.
Mushirul Hassan (1981) comments in Communal and Pan-Islamic Trends in Colonial India
that within a short time after independence Hindu socio-cultural symbols were prioritized to
mobilize the Hindu masses, which led to alienating Muslims from national mainstream.
Along with Muslims, the Christian are also dealt with the same attitude. Hindus also blame
Christians, viewed by Ahmed Ijaz (2003) in Hindu Fundamentalism in south Asia that
―Today Christianity constitutes a greater threat than collective threat from separatist Muslim
element‖. R.A. Schermerhorn (1978) notes in Ethnic Plurality in India that the Christians
have to use Hindu surnames to hide their identity.
8

Jaswant Singh in his book Jinnah: India, partition, Independence argued that partition was a
result of assertion of religious identity by Gandhi‘s policies pursued by Indian National
Congress and the recklessness and inherent bias of people like Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel.
Prem Nath Bazaz (1954) also confirms the same views in The History of Struggle for
Freedom in Kashmir ―The Indian leaders are engaged in laying the foundations of Hindu
state with the avowed object of the revival of the ancient Brahminic Culture‖. The resurgence
of religion in India in shape of Hindutva is a deliberate power in the interest of the majority.
S.Harrison (1966) observes ―India‘s gift to the world is Hindustan and Indian nationalism
should be the political expression of Hindu religion and culture‖.

9
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Chapter: 2

FORMS OF FUNDAMENTALISM
Contrary to popular belief fundamentalism is not a reversion back to primitive religion but a
response to the spiritual and societal ills of the modern industrialized world. As
enlightenment and modernization progressed, the myths and cults of pre-modern era
collapsed and with this collapsed the piety rooted in these myths which in turn forced the
people to look for new ways of being religious.
In the recent past religion has not disappeared but has become more militant than ever.
Fundamentalist Christians, Jews and Muslims have reacted strongly and angrily to all
attempts to suppress or subdue religion. Fundamentalism is now a part and parcel of the
modern world. No government can now ignore the disappointment, alienation, anxiety, rage
and the resultant havoc wreaked by it.
2.1
Islamic Fundamentalism
Islamic resurgence witnessed today is due to a dramatic re-evaluation of the West by the
Muslims. As Muslims regard the West a failure spiritually and materially, this has cleared the
way for a strong affirmation of the validity of the authentic Islamic message in the context of
the modern world.1 The United States military relationship with different Islamic states
bringing with it the unwelcomed social and cultural influences also adds to the dejection and
depression of the Muslims. Anti-American feelings have reached a higher pitch. In the recent
past all the evils that have befallen the Islamic states are blamed on U.S. The success of the
Iranian revolution and the defeat of the Soviet Union at the hands of the Afghan Mujahideen
is seen as a successful experience and model to emulate. The rediscovery of faith generates
intense commitment and integrity not only towards their beliefs but the fundamentalist
organizations as well.
2.2
Failure of Military and Economic Supremacy of the West
It was by the end of the 1960s that many Muslim intellectuals were ready to pronounce the
newly adopted Western political systems as essential failures, such as the radical Socialism
of Nasser in Egypt and the White Revolution of Shah of Iran.2 The acknowledged fact that
West held sway in the field of military strength was strongly negated by certain post World
War II incidents like the abortive invasion of Egypt by Anglo-French in 1956, French defeat
11
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in Algeria,United States defeat in Vietnam, Russians seemingly unable to subjugate the poor
Afghanistan, Shah of Iran helpless before the revolution despite the covert and overt support
of the mighty America, the invincibility of the Israelis swept away in 1973. Economically
advanced Western countries started facing major economic disasters as wealth came to be
concentrated in oil rich Muslim countries. John O Voll says: ―The oil boom has shown the
vulnerability of the West more dramatically than anything in the past five centuries. By
confirming Islam in the eyes of many, it prepared the way for the Islamic movements of the
1970s.‖

3

The widely believed concept that ―the secularization of the polity is in many

respects a pre-requisite for significant social change was set aside and openly challenged.‖

4

In the years following World War II even modern Muslim thinkers substantially modified
their views by declaring implementation of Islamic laws in the state.
Hasan Hanafi who symbolizes the intellectual radicalism in the Arab world, elaborates ―A
revolutionary religion does not have any cults…Cult is not symbolic but every act in the
daily life is a cult.‖ 5
2.3
Popularity of Fundamentalis m among Muslims
Incompetence of the Western world has been responsible for conceiving Islam as truly
competent to help solve the riddles of modern age. In the past Islamic Fundamentalist
approach was rejected as reactionary and regressive, averse to progress and development but
now it has gained popular acceptance among Muslim masses. Fundamentalism has gained
popularity not only due to the fundamentalist organizations but because of synthesizers,
charismatic leaders and medieval mystics like al-Ghazali who was not visibly fundamentalist
in thought. In the past Islamic fundamentalism was seen at best as a futile attempt to
reconstruct the conditions of the seventh century or at the worst as a regressive approach to
hinder development and progress.6
Under the Abbasids the Mutazilah doctrine became the state ideology. Mutazilites
claimed the supremacy of reason over Quran and popular opposition arose when obedience
to Mutazilite dogma was sought. This opposition in the form of fundamentalist wave was led
by Ahmed ibn Hanbal who is regarded as the first patron saint of Sunni fundamentalism.7
Hanbal‘s legal interpretations, willingness to suffer persecution, personal militancy made him
the fundamentalist theorist-activist, who has been followed till today.
After Imam Hanbal, Taqi al-Din ibn Taymiyyah stands out as the most important precursor
of today‘s fundamentalism. He vehemently opposed innovation (bidah), saint worship and
pilgrimages to shrines. According to him jihad was more obligatory than pilgrimage, prayer
or fasting.8 The political crisis created by massive ravages and destruction by Hulaghu was
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met in the form of radical Islamic militancy at the hands of Taqi al-Din Ahmed ibn
Taymiyyah with the help of his contemporaries. Later on, his message was spread more
forcefully by his student Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziah and Imad al-Din Ibn Khatir - important
pillars of Sunni fundamentalism.9 Ibn Taymiyyah‘s fundamentalism, his advocacy of militant
jihad and ijtehad have left an indelible impression on all ages to come.
Present day Islamic fundamentalist organizations are following almost the same pattern set
by these thinkers using politicized Islam as a weapon of ideology and means of protest. The
Hanbali School later on laid the foundations of the Wahabi Fundamentalism. In Egypt Imam
al-Shafi emerged as the propagator of Islamic renewal. The brutal Abbasid persecution of
their adversaries invited resistance and later on rebellion by the Qaramitah, setting stage for
the fundamentalist revolt in the shape of Fatimid rise in Tunisia under Al-Mahdi and later on
in

Egypt.

Theological contributions of Al-Ghazali inspired

the founder of Muslim

Brotherhood Hasan al-Banna who was also a disciple of al-Ghazali. With the decline of the
Fatimid Caliphate Muslim world was faced with the challenge of Crusaders which was met
by Salah al-Din al-Ayubi in the form of another wave of Islamic resurgence. Shiite
resurgence made its presence felt with the emergence of Mushashain movement in Ahwaz
led by Mohammad ibn Falah al-Mushasha the self proclaimed Mehdi in Khuzistan. 10
The decline of Ottoman power generated new movements of Islamic resurgence centered
around charismatic leaders. The most important revivalist movements of the Ottoman era
were Wahhabi and Mahdi. Wahhabi movement‘s spiritual guide and leader was Ibn Abd alWahhab who was greatly inspired by Ibn Hanbal. Al-Wahhab‘s mission was to purge Islam
of all innovations and restore the pristine purity of Quran and Sunnah. Wahhabi movement
inspired Shah Waliullah to start reformist movement in India which culminated in the
martyrdom of Syed Ahmed Shaheed. Mahdi movement was led by Mohammad Ahmed ibn
Abdallah who declared himself The Expected One or the Mahdi.11 The militancy preached by
this movement reached its zenith when Sudanese Mahdi defeated the British forces under
General Gordon.12
2.4
Imperialism---A Castalyst for Fundamentalism among Muslims
During the nineteenth and early twentieth century European imperialism served as the
catalyst for different movements, the most important being of Jamal al-Din al-Afghani who
preached Pan-Islamism. The essence of pan-Islamism was inherent in the Salafiyyah
movement led by Afghani‘s disciple Mohammad Abduh. In the 1930‘s Muslim Brotherhood
under Hasan al-Banna projected radicalism as a consequence of political and social
upheavals, incompetent Muslim rulers and European imperialism. The Iranian revolution in
14

1979 triggered a wave of militancy in Iraq, Lebanon, Gulf states and other Muslim
countries.13 The success of Afghan Mujahideen over a super power like Soviet Union gave
birth to Al-Qaeda, the most lethal weapon unleashed against the European powers
particularly the United States. Islamic fundamentalism receded in the background during the
height of Pan-Arabism, but it reemerged showing more reactionary and revolutionary
tendencies. During the last three decades Muslim and Arab rulers have faced virulent
opposition from Islamic fundamentalists and ultra conservatives pressing for radical changes
along fundamentalist lines and rejection of all Western and foreign influences.
2.5
Search for workable Ideology
The Islamic world has been experiencing socio-economic, cultural, political and spiritual
crisis for the last century or so. The recent Islamic resurgence can be traced to the search for
workable ideologies and solutions for socio-economic development.
The fundamentalist ideology involves a return to basics - to the puritanical foundations of
faith. Unless the Muslims return to the Puritanism of their ancestors (islaaf) they would not
be able to meet salvation in this world and in the hereafter. As Banna says, the establishment
of an Islamic order is a religious duty which may involve jihad. So the violent challenge to
status quo becomes a built-in component of Islamic fundamentalism.14 In order to establish
Islamic order and Allah‘s sovereignty it becomes necessary to dispossess all the worldly
rulers whether Islamic or non-Islamic of their authority and power through jihad.
Psychological insecurity,

unemployment,

lack

of identity,

social inequality etc have

contributed to extreme alienation and frustration among Muslim youth and they are most
receptive to fundamentalist propaganda.15 The unending tide of migration from the villages
to the cities has resulted in unemployment and lack of basic amenities. Added to this is the
culture shock experienced by the migrants as they are bombarded by the alien culture and
values.These new urbanities tend to find a social-spiritual niche - membership of
fundamentalist organizations.16
2.6
Fundamentalis m as a New Identity
Islamic fundamentalism gives a new identity to a multitude of desperate, desolate,
directionless individuals. It offers alternative models to cope with the harsh realities and the
emerging socio-political environment. Last but not the least fundamentalism promises a
better life possibly on this earth and definitely in heaven. 17 All the Islamic fundamentalist
organizations maintain close ties with each other. Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Tunisia, Algeria,
15
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Morocco, Lebanon, Libya, Sudan, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan all have in the recent past
experienced political crises and social upheavals because of the activities of these
organizations. This phenomenon of Islamic fundamentalism, unprecedented in history has
shaken the very foundations of the state and questioned the legitimacy and the moral
authority of the Islamic states.18
Islamic fundamentalists question as to why the Islamic world having such a glorious past, has
fallen on bad days. Muslims were the ones who introduced the world to new science,
technology and economics; why then did the initiative later on pass on to the Western world,
especially the Christians. The faithlessness of Muslims to Islam led to the downfall of the
Islamic civilization. The greatness of Islam will be reborn only through the resurgence of
pristine glory and genuine piety.
After the catastrophe of Mongol invasion people concentrated on regaining and recovering
slowly and painfully what had been lost. In an attempt to conserve a tradition that had almost
been destroyed the Sunni Muslims believed that there was no need for further independent
thought or in other words the gates of ijtihad were closed.19 Just as in the Christian West
heresy in doctrinal matters was considered dangerous, bidah
disastrous in Sunni Islam.

20

was considered equally

Like all conservative societies Sunni Muslims looked back to the Golden Age_____that of
Prophet Muhammad (SAW) and the four rashidun 21 caliphs. God had sent messengers to
every people on earth to tell them how to live. 22 Whenever they had disregarded the basic
laws of existence, it had resulted in the collapse of their civilization. So, when the Muslims
conform to God‘s will, they feel that they are in tune with the way things ought to be. To
violate God‘s law is regarded unnatural; it is as though a fish were to try to live on dry land. 23
Egypt and Iran serve as leaders of the present fundamentalist movements in the Islamic
world. Egypt became a part of the Ottoman Empire in 1517 when Selim I conquered the
country.24 By the late eighteenth century the Ottoman Empire could no longer fight with the
powers of Europe. Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahab created a state of his own in Persian Gulf
region and central Arabia and tried to meet the crisis by returning to the basics - Quran and
Sunnah. Being a typical Islamic reformer al-Wahab rejected mysticism and philosophy. In
Algeria, Ahmad al-Tigrani, in Medina, Muhammad ibn Abd al-Karim Sameen and in Libya,
Mohammad ibn Ali al-Sanusi worked along similar lines to cure the ills of society. 25 These
reformers known as Neo-Sufis taught the people not to depend upon learned clerics and
scholars but to use their own insight. Ibn Idris even challenged the authority of every Muslim
sage and saint except the Prophet (SAW).26
In Iran, the Safavids after conquering the country made Shiism the official religion of the
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State.27 The Safavid order was a marginal, populist revolutionary group, far removed from
the sophisticated circles of Shii esotericism.28 As Shiism spread in Iran, the ulema became
more powerful and also more authoritarian and bigoted. The founder of this hard line was
Muhammad Baqi Majlisi who ―relentlessly persecuted philosophic rationalism known as
Falsafah, instilling a profound distrust of mysticism and philosophy that persists in Iranian
Shiism even today.‖29
2.7

New Scientific and Secularist Culture in Muslim World

Both the Iranian and the Ottoman Empires were in disarray by the end of the eighteenth
century. On 1st July 1798, Napoleon landed at Alexandria and with this a new scientific,
secularist culture of the West invaded the Muslim world. Once it had come into contact with
the Western culture, Muslim world never remained the same. The experience of
modernization in the Middle East was a process of deprivation, dependence, imperfect
imitation and alienation.30 This later led to a grave identity crisis and surprising religious
solutions.
When Napoleon intended to invade British India with the help of Russia, Iran suddenly
acquired a strategic importance in the eyes of European powers. 31 As the Europeans became
more and more powerful, Iranian ulema‘s contention was that Iran would no longer be an
Islamic country if the Shahs continued to give so much power to the infidels.32 Two
messianic movements in the nineteenth century exhibited the rebellion of the people. The
first movement was led by Muhammad Karim Khan Kirmani. He could see the dangers of
alienation and anomie that lay ahead, and in the face of increasing European encroachment,
his stance was rejectionist and separatist. 33 The other movement of the period was founded
by Sayyid Ali Muhammad who declared himself to be the bab i.e. gate, which the ulema
declared to have been closed at the time of the occultation of the Hidden Imam.34 The Babi
revolution set a pattern and encouraged the later generations to fight the armies of the Shah
of Iran.
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2.8

Pan-Islamism

An Iranian Jamal al-Din Afghani, who came to Cairo in 1871, was the first to realize that
West was on the way to achieve world hegemony. But he was not infatuated by the West and
was determined to unite the Muslim world to counter the threat of Western imperialism. He
became the greatest spokesman of Pan- Islamism and was convinced that by reforming Islam
and remaining true to Islamic spirit the Muslim countries could become strong. Afghani
believed that the closing of the ―gates of ijtihad‖ encouraged a subservience that not only was
wholly opposed to the modern spirit but denied the essential characteristics of Muslim faith,
which were dominance and superiority.

35

By the end of the nineteenth century most of the Middle East had been colonized and a
corrosive sense of inferiority had crept into the religious life of the colonized people. This
compelled a reformer such as Abdu to answer the charges of the colonialists and to prove that
Islam could be just as rational and modern as any Western system. 36 Afghani and Abdu
spoke as practicing mystics when they declared that all doctrines must be capable of rational
truth.
By the end of the nineteenth century Muslims like Jews and Christians believed that their
faith was in danger. To save it from being obliterated different stratagems were adopted.
Some retreated from modern society and built their own militant institutions, others created
counterculture and discourse to challenge the secularist basis of modernity. This
defensiveness in the early years of the twentieth century led to the first manifestation of that
religiosity which by now is well known as fundamentalism. Rashid Rida was one of the first
Muslims to propose the establishment of an Islamic state based on Shariah. Rida was a
reformer in the tradition of Ibn Taymiyyah and Abd al-Wahhab. Foreign threat could be
countered only by returning ad fontes. But Rida was in favour of placing the learning of West
within Islamic context and not simply a slavish return to the past. Rida believed that in the
Middle East persecution and intolerance were due to the decline of religion.37
In Egypt, a young teacher Hasan al-Banna tried to bring the ideas of Afghani, Abdu and Rida
to the commoners.38 The only way people could find spiritual healing was to return to the
first principles of Koran and Sunnah. The impact of West had knocked the Muslims off
balance. To make the ummah strong again, Muslims must rediscover their Muslim souls. 39
Banna was principally concerned with the fundamental reform of the Muslim society. 40 The
Egyptians had become accustomed to thinking themselves inferior to Europeans. ―They
should not copy the French or Russian revolutions, because the Prophet Muhammad (SAW)
had already proclaimed liberty, equality, fraternity and social justice thirteen hundred years
before.‖
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―As long as Muslims imitated other people they would remain cultural
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mongrels.‖42 In July 1952 Jamal Abd al-Nasser staged a military coup and several members
of the Society of Muslim Brothers were arrested or executed. It was in the prison camps that
some members of Society abandoned Banna‘s reformist vision and created a new and
potentially violent Sunni fundamentalism.43
In Iran many Iranians came to fear secularization as a lethal policy, designed not to free
religion from the coercive state (as in the west) but to destroy Islam.44 This was exactly the
kind of atmosphere in which a fundamentalist movement was likely to thrive. In 1920, a
cleric, Shaykh Abd al-Karim Hairi Yazdi settled in Qum. One of his students was the young
Ruhollah Musavi Khomeini who later became Iran‘s most famous mullah.
America‘s double standard became apparent as, while claiming to be a firm supporter of
freedom and democracy, it did not hesitate in supporting a tyrant Shah. In Iran by the middle
of the twentieth century the fear, hatred and rage of the people was acutely felt by the
fundamentalists who decided that it was not sufficient to hold aloof but to mobilize and fight
back.
Pakistani journalist and writer Abu Ala Maududi believed that God alone is the Sovereign
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and nobody was obliged to take orders from human beings. The ruler who refused to govern
according to God‘s will had no right to command the obedience of his subjects. The Muslims
therefore, must resist the Westernized forms of government imposed upon them by the
colonial powers, since such governments constitute a rebellion against God and usurp his
authority.46 Just as the Prophet (SAW) had fought the barbarism and ignorance of jahiliyyah,
all Muslims must use all means at their disposal to resist the modern ‗jahiliyyah‘ of the West.
This jihad could take the form of writing articles, making speeches and as a last resort to be
prepared for armed struggle.47
Sayyid Qutb was the man most profoundly affected by Maududi‘s work. After being
imprisoned by Nasser he witnessed the brutality of the regime towards Islamists
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and

became very radical. Qutb can rightly be called the founder of Sunni fundamentalism.
Almost all radical Islamists have relied upon his ideology. 49 For Maududi only the nonMuslim world was jahili but Qutb felt that the so-called Muslim world was also riddled with
the evil values of ‗jahiliyyah‘. In his book Milestones Qutb explained: ―Jahiliyyah is not a
period in time. It is a condition that is repeated every time society veers from the Islamic
way, whether in the past, present or the future.‖
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Nationalism, communism and democracy are all manifestations of jahiliyyah, as they
worship humanity instead of the divine.‖ Modern ‗jahiliyyah‘ was worse than that of the
Prophet‘s (SAW) time because it was not based on ignorance but was a principled rebellion
against God.‖51 When Qutb looked back into history, he saw what looked like one ‗jahili‘
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enemy after another bent on the destruction of Islam: Pagans, Jews, Christians, Crusaders,
Mongols, Communists, Capitalists, Colonialists and Zionists. 52 In 1966 Qutb was executed
but a number of Muslims studied, discussed and were deeply affected by his works and
thoughts.
With the inauguration of White Revolution by Shah Reza Pahlavi in 1962, Tehran split into
modernized and traditional sectors. The philosopher Ahmed Fardid coined the term
gharbzadegi - West-toxication, to describe the Iranian dilemma. 53 To socialist, Jalal Al-e
Ahmad this rootlessness and occidentosis was the plight of a people ―having no supporting
tradition, no historical continuity, no gradient of transformation.‖
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He expressed the

agonized schizophrenia of the Western-educated Iranians, who felt pulled in two directions. 55
2.9

Disgust against Quietist Ulema

At that time a charismatic young philosopher, Dr. Ali Shariati rose to fame, who had studied
the works of Jean-Paul Sartre and ideologist Frantz Fanon. 56 Islam must be expressed in
action, so Shariati was full of disgust for the quietist ulema that had locked themselves in
their madrassas. The ulema had converted an active, dynamic faith into a privatized, passive
affair. Islam‘s dynamism was made clear by the fact that „politics‟ was derived from the
Greek polis meaning city, whereas the Islamic counterpart was siyasat literally meaning
taming a wild horse, a process implying a forceful struggle to bring out an inherent
perfection.57
In the Sunni tradition, a good Muslim ruler is commanded to live simply and frugally and to
ensure that the wealth of society is distributed as fairly as possible. 58 But in Egypt Sadat and
his wife led a glitzy western lifestyle isolated from hardships faced by the people. In the
absence of any permitted form of opposition to the regime, many discontented sought a more
extreme Islamic alternative.59 The journal of Neo-Brotherhood al-Dawah published news
about the four enemies of Islam: Western Christianity, Communism, Secularism and
Zionism. After the Camp David Accords the cover of the issue of al-Dawah depicted the
Dome of rock ringed with a chain and locked with a padlock displaying the Star of David. 60
Another organization, the jamat al-islamiyyah dominated the campuses during Sadat‘s time.
Sadat, who was devoting attention to the preservation of the mummy of Ramses II was
warned in the following words: ―Egypt is Muslim, not pharaonic. The youth of the jamaat
islamiyyah are the true representatives of Egypt, and not the Avenue of the Pyramids, the
theatre performances and the films. Egypt is not naked women, but veiled women who
adhere to the prescriptions of divine law. Egypt is young men who let their beards grow. It is
the land of al-Azhar.‖
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2.10

Iranian Revolution of 1979

The Iranian revolution of 1979 was a watershed. It was an inspiration to thousands of
Muslims all over the world. The victory of Islamists in Iran rekindled the hope that Islam was
not on the verge of destruction. The Iranian Revolution was not merely political, but also a
rebellion against the secularist ethos which many Iranians felt was being imposed upon them
against their will.62
The fundamentalist reconquista showed that religion was anything but a spent force. 63
Fundamentalists had successfully demonstrated that religion could appeal to a vast majority
of people by bringing faith out of the shadows. Islamic Revolution in Iran was particularly
troubling for those believing and adhering to the principles of Enlightenment and secularism.
The very idea of religious revolution seemed a contradiction in terms. There were no
moderates to oust the mad mullahs.
After the revolution, the new Iranian regime became as autocratic as its predecessor. Iranians
who were against revolution were declared apostates and worthy of death. Khomeini also
gave so much prominence to his own theories and thoughts that it mounted to idolatry. For
Khomeini, revolution was a rebellion against the rational pragmatism of modern world. On
14th February 1989, Khomeini issued a fatwa against the British Indian author Salman
Rushdie, who in his novel, The Satanic Verses created a blasphemous portrait of the Prophet
Muhammad (SAW). The fatwa was distortion of faith according to Western observers as it is
not permissible in Islamic law to sentence an offender without trial.
2.11 Political Upheaval in Egypt
The West was in for another shock when President Anwar Sadat of Egypt was assassinated in
1981 by the Sunni fundamentalists. Jamaat al-islamiyyah while denouncing Camp David had
condemned Sadat as a Tartar, one of the Mongol rulers of the thirteenth century who was
Muslim only in name.64 The assassin Faraj insisted that the ―situation had become so serious
in Egypt that Jihad had become a duty for every single Muslim capable of fighting.‖ 65
In Egypt of today, Islam is the solution, the slogan of the Muslim Brotherhood resonates with
an increasing number of people.66 Islamists today are more organized. They do not seek to
turn back the clock, but look for new ways to apply the Islamic paradigms. A stringent
lifestyle gives them a viable alternative to the secularist option and gives them a sense of
authenticity and belonging.67
Patrick Gaffney, the American Arabist noted in 1991 that the Islamists were much more
disciplined than in the 1970s. Since 1986, there have been politically motivated attacks on
Americans, Israelis and prominent Egyptians.
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2.12 Bush’s Attack on Iraq and Afghanistan
George Bush‘s neo-conic doctrine of pre-emptive war allowed the U.S to illegally invade oilrich Iraq and strategically located Afghanistan. The Wahhabi movement in Arabia; the
Deoband movement in the sub-continent; Syed Qutab‘s Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt;
Maududi‘s Jamat-i-Islami in Pakistan and Ali Shariati and Khomeini in Iran all advocated
religious and social reformation of Muslim societies. The discriminatory and unjust attitude
of Western powers later named these movements, radical and anti-West. CIA itself gave
training to Mujahideen and they were dubbed as holy warriors by the international media.
After Soviet Union as now it was America‘s turn to invade Afghanistan, the Mujahideen
suddenly became villainous jihadis, out to destroy everything. Denied socially, politically
and economically at home and treated unjustly in global politics, Muslims resort to extremist
radical measures.
Osama Bin Laden‘s goal

68

as articulated by him and his deputy Aiman al-Zawahiri is to

drive the United States out of Muslim lands, topple the region‘s current rulers and establish
Islamic authority under a new caliphate. The path to this goal is to ―provoke and bait the
United States‖ into ―bleeding wars‖ on Muslim lands. Since Americans do not have the
stomach for a long and bloody fight, they will eventually give up and leave the Middle East
to its fate.69 Once the autocratic regimes responsible for the humiliation of the Muslim world
have been removed, a caliphate will be established from Morocco to Central Asia, Israel will
be destroyed and the United States will recoil in humiliation and possible collapse just as
Soviet Union did after being defeated by the Mujahideen of Afghanistan. 70
2.13 Jihad Transformed into Terrorism
From the zealots in the first century A.D to the Red Brigades, the Palestinian Liberation
Organization, the Irish Republican Army, Tamil Tigers and others in more recent times,
terrorism has been a tactic used by the weak in an effort to produce political change. The
political and economic stagnation in the Middle East, the war in Iraq, the Arab-Israeli
conflict and other conflicts from Kashmir to Chechnya continue to produce the frustration
and humiliation that cause terrorism and with the right conditions it only takes a small
number of extremists to pose a serious threat. 71
After September 11, the extremist interpretation of jihad

has undergone another

metamorphosis, degenerating into a cult of suicide bombing against which there is no
possible defense. Jihad is no longer a defensive maneuver but an offensive weapon that
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elevates martyrdom. In the martyrdom videos made just before they blow themselves up,
bombers taunt their audiences with such phrases as, ―while you Americans love life, we love
death.‖ 72 Such videos help fuel anti-Islamic xenophobia in the West and provide more
recruits to the ranks of suicide bombers in Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan. The non-existent
commitment to public welfare has created crisis in the Islamic world and helps the extremists
to use this atmosphere in their favour.
2.14

Christian Fundamentalis m

Conflict and persecution has been the hallmark of most of the religions but Christianity has
pursued more relentlessly to exterminate all rivals and dominate the globe. In 1095 Pope
Urban II appealed to the Christians to wage a holy war to regain places considered sacred by
the Christians. The result of this appeal came popularly to be known as Crusades in history. 73
Crusades continued till nearly thirteen hundred years and many acts of violence and
barbarism were perpetrated by the Christians. The attempt by the Christian leadership to
purge Christianity of all forms of heresy, involved violence and atrocities. Inquisition was
established in 1233 as a general court 74 and inflicted imprisonment, exile, torture, public
burning on all the people who dared to have different religious views from papal orthodoxy.
2.15 Darkest Period in the History of Christianity
The era 500-1800 was the darkest period in the history of Christianity because of forcible
conversion and restless persecution of Jews by the Christians. The papal scandal where
different pontiffs had claimed to be the successor of St. Peter made the Europeans waver in
their allegiance to church. This led to the religious movement known as Reformation75 . The
Protestant movement began with the rejection of the Papal authority. Rome had to check the
advance of Protestantism, so Europe was plagued by religious warfare, persecution and civil
strife for the next one hundred and fifty years. Protestantism which criticized the Roman
Catholic Church for intolerance and bigotry adopted the same brutal methods for imposing
its will on those who refused to conform to Protestant ideas. The Protestant reformers like
the modern fundamentalists were revolutionary and reactionary; sought to return to the pure
Christianity of Bible. Martin Luther‘s rage against the Pope, the Turks, Jews and women was
typical of the modern day reformers. Present day fundamentalists also evolve a religion in
which hatred of other human beings and love of God develop side by side. 76
2.16

Clash between Protestants and Catholics

The emergence of reason as the sole criterion of truth coincided with religious irrationality as
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shown by the Witch Craze of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 77 The new scientific
rationalism was unable to control this hysteria and frenzy. The Reformation divided Europe
into hostile camps of Protestants and Catholics waging war against each other. Civil war
between Protestants and Catholics in France (1562-63) was followed by the civil war in
England (1642) which led to the rule of Oliver Cromwell and the execution of Charles I. The
French Revolution of 1789 was followed by another reign of bloodshed and terror, ultimately
paving way for Napoleon. The French Revolution not only promoted the ideals of liberty,
equality and fraternity it also led to state of terrorism. The War of Independence (1775-83)
finally led to the creation of the first secular republic of the world - America.
The seven years of war between the Protestant Britain and Catholic France over colonial
possessions was seen in eschatalogical terms, which would hasten the Second Coming of
Christ, weakening the power of Pope, who was seen as Antichrist, the Great Pretender of the
Last Days.78 Violent and frightening times led Americans to develop a religion of hatred,
seeing France and Roman Catholic church as satanic and utterly opposed to the righteous
American ethos.79 The devastating effects of seven years of war forced the British
government to impose new taxes on the American colonies. This new burden provoked the
Americans to start the War of Independence in 1775. Thus started the process of making the
radical break with the past, central to modern ethos. 80 All the leaders of the American
Revolution like George Washington, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin
were rationalists, inspired by the ideas of John Locke and the Radical Whig ideology. 81
2.17

Effects of French Revolution on America

British officials were portrayed as being in close union with the devil during the struggle for
Revolution. When George III granted religious freedom to the French Catholics of the
territories conquered during the seven year war, he became associated with the Antichrist. 82
The War of Independence became part of God‘s providential design which would surely
herald the arrival of God‘s millennial kingdom in America. 83 So, religion played an
important role in the creation of a secular state of America .
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By the middle of the nineteenth

century, however, America became a predominantly Christian nation.85 The clergy saw the
expansion of the frontier as ―a sign of the coming kingdom.‖ 86 Churchmen tried to establish
a link between Jefferson and the atheistic Jacobins of the godless French Revolution during
the presidential campaign of Thomas Jefferson. 87
After the Revolution the Americans were in a fix between the cool, polite rationalism of the
Founders and the rougher, more populist Protestant identity. The situation was rife for a new
brand of preachers who were able to mobilize people and like modern fundamentalist
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movements, their movements gave the people a sense of somebodiness.88 Like modern
fundamentalists all these sects and prophets were determined ―to rebuild the original faith.‖89
The Second Great Awakening also led to the vulgar democracy and rugged individualism
that characterize much American culture today. 90 At the time of Revolution, America had
been a Protestant country with Catholics comprising only one percent of the total population.
By 1840s, there were more than 2.5 million Catholics in America. 91 By the middle of the
eighteenth century the evangelicals challenged the secular establishment and engaged in a
Christian reconquista of American society. America became more Christian than it had ever
been before. Christianity in America was vibrant and seemed poised for future triumphs. 92
2.18

Beginning of Fundamentalism in US

The end of nineteenth century saw the beginning of fundamentalism in United States as a
result of split among the Christians. It was clear that the modern society had failed to prove
the panacea that was believed by the people. The emptiness and void felt by many men and
women was reciprocated in the melancholy and ennui in Les Fleurs du Mal of Charles
Baudelaire, sickening doubt of Alfred Tennyson in In Memoriam and the discontent and
destructive lassitude of Flaubert‘s heroine in Madame Bovary.93 As scientific rationalism had
discredited myth, people had no mythology and rituals to save them from gaping
emptiness.94 The problems and exploitations of industrial revolution were depicted very
vividly by Charles Dickens in his Hard Times. The Franco-Prussian War led to a frantic
arms race among the countries of the world. The doctrine of the survival of the fittest meant
that for survival the nations must have the biggest army and the most murderous weapons.
I.F.Clarke the British writer has shown that ―between 1871 and 1914 it was unusual to find a
single year in which a novel or short story describing a horrific future did not appear in some
European country.‖95 When World War I broke out in 1914, Europeans were full of
enthusiasm that it would end war for over forty years and out of destruction a new and
enhanced life would arise. The war however, proved to be the collective suicide of Europe.
A new apocalyptic vision, envisaging Christ‘s return to earth became famous as
Premillennialism.96 Wild economic fluctuations bewildered the American people used to
agrarian life. Premillennialism manifested the lust for certainty to fill the void that lurked at
the heart of modern experience. Moody Bible Institute was founded by revivalist Dwight
Moody in 1886 at Chicago. Moody is referred to as the father of American fundamentalism.
False ideas had brought the nation to the brink of destruction so Moody‘s priority was the
salvation of souls.
A paranoid fear of conspiracies is always conspicuous in all fundamentalist movements. The
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development of a terror of the stereotyped other often goes hand-in-hand with the quest for a
distinct identity. Paranoid conspiracy theories enabled Americans to pin their nameless and
amorphous dread onto concrete enemies and thus helped to make it manageable.97
The most advanced nations of the world were crippled with the latest military technology in
World War I. The economic decline that started after the war led to the Great Depression of
the 1930s. W.B.Yeats saw it as the birth of a savage pitiless era: ―Mere anarchy is loosed
upon the world.‖98
Just as people in the first Axial age (700-200 BCE) had found that old paganism no longer
worked in new conditions, in the second Axial age the horror and fear of modern experience
led them to save human beings from despair but which could not be attained by the normal
processes of logical, discursive thought.99 The quest continues and the ensuing religiosity is
called fundamentalism nowadays.
Between 1910 and 1915 the oil millionaires Lyman and Milton Stewart who had founded the
Bible College of Los Angeles in 1908 to counter Higher Criticism, issued a series of twelve
paperback pamphlets entitled The Fundamental in which leading theologians gave accounts
of such doctrines as the Trinity and refuted the Higher Criticism.100 The tone of the
pamphlets was not radical or militant at that time. But during the World War I terror caused
conservative Protestantism to become fundamentalism. Americans saw the Great War as the
battles foretold in the Book of Revelation. The Hebrew Prophets had foretold that Jews
would return to their own land, so the Balfour Declaration struck the Premillennialists with
awe and exultation. Scofield had suggested that Israel would be attacked by the power from
the North before Armageddon; the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 seemed to confirm this. 101
Conservative Protestants became ambivalent about democracy: it would lead to mob-rule, to
a red republic, to the most devilish rule this world has ever seen. 102 Even the League of
Nations was depicted as the abode of Antichrist as Antichrist himself was likely to be a
peacemaker.103
With the start of World War I ended the honeymoon of religion and science. In their own
way, fundamentalists were ardent modernists. By attempting to return to fundamentals they
were in line with other intellectual and scientific currents in the early twentieth century. 104
By the end of World War II the fundamentalist groups were strengthening their roots at the
local level and held aloof from the majority. During the years before and after the Great
Depression not only fundamentalist Bible colleges but publishing and broadcasting empires
were founded in United States.105
In his bestseller, The Atomic Age and the Word of God in 1948 the fundamentalist author
Wilbur Smith argued that exact predictions of atomic explosion in Scripture showed that the
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―Bible was indeed inerrant and must be read according to its plain sense.‖106 The Jewish
state and the Jewish people had also been central to the fundamentalists. May 14, 1948 when
Ben Gurion proclaimed the State was the most important day in history since the ascension
of Jesus into heaven.107 The Jewish state came into existence purely to further a Christian
fulfillment as Jews, after rejecting the Antichrist would be converted to Christianity and die
as martyrs. Few who would be able to escape would greet Jesus at his Second Coming. 108
During the 1970s American fundamentalists became more conscious of their power and
staged their comeback in 1979. Three factors contributed to this growth of fundamentalists
during the 1960s and 1970s. The South had been predominantly agrarian but the influx of the
people from the North brought rapid urbanization, industrialization and liberal ideas. The
first Southerner since the Civil War, Jimmy Carter became the President of America later
followed by Regan. Southerners became as ripe for a fundamentalist movement as their
northern co-religionists had been at the turn of the century, for all the same reasons. 109
Fundamentalists thought that constitutional amendments granting equal rights to women
negated the biblical injunctions that a woman‘s place was in the house. Abortion was
legalized and homosexuals were recognized. When throughout North America people openly
campaigned for the legalization of marijuana, they could only conclude that America was
falling under the influence of Satan.110 ―Over the years secular humanism became a
portmanteau into which fundamentalists threw any value or belief they did not like.‖111
Secular humanism amounted to a rebellion against God‘s sovereignty and its worship of the
state was idolatrous.112 Like all traditional fundamentalists Pat Brooks, the fundamentalist
writer, saw the enemy at work in the Soviet Union, on Wall Street, in Zionism, in the
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the Federal Reserve System. The cabal
that was masterminding this international conspiracy included the Rothschilds, the
Rockefellers, Kissinger, Brzezinski, the Shah and Omar Torrijos, the former Panamian
dictator.113
2.19 Fundamentalis m Strengthened by Political Activism
Fundamentalists began to realize that instead of isolating or retreating themselves from
society they should move towards political activism. By the late 1970s, Protestant
fundamentalists achieved a greater self-confidence and much higher profile in the United
States. By the start of 1980s, Christian fundamentalists along with Jewish and Muslim
traditionalists were poised to fight back.114
Moral Majority created in 1979 under the leadership of Jerry Falwell became the symbol of
revived fundamentalism. Opposition to moral and social liberalism that had crept into the
American life during the 1960s was the major aim of Moral Majority. 115 Jerry Falwell felt
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that America should be lifted out of the degeneration that had dominated political and
cultural life after World War II. ―Since the world as a whole was doomed, Christians had an
obligation to spread the Gospel to as many people as possible.‖116 These re-born
fundamentalists were militant Christians, anti-abortion, anti-gay rights and anti-drugs. Soviet
Union was regarded as Satanic Empire and any détente with it was vehemently opposed.
About women‘s liberation movements the Christian Right said, ―Feminism was a disease, the
cause of all the world‘s ills. Ever since Eve disobeyed God and sought her own liberation,
feminism had brought sin into the world.‖
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―Christians must be aggressive, they must become politically active,‖ Tim LaHaye insisted in
Battle for the Family. 118
The Moral Majority succeeded in getting a bill passed which allowed equal time to the
teachings of Genesis as that of Darwinism in schools. Fundamentalists‘ and other
conservatives‘ effort to impeach President Bill Clinton in 1998-99 because of his
relationship with Monica Lewinsky did not prove successful but due to their hectic efforts
the president had to confess before the religious leaders of America his sin at a breakfast
meeting. As a result of Christian efforts religion plays a far greater role in American life
today. In 1982 books of William Golding, John Steinbeck, Joseph Conrad and Mark Twain
were banned from the schools of Arizona due to the efforts of the local Christians. 119
2.20 The Reconstruction Movement
Another fundamentalist movement, the reconstruction movement founded by the Texan
economist Gary North was more aggressive than Moral Majority. He stressed that when the
Kingdom of God is established, the society will be organized strictly on biblical lines and
there would be no separation of church and state. Since believers must increase and multiply
so there will be no birth controls; adulterers, homosexuals, blasphemers, astrologers and
witches would be put to death and the disobedient children would be stoned as the Bible
says.120 This vision was a complete distortion of Christianity and the state envisaged by
North did not have room for any other view or policy, or tolerance for rival parties or groups.
Fundamentalism has changed its form since the publication of ‗The Fundamentals‘ in 19101915 and is not going to disappear in America. The election of Bill Clinton was compared to
letting loose Satan in the United States by Jerry Falwell. Executive orders permitting
abortion, endorsement of homosexual rights were all signs of a “war against God.” 121
2.21 American Attitude to Israeli Excesses in Middle East
America is blind to the Israeli excesses in Middle East and distinguished American scholars,
such as John Mearsheimer and Stephen Walt have been demonized for bringing on record the
excessive influence the Israel Lobby has on U.S foreign policy. An entire industry for
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demonizing Islam has been created in America. Islam is represented as the greatest possible
threat to the Western Civilization in lots of books churned out every year. Norman
Podhoretz, Daniel Pipes and Lee Harris are leading anti-Muslim hate propagandists.122 Lee
Harris fears that America‘s governing philosophy is too tolerant and reasonable to be able to
defend itself against Muslim fanaticism. According to Harris, Enlightenment overcomes
fanatical thinking in West leaving it unfamiliar with and hapless to confront fanaticism. But
Harris is deaf, dumb and blind to the fact that neoconservative fanatics are the direct heirs of
the Jacobins of French Revolution, itself a fanatical product of Enlightenment. 123
2.22 American agression against the Muslim World
The U.S has interfered in the internal affairs of Muslim countries during the entire post
World War II period. U.S has kept in power rulers it could control as the Shah of Iran and
Saddam of Iraq and pandered to the desires of Israeli governments. Blind ignorant hate
against the Muslims has been brought to a boiling point in America. So great is the fear and
loathing that the American public and the elected representatives offered no resistance to the
Bush administration‘s plan of making Iran the victim of American aggression. Iraq has
already been made an example with one million having lost their lives and four million
displaced from their homes. ―If this is not fanaticism on the part of American government;
then what is it? Certainly it cannot be called reason, tolerance and liberation. 9/11 provides
no justification for attacking Muslim countries as it was the work of individuals none of
whom were acting on behalf of their respective Muslim governments.‖ 124
Not content with the crippling of Iraq by Clinton administration, Bush administration
invaded Iraq in 2003 and has been dealing death and destruction ever since. Similarly Bush
administration‘s fear that Taliban might succeed led to U.S invasion of Afghanistan. The U.S
allied with the defeated Northern Alliance, a remnant of old Soviet puppet government and
turned Afghanistan over to warlords. Bush/Cheney propaganda that “we must fight them
before they come over here”, is such a hoax that it is surprising so many Americans have
fallen for it.125
In the recent past attempts were made by Christian fundamentalists to reinterpret religion
making it more appropriate to resistance. Instead of viewing Christ as an intercessor whose
suffering should be imitated, it was emphasized that his struggle against unjust temporal
powers should be followed to transform the world. Political attitudes have changed ―from
acquiescence to anger, from accepting to fighting against it.‖
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Map of Israel

Source: www-personal.umich.edu
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2.23

Jewish Fundamentalis m

During the last fifty years or so, Israel had witnessed the emergence of a religio-political
movement claiming the whole of Jerusalem as well as the occupied territories to be theirs by
divine right; curtailing the rights of non-Jewish citizens and expelling them if they did not
comply. As Israel is a Jewish State whose ideology requires the ingathering of the exiles
from their millennial Diaspora, it is no surprise to find religion established as a part of the
fabric of life.127 The rise of religious radicalism is not only due to the failure of Leftist
politics but also to a resurgence of interest in religion.
After the conquest of Spain by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella the Edict of Expulsion
was signed to get rid of the Spanish Jewry. 128 After that loss of land Jewish Diaspora 129
came into being. Jews were uprooted and displaced. To avoid extinction, the pain and
confusion made them turn to religion, but their drastically changed lives made them fear that
traditional Judaism would not be helpful in their altered circumstances. Some of the Spanish
exiles believed that they had found the Messiah in the personality of Issac Luria, who was the
founder of Lurianic Kabbalah. By 1650, Lurianic Kabbalah became a mass movement, the
only theological system to win such general acceptance among Jews at that time.130
2.24

Conflict between Hasidism and Misnagdim

Hasidism, the movement of Israel ben Eliezer, a Polish, was the antithesis of the
Enlightenment spreading all over Europe. While the Enlightenment philosophers considered
reason alone to be the key to truth, Hasidism believed in sacred immanence seeing holiness
everywhere. The head of Lithuania‘s Vilna Academy, Elijah ben Solomon Zalman was
disgusted by the denigration of Torah study of Hasidic movement and considered Hasidisms
heretical. The supporters of Elijah became known as Misnagdim 131 and the conflict between
Hasidism and Misnagdim intensified with the passage of time. Certain Hasidic leaders like
Rabbi Shneur Zalman tried to bridge the gap between Hasidism and Misnagdim. This type of
Hasidism became known as Habad.132
After Napoleon‘s death, different movements originated to reform Judaism and to make it
capable of catering to the needs of changing circumstances. Reform Judaism presented
Judaism as a religion imbued with all the virtues of modernity. Rationality cannot satisfy the
deep emotions and feelings so the abrupt and wholesale rejection of traditionalism could be
dangerous. It was wrong to abolish the complex, ancient rites of Yom Kippur or to omit all
mention of a messianic return to Zion, because this would help Jews to cultivate a sense of
awe and find hope in intolerable circumstances. 133
Fundamentalism in all the monotheistic faiths had originated as an internal struggle between
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the traditionalists and their secular coreligionists. Traditional Jews of that time responded to
approaching and encroaching modernity by creating an enclave of pure faith i.e yeshiva.
Among the Jews who tried to steer a middle course was Samuel Ralph Hirsch, who was
convinced that Jews should embrace modern developments, without becoming iconoclastic
like the Reformers.134 Hirsch‘s philosophy later came to be known as Neo-Orthodoxy.
2.25

Zionism and Jewish Fundamentalis m

The most far-reaching consequence of modernity and the response of Jews to it was Zionism
---the movement to create a Jewish homeland in Palestine. The all for settlement on the West
Bank was portrayed as a return to the original pioneering spirit of Zionism. 135 From then on,
Zionism and the Jewish State assumed greater importance among the Jewish community than
the problems of modernity. A response to Zionism and the State of Israel, for or against
became the motive power for every form of Jewish fundamentalism. 136 The State-building
ideology of Israel - Zionism has stemmed from traditional Jewish beliefs and the dreams of a
messianic age.137 The Zionists were in favour of a new Jewish identity where ―Jews would be
in control of their lives instead of weeping besides the Western Wall of Jerusalem waiting
passively for the Messiah to appear.‖ 138
Zionists such as Peter Smolenskin were convinced that land alone could ―save‖ the Jews and
Palestine was the only land fit for this purpose. The slogan, ―A land without a people for a
people without a land‖ conveniently forgot the fact the land of Palestine was inhabited by the
Palestinian Arabs. The practical success of the philosophy of Zionism culminating in the
Jewish State gave birth to one of the non-ending conflicts with the Israelis showing no signs
of helping in its abatement.
After the World War I, the feeling of going back to the land became more intense. The
Zionist writer Asher Ginsberg believed that the essence of Judaism lay in the return to Zion
and the ensuing national spirit would become a ―guide to all affairs of life, would reach to the
depths of heart and connect with all one‘s feelings.‖139
The immigration to the Holy Land was taken as being born again with a sense of fulfillment
and empowerment. By working on the land the unnatural, defective, splintered person of
Diaspora would be changed into a natural, wholesome human being who is true to himself. 140
Although the Zionist movement had sharp differences with the orthodox clergy, who were
sure that the return to Zion could only be accomplished through divine intervention and not
through human organization, yet Rabbi Abraham Issac Kook saw the Zionist settlers as a
―sign of divine intervention, bringing the Jews back to the holy land of Eretz Israel.‖

141

Zionist fundamentalists were able to prevent the adoption of 1950‘s constitution which they
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considered to be too secular.142 The important part of the ideology of Zionist fundamentalism
consists of settlement of Jews in a specified territory - Palestine. A significant number of
Eastern European Jewish community and American Jews became sympathetically inclined
towards a new militaristic variety of Zionism - Revisionism. Advocated by Vladimir
Jabotinsky, Revisionism emphasizes military might to capture political power.
However, the credit for spiritualizing the secular successfully goes to Abraham Yitzak Kook
who felt that without a feeling of divine and the sacred the worldly politics could dehumanize
the spirit of the people just like the French revolution which though based on the principles
of liberty, equality and fraternity led to the reign of bloodshed and terror. ―All the
civilizations of the world would be renewed by the renaissance of our spirit; all religions will
don new and precious raiment, casting away all that is soiled, abominable and unclean‖ 143
He never lived to witness the Arab blood spilled during various Arab-Israeli wars and how
lakhs of Palestinians were driven from their homes for the State of Eretz Israel.
2.26

Appearance of New Fundamentalis m

In 1912, a new party known as Agudat Israel144 was formed by Jacob Rosenheim, who felt it
was now time to put Jewish history back on track which had gone awry. If Jews made the
exodus from the corrupt Diaspora and live according to the Torah in their Lord‘s land, God
would send the Messiah.145 Jews would have to reject the corrupt practices of Europe and
build a theocratic state based on Torah. Alan.L.Mittelman a Jewish scholar compares the
principles and working of Agudat to the fundamentalist organizations. Agudat also believed
that ―secular modernization threatened certain essential values of religion and began to
formulate ‗fundamentalist‘
counteroffensive.‖ 146
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After the Russian revolution Jewish schools and specially yeshivot were closed, Torah study
was declared as against the principles of revolution. In response, signs of a new form of
Jewish fundamentalism became apparent. These were the religious Zionists and were
considered modern Orthodox. They believed ―Jews had a legal title to Israel as God had
promised the land to the descendents of Abraham.‖147 Religious Zionists were supported by
Rabbi Zvi Yehuda, son of Rabbi Abraham Yitzhak Kook. 148 Zvi Yehuda believed: ―Unless
Jews settled in the whole land of Israel, there could be no redemption: the annexation of the
whole land, including territory at this time belonging to Arabs, had become a religious duty.‖149
At that time the State of Israel did not include the biblical land of West Bank which was
under the jurisdiction of Jordon. But Rabbi Yehuda justified even the Holocaust as it forced
Jews to return to their land from the Diaspora. In making the State of Israel holy and its
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territorial integrity supreme Yehuda‘s policy was responsible for the worst national atrocities
committed against the Arabs during the twentieth century. A group of religious youth calling
themselves Gahelet,150 attempted to win over the Jewish nation back to God. This group
included names which later on became the leaders of a new Zionist Fundamentalism. Moshe
Levinger, Yaakov Ariel, Shlomo Aviner, Haim Drukman, Dov Lior, Zalman Melamed,
Avraham Shapira and Eliezar Waldman to name a few.
By the middle of the twentieth century it was thought that religion would never play an
important role in world affairs and events again. Secularism was the new mantra and there
would be no going back to the Crusades and the barbarism of Inquisition. The atrocities of
World War I paled beside the horrors of World War II. The bomb explosion made clear that
the apocalypse could be wrought by the scientific learning and skill of the people. The
Holocaust made it clear that a secular ideology was no different from a religious crusade as
far as danger to mankind was concerned. 151 The concentration camps seemed to resemble the
fires of hell. This made the fundamentalists view modernity as evil and demonic, inspiring
them with dread and helpless rage. The horror, fear, dread and anxiety led them to fill the
void created by the death of God with passionate rage.
2.27

Reaction to Nazi Atrociates

Even before the Nazi atrocities, Jews had begun to consider the world demonic but had felt
no desire to migrate to Palestine. The large-scale massacres of 1930s and 1940s forced them
to escape the rigours of modern Europe by fleeing from Germany and Soviet Union. The post
World War II yeshivot established in Israel reflected the desperation of the fundamentalists.
A secular study was tantamount to assimilation with the murderous gentile culture. Any form
of Judaism which tried to absorb aspects of modern culture was illegitimate. 152
2.28 The 1967 War
For Israel the victory of 1967 proved to be a great blessing. Politically, it felt tremendously
boosted - defeating the Arabs, Egyptians, Syrians and Jordanians. The war also gave
tremendous ideological and political boost to the forces seeking to create more indigenously
authentic religious politics.153 Within three weeks Israeli army occupied the biblical cities of
Hebron, Jericho and Anatoh. By the end of War, Gaza Strip of Egypt, West Bank of Jordon
and Golan Heights of Syria stood conquered and occupied by Israel. Israelis were now in
possession of most of the sites held sacred by them and the war was experienced ―as a
religious event, reminiscent of the crossing of Red Sea.‖154 The followers of Rabbi Yehuda
known as Kookists considered this a proof that Redemption was not far away. They
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conveniently forgot the fact that the efficiency of Israeli Defense Force and ineptitude of
Arab forces contributed to Israeli victory.
To Jews Palestine belonged to them rather than to an Arab minority that had no history and
had arrived just by chance. The wars by which Jews reconquered their land were just; the
violent opposition of the local population was criminal. Israeli forces seizing Jerusalem in
1967 believed themselves to be the direct descendants of the mythic kingdom of David.
Israeli forces conquered the East Jerusalem and the old city in the war of 1967 and within a
short time Jerusalem was declared the eternal capital of Israel in defiance of United Nations
and international community.155 When the Muslims were allowed control of Haram al-Sharif,
it was bitterly resented by ultranationalists. Like true fundamentalists, Jewish extremists,
Menachem Livni and Yehuda Etzion wanted to clear the place of all Muslim presence. Both
were convinced that the government had committed a sin by permitting the Arabs to remain
in control of Haram-al-Sharif. They considered the Dome of Rock ―an abomination and root
cause of all the spiritual errors of all generation.‖ 156
When Labor Party came to power it entered into an agreement with the religious parties.
They were given control of religious and educational affairs in return for their support to
party hegemony. But when this very Labor Government decided to relinquish some of these
occupied territories in exchange for peace Kookists aggressively fought against the
government. The return of one inch of sacred land was considered evil. 157
2.29 The Emergence of Gush Emunim
Israel was caught off guard on Yom Kippor

158

in 1973 when Egypt and Syria invaded Sinai

and Golan Heights. The Yom Kippur war was God‘s punishment and religious Jews must
come to the nation‘s rescue.159 The 1973 war increased the power of the religious right in
Israel and led to increased militancy as expressed in The Meaning of the Yom Kippur War by
a Kookist Rabbi Yehuda Amitol. It was a warning by God for the West-intoxicated Jews to
return to themselves. As the secular state of Israel had failed to solve the Jewish problem, in
February 1974 certain rabbis, hawkish secularists, Kookists and some religious Zionists
formed a group called Gush Emunim160 to bring about ―a great awakening of the Jewish
people towards full implementation of the Zionist vision.‖ 161
Holy warriors of ancient times such as Joshua, David, Maccabees and the early pioneers such
as Theodore Herzl and Ben Gurion were the real Zionist heroes of Gush. Right after its
foundation it immediately demanded the annexation of the conquered territories to the land
of Israel and the settlement of Israelis on these territories. Hebron and Ezion regions were its
main targets as prior to 1948 many displaced from their homes belonged to these regions. 162
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The very first activities of Gush Emunim consisted of protests against the shuttle diplomacy
of Henry Kissinger after the 1973 war. Gush also started marches and marathons to make
people aware of the historic and religious importance of Judea and Samaria. Participants
included such important personalities as Menachim Begin and Yigal Hurvits.
2.30 Israel and Arab World
The then Prime Minister, Yitzhak Rabin was anxious to improve relations with Egypt and
Syria and wanted to make small territorial concessions to them but Gush continued to resist
his policies. The right-wing parties compared Rabin‘s government to the British before the
creation of the State of Israel while Gush was hailed as embodying Israel‘s heroic past. The
activities of Gush made most of the Israelis see the occupied territories as their own and they
felt no qualms in settling there. Establishing a settlement in what the Gush believed to be
Jewish land meant not only extending the realm of the sacred but to push back the frontiers
of the Other Side 163 as well. Menachem Begin‘s victory in 1977 was taken as another act of
God by Gush Emunim. Labor party was defeated by the right-wing Likud party whose leader
Begin had openly advocated for a Jewish state on both sides of River Jordan. Begin‘s success
gave the fundamentalists further hope that the dream of mass settlement in Judea and
Samaria will be fulfilled.164
The honeymoon period between Begin and Gush ended when Begin and Anwar Sadat
President of Egypt signed Camp David Accords according to which Begin pledged to return
the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt and committed to Palestinian autonomy on the conquered
territories.165 Begin had made it clear that West Bank would never be returned. All this failed
to appease the Gush and the Israeli Right. 166 For Gush and the Ultra Right, Camp David was
no peace. True peace meant the preservation of the land of Israel and no compromise on its
territorial integrity. Israel‘s first chief Rabbi Abraham Kook and his son Zvi Yehuda Kook
believed, ―Every piece of our land is holy - a present from God.
would be heretical.‖
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To return any of this land

It is conveniently forgotten that the holiness is not only the result of Divine largesse but
sanctified by the blood not only of Jesus but of Arabs as well. Pre-1967 Israeli State was not
more than ten miles wide. The territories annexed during the war strengthened the Israeli
State strategically so it was imperative not only to retain those territories but also to populate
them to serve as first line defense. Biblical history is quoted to further the claim on Haifa, Tel
Aviv, Judea and Samaria.
The Israeli government ordered the evacuation of Yamit - a settlement on the shores of Sinai
in compliance with Camp David. Moshe Levinger, a Kookist, declared that Zionism had been
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infected by the virus of peace

168

and questioned whether a state granting such territorial

concessions could be called holy. Kookists felt that Likud government had stalled the
redemptive process by expelling them from Yamit and making peace with Arabs. Their
frustration increased further when Labor government was forced to sign a peace treaty with
the Palestinians after the breakout of intifadah.169 The peace treaty was more insulting than
Camp David as it promised to surrender parts of West Bank. Moshe Levinger said, ―raging
spirits awakened within me that did not give me peace.‖ 170
After the ‗intifadah‘ he led activists in raids and attacks on Palestinians. Once he ran amok
and shot indiscriminately. When he was tried he stated that he wished to have the honour of
killing an Arab.171
According to Rabbi Moshe Levinger the raison d‘etre for the Arab States is to destroy the
state of Israel in its entirety. To think otherwise is romantic and naïve.172 The
Fundamentalists argue that different West Bank sites were Jewish homes brutally uprooted
during the disturbances of the 1920s and 1930s as a result of Arab nationalists activities. So,
populating these areas is not settlement but in reality a return to their homes. 173 The Prophets
of Israel, the Torah and the rabbinical sages of the Talmud had all insisted on justice and
loving kindness even to the stranger who did not belong to their ethnic group but who lived
with them in their land.174 But fundamentalist Kookists concentrated only on aggressive
biblical passages in which ―God had commanded the Israelites to drive out the indigenous
people of the Promised Land, to make no treaty with them.‖ 175 ―Because of history, national
right and divine decree the land of Israel belongs to the people of Israel. Arab residents can
live as a minority, subject to their peaceful acceptance of Zionist primacy.‖
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Democracy is acceptable as long as it operates within Zionist framework. Some members of
the Gush argued that Eretz Israel had no place for Arabs while others believed that they
should be allowed to stay as gerim toshavim.177 As long as they respected the State of Israel
they would be treated decently but would not be entitled to political rights.
Another reactionary movement was led by Rabbi Meir Kahane who after settling in Israel in
1974 made harassment of Arabs his objective. Kahane‘s ideology sees everyone as enemies
whether they be Christians, Nazis, Blacks, Russians or Arabs for that matter. Kahane was full
of hatred and revenge for the suppression and sufferings of Jews which they had been
undergoing since long. ―The State of Israel was God‘s revenge; God created this state
because He decided that He could no longer take the desecration of His Name and the
persecution of the people that were named after Him.‖ 178
The ideology of Kahane inspired one of his followers Baruch Goldstein, a Kahanist to shoot
twenty nine Palestinians while they were worshipping in the cave of Patriarchs in Hebron in
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February 1994 which led to the famous uprising or ‗intifadah‘. ‗Intifadah‘ convinced the
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin to sign Oslo Peace Accords with PLO by which PLO
recognized the State of Israel in return for limited autonomy in the West Bank and Gaza Strip
for a period of five years.
On 4th November 1995, Rabin was assassinated at a peace rally in Tel Aviv by Yigal Amir.
Amir said that his study of Jewish law convinced him that ―Rabin was a ‗rodef‘
enemy of the Jewish people; he had the duty to kill him.‖ 180
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On 14th December 2008, a virulent anti-Islam conference was hosted in Jerusalem. At the
conference notorious Islamophobe, Geert Wilders recommended that West should target not
just the militant Muslim groups hostile to Western intervention in Muslim world, but the
entire Muslim faith as well. Another speaker Daniel Pipes actively incited European states to
promote nationalism and xenophobia by either thoroughly assimilating Muslim immigrants
or expelling them back to their native lands. 181 A Jewish supremacist and far right Israeli
lawmaker Eldad utterly rejected peace between Israel and Palestinians and advocated total
extirpation of non-Jews from the land of Israel.
2.31 Gaza Agression
Gaza is a tiny strip of land between Egypt and Israel, twenty five miles by five miles and
home to 1.5 million people, the most crowded area in the whole world. After the victory in
general elections of 2006, Hamas took over the reins of government in Gaza. Dubbing
Hamas a terrorist organization, U.S.A and Israel refused to accept the mandate of Gazans.
Israel imposed a blockade on Gaza and Palestinians were not allowed to cross into Egypt or
West Bank through Rafah.182
Israel broke the truce on 9th November 2008, entered into by Hamas and Israel on 19 th June
2008. Just after Christmas 2008, the Israeli army embarked on a three week deliberate and
indiscriminate bombardment of Gaza Concentration Camp in Occupied Palestine.183
Haaretz, the Jewish paper in an article ―Disinformation, secrecy and lies: How the Gaza
offensive came about‖, stated: ―Defense Minister Ehud Barak instructed the Israel defense
forces to prepare for the operation over six months ago, even as Israel was beginning to
negotiate a ceasefire agreement with Hamas.‖ 184 Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni said: ―Hamas
cannot continue to control Gaza…In the long term Israel cannot tolerate an extreme Islamic
state on its southern border.‖ 185
Ehud Olmert, the Israeli Prime Minister also defended the invasion. Israel‘s leading human
rights organization B‟Tselem also said that ―Israel army was intentionally targeting what
appeared to be clear civilian objects that are not engrossed in military action against
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Israel.‖186
Palestinians are jammed into tightly controlled ghettos known as Gaza and West Bank. Israel
controls the inflow of food, medicine, water and energy into Gaza with the help of Egypt.
They are no more of a threat to Israel than Jews were to the Nazi state. Yet, the belief is
rampant that Israel is on the verge of annihilation by Palestinian terrorists. This belief has
turned genocidal aggression into self-defense. The objective of Operation Cast Lead, the
name given to latest Israeli attack on Gaza and West Bank is ―The daily life of the
Palestinians must be rendered unbearable. This will encourage emigration and weaken the
resistance to future expulsions.‖
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Palestine was the biblical real estate most desired by Jews as a homeland. It, however, was
not an empty land waiting for the Jews. In 1948 the Palestinians were forcibly evicted,
brutalized and removed from all material or critical considerations. While the Israelis
consider the very denial of Holocaust a criminal act, they had no qualms in perpetrating the
same on Palestinians.188 Never forget the Holocaust was the motto of the Israeli state at the
time of its creation. That the Palestinians had nothing to do with Holocaust has failed to rein
in their demons. Israel had bulldozed all resolutions and conventions of the UN and justified
naked aggression. While responding to Hezbollah‘s provocation in 2006, Israel‘s Chief of
Staff Dan Hobutz threatened to turn back the clock in Lebanon by twenty years to the days of
civil war when Israel had allegedly killed twenty thousand civilians. 189 The latest onslaught
on Gaza was also a merciless and brutal rampage of murder and terror waged against a
blockaded, beleaguered and starved people who have the same aspirations as that of hounded
Jews under the Nazi occupation. The Israel government has succeeded in successfully
portraying Israelis as people who faced horrors at the hands of Hitler only to be preyed upon
yet again by Nazis of today Hamas.190
The pretext that Israel was defending itself against Palestinian rocket attacks is a lie. German
Nazis also used the pretext of self-defense to justify pre-emptive violence and military
occupation. The German Nazis used ―gas chambers‖ to kill civilians, which is still a disputed
accusation while Israel used all kinds of banned weapons including such bombs that
incinerate people alive.
2.32

Zionism’s Cult of Self-Defence

Since its inception, a cult of so-called self-defense had characterized much of today‘s
Zionism. The military was glorified to such an extent that today Israel has become a regional
Sparta armed with most modern nuclear weapons. Extremist rabbis and their followers are
now taking over Israeli army. Rapid „theologisation‟ of Israeli army is now under way. The
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training manual of Israeli army‘s Central Region Command contains the following
injunctions:
―When our forces come across civilians during a war or in hot pursuit or in a raid, so long as
there is no certainty that those civilians are incapable of harming our forces, then according
to Halakah they may and even should be killed. Under no circumstances should an Arab be
trusted, even if he makes an impression of being civilized.‖ 191
To prepare the soldiers for the recent twenty two-day Gaza offensive, army rabbinate even
handed out a booklet to them. The booklet‘s main inspiration was Shlomo Aviner who cited
―a Biblical ban on surrendering a single millimeter of Greater Israel after comparing
Palestinians to Philistines, the Biblical enemy of Jews.‖ 192 Israeli army‘s chief rabbi
Brigadier General Avichai Ronsky, approved the booklet as he was desirous of improving
combat values of the soldiers. Haaretz, the newspaper carried news of religious and political
brainwashing of troops.193
Israel‘s Right won its first election after fifty years of its establishment when Menachem
Begin became Prime Minister in 1977. From then on mostly Likud or Kadima have been in
power with Labor only holding the reigns for eight years. The Israeli Right opposed Labor‘s
Rabin when he began negotiations with Yasser Arafat. The assassin who killed Rabin for
selling out of national patrimony is still considered a hero by many right wing activists. In
the last held elections Likud‘s Netanyahu considered the Gaza war as too little and too late.
A new party that won surprisingly sixteen seats in Knesset was Yisrael Beiteinu (Israel Our
Home) headed by Avigdor Lieberman. Lieberman ran an anti-Arab campaign by raising such
slogans as No citizenship without loyalty. He promised to ―demand the Arabs living in Israel
to sign oaths of loyalty to the Jewish state.‖
2.33

194

Israeli Killings---An Impediment to Peace

Be it Irish Republicans, Muslim Brethren or Christian Democrats and other extremist groups
and organizations who justify unprovoked killing, incur the wrath of international community
and are sanctioned, arrested or obliterated. But when it comes to Jewish fundamentalists they
have rarely been ostracized. They include such belligerent Zionist proponents as Morasha,
Gush Emunim, Jewish National Front and National Movement.
Rabbi Israel Ariel, a leading fundamentalist used the Code of Maimonides to infer that ―a
Jew who killed a non-Jew is exempt from human judgment and has not violated the religious
prohibition of murder.‖ 195 Zionism rationalizes that non-Jews have no right to retaliate even
if pushed to the brink of starvation. Israeli mutterings about peace are simply ruse to buy
time - a treachery enshrined in Mossad‘s motto: By way of deception thou shall do war. The
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Israeli war crimes since long have been endorsed and supported by major Jewish
organizations. In a letter to Ehud Olmert in 2007, the former Sephardi grand rabbi Mordechai
Eliyahu stated openly: ―There is absolutely no moral prohibition against indiscriminate
killing of civilians during a potential massive military offensive on Gaza.‖ 196
Israeli Zionists had been promoting and exploiting the wave of Islamophobia in U.S and
Europe, wrote late Israeli scholar Tina Reinhart. Gush Emunim surfaced in Israel, because of
the breakdown of corporatism in Zionism aiming at synthesis of religion and secular
behaviour of dominant political elites, and especially the wars of 1967 and 1973 acting as
catalysts. Gush Emunim became the precursor of present day Zionist fundamentalist
organizations. Jewish fundamentalists claim that they posses the truth of God‘s laws, hence
allowing little room for negotiation or compromise with their adversaries. They resort to an
anti-rational and mystical interpretation of religious affairs, seeking to promote the use of
holy texts as the basic determinants of public policy. The emergence of fundamentalist
parties is not only because of religious resurgence but due to other complex structural
changes and events. A group of American intellectuals envisioned Israel as a means of
preventing Soviet expansion in the Middle East and many funds were directed by the
American Jewry to achieve this goal. The religiously conservative and politically active
American Jews became members of fundamentalist organizations.

The influence of

fundamentalists is so strong that foreign policy issues are guided by Jewish laws. It is
because of the fundamentalist propaganda that Israelis firmly believe that if the occupied
territories are well-populated by Israelis, it will be difficult to concede them. 197
With the deterioration of economic conditions more radical and more violence-prone
religious organizations have come into being. The inability of the political elites to improve
economic standards of the people made the lower classes more despondent and made them an
easy prey for the fundamentalist organizations. In the words of Eric Davis, ―The growth of
these movements symbolizes the expansion of increasing chauvinist, xenophobic, parochial
and obscurantist politics in Israel. The growth of religious radicalism bodes ill for any
meaningful solution to the Palestinian problem as well as for the continuation of peace
between Arabs and Israel.‖ 198
Israel continues on the path of murder, ethnic cleansing and illegal occupation of Palestinian
land. Today‘s Israel is the most extremist and racist society ruled by one of the most violent
quasi-military political establishments. Its politics is Zionfascist and its policies colonialaparthied. Israel‘s Zionfascism is the greatest threat to world peace and security.
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Chapter: 3

PRE-PARTITION HISTORY OF FUNDAMENTALISM
IN INDIA: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Revival of Hindu Fundamentalist Political parties in India since the 80s has given rise to new
fears among the non-Hindus for maintaining their separate identity as the aim of these parties
is to assimilate all the non-Hindus in the fold of Hinduism. Not only the Right Wing Hindu
parties but the Congress claiming to be the representative of all the communities of India has
been swept away by wave of Hindu Fundamentalism and gave into VHP and RSS on the
issue of Babri Masjid. A brief and comprehensive survey of India‘s historical background
would help reveal the factors which aided in the gradual build up of the present day fanatical
frenzy.
3.1
Origin of Hinduism
Many intellectuals and historians believe that it is not possible to define Hinduism precisely.
According to them Hinduism is not a religion but a jumble of codes, beliefs, practices,
thoughts and philosophies etc. Margaret Stutley says, ―Hinduism or more properly the Hindu
Tradition is an aggregation of innumerable beliefs, cults, customs and rituals. It cannot be
treated as a single religion since it has no founder, no one sacredotal order to institute set
dogmas and no central organization.‖ 1 Still ―Hindus believe that there is no country but
theirs, no nation like theirs, no king like theirs, no religion like theirs.‖ 2 ―Their belief is that
no created beings besides them have any knowledge or science whatsoever‖3
At the time of the advent of Mohammad Bin Qasim Hindus were ―spiritually exhausted,
intellectually decayed, materially deteriorated.‖ 4 Their self conceited pride and narrow
mindedness led them to label those who did not belong to them as ―Yavanas or Maleechas.‖

5

Orthodox Hindus would take a bath if the day‘s business had brought them into contact with
non-Hindus.6 Hindu resurgence is not a new and sudden phenomenon. Its roots are embedded
in the Hindu history and culture. In the words of Nirad.C.Chaudry ―Few human communities
have been more war-like and fond of bloodshed.‖
3.2

7

Hindu History and Culture

Ashoka the famous Hindu king declared a bloody war on Kalinga and did not rest till he had
established his suzerainty on the whole of Aryan India. Shankara and Ramanuja openly and
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strenuously called back the faithful to―abjure heterodoxies such as Buddhism and Jainism
and return to theVedic beliefs of their ancestors‖8
The Aryan race was divided into three castes: Brahmans, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas. Manu‘s
code does not allow the Brahmans to mingle with Shudras, the fourth caste. ―Woe to the
country in which the Shudra makes the law; it stinks like a cow in the dung” .9 Gradually the
Brahmans became the most feared caste as they could expel anyone from their caste. 10
Against this tyranny of Brahmans and caste system rose Buddhism and Jainism in the sixth
century.11 Buddhism was finally eliminated through force and persecution. Reverend Wilkins
says: ―the disciples of Buddha were so ruthlessly persecuted that all were either slain or
exiled.‖ 12 In the words of Dubios: ―They (the Hindus) overthrew all the temples of the Jains,
deprived them of all freedom and banished them from public employment and all positions of
trust.‖

13

Whatever treatment is being meted out to non-Hindus today should not surprise the

analysts and researchers. The Buddhists and Jains way back had to go through the same
cruelties because of Hindu fanatics and fundamentalists.
3.3
Hindus’ Attitude towards Muslim Conquerors
After the conquest of subcontinent by the Muslims, the glory and splendour of the
conquerors was marred off and on by the vituperative remarks and intense hatred of the
vanquished. Despite the kind and humane treatment by the Muslim rulers the intolerance and
hatred of Hindus kept on simmering and intensifying with the passage of time. Ibn-e-Batuta
gives an account of the gulf that existed between Hindus and Muslims. ―The Hindus
maintained no social intercourse with Muslims by way of inter-dinning or inter-marriage.
They regarded the touch of the Muslims or even the scent of their food as pollution.‖ 14
Al-Beruni says: ―All their fanaticism is directed against those who do not belong to them
against all foreigners. They forbid having any connection with them.‖

15

Hindu hatred was so

intense that they used to frighten their children with the dress and customs of Muslims and
labeled the possessors of such ways and customs as devil‘s breed. 16 In Bengal the
Chaitanyas‘ movement was launched to protect Hinduism from the sweeping power of Islam.
Jayananda considered the adoption of Muslim habits by Brahmans as ―one of the manifold
degradations of Kali age.‖ 17
Akbar‘s religious policy, called Din-e-Ellahi and his friendliness towards the Hindus and his
religious innovations emboldened Hindus to adopt a defiant and aggressive attitude towards
Islam and Muslims. ―This aggressive attitude was a result of the revivalistic fervour of the
Vaishnavia Gosians of Mathura.‖18 Mathura was emerging as the center of resurgent
Hinduism and there were instances of conflicts between Hindu templers and Muslim faqirs.19
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The order of Sanyasis organized by Shankara in the ninth century became more assertive
politically and militarily by the time of Akbar‘s reign.
3.4

Hindu-Pad-Padshahi in Hindustan

The old Sanskrit literature is full of praises, glorifying the conquests of Hindu rulers and
kings. Shivaji,20 who described the establishment of Hindavi Swaraj i.e. a Hindu-padpadshahi in Hindustan 21 as his mission led marauding raids into Mughal territory. For this
feat Shivaji was crowned Chhatrapati

22

by the Brahmans and declared an Avtar.23 Shivaji‘s

raids succeeded in hastening the downfall of the Mughal empire. Savarkar praised the
movement of Shivaji as ―essentially a Hindu movement in the defence of Hindu Dharma for
the overthrow of the alien Muhammadan domination and for the establishment of an
independent, powerful Hindu Empire.‖
3.5

24

Bhakti, Shuddhi and Sangathan

A close look at the history of Hinduism shows it to be like a banyan tree, which provides
shade and protection to others but never tolerates independent growth. This characteristic of
Hinduism is responsible for the assimilation of all kinds of beliefs and doctrines of foreign
origin barring Islam. Against this quality of Hinduism even Buddhism and Jainism, off
shoots of Hinduism felt helpless. This attitude of Hindus towards a religion of Indian origin
makes their abhorrence towards foreign ideologies understandable.
The rise of Islam posed a more serious threat to Hinduism than Buddhism and Jainism. The
great virtue of equality of man that Islam did bring to Indian society was seen by the Indian
priestly class as imperiling the balance and safety of a society based on caste. Islamic
democracy was not wanted. It was a menace to the Brahminical system. To assimilate Islam
into Hinduism a new strategy was adopted. Following this thinking Ramanuja and
Ramananda preached love and cooperation among all the cults and sects. Reducing Islam to
the status of a mere cult, different movements such as Bhakti, Shuddhi and Sangathan were
launched at different times. Shuddhi and Sangathan launched in the 1920s were more militant
than the Bhakti movement of the fifteenth century. Shuddhi aimed at reconverting Hindu
converts while Sangathan was meant to organize the Hindus into a militant community.
Hindu Bhakti saints succeeded in drawing many Muslims into their fold.
The Sufis made an intuitive choice of common ground of spirituality between Hindus and
Muslims, and opened the way for a mutual appreciation of aesthetic values which could
revolutionize the whole cultural attitude of the Muslims. 25 The absorption of Muslims and
Islam in Hinduism would have been a matter of few days after the loss of Muslim‘s pride. It
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was Sheikh Ahmed of Sirhind who stressed upon the pristine glory and purity of Islam and
checked the advance of ‗Bhakti‘ movement and Hindu influence on Muslims.26

―

Bhakti

Movement failed to achieve its mission but it certainly put a spanner in the progress of
Islam.‖ 27
3.6
Change of Masters
With the advent of British the situation changed, the Hindus gained through their tactics what
the Muslims lost. After surpassing Muslims in all spheres of life, Hindus developed an
extreme form of aggressive nationalism directed against the Muslims. Agrarian and
educational policies of the British were also detrimental to the interests of the Muslims.28 The
British believed that Muslims were responsible for the anti-British uprising of 1857 just
because the ruler at the time was a Muslim. This gave the British the right to subject the
Muslims to ruthless punishment and merciless vengeance. 29
So intense was the British hatred egged on by Hindus that the destruction of Jamia Masjid
Delhi and even Taj Mahal was urged by some Britishers. Deliberate and provocative attempts
were made by the British to replace Urdu by Hindi. 30
Hindus made full use of the situation and tried their best to cull favour with the new masters.
They had no qualms in shifting their loyalties from the Mughals to the British and started
learning English instead of Persian.31 ―The sins of Brahmans were too quickly forgotten,
while the guilt of the Muslims was too deeply remembered. A breath of prejudice fanned the
centuries-old vengeance into a mighty devouring flame and the unfortunate Muslims were
pursued with an implacable hatred.‖

32

Hindus played a sinister role and fully cooperated with

the British. ―The numerous Brahmanic community at once deserted the sinking cause of
patriotism, discharged with devout fury the spies to dig out the Muslim revolutionaries and
zealously observed and reported every action, word or look of the unfortunate people to their
respective masters.‖ 33
―The Brahmans began to sing the countless blessings of British Raj…They also did their
utmost in ruining the Muslim masses by every means.‖

34

For this they were duly rewarded

by the British government. ―The usurpers indeed thanked their gods who had provided them
such people, as the ‗Brahman‘_____so serviceable, so pliant and servile.‖ 35 Russel admits in
his book, My Diary in India, ―Our siege of Delhi would have been quite impossible if the
Rajas of Patiala and Jhind had not been our friends.‖ 36
Not just content with usurping the position and rights of Muslims, all societal ills were
attributed to Muslims. A renowned Hindu poet, Dwarkanath Tagore said, ―The present
characteristic failings of natives are a want of truth, a want of integrity, a want of
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independence. It is to the Muhammadan conquest that these evils are owning. Muhammadans
introduced in this country all the vices of an ignorant, intolerant and licentious soldiery.‖
3.7

37

Hindi Revivalists

The origins of the nationalist movement in the 19 th century India can be traced to the
expansion of Western education and English language. 38 The English-educated class of
Bengal, Bombay and Madras was the greatest supporter of socio-political and religious
reforms who tried to reform Hindu society to strengthen Hindu solidarity and ultimately
became known as Revivalists. The revivalists targetted only the Hindu audience with an
aggressive style and a Kashatriya worldview. 39 The revivalists considered the loss of national
consciousness responsible for foreign domination which can be thrown off by reviving the
older, purer forms of Hindu culture. Research of the Western orientalists confirmed the faith
of the revivalists in the achievements of Hindu rule and civilization. 40 The romantic
nationalism sweeping Europe at the end of nineteenth century provided additional intellectual
justification for reconstructing the present by reaching back to the classical roots of the
civilization.41 The Indians educated in Europe and English institutions were incensed when
the British characterized them as feminine, cowardly and unrepresentative of the indigenous
culture.42 Nationalist sentiments gained impetus by the arrogance and racial discrimination of
the British. While the late nineteenth century conditions were conducive to revivalism,
technical developments in the fields of transportation and communication provided
revivalists with opportunities to spread their message quickly to a larger audience.43
Hindu revivalists of the period of 1920s held that the divisions among Hindu society religious, cultural and political was due to their incapacity to overcome foreign domination
both political and cultural. Thousand years of foreign domination had robbed the Hindus of
vigour and purpose. The revivalists were ―filled with anguish over the vast tracts of
Afghanistan and Tibet culturally lost” 44 and feared that conversion to other faiths would
erode whatever little influence they had retained.
3.8
Communal Consciousness Witnessed in Hindu Authors
The major Hindi literary works of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries speak openly of
‗Hindu degradation‘ under Muslim rule. Feelings of communal consciousness can be seen in
the writings of the earliest Hindi writers: Pratab Narain Misra (1856-94), Radha Charan
Goswami (1844-1914), Balkrishna Bhatt (1844-1914) and Bharatendu Harishchandra (185085) to name a few. Most of these were later associated with Congress, the so-called secular
party of Indian masses. How centuries of oppression rankled in the hearts of Hindus was the
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subject of Harishchandra‘s poem. He referred to the ―wounds in heart kept green by the sight
of the mosque that stood beside the sacred temple of Vishwanath.‖

45

Another of his poem

revealed that ―happiness deserted the Hindus after the defeat of Prithviraj by the Muslims
who had taken away the religion, wealth and women of the Hindus.‖ 46
Tilak too, refers to the destruction of Somnath temple by Mahmud of Ghazna, Timur‘s
carnage in Maharashtra and Ahmed Shah Abdali‘s raids. 47 He also organized folk festivals in
Marathi-speaking Bombay for God Ganesh and the seventeenth century Maratha ruler
Shivaji. These festivals became the occasions for heightening the Hindu group identity and
self esteem through songs and rituals. 48 Similarly the Bengali writers, Bankim Chandra
Chatterji and Romesh Chandra Dutt poisoned the mind of the Hindus against the Muslims by
depicting them as ―defilers of Hindu temples and destroyers of Hinduism.‖ 49
Pratab Narain Misra talked of the oppression let loose on the Hindus by Muslim rulers. The
Muslims were inferior to Hindus educationally and materially yet with impunity could ―kill
cows, call the Hindu gods and rishis names and prevent the Hindus from taking out their
Gods in processions.‖

50

He exhorted all the children of Bharat to chant one mantra: Hindi,

Hindu, Hindustan. Misra and Goswami used the vilest possible language for Urdu in their bid
to replace it with Hindi.51 In Charan Goswami‘s Bharat Mein Yavan Raj, the hero of the play
tells the Englishmen: ―…These Musalmans have for some centuries not permitted us any
respite. Today the uprooting of their raj has given us great happiness.‖
3.9

52

Muslims in the Eyes of Hindus

The reaction of Balkrishna Bhatt‘s Hindi Pradip to the appointment of Syed Mahmud as the
judge of Oudh Court bears witness to the deep rooted Hindu belief, viewing Muslims as
aliens. It says, ―In fact if you ask the truth, the appointment of Syed Mahmud does not
provide what the Hindus of this country have for years been pining for. Because Syed Sahab
would be considered an alien Musalman.‖ 53 This was the same line of thinking projected
more vigorously and forcefully by the present day fundamentalists that all the non-Hindus
are aliens and occupy secondary status and position. ―Hindustan belongs to us because we
are Hindus…Hindustan can be made or marred according as the Hindus are made or
marred.‖ 54 In line with this policy even social customs and social evils were traced directly
to the Muslim rule. The practice of Sati was common since the days of Mahabharat and
Ramayan but it was attributed to the ―lecherous character of the Muslims.‖ 55
The practice of purdah was also seen as part of general pollution that the accursed Muslim
presence had brought about in Indian society. 56 Continuing in the same vein Goswami said:
―The aggressive and strife loving nature of the Muslim community is hidden from no one.
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Mischief- making courses through their veins.‖
―Whether today or eight hundred years ago, Hindus never fought the Muslims without being
provoked. It was Muslims like Mahmud Ghaznavi, Muhammad Ghouri, Aurangzeb, Nadir
Shah and others who harassed the Hindus perpetually in earlier times. And to this day their
grandchildren and great grandchildren are maintaining their hereditary enmity.‖

57

3.10 Hindu Nationalism
In the closing years of the 19th century under the influence of Bengali Hindu renaissance,
Bankim Chandra Chatterji‘s novel, Anand Math (The Abbey of Bliss), came on the scene.
Vande Mataram is the most conspicuous poem of the novel. Chatterji‘s ideology of
foreignness of Muslims went a long way in othering the Indian Muslims. Vande Mataram Hail Mother (land) became the battle-song of the Swadeshi movement of 1905 against the
Partition of Bengal 58 and a favourite anthem of Hindu revivalists of India. 59 Congress, the
secular party of modern India also adopted it as its anthem. 60 Vande Mataram remained a
bone of contention between Hindus and Muslims throughout the struggle for independence
because of its thinly-veiled hymn to the tiger-borne goddess Durga and objectionable
comments about Muslims being ‗invaders‘. After the adoption of Rabindranath Tagore‘s
Jana Gana Mana
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as national anthem in place of Vande Mataram of independent India,

justice to Vande Mataram still remains one of the demands of the extremist Hindus.
The most important personalities who redefined dharma include Narendranath Dutta, better
known as Swami Vivekananda and Aurobindo Ghose. Swami Vivekananda‘s greatest
contribution lies in coining the still-popular slogan ―Garv se kaho ham Hindi hain.‖
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Vivekananda‘s Complete Works include polemical passages against Islam which have been
republished by Hindu nationalists to serve their purpose.63 Aurobindo Ghose,64 the Bengali
revivalist maintained that, ―All great awakenings in India, all her periods of mightiest and
most varied vigour have drawn their vitality from the fountainhead of some deep religious
awakening.‖65
A good society can exist only when it is rooted in correct principles of ‗dharma‘. 66 In 1908 he
delivered his famous Uttarpara speech which became one of the founding statements of
Hindu nationalism.
3.11 Reconstruction of Hindu Society
The revivalists considered the redefining of traditional concepts essential for reconstructing
of Hindu society. They laid emphasis on larger Hindu ―nation‖ than the primary group
identification. The political character of Indian revivalism derived much of its strength from
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the importance of preparing for salvation.67 Gandhi also received immense support from the
revivalists when he appeared on the political stage of India. The revivalists however,
questioned Gandhi‘s insistence on ahimsa as it discouraged the militancy needed for struggle
against British imperialism. They felt that the ahimsa of Gandhi would uproot the very
principle of Hinduism and Aryan philosophy

68

as passive and non-resisting sufferance was a

Christian and not an Aryan principle. Hindus were implored to return to the militancy
advocated by Tilak, Vivekananda and Ghose.
Following in the footsteps of Tilak and Chatterjee, modern Hindu historians and civil
servants were open and ardent advocates of Hindu revivalism. Ram Swarup had been the
most influential Hindu thinker in the second half of the twentieth century. His influence had
been very crucial on most of the Hindu Revivalist writers. He did not approve of Gandhi‘s
murder but appreciated the urge of Nathuram Godse to exact some punishment though
misguided. He took it as a sign that Hindu society was not dead, for ―suffering a calamity
like partition and swallowing it without reaction would have been a sure sign of virtual
death.‖
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Kishori Lal Saran
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fully supported the VHP-affiliated archeologist Dr. S.P.Gupta

and Dr. Sudha Malaiya in declaring that the Babri Masjid stood on the site belonging to Ram
Temple. Ananda Kentish Coomaraswamy is another whose work is regularly quoted in
Hindu revivalist debates. He is considered as one of the most lucid exponents of Hindu
tradition.71 Certain historians like Judanath Sarkar, R.C.Majumdar and anthropologists such
as G.S.Ghurye have also published such findings and articles which earned them the name of
―Hindu Communalist‖.72 Civil servants like Abhas Kumar Chatterjee have helped in
gathering evidence for VHP during the Government-sponsored scholars‘ debate on Ayodhya.
3.12

Brahmo Samaj

Hindus‘ dream of establishing a Hindu empire had been effectively kept in check by
succeeding Muslim rulers but was not eliminated completely. Hindu renaissance was
pioneered by the nineteenth century Hindu reformers. Foremost among them was Raja Ram
Mohan Roy, who formed Brahmo Sabha in 1828 in Calcutta. Ram Mohan stood out as the
apostle of religious revival and for total rejection of all religions and impurities that had crept
into Hinduism. He could be labelled the first among Hindu intelligentsia who indirectly
worked for Hindu revivalism. ―All his efforts were directed at the preservation and reform of
Hinduism; he did not stir himself to serve his Muslim compatriots in any sphere…He was
thus one of the founders of modern Hindu nationalism.‖ 73
According to a Hindu scholar, Ram Mohan Roy ―awakened the self-confidence of the Indian
(i.e. the Hindu) in his own past.‖
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Brahmo Sabha was later renamed as Brahmo Samaj by
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Debendranath Tagore.75 It was not exactly a militant movement, but holding ‗Hindu Melas‘
should leave no doubt as to where its sympathies lied. Brahmo Samaj accommodated certain
Christian ideas and venerated Jesus Christ and thus succeeded in preventing further progress
of Christian missions than the open and systematic polemics marginally produced by a few
nineteenth century Pandits.76
3.13

Arya Samaj

The first truly public and sustained polemical attack on Christianity and Islam was mounted
by Swami Dayananda Saraswati and the organization founded by him- Arya Samaj.77 After
Roy, Dayananda Saraswati,78 openly raised the slogan of ―India for the Hindus.‖ In his
scheme of things, Hinduism was to be the sole religion of the sub-continent and the Hindus
its sole masters. The Muslims were foreigners and must be pushed out. 79 It was he who
devised the weapon of ‗Shuddhi‘ to fight conversions of Hindus to Islam or Christianity.
Alarmed by the mass conversions, Swami Dayanand Sarswati established Arya Samaj in
1857 to revive Hinduism and save it from further degeneracy. From mid 1884 onwards, the
chief vehicle of Hindu social and religious transformation was Arya Samaj. 80
Arya Samaj held the Vedic period as the ideal and endeavoured to persuade its followers to
re-establish and revive in its pristine purity the ancient (Hindu) civilization. 81 The conversion
of almost half a million Malkana Rajputs was the greatest success of Arya Samaj. Shuddhi
workers propagated that the ancestors of Indian Muslims were pressured and forced into
Islam so after the demise of Muslim rule there was no need to continue with the pretence of
believing in Islamic doctrines. The already existent Hindu-Muslim polarization was further
intensified by the Shuddhi movement.82
―Hindus if you have any religious feeling left in you, you should not leave a single Muslim in
the world.‖
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―In a country like India, ‗Shuddhi‘ ceases to be merely theological or dogmatic

one, but assumes the wider significance of a political and national movement.‖ 84
The Editor of Daily Pratap said: ―The question of Shuddhi is a matter of life and death f or
the Hindus. Muslims have grown from zero to seventy million and Christians are four
million. It is difficult for two hundred and twenty million of Hindus to live in the face of
seventy million Muslims…A religion should be propagated for the sake of religion but
Hindus are forced to adopt this procedure on account of several other reasons.‖
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Another

Hindu nationalist leader said the same thing, ―Hindu Muslim unity is impossible without
Shuddhi. When all Muslims will be converted to Hinduism, everybody in India would be
Hindu and then no power on earth can thwart our march to freedom.‖
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After the Muslims, Shuddhi rituals were extended to the Untouchables. In 1922 Bhai
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Parmanand along with other Arya Samajis founded the Jat Pat Torak Mandal, Association
for Breaking Caste.87 In 1936 the Association invited the leader of the Untouchables
Dr.Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar but later took back its invitation when the ideas of
Dr.Ambedkar became known. Dr.Ambedkar declared that his intended speech would be the
last as a Hindu because Hinduism was incurable unless it ceased to be Hinduism. Arya Samaj
played an important role in the Urdu-Hindi controversy of 1867.88 It was Dayanand who
wrote the famous Arya Bible Satyartha Prakash refuting not only Islam but Christianity as
well and exacerbating the existing tensions between the Arya Samajists and other
communities of India.89 Arya Samaj was the very first fundamentalist movement in the
modern sense of the term. Like all fundamentalist movements of present day it favoured
going back to the Golden Hindu Age and demanded ban on cow slaughter, conveniently
forgetting that ancient Vedic sacrifice had taken the lives of cows on many occasions. 90
Campaign against slaughtering of cows was launched to primarily target the Muslim
community. Pandit Lekh Ram‘s Treatise on Holy War, or The Basis of the Muhammedan
religion - Risala-i-Jihad ya‟ni Din-i-Muhammadi ki bunyad listed violence of Muslim
conquests and forced conversions with a ―call to Indian Muslims to undo their past
islamization.‖ 91
3.14 Arya Samajis as Congressites
It is no secret that many of the Congressites were active Arya Samajists in the pre-partition
days and tried their best to influence the policies and decisions of the Congress. Lala Lajpat
Rai, who campaigned against separate electorate and sought to unite Hindu opinion against
it, was a noted Congressite and an active member of Arya Samaj. His views were no different
from Mahasabhites and extremist Hindus. He defended Arya Samaj for ―defending the Hindu
community from the onslaught of alien religions.‖
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―I am free to confess that the idea at the

back of Shuddhi is partly political, partly communal.‖ 93
The man responsible for the failure of All Parties Conference convened in 1925 was the same
Lala Lajpat Rai. That Punjab and Bengal should be partitioned was also proposed for the first
time by Lajpat Rai.94 Arya Samajists tried to exclude Muslims from all businesses and
professions and even from the leather business which was left exclusively for Muslims
because of Hindu orthodoxy.95 Another Arya Samajist leader, Pandit Madan Mohan
Malaviya addressed the Hindus ―to meet the enemy in style‖,96 ―So long as you fear rascals,
they will continue to be impudent. They only dread the big stick. Give them a hard
fight…This is the first post of Swaraj.‖
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Another of the leaders, Bhai Parmanand‘s views, expressed in his book, Arya Samaj aur
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Hindu Sangathan, were: ―Advent of Islam inflicted a deep wound on India and Hindu history
since the Muslim incursion was a long and dismal story of suffering and sacrifice. A true
history of India will have to be a record of the Hindu struggle against foreign tyranny.‖
3.15

98

Hindu Nationalism---The Goal of Arya Samaj

It was the Arya Samaj and the like-minded Hindu revivalist organizations formed after it
which later on furthered the cause of Hindu nationalist movement. According to Palme Dutt:
―in the first great wave of national awakening in the pre-war years, the leaders of the militant
national movement sought to build on a basis of Hindu religion for their agitation and to
identify the national awakening with a revival of Hinduism.‖99
Another writer says: ―Indian nationalism presented itself in the swathing garbs of Hindu
religion. It evolved flags and songs, symbols and slogans which are typically Hindu. Bande
Mataram 100 , which soon became the national anthem of the country, occurs in a book, which
though written to inspire nationalistic sentiments in the reader, takes the background HinduMuslim hostility for its plot. It is written in highly Sanskritised Bengali and is full of Hindu
religious sentiment.‖
3.16

101

Tilak’s Anti Muslim Bias

However, the credit for lending distinctly communalistic and anti-Muslim bias to Hindu
nationalism goes to the Arya Samajist, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, who was the ―first to connect
Hindu symbolism with the freedom struggle.‖
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He also interpreted Bhagvad Gita in terms

of political activism.103 Tilak sought to create ―energism‖ as he felt that Gita demands
action.104 Tilak rehearsed the tale of past Maratha greatness by resuscitating the memory of
one of its chieftains, Shivaji through the Ganapati festival. This festival besides mobilizing
communal solidarity among the Hindus exacerbated Hindu-Muslim relations as it was
deliberately organized to counter Muharram processions.
―Public Ganapati festivals appear to have arisen out of an anti-Muhammadan movement
started after riots which broke out in the city of Bombay in 1893 between Hindus and
Muhammadans…The idea appears to have been to make the procession as offensive as
possible to the Muhammadans by framing them upon the same lines as the processions at the
Muharram festival.‖
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Youths who accompanied these processions staged well-calculated

mock fights ―to provoke affrays with the Muhammadans and the police‖106 Tilak then
worked on Maratha prejudices and made Shivaji a focus for the revival of Hinduism. Shivaji
was praised as a ―national hero‖ and the deliberately planned murder of Afzal Khan was
extolled. Tilak asserted that ―great men‖ like Shivaji are above common principles of
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morality and murdering Afzal Khan was a ―praise worthy object‖. 107
Sir Valentine Chirol says in Indian Unrest about Tilak: ―He not only provoked popular
meetings in which his fiery eloquence denounced the Muhammadans as the sworn foes of
Hinduism but he started an organization known as the ‗Anti-Cow Killing Society‘ which was
intended and regarded as a direct provocation to the Muhammadans.‖
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How true were

Chirol‘s words is clear from the anti-Muslim propaganda of Tilak: ―If thieves enter our home
and we have not sufficient strength to drive them out, we should without hesitation, shut
them up and burn them alive. Maharajah Shivaji strove to drive them away from the land of
his birth. He did not thereby commit the sin of coveting what belonged to others.‖
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D.V.Jahmankar wrote: ―From 1893 to 1905, Tilak devoted his energies reminding the Hindus
of Maharashtra of the legacy of their past struggle against the alien Muslim rulers of India
and the British.‖
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The ‗Gaurakshini Sabhas‘, formed for the protection of cows, by their

activities became instrumental in creating Hindu-Muslim bitterness, thus ―developing
themselves into a monstrous vegetarian crusade, which sheds a great deal of blood in order
that blood may not be shed.‖
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Other Hindu extremists such as Bipin Chandra Pal, Aravinda

Ghose and B.C.Chatterjee worked on Tilak‘s lines. The Yuganter 112 edited by the brother of
Vivekananda - Bhupendra Nath Dutt, played the same role in Bengal as Tilak‘s Kesari 113 did
in Maharashtra.114
3.17

Leaders of Arya Samaj

Another Arya Samaji Mahatama Munshi Ram known as Swami Shraddhananda, a sharp
critic of Congress after the failure of Khilafat movement, was initially a worker of Congress
and had given Gandhi the famous name of ‗Mahatama‘.115 Shraddhanand was famous for
recovering the Malkana Rajputs and for bringing eighty four villages into the Hindu fold. 116
He renounced his legal career to conduct a ‗Gurukul‘ an educational institution―to revive
ancient Indian philosophy, history and literature‖117
He was also an active member of Shuddhi Sabha, a revivalist group that was later attracted
towards

Hindu

Mahasabha.

Swami Shraddhananda‘s

most

influential book,

Hindu

Sangathan, Saviour of the Dying Race is considered a milestone in the history of Hindu
revivalism. Swami goes to great lengths to prove that Indian Muslims are the result of
forcible conversions of Hindus. T.W.Arnold‘s work, The Preaching of Islam which proves
the exact opposite, was produced by Swami Shraddhananda in favour of his argument. The
conversions which Arnold considers voluntary smell of different forms of social pressure and
indirect threats amounting to brute force as far as Swami Shraddhananda is concerned. His
argument revolves around the point that as Indian Muslims are not ―really‖ Muslims so it is
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best for them ―to undo the forcible conversion of their ancestors by returning to the Vedic
fold.‖
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While diagnosing the cause for the spread of Islam in India, Shraddhananda said:

―While Muhammadans multiply like anything, the numbers of Hindus are dwindling
periodically.‖119 The census of 1911 was quoted in the book in this respect. He says: ―The
number of Mohammadans has risen during the decade 1901-1911 by 6.7% as compared with
only 5% in case of Hindus. The main reason for the relatively more rapid growth of the
followers of Prophet is that they are more prolific.‖ 120
Shraddhananda believed that Hindus underwent a steady decline since the Vedic golden age,
and those foreign invasions were responsible for this state of decadence. 121 The foreign
invasions obviously stood for Muslims. For making such obnoxious statements Swami was
praised to the heights by Malaviya who thought nothing wrong of anti-Muslim movements
and even exhorted the Hindus to work for such movements.122
For another leader of Arya Samaj Hardyal, Hindu-Muslim unity had no meaning. Lala Har
Dayal wrote Mere Vichar in 1925 which was highly publicized by the Hindu Press: ―If there
is any possibility of the Hindus and Muslims working together, it is only possible as we see
in Hindu states or as was the usage at the time of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. It is that the State
should belong to the Hindus and Mussalmans may live there. But the State cannot be a
Muslim state, nor can it be a jointly Hindu-Muslim administered state. We, therefore, desire
to establish States after the fashion of Baroda or Kashmir. To create States like those of
Bahawalpur and Hyderabad, we are not prepared to offer sacrifices…to attain Swaraj, we do
not need Muslim assistance, nor is it our desire to establish a joint Rule. If you attain Swaraj
with the Muslim help, eternal will be your dependence on the Muslims.‖
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The work continues to harp on the same theme: ―I declare that the future of the Hindu race,
of Hindustan and of the Punjab rests on these four pillars: (1) Hindu Sangathan (2) Hindu Raj
(3) Shuddhi of Muslims (4) Conquest and Shuddhi of Afghanistan and the frontier. Just as
one removes foreign matter from the eye, Shuddhi must be made of the two religions of
Islam and Christianity…Just as there is Hindu religion in Nepal, so there must be Hindu
institutions in Afghanistan and frontier territory; otherwise it is useless to win Swaraj. If they
become our enemies, the age of Nadirshah and Zamanshah will begin anew. At present
English officers are protecting the frontiers; but it cannot always be…If Hindus want to
protect themselves, they must conquer Afghanistan and Frontier and convert all the mountain
tribes.‖
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3.18 Arya Samaj---Fanning Communal Hatred
Hindu revivalists did not end here, but eulogized the tolerant and assimilative capacity of
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Hindus. Medieval sultans were portrayed as having no virtue at all, while Prithvi Raj
Chauhan, Rana Pratap and Shivaji were idolized for resisting Muslim rule.125 Most Arya
Samajis spread communal hatred through their writings and pamphlets. These pamphlets
discussed the life of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) attributing to him gross sensuality and
claiming that Muslims in general followed his example. They claimed that Muslim religion
secured its followers by promising them polygamy in heaven as an inducement. 126 Certain
women speakers such as Saraswati Devi and Satyavati Devi enlarged at length on the danger
to Hindu women-folk from the shameful methods of Muslims and appealed for arming of
women for their protection and support to the sangathan movement as a general communal
defense against Muslim aggression.
The most famous case was that of Ilummudin who killed Mohashay Raj Pal in 1929 because
of the pamphlet written by him - Rangila Rasool, which contained blasphemous details about
Prophet Muhammad‘s sex life and his wives. In 1933 Nathuramal Sharma, another Arya
Samaji, wrote a pamphlet similar to that of Lekh Ram‘s in spite of Indian Penal Code enacted
in 1898 which forbade any form of insult against religions, calculated or expected to arouse
hostility.127 The Arya self defence squads such as ‗Arya Vir Dal‘, played their full role in
later Satyagrahas of Congress and Gandhi. Arya Samajis later on infiltrated Hindu
Mahasabha, Jana Sangh and other fundamentalist parties and are still their activists.
O.P.Tyagi who proposed the Freedom of Religion Bill under the Janata Government in 1978,
was also an Arya Samaji.
3.19

Hindu Mahasabha

The term Hindu Sabha was first used by Shankar Acharya in 1890. The organization Hindu
Sabha was established in 1909 in the Punjab as a reaction to Minto-Morley reforms of 1909
which granted the right of separate electorate to the Muslims. It was headquartered in
Allahabad. Motilal Nehru writing to his son, mentioned it saying:
―Another new feature of the Congress week has been that it has given birth to an All India
Hindu Sabha which in my opinion will minimize all chance of the Hindu-Mohammedan
Committee doing any good…I opposed the formation of this Sabha as strongly as I
could…but the great majority of the so-called leaders in Upper India, specially those of the
Punjab, all worked themselves into a high pitch and could not be made to listen to reason.
Bombay, Madras and Central India were not even consulted and yet the name given to the
new organization is All India Hindu Sabha.‖ 128 Motilal Nehru‘s testimony confirms that All
India Hindu Sabha was originally a forum of Congressmen. Hindu Sabha was meant to―save
Hinduism from atheists”129 It condemned the Congress for sacrificing Hindu interests to
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appease the Muslims by trying to unite all the ‗Indians‘ into a single nation. After the
Khiliafat and non-Cooperation movements ended, Punjab Hindu Sabha became very active
for the Hindu cause and raised ideological issues. The familiar and age-old cries of ‗a dying
race‘, imminent disintegration of the Hindu community through conversion, rapid growth
rate among Muslims, discrimination against Hindus through communal representation were
raised.
The Punjab Hindu Sabha attracted a number of revivalist groups such as Shuddhi Sabha,130
Arya Samaj, Sanathan Dharma Sabhas. This was the parent organization which later gave
birth to Hindu Mahasabha in 1915 at Hardwar to safeguard the ―separate and distinct
interests of Hindu community.‖ 131 From 1923 Shuddhi was adopted as a creed by
Mahasabha. Madan Mohan Malaviya 132 was behind the adoption of Shuddhi resolution. He
was a great protagonist of Hindi and cow-protection; and was the man behind the formation
of Hindu Benares University. None of his contemporaries could match his enthusiasm for
Hinduism, his astuteness and his immense organizing capacity. He was a master tactician and
adept in the art of political temporizing.133 Besides Hindu Mahasabha, he was active on the
front of Prayag Hindu Samaj, Sanatan Dharam Mahasammelan.134
The constitution of ―All India Hindu Great Assembly‖ or Akhil Bharat Hindu Mahasabha
after amendment in 1990 includes the following important points: The Jurisdiction of Hindu
Mahasabha shall extend to the whole of India or Bharat as it existed before August 14 th ,
1947.


The aim of Hindu Mahasabha is to establish a really democratic Hindu State in
Bharat, based on the culture and tradition of Hindu Rashtra and to re-establish



Akhand Bharat by all constitutional means. 135
To reclaim all those who have left Hindu fold and welcome others into it.



To promote protection of cow and its progeny and to ban cow slaughter.



To establish Sanskritised Hindi as the National language and Devnagri as National
Script.136

The leaders of Mahasabha believed that pacts could never bring about unity. Hindus had
worked shoulder to shoulder with the Muslims during the Khilafat Movement but the result
was the Malabar and other such riots. They felt ‗Shuddhi‘ and ‗Sangathan‘ were the best
means to retain Hindu supremacy. In the N.W.F.P (now K.P.K) where the Hindus were in
minority, Mahasabha was not in favour of representative institutions and desired India to be a
unitary state where the provinces would be dependent on the center. In Punjab and Bengal
where there were Muslim majorities, Mahasabha advocated abolition of separate electorates.
B.A.Dar mentions the poisonous speeches and comments of various Mahasabha leaders in
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favour of ‗Shuddhi‘ and ‗Sangathan‘ and to show their hatred for all minorities and specially
Muslims.The intentions behind Sangathan movement can be gauged from the following
paragraph ―Hindu Sangathan is to give a practical shape to the law of Manu.‖ 137
―When Hindu ‗Sangathan‘ will result in attaining ‗Swarajya‘, then there shall be no need of
mutual understanding or compromise. The Hindu Mahasabha will proclaim its decision
defining the rights and duties of Muslims and Christians in the New National Government of
India. If they are willing to remain religious fanatics and agents of British Government then
people of India i.e. Hindus would rise against them.‖
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At another place it was said, ―Every Indian child should study only Indian literature, adopt
only Indian culture and follow only faiths of Indian origin. If any community refuses to
accept it, then it should be turned out of India to the desert of Arabia. It is only when this step
has been fully carried out that Swaraj can be attained.‖
3.20

139

Venom against Lucknow Pact

Hindu conservatives such as Lala Lajpat Rai, Madan Mohan Malaviya, V.D.Savarkar
strongly opposed the Hindu-Muslim pact of 1916 at Lucknow. The contention of these
leaders was that Congress had surrendered before the Muslim League by granting the right of
separate electorate to the Muslims.140 Lala Lajput Rai condemned the Congress for its part in
Lucknow Pact and urged the prominent Hindus to make Hindu Mahasabha their political
mouthpiece.141 Extremist Mahasabhites like Lajpat Rai, Raja Narendra Nath, Chintamani,
Raja Rampal Singh frustrated the chances of a new Lucknow Pact at the all-parties
conference reconvened at Delhi in January 1925. In face of the Mahasabha opposition even
Gandhi and Nehru decided to leave the question of communal problem alone. Gandhi told
reporters in Bombay that he intended to put the Hindu-Muslim problem on one side. It was
an insoluble riddle and he had ―no alternative but to wait on God for its solution.‖
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Though

Lala Lajpat Rai repudiated the Lucknow Pact and demanded the abolition of separate
electorates, Nehru did nothing so as not to offend him. He had realized that Congress stood
little chance of success in Punjab without an electoral adjustment with Hindu Mahasabha. 143
Nehru even urged the Mahasabha to join Congress rather than start a separate political
organization of their own. Nehru hoped to secure a victory for the policy of Mahasabhites by
urging them to remain in Congress.144 Lala Lajpat Rai was one of the most vociferous of all
communalists. In 1924 he published thirteen articles in The Tribune, condemning communal
electorates in the most provocative terms. The communal electorates would divide the
country into Hindu India and Muslim India and once accepted would not be abolished
without civil war. Lala pleaded with his community to set aside differences and unite under
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the flag of the Hindu Mahasabha, which would clarify and crystallize Hindu public opinion
on all political questions and would shape the destiny of the ‗Hindu Nation‘ in all its social,
political and cultural aspects.145
3.21

Moonje---Advocate of Hinduism and Aggression

Nagpur based Hindu Mahasabha leader Balkrishna Sheoram Moonje was described by
Mahratta as a staunch Hindu committed to ―restore Hinduism to its proper place.‖ 146 He
tried his best to popularize Ganapati and Shivaji festivals throughout Central Provinces and
launched the Sangathan movement with renewed vigour. A follower of Tilak, he was the
inspiration behind Hedgewar, the founder of RSS and Golwalkar. Moonje basically
concerned himself with the revival of martial traditions in Hindus because ―the real danger to
Hindu-Muslim unity lay in Hindu docility and incapacity for self-protection on equal
terms.147
Moonje believed that Hindu youth should be inspired with the ―ambition of Hindu Raj in
their land of Hindustan.‖148 The fight for Swaraj was in fact a continuation of the struggle
initiated by Prithvi Raj when the Hindu Raj, culture and religion was first assaulted under the
Mughal impact.149 Dr.Moonjee while presiding over Oudh Hindu Mahasabha in April 1927,
said: ―Just as England belongs to English, France to French, Germany to Germans, India
belongs to Hindus.‖ 150 ―If the Muslims wish to cooperate with us unconditionally, we shall
welcome them; otherwise Hindus should march on along.‖ 151 Moonje spearheaded sangathan
movements in Malabar, Kohat and Multan152 . For Moonje and his cohorts sangathan was not
enough, it was necessary to infuse a spirit of aggression in Hindus. In his diary he notes:
―The Mahatama‘s policy and philosophy of love and Ahimsa are suicidal to India. I consider
my mission in life now to do everything possible so that the teaching of love and Ahimsa,
may not take root at least in Maharashtra. I believe Gandhi‘s philosophy will lead to
destruction and extermination of Hindus from the face of the world.‖ 153
Moonje appealed to Hindu landlords to recruit their tenants from Hindu fighting classes such
as Gurkhas, Rajputs and Marathas.154 Anxious to thwart the efforts of Muslim League
regarding its demand for the separation of Sind from Bombay, Sindhi Hindus joined Moonje
and his cohorts. Moonje also succeeded in his efforts to ―rouse the latent Hindu mentality in
Bengal.‖
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Moonje and his associates organized a campaign to thwart any agreement on

communal question. Das Pact was rejected by the Congress after immense pressure from
Malaviya, Moonje and Lajpat Rai, who deprecated the attempt to solve an all-India question
on provincial lines.156
The Hindu Mahasabha also infused a new spirit of aggressiveness among the Hindus by
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staging small battles in the streets so that Hindus could learn the art of fighting. ―So long as
the Hindus retained a wholesome fear of the Musalmans there could be no riots. The riots
were the course of training by which the Hindus were to be militarized.‖
3.22

157

A Graveyard of Hindu-Muslim Unity

Mahasabha undoubtedly proved to be a graveyard of Hindu-Muslim unity.158 After the
introduction of Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms in 1921 the hatred and anger of Mahasabha
against the Muslims reached new heights. Under this Act, Dyarchy was introduced and the
provincial departments were divided into reserve and transfer. ‗Transfer‘ departments were
under the control of Indian ministers. As Muslims were in majority in Bengal and Punjab,
these changes brought some benefit to the community which was considered by Mahasabha
an attack on their long-held superior positions in the field of local government and
administration.159
In the elections of 1926 which were fought along communal lines Hindu votes were captured
by Mahasabha.160 Malaviya Lala gang comprising Madan Malaviya and Lajpat Rai defeated
every Hindu candidate of the Congress in U.P. Malaviya gave Motilal Nehru an uncontested
seat otherwise with the rising tide of Hindu nationalism even Motilal would have lost his
seat. Congress was able to win only two seats and the electorate rejected it enmasse.161 After
the failure of Khilafat Movement the honeymoon ended between Hindus and Muslims and
important Mahasabha leaders like Bhai Parmananda and Balkrishna Sheoram Moonje cited
their horror at the alleged massacres of Hindus in Kohat and Malabar riots as the reason ―to
throw their full weight behind the HMS.‖ 162
3.23 The Origins of Hindutva
By the end of the nineteenth century Indian writers presented the outlines of what is now
recognized as Hindu nationalism.163 Essentials of Hindutva written by the Maharashtrian
nationalist Vinayak Damodar Savarkar in 1924 is the first such work. It was in 1899, that
Savarkar founded Mitra Mela - Friends Assembly, later known as Abhinava Bharat
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Young India. This was an exact adaptation of Giovine Italia - Young Italy, the activist group
founded by nineteenth century Italian nationalist Guiseppe Mazzini. After the Partition of
Bengal the ‗Abhinava Bharat‘ created an atmosphere of danger and unwelcomeness for the
colonial administrators 165 and even attacked them. Sir William Curzon-Wyllie was murdered
by Madanlal Dhingra. Savarkar was arrested for aiding the murderer by providing him the
revolver. For this Savarkar was sentenced and incarcerated on the Andaman Islands. During
his stay in prison he wrote his most important book, Hindutva - Hindu-ness in which he
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defined the term Hindu as one for whom India is both Fatherland and Holyland.
In defining Hindu nationality, he underlined the importance of ‗Hindutva‘, a religious, racial
and cultural entity in which Hinduism as a religion formed part of a whole. Savarkar
considered the Muslims as a people ―who looked outside India for their sacred places and
therefore did not regard India as their holy land.‖
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Swami Shraddhananda expressed his

enthusiasm for the book in the following words, ―It must have been one of those Vedic
dawns indeed which inspired our seers with new truths that revealed to the author of
Hindutva this Mantra, this definition of Hindutva.‖
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Savarkar‘s speeches as President of

Hindu Mahasabha in the book, Hindi Rashtra Darshan Vision of the Hindu State, constitute
important formulation of Hindutva ideology. It was Savarkar who popularized the slogan,
―Hinduise all parties and militarize Hindutva”.168 Savarkar guided Hindu Mahasabha
politics from 1923 onwards. As a result of intensification of Hindu/Muslim tension between
1921-1923, the dormant Hindu Mahasabha was revitalized. 169 ―the Hindu race once so great
and glorious is truly speaking, ‗nobody‘s child‘ now: The result is that it is usually the
Hindus who fall an easy prey to the aggression of those more united and virile.‖
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lamented

the Dehra Dun branch of Hindu Mahasabha.
A large number of new Mahasabhas were not only formed in Northern India such as Punjab,
Delhi, United Provinces and Bihar but also in Madras and Bengal where previously the
Mahasabha had made little impact.171 To revive the Hindu Mahasabha a meeting was held at
Benares in August 1923 in which Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya stated the major objectives
of the session, ―to devise means to arrest the deterioration and decline of Hindus and to effect
the improvement of the Hindus as a community.‖
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Delivering his Presidential address at

the eighth Hindu Mahasabha session in 1925, Lala Lajpat Rai said, ―we cannot afford to be
so weak and imbecile as to encourage others to crush us, nor can we be so obsessed by the
false ideas of ahimsa but at our peril. Nonviolence would result in laziness, fake
contentment, cowardice, lack of spirit and a slave mentality among Hindus.‖
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3.24 Response to Simon Commission and Nehru Report
When the Simon Commission arrived in India, the HMS leaders like Malaviya and Lajpat
Rai rejected the proposals of Quaid-i-Azam and refused to grant majority rights to Muslims
in Muslim majority provinces or agree to the separation of Sind from Bombay. At the All
Parties Conference convened in 1928 to find a way out of political stalemate Jinnah was
violently opposed and overwhelmingly outvoted by Mahasabha. 174 The committee headed
by Nehru, appointed by the Conference to draft a constitution for India could not work as the
HMS leaders tried their best ―to resist the policy of appeasement of Muslims.‖175 When
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Jinnah was attempting to gain acceptance for his amendments to Nehru Report, Moonje
reflected the views of many when he warned Malaviya: ―You should tell Mahatamaji that if
he was to yield on these points you would be painfully obliged to lead the opposition on
behalf of the Hindus against him, Jinnah and Motilal combined.‖ 176 ―No compromise is
possible for the purpose of tampering nationalism with communalism. If the Muslims cannot
trust and remain in Congress and give up their separate mentality, let us leave them alone to
go to the government for whatever it may grant them.‖ 177
Hindu Mahasabha gave its full support to Congress not to yield to the genuine demands of
Muslims and Jinnah. ―Muslims must know that no compromise is possible for the purpose of
tampering negotiations with communalism‖,178 Moonje told Gandhi. After the Gandhi-Jinnah
talks, Moonje met Gandhi and scolded him for endowing Jinnah with importance and
greatness. Such was the influence wielded by the Mahasabha in late 1920s that the secularoriented leadership of Congress succumbed to its pressures 179 and Gandhi explained to
Moonje that he simply heard Jinnah and came away without expressing his opinion.
The Nehru Report not only invited criticism of the Muslim League but even the Muslims
siding with the Congress criticized their party. Ansari, a staunch Congressite, commented: ―It
was the Hindu Mahasabha which completely did the work of destruction and Jayakar,
Moonje, Malaviya and Hindu Mahasabha friends destroyed all chances of understanding.‖
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When the Nehru Report was presented to the world it became clear that the appeasement of
Hindus and not of Muslims was followed. This is what Maulana Jauhar had to say: ―In the
days of East India Company the government street criers used to announce the dual
sovereignty of India before notifying any government notice namely ‗Khalq Khuda ki, Mulk
Maleka ka, hukam Company Bahadur ka‘.181 But under the proposed Nehru Scheme the
government street criers will now announce in the following manner, ‗Khalq Khuda Ki,
Mulk British Ka, Hukam Mahasabha Bahadur Ka‘ ― 182
HMS however, kept on harping on the same theme that Indian National Congress had no
right and authority to represent the Hindus of India and if any agreement was concluded
without the approval of HMS it would be of no use and value. The attitude of HMS forced
many Nationalist Muslims to start thinking in line with Muslim League as is evident from the
following statement of the Viceroy, ―I am told that those Muhammadans, like Sir Ali Imam,
who have never taken the communal point of view hitherto, are now apparently coming into
line with Jinnah. Even the Nationalist Muhammadans, seem to be tending more and more to
be Muhammadans first and Nationalists afterwards.‖ 183 The Round Table Conferences
witnessed the same attitude of HMS. At the first R.T.C HMS decided not to give in to
Muslim demands.184 The Quaid lamented, ―Bhai Parmanand of HMS stands for Hindu Raj in
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India while I stand for full democratic responsible government for the people of India.‖
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The talks between Jinnah and Rajendra Prasad present an example of the non cooperative
behaviour of Congress and HMS. Malaviya and other Mahasabha leaders prevented Rajendra
Prasad from giving in to Muslim demands.186 HMS‘s supreme Savarkar was against any
special privileges for Muslims.187 In his Presidential address to HMS in 1937, Savarkar
himself admitted that India could not be called a homogenous nation, there were two nations
in the main, Hindus and Muslims. But he was not prepared to grant Muslims the right to a
separate homeland on Indian territory.They should migrate to some other place to establish
their Muslim state.188 ―Hindustan is the land of Hindus and it was the Hindu nation that
owned it; that Indian nation means Hindu nation and that Hindus, Hindustan and India mean
one and the same thing, ―we are Indians because we are Hindus.‖ 189

3.25

Mahasabha’s Reaction to Pakistan Resolution and Cripps Proposals

HMS reacted in the same way to the Pakistan Resolution. HMS leaders conjured up versions
of civil war; Satyamurti accused Jinnah ―of wanting on a small scale what Hitler wanted in
Europe.‖ 190 Moonje and Savarkar were so furious that they ―described the Indian Muslims
like the Jews of Germany and declared that they would be treated as such.‖
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HMS

continued with its anti-Pakistan tirades and Mookerjee declared that the Hindus will see to it
that Pakistan scheme remains only on papers. 192 HMS‘s President Savarkar tried to incite the
Sikhs as well, ―I want to emphasize the point that if our Sikh brotherhood sends its
representatives to the legislature on a purely Sikh ticket then we can see a Sikh state
established in Punjab. When the Sikhs were a handful they ruled over Muslims in Punjab.
Now that they have grown into millions, they need not be overawed by the now reduced
Muslim majority and strength.‖
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Using the same tactics Hindu Mahasabha succeeded in

inciting Sikhs to pounce upon unarmed Muslims which led to worst riots in the history of
sub-continent before and at the time of partition. While addressing the All India HMS at
Bangalore, Savarkar again warned the British government of dire consequences in case a
Muslim defence minister was appointed to Viceroy‘s Council. 194 One of the clauses of
‗Cripps Proposals‘ giving an option to any Indian province to opt out of Indian Union was
virtually interpreted as conceding the demand for Pakistan. HMS passed a resolution
rejecting the ‗Cripps Proposals‘ on the plea that India is one and indivisible. Pakistan would
be a serious menace to India‘s security and unity and Mahasabha cannot be a party to any
scheme leading to partition of India.195 The HMS leadership also pressurized the Congress
not to agree to the creation of Pakistan in any shape or form. 196 ―HMS will be content with
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nothing less than Hindu rule and would be prepared to go to great length to attain its
object.‖197
When Rajagopal Acharia talked of accepting Pakistan scheme temporarily and then putting it
in cold storage, HMS declared his formula as a ―betrayal of Hindu interests.‖ 198 AntiPakistan week was celebrated
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and Gandhi was warned that India was not his personal

fiefdom ―to distribute it to anyone he liked.‖ 200 S.P.Mookerjee lamented that it was
ridiculous that a leader like Gandhi had been dragged into acceptance of Pakistan scheme.201
The Punjabi leader of HMS, Bhai Parmanand said, ―It is most astonishing to find that a man
of such determination as Mahatama Gandhi should give his consent to Rajagopalacharia‘s
formula which is the first step towards partitioning the country.‖202 Savarkar also condemned
Gandhi for even daring to think about vivisecting India. 203 As the HMS was invited at
R.T.C‘s and Cripps had also met HMS delegates, Mahasabha had high hopes of joining
Simla Conference but it was not invited. 204 So to vent his anger Dr.Mookerjee said ―Simla
Conference had been called to placate Muslim League. It was not justice that Hindus and
Muslims should be accorded parity. How can ninety million Muslims be given five seats and
sixty million scheduled castes one seat in Viceroy‘s Council. Gandhi‘s acceptance of
Pakistan scheme and separate representation for Muslims have emboldened Lord Wavell to
come out with his new plan to give a fatal blow to the cause of Indian nationalism and
liberty.‖ 205
The comments of HMS on Sapru formula were:206
―If the constitution is to be framed as suggested by Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, the Hindus should
first commit political suicide and allow Muslims and Christians combine to gain ascendancy
in administration and then agree to communal suicide as the political supremacy will be used
for proselytizing activities - Muslims and Christians being the only proselytizing
communities…With this state of affairs within the next twenty five years or so India will be a
Pakistan with a corner of Christianistan in it. If this is National Government God save us
from our friends like Sapru who is not only a Hindu but a Brahmin as well. Let the Hindus
rise in revolt to a man to give a burial to this report of the so-called Conciliation
Committee.‖207
In a meeting with Cabinet Mission, HMS leaders insisted that the integrity and indivisibility
of India must be preserved at any cost and the division of the country would not only be
disastrous but suicidal. Muslims had been given many concessions in the past still there is no
end to their megalomania so HMS pleaded for the abolition of separate electorates and
principle of parity.208 When it became clear that the British were finally dividing the subcontinent the HMS called upon the Hindus to relegate non-violence in its proper place and
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be prepared to act as Geeta advises – ―rise and fight with determination‖. We will have to
renew our aggressive virility and worldly practicality as cultivated and enjoined in Vedic
civilization.‖ 209 Similarly Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya made an appeal to the Hindus
published in The Hindustan Times on 2nd November, 1946,
―Hindu culture and religion are in danger. It is absolutely necessary that the Hindus should
organize themselves and strive their utmost for the protection of Hindus and preservation of
their ideals and culture. If the Hindus do not protect themselves, they will die. If they do not
organize themselves, they will perish in no time. If they linger behind they will be trampled
to inactivity and death. They must not have inertia but have courage and faith and must not
fear to die.‖ 210
The HMs organized a conference at Gorakhpur in December 1946, where leaders such as
Mookerjee and Dr.L.B.Bhopatkar appealed to sadhus and mahants to join the Mahasabha
and authorized Mahant Digvijay Nath to organize the Hindus for facing Muslims boldly.211
The attitude of HMS compelled Liaqat Ali Khan to complain against the open incitement of
the Mahasabha with its storm-troops, the RSS with its murderous gangs openly preaching the
doctrine of hate against Pakistan.212 Even at the creation of Pakistan, Dr.N.B.Khare declared
that his country would never reconcile to partition and Pakistan must be reabsorbed into
India.213 HMS and RSS also opposed secularism on the ground that conciliation and
compromise had failed to keep India united, so there was no need for secularism now.
Some newspapers were also ardent champions of Hindu Mahasabha. As the Hindus were
weak and emasculated, unable to defend their home and hearth, the Hindu Mahasabha was
necessary to revitalize them and to make Hinduism a new living force, both defensive and
militant if necessary.214 The Amrita Bazar Patrika, Tribune and Leader never missed an
opportunity to add to Hindu-Muslim tension by publishing unabashedly partisan accounts of
communal riots. The irresponsible writings in the Indian Press and other publications grossly
exaggerated and false reports greatly added to the tension prevailing between the two
communities.215
When Gandhi went on hunger strike for the payment of Pakistan‘s share of money, a small
group of Hindu Mahasabhaites in anger and frustration decided to murder him. After a failed
attempt on January 20th , on 30th January Nathuram Godse, editor of Pune-based Marathi
paper Hindu Rashtra, fired the fatal shots at the Mahatama.216 Nathuram Godse and his
closest associate Narayan Apte were sentenced. Nathuram‘s defence speech, Why I
Assassinated Gandhi, previously known as May It Please Your Honour is a handy summary
of all pre 1948 Hindu invective against Gandhiji for his ―appeasement policy‖ vis-a vis the
Muslims.217 Members of Hindu Mahasabha commemorate Nathuram Godse‘s ―sacrifice‖
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every year.
3.26 Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh
The largest and most powerful organization to emerge in post-independent India is Rashtriya
Swayam Sevak Sangh - National Volunteer Organization, one of the very first political
organizations to convert nationalist ideas into action. It was founded by Keshav Baliram
Hedgewar in the then capital of Central Provinces Nagpur, on the Vijayadashami festival day
of 1925. Dr.Hedgewar regarded the Muslims as malevolent enemies of Hindu unity
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and

emphasized on Hindustan for Hindus only. In the RSS bible, We Our Nationhood Defined,
Golwalkar explains that the Sangh seeks political power not to institute a definite social and
economic plan but to implement a cultural objective, especially to Hinduize India. 219
Hedgewar greatly admired the Maratha leader Shivaji, was an avid reader of Tilak‘s weekly
Kesari and a follower of Mahasabha leader B.S.Moonje.220 The community is the whole, of
which the individual is only a minor element and is valued only as part of a group and
historical continuum.221 Warriors such as Shivaji and Guru Govind Singh are honoured by
the RSS for their nation-building activities. Its brahmanical orientation is reflected in its
fastidiousness and ascetic lifestyle and its glorification of physical strength and bravery
shows its military orientation. According to Hedgewar the Hindu society had everything to
succeed, the only thing missing was organization so he wanted no rhetoric but immediately
set to the task of forming an organization devoted to the Hindu cause. He started a local
Hindu group in Nagpur
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in 1925 which became known as RSS in 1927. From Maharashtra

it expanded to other parts of India and branches (shakhas) were opened in different cities.
Not only the RSS roots are embedded in the soil of Maharashtra its symbols and membership
were also exclusively Maharashtrian.223 At the 1920 Nagpur session of Congress where
Gandhi announced non-cooperation, a group of twelve hundred volunteers was organized by
Hedgewar to keep order.224 After the calling off of non-cooperation by Gandhi, Dr.Hedgewar
became increasingly disenchanted with Gandhi and his politics though he did not leave the
Congress. On 30th October 1923, the collector of Nagpur banned Dindi processions.225 But
almost twenty thousand Hindus defied the ban and out of this defiance the Nagpur Hindu
Sabha was born and Dr.Hedgewar became its secretary. The Nagpur experiment encouraged
Hindus to repeat the experience and they declared a boycott against Muslim-owned
businesses during the riots of next year. 226
V.D.Savarkar‘s Hindutva had already left a great impact on Hedgewar‘s thinking.
Dr.Hedgewar was greatly perturbed by the fact that a small group of colonial administrators
could rule over a vast India with such ease. 227 The root cause of it was psychological and
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Dr.Hedgewar thought that a sense of national consciousness and social cohesion was
required to rid India of the menace of foreign rule. In September 1925, on the occasion of
Dasehra 228 Hedgewar launched his movement of Hindu revitalization. 229
Like all revivalists Hedgewar believed that only Hindu thought could motivate India towards
restructuring the society and finally to independence. RSS writers identified two potentially
disruptive and hostile forces in the contemporary India which plotted against the nation and
were responsible for political and economic strains in the country:
* Muslims and Christians who propagate values that might result in the denationalization of
their adherents.
* Westernized elite who propose socialism, capitalism or communism as solutions for
Indian development.230
At the RSS meeting held at Nagpur in November 1929, it was decided to have one supreme
guide - sarsangchalak of the organization, who would choose all the office bearers and
supervise the activities of RSS. Hedgewar became the first sarsangchalak succeeded by
Madhav Sadashiv Golwalkar reffered to as an avtar
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by Hedgewar. In the early 1930s RSS

was also launched in Sind, Punjab and the United Provinces.232 It was due to the efforts of
elder brother of the second sarsangchalak of RSS that the organization expanded in Western
Maharashtra after he merged his own Tarun Hindu Sabha233 and Mukteshwar Dal234 into
RSS. The women‘s affiliate of RSS, Rashtra Sevika Samiti was started in October 1936, in
the Central Provinces by Mrs.Lakshmi Bai Kelkar, who laid great emphasis on military
training of women.
3.27 RSS Ideology
The first systematic statement of RSS ideology, ―We Our Nationhood Defined‖ was prepared
by Golwalkar in 1938. This was an abridgement of Babarao Savarkar‘s essay on nationalism
Rashtra Mimansa.
Madhav Sadashir Golwalkar commonly reffered to as Guruji was its most articulate
ideologue,235 who left most decisive impact on the ideological outlook of RSS which remains
till today. Golwalkar agreed that a nation was composed of different factors as culture,
language, territory but above all religion. ―…With us Culture is but a product of our allcomprehensive Religion, a part of its body and not distinguishable from it.‖
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Golwalkar disputed the fact that Aryans had migrated to India from some other place, his
theory of Indian history had the same elements as mentioned by Savarkar early unity,
fragmentation, Muslim conquest, Hindu revival and then British rule. 237 He claimed that in
order to frustrate the latent Hindu nationalism, ‗shrewd‘ Englishmen had laid the foundation
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of Congress.
―The express aim of founding this body was to suppress all National outbursts likely to
dethrone the British power and to effect it, the amazing theory was propounded that the
Nation is composed of all those who, for one reason or the other happen to live at the time in
the country‖238
Regeneration of the nation in his opinion, depended on the consolidation of Hindus against
Muslims as well as British.
3.28

RSS---Nazism/Fascism Combined

The liberal Congressmen considered RSS as the precursor of the Indian form of fascism. The
National Herald of Lucknow expressed this in the following words: ―The case of RSS is one
of the mysteries of modern India but a mystery, which ought not to be tolerated. It seems to
embody Hinduism in a Nazi form and whatever its professional appearance there was
something secret behind its physical parades and that secret is becoming something sinister.
Such a policy and organization with physical training and drill was nothing but the screen for
a private army.‖ 239
This comparison implied that unless RSS and its activities were curbed it would destroy
Indian democracy just like the Nazi party had destroyed the Weimar Republic of Germany.
Post World War II period saw RSS expanding into Northern India especially as HinduMuslim relations were further strained after the Direct Action Day on 16 th August 1946.
RSS did not agree with the existing geographical boundaries ―Afghanistan was ancient
Upaganasthan…Even

Iran

was

originally

Aryan…Burma

is

our

ancient

Brahma
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Desh…Lanka was never different from the mainland.‖
While discussing the geography of the nation, Golwalkar spoke of it as extending from Iran
in the west to the Malay Peninsula in the east, from Tibet in the north to Sri Lanka in the
south.241 Those who threaten the ―sacred‖ geography are portrayed as lustful figures.
Golwalkar considered the people in the South as much Aryan as those in the North and the
source of inspiration for all Dravidian languages is the queen of languages, the language of
gods Sanskrit.242
3.29

Ghandi’s Assasination---RSS Unmasked

The followers of RSS and Hindu Mahasabha stayed away from the freedom struggle and at
crucial times did not cooperate with the British. They were more interested in joining politics
as the flag bearers of Hindu fundamentalist politics and creating a network of cadres
inculcated with ideas of Hindu rashtra.243 While the Hindu Mahasabha operated at the
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immediate level, RSS prepared itself for the long term battle. Their goals and social base was
common but their methods were different. The politicians who were not willing or were not
able to prevent partition had to face the ire of the Hindus, cries of Gandhi murdabad were the
order of the day after the partition.
Many Congress leaders sympathized with the goals of RSS. Leaders like Patel openly
supported and addressed the meetings of RSS. Hedgewar and his friends were active
Congressites before the formation of RSS. Its activities led to the widening of gulf between
Hindus and Muslims as it became more active on the fundamentalist front. Gandhi
denounced RSS and its activities in these words ―RSS is a communal body with a totalitarian
outlook. The way to national independence does not lie through akharas. If they are meant as
a preparation for self defense in Hindu-Muslim conflicts Muslims can also apply the same
game and such preparations ―.
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Nathuram Godse joined RSS in 1930 and soon rose to the rank of intellectual propagator. As
he was an ardent supporter of ‗Akhand Bharat‘ he was very critical of Gandhi and his
‗ahimsa‘. ―His followers cannot see what is clear even to the blind viz that Gandhi was a
mere pigmy before Shivaji, Rana Pratap and Guru Gobind.‖ 245 While narrating the motive of
Gandhi‘s murder, Gopal Godse, brother of Nathuram Godse said: ―our motive was to rid the
nation of someone who had done and was doing great harm to it. He had consistently insulted
the Hindu nation and had weakened it by his doctrine of ahimsa. On his many fasts, he
always attached all sorts of pro-Muslim conditions…We wanted to show that there were
Indians who would not suffer humiliation; that there were still men left among the
Hindus.‖246
The followers of Hindu Mahasabha and RSS celebrated Gandhi‘s murder by distributing
sweets. ―All the RSS leaders‘ speeches were full of communal poison. As a final result of the
poisonous atmosphere a situation was created in which a ghastly tragedy of Gandhi‘s murder
became possible.‖ 247 Gandhi‘s murder was the first major offensive of the Hindutva politics
on Indian nationalism which was to herald bigger strides in times to come. It was only after
the assassination of Gandhi on February 2nd that RSS popularity suffered a temporary set
back as it was banned for some time. While requesting Nehru to lift the ban on RSS, 248 its
leaders at the end of 1948 wrote:
―Within the state we have a number of disruptive forces; the constant danger of Muslims who
may turn against the State at any moment and who may be even now suspected of having
leanings towards the other Dominion, and the rising tide of Communism invading us from all
sides….Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh is the only way to meet the challenge of Communism
and it is the only ideology which can harmonize and integrate the interests of different groups
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and classes and thus successfully avoid any class war.‖
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This showed that Hindu nationalists wanted to shape politics into a cultural battle which
aligned those believing in the integrity of Hindus against the forces of Islam and
Communism.
3.30 RSS’s Anti-Partition Stance
RSS, the militant wing of Hindu Mahasabha rose to undreamed of eminence as it was a true
embodiment of sheer Hinduism; to quote the French writer, Amaury de Reincourt, ―Indian
masses will give their heartfelt allegiance to that party that appears to be the true emanation
of some aspects of timeless Hinduism, it was Gandhism yesterday and it can only be the
redoubtable RSS tomorrow.‖ 250
For the activists of RSS it presented an alternative different from not only that of Gandhi but
also of communists. They considered RSS high standing in Northwestern India as its greater
asset which could have been used as a bulwark against partition. 251 So, the partition was such
a shock that the great image of RSS received a great set back and they proposed a
reorganization of RSS to play a leading role in shaping the political destiny of the new
nation. RSS thinking about partition was that a large part of ‗Mother India‘ was lost and that
the Congress leadership was not capable of taking steps essential for national rejuvenation.
The nation as well as the ―sacred‖ geography are described as ‗Divine Mother‘ in the RSS
literature which is full of references about the desecration of the pure land. The 1947 division
of the sub-continent is referred to as rape.252 After 1949 Sangh‘s favourite themes have been
anti-communism and anti-Pakistan. ‗Muslim threat‘ is the overwhelming concern of the
RSS253 and Sangh workers feel that the duty of every loyal citizen is to scrutinize the daily
activities of all Indian Muslims no matter how innocent they appear.254 RSS bias became
evident as after independence it was not prepared to tolerate even the few Muslims holding
government jobs and recommended the ―removal of Muslim civil and police administrators
to Pakistan.‖ 255 Golwalkar, the president of R.S.S worked on the idea of ―nationalizing‖ the
non-Hindus. They must lose their separate identity to merge in the Hindu culture and
religion. This was the first lesson given to the second majority community of India, in the
independent India known as Positive Hinduism. Giving details of RSS philosophy,
Golwalkar stressed that India should rely on Hindu philosophy as Western philosophies were
devisive and a dangerous model to follow.256
3.31

Post-Partition

Like other extremist parties R.S.S was against the Liaqat-Nehru agreement known as Delhi
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Pact of 1950. As a protest against this agreement Dr.Shayama Prasad Mokerjee (a
Mahasabhaite) Minister for Industries and Supplies resigned from his post in the Cabinet. 257
Mokerjee justified his resignation before Parliament by stressing the need to protect the
Hindus of East Pakistan and claimed that the riots of 1949-50 were a part of deliberate and
cold planning to exterminate minorities from East Bengal. 258 To deal with the government of
Pakistan, he wanted the government to declare that Pakistan‘s failure to protect her Hindu
citizens had destroyed the basis of partition and India would now assume the responsibility
for protecting them. About the proposal he said, ―I know the danger of it. It means war. This
is

a

method

which was contemplated

by Mahatama Gandhi himself in extreme
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circumstances.‖
In Calcutta he again said, ―The present policy of appeasement of Pakistan must cease.
Whether we start with a definite plan of economic sanctions or we intensify military action is
a matter of procedure and strategy.‖260 In 1954 Golwalkar gave full support to his
swayamsevaks in their efforts to liberate the Portuguese enclave of Dadra-Nagar Haveli. The
underlying reason behind this support was his fear that communists might gain the upper
hand in the struggle against Portuguese rule. 261 RSS involvement in the anti-cow slaughter
agitation of 1952 demonstrated to the whole of India its capacity for mass action and
provided it with a chance to build up religious popular support by influencing the Hindu
religious establishment. The enhanced respectability of RSS can be gauged from the fact that
it was invited by the government to participate in the 26 th January Republic Day Parade of
1963.262 The rising nationalism corresponding to 1962 Sino-Indian war helped the RSS to
further its influence. With the passage of time it gained more membership and more
influence in the Indian politics. Its growing assertiveness was proved from the fact that not
only new members, ‗shakhas‘ were added but also that Golwalkar was invited to address the
RSS-affiliated groups of Burma in 1964 and the invitation extended by RSS to the King of
Nepal, Mahendra, in 1965 to address a Makar Sankrant.263
RSS cooperated with the Socialists led by Jayaprakash Narayan to combat the Emergency of
Indira Gandhi. Together RSS men, disaffected Congress men and Socialists

formed

the

Janata Party and formed the first non-Congress government at the Centre after winning
the elections of 1977.264 RSS has influenced the thinking and ideology of Jana Sangh and
Bharatiya Janata Party. RSS trained most of the leaders and activists of Jana Sangh and the
top leadership of Bharatiya Janata Party bear the stamp of RSS. RSS concentrated its efforts
on work among the tribals, untouchables, the very poor and such other segments of the
society prone to ideologies - Communism, Islam, Christianity, Nationalism etc.265 Large
scale economic development as a tool for integrating the poorest of the society is a new
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approach of RSS, developed particularly after the November 1977 cyclone. 266 Since then
RSS has allocated considerable resources to tribal work so as to integrate them into the
Hindu society and community. After the 1977 elections three members of RSS became
Cabinet members.267
After 1980 RSS shifted its focus and attention more towards VHP. Alarm bells raised by the
conversion of low caste Hindus to Islam at Meenakshipuram, encouraged RSS to support
VHP‘s Ekatmata Yatra 268 which sought to create all- India Hindu symbols, its efforts to
unify Hindu religious establishment and its social welfare activities aimed at insulating
vulnerable groups from conversion.269 RSS itself dispatched the Sikh ‗swayamsevaks‘ to
Punjab to defuse Hindu-Sikh tension and supported the government‘s military action of June
1984 to expel Sikh militants from the Golden Temple. RSS never supported the creation of a
Punjabi Suba and was against this demand of Sikhs. RSS believed that Sikhs were an integral
part of Hindu society and were in no danger of losing their identity, there was no need of a
separate Sikh province. R.S.S has played its role for demolishing the Babri Masjid and
generating communal frenzy during different anti-Christian movements. Ayodhya issue was
whipped up by the R.S.S with the active support and help of VHP and BJP. 270 After the
Sabarmati Express was set on fire, R.S.S activists were instrumental in Hindu-Muslim riots.
The Chief Minister of Gujarat state Narendra Modi who justified the large scale pogrom of
Muslims as a ―spontaneous and natural reaction”
member.
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to the Godhra event, was an R.S.S

RSS members are also involved in terror and anti-state activities.The Indian Express quoting
sources said that Sunil Joshi, who planted the bomb at Ajmer Sharif Dargah in October 2007,
is a former member of RSS. It was to Joshi that Sadhvi Pragyasingh Thakur sold her
motorcycle in 2004 which was used to plant the bomb in Malegaon. ―The President of BJP,
Rajnath Singh and the Prime ministerial aspirant L.K.Advani began running like headless
chickens when Hindutva adherents were cited by police as suspected culprits in terrorist
attacks in different parts of the country.‖ 272
RSS is the major exponent of the philosophy of Hindu chauvinism, Hindu fundamentalism,
Hindu domination. RSS is not only an organization, it is a state of mind preparing Hindus
psychologically, intellectually and emotionally. It plays an important role in training Hindu
youth,

building networks, linkages and fronts, planting agents-provocateur, organizing

physical attacks and projecting causus belli.
The pursuit of a monolithic and aggressive Hinduism, the invention of a past, anti-Muslim
nationalism in the form of sagas of Maratha and Rajput warriors, the emphasis on the
building of male body as a key to Hindu redemption of national honour - all these and much
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more the RSS has inherited from the fictions, the zealotries, the reform movements of 19th
and 20th centuries, from Bengal to Maharashtra to Punjab. 273 In fact RSS lays claim to the
whole of Hindu tradition, from the highest kind of Brahminism to the most plebeian,
ecumenical kind of Bhakti, as well as the revisionist Hinduism.274 RSS has re-integrated into
a singular all-encompassing Ultra-Right the idelogical elements that had in the past remained
discrete and secondary. RSS pitches Mandir issue against Mandal but when the electoral
demands require it befriends the OBCs. On one hand RSS recoils from Shiv Sena‘s
campaigns against Dalits in order to conceal its overwhelmingly upper caste character
whereas on the other it never hesitates in forming an alliance with Shiv Sena in parliamentary
and non-parliamentary fields.275
It supports murderous militarist solutions to Punjab problems but placates the Sikhs in case
of its confrontation with Congress. It portrays itself as the symbol of Hindu purity and
rectitude but its parliamentary front is indistinguishable from the Congress as regards
corruption and power play of all kinds.276
The fact that RSS is a fascist and fundamental organization is proved by the fact that its
formation has followed the pattern of military organizations of Mussolini‘s Italy and Hitler‘s
Germany, vilification of Indian Muslims proceeds along the same lines as that of Nazi Jews
and during the rule of BJP‘s blue-eyed boy Narendra Modi Muslims were victimized and
ghettoized with the satisfaction of performing a national duty.
3.32

Congress

Hindu Revivalist/ Fundamentalist movements originated in the 19 th century with the slogan
of Hindu Nationalism. When the much hated Muslim rule came to an end after the war of
1857, the British were accorded a warm welcome. The British decision of introducing a
parliamentary democracy and opening competitive exams for the Indians was heralded as a
great step towards Indian Nationalism. It suited the interests of the Hindus. In the absence of
separate electorates and reservation of seats Hindu community would have returned to power
in every election. But the same Britishers who were hailed as heroes and saviours became a
symbol of hatred because with the consolidation of British rule in India, Christian
Missionaries started arriving in the sub-continent. The Hindu Fundamentalist movements
which started as a reaction to Christian missionaries later on shifted their focus from
Christians to Muslims and adopted an anti-Muslim stance in the later part of the nineteenth
century. This is evident from various events that took place during the reign of the British
and the reaction of Congress to the decisions taken by the British government.
A.O. Hume a retired member of Indian Civil Service laid the foundations of the Indian
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National Congress in 1885.277 In the beginning its doors were open to Hindus and Muslims.
The situation changed when the Congress demanded parliamentary democracy on the pattern
of British system of government and opening of competitive exams for the Indians. In the
beginning Sir Syed was in favour of cooperation and conciliation between Hindus and
Muslims but when in 1867 some Hindu leaders of Banaras recommended the replacement of
Urdu written in Persian script by Hindi written in Devnagri script Syed felt, ―it was now
impossible for the Hindus and Muslims to progress as a single nation.‖ 278
When Hindu members of Scientific Society tried to bring Hindi in place of Urdu, Sir Syed‘s
fears were strengthened, ―This is a proposal which will make Hindu-Muslim unity
impossible.‖ 279 After examining the aims and objectives of Congress, Sir Syed declared
Congress a ―civil war without arms.‖ 280 Speaking on Self-Government Bill, Sir Syed said,
―The National party really replaces true Indian patriotism by a Hindu nationalism in which
Mussalmans and Buddhists could not join without very considerable reserves.‖
3.33

281

The Indian National Congress---A Promotor of Hindu Nationalism

The Indian National Congress provided the platform for Hindu Nationalist leaders like
Ranade, Gokhale, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Bipin Chandra Pal, Lala Lajpat Rai to help promote
the spirit of Hindu Nationalism. Congress‘ alliance with revivalists and orthodox Hindus
weakened its claim of being a non-communal organization. Nothing illustrates Hindu
nationalism better than the agitation against the partition of Bengal. In 1905 the provinces of
Bengal and Assam were reconstituted to form two provinces of manageable size. 282 Hindus
started unprecedented agitation after this modification of the boundaries of Bengal saying
Curzon had sought to weaken the nationalist and patriotic movement of the people of India
―by striking a deadly blow at Bengali nationality.‖ 283 Partition of Bengal was resented by the
Hindus because it had resulted in the creation of a Muslim majority province. The high caste
Hindus wanted to have the state of affairs where only the menial jobs would be reserved for
the Muslims.
With the partition of Bengal the seeds of Hindu-Muslim discord grew up into a full-fledged
poisonous tree laden with hatred and bitter feelings of Hindus against Muslims.284 At the
annual session of Congress, the partition of Bengal was condemned as ―the most arbitrary
and unsympathetic evidence of irresponsible autocratic statesmanship.‖
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Referring to the partition, Rash Behari Ghose said: ―…One of its objects was to strengthen
the Muhammadan influence in East Bengal. This avowed bias has naturally alienated Hindus
who are burning with resentment.‖
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Another Congress leader, Pandit Madan Mohan

Malaviya criticized the partition in the following words: ―…The partition as it has been made
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cannot be defended. It ought therefore to be mended.‖

287

3.34 Sawadeshi Movement
Along with this Swadeshi movement was started by the Hindus for the boycott of British
goods. Muslim meetings were broken up, leaders were insulted and Muslim workers were
assaulted.288 ―The desire for revenge on the part of the Hindu community will not be satisfied
even with the burning alive of all Muslim goondas and all officials who are assisting
them.‖289 The Muslim jurist, Ameer Ali, commented on this attitude of Hindus saying that it
was very much ―like the proverbial red herring having trailed across the path of the timorous
administrator to frighten him lest justice to the Muslims be construed as favouritism.‖ 290
All this agitation and resentment against the partition of Bengal was due to the fact that the
Muslims of Eastern Bengal were relieved of the disabilities which they had long been
suffering. The prosperity and progress of Muslims could not be digested by the Hindu
community who started Swadeshi in frustration. The driving force behind it was not secular
politics but religious revivalism or as is now said ‗fundamentalism‘. The Swadeshi
movement had unmistakable revivalist overtones, though it contributed to anti-colonial
struggle. The worship of Ganesh and Bhawani, the demonstrative ablutions in Ganges and
fervent appeals to ‗Kali‘, all gave the Swadeshi movement a certain communal colouring. 291
Jawaharlal Nehru later admitted that Swadeshi movement of this time was ―a manifestation
of religious nationalism.‖292 The government was blackmailed to such an extent that
ultimately it bowed down and the partition was annulled in 1911.
After the partition annulment the British Government announced the establishment of a
university at Dacca to meet the educational needs of Muslims. The customary jealousy and
traditional hatred of Congress was at work again. A deputation under Surrendernath
Bannerjee met the Viceroy to argue that another University in the province would destroy the
harmony of national life.293
3.35

Congress with Reference to Minto-Morley Reforms and Khilafat Movement

Hindu politicians and Congress again started a campaign of criticism and opposition against
the Minto-Morley Reforms of 1909. The important change brought about by the reforms was
the establishment of the separate electorates. At its 1910 session the Congress condemned the
provision of separate electorate for the Muslims and demanded the removal of such
―anomalous restrictions between different sections of His Majesty‘s subjects in the matter of
franchise.‖294 The Lucknow Pact signed in 1916 between Congress and Muslim League
earned the ire of the revivalists as it granted the right of separate electorate to the Muslims.
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The Lucknow Pact of 1916 had increased the Muslim seats in the council and they were in a
position to wrest control of local bodies and local patronage from Hindu zamindars and their
clients.295 From then onwards till the passing of 1935 Act, the Congress made a habit of
passing a resolution at its meetings condemning separate electorates and demanding their
removal. Congress claiming to be the party of the Indians, failed to see that making Muslim
seats dependent on Hindu votes would have embittered communal relations and resulted in
schism rather than consciousness of common citizenship. 296
The Muslims of India though not fully satisfied reacted favourably to the Act of 1919. 297 But
this act widened the already existing gulf between the Hindus and Muslims. Indian Ministers
enjoyed immense executive powers and their biased policies accentuated communal politics.
With the scope and functions of local institutions enlarged, the Act of 1919 was used as a
tool by the Hindu ministers.
Though Hindus under the advice and opinion of Gandhi joined the Muslims in agitation
against the British government during Khilafat Movement, Gandhi had his own axe to grind.
Among those who worshipped and venerated cow Gandhi was one. He declared the
protection of cow a central fact of Hinduism. 298 Gandhi attended the meetings for cow
protection in different cities and cooperated with such staunch cow supporters as Malaviya,
Lajpat Rai, Shraddhanand and Moonje. In fact, the main reason for him to join the Khilafat
was to save the cow. He had hoped that his joining the Khilafat would be reciprocated by
voluntary renunciation of cow-slaughter by the Muslims. He believed that the best and only
way to save the cow was to save the Khilafat.299 ―I gave all the help I could for the Khilafat,
because I wanted to enlist the sympathy in the matter of cow-protection.‖
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On this Maulana

Muhammad Ali commented, ―…Hindu majority will be more and more aggressive in
imposing its will upon us and in insisting that Muslims should live on its sufferance in
Aryavarta.‖
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About the bigotry of pseudo-nationalists, he had to say this: ―They talk and write as
nationalists but their hearts are narrow and they can conceive of no future for India except to
be one of Hindu dominance…The cow question provides the best topic for the exposure of
their pseudo-nationalism, for in the name of nationalism they make demands on their fellowcountrymen so absurd that none has ever heard of them in any other country or nation in the
world and it is time that their nationalism was fully exposed.‖
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While the Ali Brothers were in jail Gandhi called off the civil disobedience movement by
making ‗Chaura Chauri‘ incident 303 an excuse. By 1922-23 the edifice of communal unity,
so assiduously built by Mahatama, lay in a state of fragile vulnerability, the Non-Cooperation
campaign was brought to a halt by Gandhi, the struggle for establishing swaraj was thrown
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into the background and the nationalist fervour which had been aroused to a high pitch
against Pax Brittanica, petered out.304 The Hindu extremists blamed Gandhi for introducing
religious sentiment into politics. ―His alliance with the Pan-Islamists encouraged the most
retrograde form of Islamic group consciousness.‖ 305 This statement gives an insight into the
minds of Hindu extremists, who were not willing to foster any sort of unity between the two
major communities of India, however, artificial it may be.
Even the failed Khilafat Movement invited the fury of the Congress and the Congress
leaders. The communal riots that followed non-cooperation convinced the revivalists of the
weakness of Hindu community which could be overcome only if Hindus adopted an assertive
Kshatriya outlook. Hindu leaders resented the entry of Muslim masses into Congress politics
and started Hindu movements of Shuddhi and Sangathan. Muslims were further disillusioned
when the Congress leaders failed to condemn these movements. 306
3.36

Treatment meted out to Muslim-majority Provinces

Just like the partition of Bengal, the separation of Sindh from Bombay developed along
communal lines. Different arguments such as limited economic resources of the region, its
inability to bear the heavy cost of administration were advanced against the separation. 307
The Amrita Bazaar Patrika went a step further and opposed the creation of provinces ―where
the ignorant, fanatical majority, having more affinities with Arabia and Afghanistan than
with their own countrymen will have the ultimate voice in public life.‖ 308 In reality Hindus
feared the creation of a Muslim-majority province, as it would threaten the dominance of
Hindu traders, professionals and government servants. These fears were highly exaggerated
because the Hindus were an influential group in Sindh though constituting only twenty five
percent of the population.309 Hindus controlled the municipalities of Karachi, Hyderabad,
Sukkur, Larkana, Nawab Shah and Tharparkar. The creation of an independent province of
Sindh meant that Muslims would have more opportunities for competing with Hindus in the
fields of education and government service, thereby improving their position and status. Just
as the Hindus were against the formation of a separate province of Sindh, they opposed the
resolution adopted by Muslim League for introducing reforms in the Frontier Province.
Madan Mohan Malaviya pointed to the danger of conceding power to a majority which had
tyrannized the Hindu minority. Lala Lajpat Rai played on Hindu fears of an Afghan invasion
and prepared for an intensified Mahasabha opposition to Frontier reforms. 310
The Mohammadi of Calcutta deplored the Hindu mentality and interpreted their reluctance to
extend reforms to the Frontier for the simple reason that the Hindus are in a minority there.
―If this be the cause, may we ask why the reforms were given to Madras where the Muslims
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form only five percent of the population.‖

311

Congress was condemned by the Ali Brothers

for succumbing to the pressure of Hindu Mahasabha on the question of NWFP reforms and
Nehru Report. Shaukat Ali angrily wrote, ―The Congress has become an adjunct of Hindu
Mahasabha.‖ 312 The extremist and revivalist Hindus also condemned the Congress for
accepting the Muslim demand for representation in the legislatures in proportion to their
population and for recognizing the principle of partition along the permanent lines of
religious cleavage.313 The spectre of Muslim domination and their ―unbroken sway from
Turkey to the bank of Jamuna in Delhi” was raised in press314 and the Congress was warned
not to entrust the destiny of Hindus ‗to the tender mercies of the Muslims‘.
At the very first meeting of All Parties Conference, Jairamdas Daulatram, Moonje and Lajpat
Rai made spirited speeches against the separation and rejected Congress resolution relating to
the creation of an independent Sind province. 315 Motilal Nehru, the very champion of Delhi
proposals made a complete volte face over the question of reservation of seats for Muslim
majority in Punjab and Bengal. He probably did so to mollify the Hindu party in Congress
who had been consistently agitating against the reservation of seats for Muslims in the
provinces.316 After every communal outbreak the nationalist press furiously and one-sidedly
condemned the Muslims and demanded police reprisal. 317
The various reforms introduced by the government gave vast powers to Municipal
Commissioners, many of whom were associated with Hindu revivalist movements. The
municipal bodies also forwarded the cause of Hindi as opposed to Urdu, patronized Hindu
institutions and tried to gain control of religious fairs. Many Congressmen took prominent
part in the disputes that plagued the local bodies.
3.37

Congressites as Cow Protectionists

The ‗cow protectionists‘ in Punjab were generally Congressmen. 318 The activities of
Gaurakshini Sabha in Central Provinces were backed by Mahrotta Brahmin pleaders who
were the chief supporters of Congress.319 In the United Provinces several prominent
Congressmen campaigned for the outlawing of cow-slaughter as well as for the recognition
of Devnagri as official script in Courts and government offices. Another Congressman, Ram
Charan Das was involved in cow-protection movement and all those conferences and
societies which ultimately culminated in setting up of All India Hindu Mahasabha. The
moving spirit behind the Hindu revitalization movement was Malaviya whose enthusiasm for
Sangathan, Hindi and the cow was shared by many influential Hindu groups of North.
3.38

Censure against Sir Fazli Hussain
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In Punjab, Sir Fazli Hussain, the Unionist Education minister, who doled out patronage to
Muslim educational institutions and offered grants to schools and colleges, 320 came under
severe criticism from rich Hindu Jats, moneylenders, traders and merchants etc. Because of
his distribution of seats between Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims, Muslims were able to secure
seats in the famous Government College and different medical colleges, which forced Amar
Nath Chopra, a High Court lawyer to lament that Fazli Hussain was out to relegate Hindus to
an insignificant position in the Punjab.321 The Moneylenders Registration Bill was also given
a communal colour as it was to benefit the Muslim peasantry.322 A legislative‘ measure,
wrote M.N.Roy, ‗checking the flagrant abuse of Hindu usurers is not taken on merit but made
a butt of communal antagonism‘.323 In March 1923, Raja Narendranath, President of Punjab
Hindu Sabha, introduced a vote of censure against Fazli Hussain. His grievance was that
‗incompetent‘

Muslims

had

replaced

‗competent‘

Hindus

because

of

communal
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representation in the services.
A politician of a sober nature who had been closely
associated with Congress and a firm believer of Hindu-Muslim unity, had to leave the
political stage because of the mud slinging of these reactionary Hindus.
3.39

Hindus and Muslims in open Conflict

The twenties witnessed open conflict between the two major communities of India.
K.M.Pannikar says, ―…by this time Hindus had come to regard India as their country in
special sense, and looked upon all Muslims as foreigners believing that by conversion to
Islam a Hindu ceased to be an Indian.‖
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The Hindu-Muslim Pact that C.R.Das
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had

concluded in 1923 on the basis of substantial concessions to Muslims was rescinded in 1926
due to terrorist pressure. Surendranath Bannerjee and his group who had suffered a crushing
defeat at the polls, joined hands with Lajpat Rai, Malaviya, Jayakar, Moonje and N.C.Kelkar
to pressurize Congress into rejecting the C.R.Das Pact. If the Congress was to maintain its
ascendancy in Bengal, Bannerjee and his associates believed that Congress should change its
soft image towards Muslims, otherwise the Hindu electorate would vote enmasse for
communal Hindu organizations, patronized by rich Marwaris. 327
The hue and cry raised over the Das Pact made the Muslims realize that it was not possible to
rely any longer on Congress.328 Muslims had traditionally sided with the Congress but the
few concessions and constitutional safeguards given to the Muslims were so bitterly resented
that Muslims were forced to think of other options. 329 ―Muslims have no chance of holding
Congress leading strings. They are welcome within the ranks of Congress as long as they
prefer to remain as the henchmen of Hindu leaders and slaves to their cunningly planned
intrigues to keep Muslims out of real power.‖
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330

Jawaharlal Nehru wrote, ―Many a

Congressmen was a communalist under his national cloak.‖
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The role of Malaviya, Lala

Lajpat Rai, Moonje, N.C.Kelkar, Shraddhanand and M.R.Jayakar clearly illustrated Nehru‘s
point. All these communalists supported virulently anti-Muslim campaigns,
communal differences yet occupied important positions in Congress.

exploited

3.40 Nehru Report
In the wake of Simon Commission‘s failure, efforts to formulate an Indian constitution
resulted in the presentation of the Nehru Report which recommended a strong federation and
abolition of separate electorates.332 After the publication of the Nehru report Muslims knew
well where they stood. The complete volte-face of Congress and its leadership on the issue of
separate representation fully convinced them of the futility of expecting any justice or
fairplay from the Congress. Condemning the Nehru Report Muhammad Ali Jauhar retorted:
―Nehru Report recognizes the rank communalism of majority as nationalism. The safeguards
proposed to limit the high-handedness of the majority are branded as communal.‖ 333
Jauhar was convinced that in case of joint electorates non-Muslim voters would not vote for
Muslim candidates and Muslims would not be able to win seats in the absence of separate
electorates. As he said, ‗separate electorates had become vital to our political existence as our
experience has convinced us that Muslims will disappear from all legislative bodies unless
separate electorates is guaranteed to us. ‘ 334 Communalism became contagious and Congress
also became tainted with communalism.335 A.Aziz‘s comments were that ―Nehru Report
boldly offered to Muslim India the alternative of a naked servitude or conversion into the
‗Brahmanic‘ religion as price of living in India.‖
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Congress, professing itself secular, never

hesitated to exploit religious issues and had no qualms about entering into agreements for
short political gains. Round Table Conferences of 1930s witnessed the same arrogant and
autocratic attitude of Congress. Congress after presenting the Nehru report insisted on its
adoption as the next constitution of India. On British government‘s refusal to do so Congress
started Civil Disobedience throughout the country. The Muslim League had nothing to do
with this movement: The Quaid said, ―We refuse to join Mr. Gandhi, because his movement
is not a movement for complete independence of India but for making seventy million of
Indian Mussalmans dependents of Hindu Mahasabha.‖ 337
3.41 The Obstinate Role of Congress in Round Table Conferences
Malaviya represented the Mahasabha at the Round Table Conference of 1931. After his
return from the Conference he presided over the Congress meeting in 1932. This way the
most communal-minded leader could assume the nationalist garb and freely sail between the
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Mahasabha and the Congress.338
When after Gandhi-Irwin Pact, Congress agreed to attend the Round Table its attitude was
quite unreasonable on almost all points. Gandhi who was the sole representative of Congress,
claimed to represent all India because the Congress spoke for all Indians irrespective of caste,
religion and race and by right of service even the princes. 339 He dismissed all other Indian
delegates as unrepresentative because they did not belong to Congress. Maulana Muhammad
Ali Jauhar had to say this about ‗Mahatama‘ Gandhi: ―Gandhi is working under the influence
of Communalist Hindu Mahasabha. He is fighting for the supremacy of Hinduism and the
subservience of Muslims. Mussalmans have been oppressed and persecuted by the excesses
of Hindu majority in the last ten years but Mr.Gandhi never tried to improve matters or
condemn Hindu terrorism against the Muslims.‖ 340 Jinnah said, ―I received the shock of my
life at the meetings of R.T.C. Hindu attitude led me to conclude that there was no hope for
unity. The Congress claims to be the successor of British Government - but it is Hindu and
remains exclusively Hindu in its spirits and actions.‖ 341
After vainly waiting for mutual settlement among Indian participants of the conference the
British government published their own Communal Award in August 1932. In spite of
Quaid‘s appeals to treat the Muslims as equals,342 Congress refused to accept the Communal
Award. Due to propaganda against the ‗Award‘, Quaid said, ―Sometimes it is very difficult to
find out who is a Hindu Mahasabhaite and who is a Congressite for the line of demarcation
between the two is very thin indeed.‖ 343 Jinnah was convinced that the nationalism of
Congress

and

HMS

meant Hinduism and Hindudom. ―The Congress had its own

vocabulary and really meant Hinduism when it talked of nationalism. But what the Congress
wanted to conceal, the HMS revealed.‖
3.42

344

The Unjust Treatment of Princely States

The princes were very disappointed by what the government Act of India 1935 conceded to
them but the Congress added insult to injury by attacking the so called Concessions as signs
of British imperialism. The princely states were described as backward, conservative,
oppressive, and undemocratic. After that the Congress official policy was of undisguised
hostility to the states. It encouraged agitation and even sedition against the princely states. 345
The Congress must take credit for disturbing the harmony and peaceful atmosphere that the
princes had maintained in their states.346 The Congress treatment of the princes made the
Muslims more cautious and convinced of the futility of the Congress-League rapprochement.
But the Muslims of India could never have imagined in their wildest dreams what was in
store for them and what happened after the elections of 1937.
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3.43 The Election of 1937
As a result of 1937 elections Congress won majority and formed ministries in eight
provinces. The period of two and a half years, from July 1937 to October 1939, when
Congress ruled eight of the eleven Indian provinces, was an eye-opener for all the minorities
of India. ―1937 was a watershed for Hindu-Muslim relationship. From then on, the
differences which were earlier based on prejudice and social attitudes between the two
communities began to be institutionalized.‖
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All the impartial observers of the Indian

political scene hoped that coalition ministers would be installed. The refusal of the Congress
to form coalition ministries, ―exposed to the public eye the hollowness and falsehood of the
Brahmanic profession of Indian Nationalism, unmasked the dangers inherent in Indian
Federalism and unveiled the character of the wolf in the shape of Brahman, it provoked the
indignation and fears of all those who had as yet indulged themselves in the lofty
speculations of ‗nationalism‘, ‗Coalition‘ and ‗Hindu-Muslim Unity‘.‖

348

In fact the neo-Hinduism of Vivekananda became the ideology of Congress. National
awakening came to be identified with a revival of Hinduism enabling Gandhi to mix
inextricably the preaching of Hinduism and his general conception and preaching of general
political aims.349 As Nehru said Indian nationalism was dominated by Hindus and had a
Hinduised look.350 The example of United Provinces best illustrates the arrogance of
Congress and its leadership. Following were the terms on which the Congress was willing to
accept League as a coalition partner.


The Muslim League group in the United Provinces Legislature shall cease to function
as a separate group.



The existing members of the Muslim League party in the United Provinces Assembly
shall become part of the Congress party.

When this arrogance of Congress was objected to, Jawaharlal Nehru answered Chaudhry
Khaliquzzaman that Hindu-Muslim question was confined to a few Muslim intellectuals,
landlords and capitalists who were cooking up a problem which did not in fact exist in the
minds of the masses.351 In his presidential address at the Lucknow session of the Muslim
League in October 1937 the Quaid expressed his displeasure of Congress in the following
words.
―Congress demand was abjure your party, forswear your policy and programme and liquidate
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Muslim League. On the very threshold of what little power and responsibility is given, the
majority community have clearly shown that Hindustan is for Hindus; only the Congress
masquerades under the name of nationalism, whereas the Hindu Mahasabha does not mince
words.‖ 352
The Congress then embarked upon an ambitious campaign of contacting the Muslim masses
with a view to weakening the power of the League among them. ―Congress had simply to tell
the toiling Muslim masses what was the matter with them and they would make common
cause with their new protector the Congress. In its last resort, the idea was inspired by a
Marxian study of human history.‖

353

The situation got so serious that in certain provinces

e.g. U.P and Bihar, a month was auspicious if it did not witness a communal riot or trouble.
The minorities had to suffer hardships in the secular reign of Congress. The stronger the
Congress pretensions to democracy and freedom, the greater became the apprehensions of
Hindu domination. The triumph at the polls was the signal not for a policy of compromise
and conciliation but for a bold attack. To come to terms with the Muslim League was a
negation of totalitarian doctrine which had now taken so firm a hold on Congress minds. 354
Jinnah declared, ―Muslims can expect neither justice nor fair play under Congress
government.‖ 355 ―All hopes of communal peace had been wrecked ‗on the rocks of Congress
Fascism.‘

― 356

According to the Act of 1935 Congress ministries should have been responsible to their
provincial legislatures and legislators accountable to their constituents. But in fact, it was the
Congress ―High Command‖

357

which made and unmade ministries, controlled and dictated

provincial cabinets. In November 1937 Nehru defended it with such curious logic saying: ―It
is to the Congress as a whole that the electorate gave allegiance and it is the Congress that is
responsible to the electorate. The Ministers and Congress parties in the legislatures are
responsible to the Congress and only through it to the electorate.‖

358

The result of this policy

was that Congress Cabinets were no more than servile servants of the Congress party. As Sir
Albion Banerji said, ―Most of India was in the anomalous position of having in Gandhi a
dictator by proxy.‖

359

Congress was in fact ―an oligarchy dominated by Mr. Gandhi at whose

bidding ministers were made and unmade irrespective of the wishes of the elected
representatives of the people.‖ 360
The best interests of the country were sacrificed upon the altar of party politics. Congress
men placed their actions and consciences at the disposition of an irresponsible central caucus,
regardless of their duty to their own constituents, to the provinces over which they were
called upon to rule. Congress gave to India a lesson of what Sawaraj as interpreted by the
Congress means.361 This was a dictatorship which vitiated responsible party government and
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convinced all the minorities in general and Muslims in particular that safeguards in the Act of
1935 were useless as all was subordinated to an irresponsible caucus at Wardha. 362
The federal principle on which the Act of 1935 was based was ignored and thus the
probability of a United India was irretrievably driven out of the bounds of probability. As far
as the Muslims were concerned, Congress refusal to form Coalition with the Muslim League
had already warned them but what actually happened went beyond their worst fears.
F.K.Durrani describes:…The Hindus of the majority provinces felt and began to behave as if
Hindu Raj had come…363
In the words of Jamil-ud-Din Ahmad, ―In the provinces with large Hindu majorities the
character of the Congress as a purely Hindu body was thoroughly exposed, for purely Hindu
governments were established in these provinces. The inclusion in the Congress ministries of
one or two Muslims who deserted their own parties from motives of self-aggrandisement did
not in any way alter the exclusively Hindu character of these ministries.‖ 364 The Muslims
were in a fix. If they tried to resist the atrocities, they were subjected to firing and arrest and
if they held any protest, they were dubbed as communalists, bigoted and reactionaries.
Different committees were constituted by the Muslim League to look into the grievances of
the people and to collect necessary information after making necessary inquiries. The Pirpur
Report presented by the committee constituted under Raja Syed Mohammad Mehdi of
Pirpur, declared: ―Congress has failed to inspire confidence in the minorities and to carry
them with it in spite of its oft repeated resolution guaranteeing religious and cultural liberty
to the various communities of India.‖

365

The conduct of the Congress Government seems to substantiate the theory that there is
something like identity of purpose between Congress and HMS. Not withstanding the noncommunal professions of Congress and the desire of a few Congressmen to follow a truly
national policy, a vast majority of the Congress members are Hindus who look forward, after
many centuries of British and Muslim rule, to the reestablishment of a purely Hindu Raj. 366
Dr.Ambedkar endorsed the Pirpur Report in the following words: ―The only difference
between the Congress and HMS is that the latter is crude in its utterances and brutal in its
actions while the Congress is politic and polite. Apart from this, there is no other difference
between the Congress and HMS.‖ 367 The Quaid also said the same thing, ―I have made it
abundantly clear on more than one occasion and it has been proved to demonstration that
Congress is a Hindu body. It is the same coin with a stamp of HMS on one side and that of
Congress on the other.‖368 The draftsman of the second report known as the Shareef
Report,369 S.M.Shareef wrote, ―The religious and fanatical outbursts of former days seem to
have developed into a religious - political aggression on a wider and more dangerous
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scale.‖370
3.44 Muslim Sufferings Under Congress Rule
The third indictment of the Congress government was prepared and published by Fazlul Haq
in December 1939. It was titled Muslim Sufferings under Congress Rule. The report
mentioned: ―Congress began by imposing their will on the Muslim minorities. The religion
of Muslims must be humbled, because was not this the land of the Hindus?‖ 371 Congress
tricolour was hoisted on all public buildings, even without the sanction of the proper
authority.372 Bande Mataram, an idolatrous invocation to Kali goddess was introduced as
national anthem to be sung at all official and non-official functions.373 The Congress
government denied all that was published in the report of Fazl-ul-Haq. The use of national
flag and Bande Matram was mainly ascribed to students who ‗in the exuberance of
enthusiasm‘ wanted ‗to celebrate the dawn of what they thought a glorious day.‘ 374 This
proved Jinnah‘s contention: ―On the threshold of what little power is given, majority
community have clearly shown their hand, that Hindustan is for the Hindus. Only the
Congress masquerades under the name of nationalism. Congress has now killed every hope
of Hindu-Muslim settlement in the right loyal fashion of Fascism.‖ 375
3.45 Wardha Scheme
Wardha scheme376 of elementary education implemented in its worst form in the Vidya
Mandirs377 of the central provinces came under severe criticism by the Report. ―The whole
trend of the Wardha Scheme was to impress on the mind of the Muslim child the supremacy
of the primitive Hindu culture of vedic times…The Muslim children were taught to study the
life of the Holy Prophet (SAW) only as an Arabian apostle in the setting and background of
Arabia, so that the process of merger of Muslims in the Hindu fold might be facilitated.‖
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El Hamza writes about Wardha Scheme, ―Compounded of cunning hypocrisy and
metaphysical hocus-pocus, Wardha brand of imperialism has a monstrous texture. Its
exponents profess altruism and tolerance but bigotry and selfishness is the very substance of
their being. It dumbfounds those against whom it is practiced by appearing as an incarnation
of protest against falsehood and insincerity, it defies analysis by entering the very being of its
perpetrators, it ceases to be a pose and assume objective existence.‖
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Coupland remarked on the ‗Wardha Scheme‘ in the following words: ―Textbooks glorified
Hinduism at the expense of Islam. Muslim children were being insensibly and insidiously
indoctrinated with Hindu ways of thought.‖

380

About the Congress ministries this was said,

―The rule in the provinces has taught the minorities that administration is an attitude of mind
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in the numerically dominant party which treats all other sections of opinion as politicallydefeated antagonists. To meet effectively the minorities‘ point of view which is a very
different thing from making them lordly offer of ―protection‖ entails compromise: and so far
this word has not entered into the vocabulary of Congress. It still remains in its own view, the
sole repository of progress, of patriotism, of wisdom.‖
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In an interview to the Manchester Guardian Quaid declared ―the sole aim and object of the
Congress is to annihilate every other organization in the country; to set itself up as a fascist
and authoritarian organization of the worst type. It was impossible to work a parliamentary
government in India. Democracy only means Hindu Raj.‖

382

Jinnah was quite right in stating

that Congress since its inception was a Hindu body. ―The idea that there could be one
homogeneous all-India nationhood was a mirage. The only way to treat it was to recognize
that all India was Hindustan, the land of Hindus, that there was only one nation in India, the
Hindu nation; and that the Muslims were only a minority community and as such must take
their place in a single Indian State.‖ 383
As long as the Congress remained in power in the provinces it considered itself the sole
repository of progress, patriotism and wisdom. 384 Political philosophy of Congress was of
totalitarian control in which all forms of opposition were to be absorbed into one national
machine.385 Even Shaukatullah Ansari admitted ―the use of criminal law for the prevention of
cow slaughter by the Congress Government could not be defended.‖386
―By the end of 1939 it was widely believed that if the Congress Governments had lasted
much longer, communal fighting would have broken on an unprecedented scale.‖

3.46

387

Gandhi---A Representative of Congress Sentiments

As far as dealing with the Muslims and Muslim League was concerned Congress was unable
to rise higher than the general Hindu hatred of the Muslims which considered the Muslim
presence in the sub-continent as an affront to Hindu self respect and dignity. If the Hindus
could behave like this when the real masters were the British, Muslims and the other
minorities dreaded to think of the future when the British would leave and the Hindus would
become the unquestioned rulers of the destinies of the entire Sub-continent. From then
onwards, nothing short of Pakistan was acceptable to the Muslims of the sub-continent. The
sentiments expressed by the Congress and its leaders were also echoed by Gandhi in an
article in Harijan in June 1940, ―It is an illusion created by ourselves that we must come to an
agreement with all parties before we can make progress…Thus for the present purpose there
are two parties the Congress and those who side with it and the parties who do not .Between
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the two there is no meeting ground without the one or the other surrendering its purpose.‖

388

The passage of Lahore Resolution invited criticism by the Congress and its leaders.
―Congress argued that the partition of India was the ambition of fanatics and maniacs so that
an independent Muslim state in the sub-continent would be an eternal menace to India. The
new state will develop extra-territorial affinities and a whisper in Assam would re-echo in
Istanbul and Ankara and India would be the only sufferer.‖389 At the session of All India
Muslim Students‘ Federation held in 26th December 1941, Quaid again talked about the
double standards of Gandhi and Congress: ―It is difficult to understand what the Congress
wants and what Gandhi wants. At least Mr.Savarkar does not mince words as far as Muslims
are concerned. He makes it quite clear that Hindu Raj will be established in India and the
Muslims cannot get an iota more concession than as a minority. The sooner the Muslims
realize this position the better for them.‖
3.47

390

Quit India Movement

The New York Times wrote about the Quit India Movement: ―The present uprising in India
is not a struggle for what all Indians call freedom. It is a struggle for what the Congress party
says is freedom.‖ 391
It was even reported that in ―Quit India‖ campaign and consequent disturbances the Congress
enlisted the aid of hooligans.392 The Simla Conference called by Lord Wavell also failed
because of the despotic and intransigent attitude of Congress. 393 Congress refused to accept
Muslim League as the sole representative body of the Muslims of India. Gandhi even tried to
pressurize the Viceroy Wavell to invite HMS to Simla Conference, ―If the British
government wanted various groups to be represented communally, they should have invited
the HMS.‖ 394
3.48 Victory of Muslim League in 1945-46 Elections
After the success of the Muslim League in the 1945-46 elections, Congress did its best to
keep it out of power in Punjab and N.W.F.P where Khizar Hyat Tiwana and Dr. Khan Sahib
formed ministries respectively. In the 1945 elections to the Central Legislature, Muslim
League won all the thirty seats reserved for Muslims and still the League was dubbed as
reactionary and medieval. Nehru condemned the Muslims for not knowing what they were
voting for, swayed as they were by religious hysteria. For the victory in elections the
Muslims had to suffer bloody riots in Bihar.395 When the Muslims celebrated the victory of
Muslim League in the 1945-46 elections, the iron-man of Congress, Sardar Vallabhai Patel
declared: ―The Muslim League has captured all Muslim seats….But Pakistan cannot be
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achieved in this manner. If Pakistan is to be achieved, Hindu and Muslim will have to fight.
There will be civil war.‖396 Gandhi expressed the same views: ―If it (Pakistan) means an
utterly independent sovereignty so that there is nothing in common between the two, I hold it
an impossible proposition. Then it means a fight to the knife.‖ 397
3.49 Congress---Responsible for the Creation of Pakistan
The Congress continued with its machinations. When the Cabinet Mission Plan was
announced, Congress agreed only to participate in the Constituent Assembly and did not
accept the ‗grouping scheme‘ enunciated in the Cabinet Mission Plan. After its initial
acceptance of Cabinet Mission Plan, Congress went back on it. When the Muslim League
decided to celebrate Direct Action Day on 16 th August 1946 in a peaceful manner, the
Congress turned it into a day of bloodshed and horror for the Muslims. Rioting on a large
scale went down in history as the Great Calcutta Killing.
―The congress was neither right nor wise in raising doubts. It should have accepted the plan
unequivocally. It was the vacillation on this that bolted the door on the dream for a united
India‖398 This shows that Congress was actually responsible for partition while it had always
laid the blame at the door of Muslim League.The Congress leaders in order to get full support
of HMS invited their leaders to join the Congress and boost up its efforts. Sardar Patel said,
―My view is that all the members of HMS should join the Congress and use their energies in
fighting Pakistan.‖399 Congress was not sincere and honest in implementing 3 rd June Plan.
One of the Chief Ministers of Congress said that the ―Muslims left in Congress could not
expect to be treated otherwise than as aliens. They could have no citizenship rights.‖

400

The partition was accepted grudgingly and with utmost reluctance by the Congress
leaders and the Hindu community in general.401 Even when the Congress had to finally
concede to the partition of the sub-continent it was a ―truncated and moth-eaten Pakistan‖
which was handed to the Muslims with the hope that it would be impossible to keep it alive.
Congress had high hopes that the Muslims of Pakistan would come back begging for reunion.
All that was humanly possible to make the survival of Pakistan impossible had been done. 402
Not content with this, it was propagated that Pakistan was created by the British. It was
conveniently forgotten that nations do not come into existence to oblige others. Countries do
not remain alive if they do not possess a soul and the desire for separate existence was the
soul of Pakistan. If the partition had not taken place, a strong and intolerant Hindu
imperialism would have led its minorities to nursing a grievance against Hindus and even life
itself resulting in a rebellion leading to a protracted civil war. 403
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3.50

Congress Advances towards Hindu Revivalism

The Hindu Fundamentalists also allege that Gandhi‘s ‗appeasement policy‘ was responsible
for the partition of the sub-continent as they believed that India belonged to Hindus and the
other communities should always remain subservient to Hindus. India was a Hindu Rashtra
so all those who were not Hindus and particularly Muslims should be subjugated to the
Hindus. According to the Ultra Rightists after the creation of Pakistan all the Muslims should
have left India and gone to Pakistan as India is meant for Hindus alone. The folly of the
Creation of Pakistan can only be negated by the creation of Akhand Bharat and bringing
back the lost territories to Indian control. Indira Gandhi leading the secular Congress used the
fast growing Hindu revivalism to enhance her vote bank. She succeeded in winning over the
support of RSS and VHP after inaugurating the Bharat Mata Temple at Hardwar in 1983. 404
In her book Eternal India she highlighted the Indian traditions but did not bother to
acknowledge the contributions of non-Hindus. According to her it was Hindu religion which
gave a sense of unity to the people of India. 405 During the period of Emergency she attended
the Haldighat celebrations of Maharana Pratap who had strong communal associations. She
was against the Resettlement Bill. To her it would open floodgates for Pakistan to enter. It
was her tough stand against Sikhs which shifted the vote base from BJP to her party. The
1984 elections held after Indira Gandhi‘s death, witnessed overt attempts by the Congress to
marshal Hindu support on a chauvinist basis. 406 For the first time, Congress tried to distance
itself from the Muslims for fear of alienating the Hindus.
Congress government‘s failure to ensure social justice gave rise to social discontent and
compounded cynicism regarding efficacy of the state and the government to affect social
transformation. As the discontent swelled a political space was created for the activation of
religious interests. As the politics of social transformation receded, the politics of identity,
community and fundamentalism began to get centre stage. 407 The structural underpinnings
and stirrings, combined with various political developments reshaped politics in new ways
especially conducive to fundamentalism. As the Congress government became more and
more embroiled in the troubled states of Assam, Kashmir and Punjab, it emphasized national
unity and a strong centralized state by appealing exclusively to Hindu voters in a manner
associated with Hindu right.408 Congress claiming to have secular overtures contributed a lot
for the politicization of religion. Both Indira and Rajiv Gandhi incited Hindu sentiments of
the people by playing upon them. Both of them felicitated Fundamentalist forces on the
pretext that secessionist forces were becoming active in different parts of India.
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Chapter: 4

POST INDEPENDENCE HISTORY OF
FUNDAMENTALISM IN INDIA
4.1

Bharatiya Jana Sangh

At its first meeting after independence the Congress President, J.B.Kirpalani compared the
Muslim League to Nazi Party and declared the Congress committed to secular principles. He
said:
―We believe in a secular, democratic state and whatever the provocation and whatever
measures we may be obliged to adopt to safeguard its security, we cannot think in terms of a
communal state. The League, on the other hand, is an exact replica of the German
Nazis…like the Nazis in Europe, it will become a menace to the peace of Asia. If we do not
take a firm stand today and prepare against this menace, we shall like Chamberlain‘s
England, rue our folly.‖ 1
Immediately after independence the Prime Minister Nehru and Home Minister Patel seemed
to be in opposing camps. Whereas Nehru professed to be a secular, Patel challenged the
loyalty of non Muslims that is still being questioned by all the revivalists, extremists and
fundamentalists. The Hindu revivalists right from the beginning stressed that the policies of
Indian government should reflect to a large degree, the sentiments of the country‘s Hindu
majority.2
After the death of Patel in December 1950, Hindu Fundamentalist groups felt the need of a
strong political party to influence the country politics. Bharatiya Jana Sangh - Indian
People‘s Association, was founded in 1951 as an initiative of RSS activists.3 After his
resignation as a minister Shyama Prasad Mookerjee was a leader without a party, therefore
after a little hesitation he accepted to head the Jana Sangh, 4 with Vajpayee as his private
secretary. He was one of the three Hindu Mahasabha candidates elected in the election of
1945-46 and served as Minister of Industries and Supplies in the Nehru Cabinet. He and
K.C.Negoy resigned from the cabinet in protest against the Liaqat-Nehru Pact of 1950.5
Though Mookerjee had begun to think about establishing a new party he did not make any
further move till he became convinced that Nehru and his supporters had an upper hand in
Congress. This was because till the mid 1950s Hindu nationalists were hopeful that Congress
might move in their direction under Patel and Tandon.
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Golwalkar chose some of his staunch and tried workers to assist Mookerjee in establishing a
new party.6 On 16th January, 1951 a group of people including Balraj Madhok and Mauli
Chandra Sharma7 met in Delhi and considered ways about forming a party based on the
states of Punjab, Patiala, East Punjab States Union (PEPSU), Himachal Pradesh and Delhi,
where Mookerjee proposed the formation of an all-India party. The title ‗Bharatiya Jana
Sangh‘ 8 was proposed provisionally. Though Mookerjee wanted the new party to stand for
Hindu Rashtra as the basis for Indian unity, he was shrewd enough to use Bharatiy till the
Hindu description was generally accepted.9 The party itself was finally launched on 21 st
October, 1951 in Delhi.10
4.2 The Philosophy of Jana Sangh
BJS has always opposed any sort of pact and reconciliatory effort between India and
Pakistan. It was against Nehru-Noon agreement of September 1958 for the ―stipulated
transfer of large chunks of Indian Territory to Pakistan.‖11 It blamed the Indian government
for surrendering certain areas of Kashmir to Pakistan through Tashkent Agreement. Simla
agreement returned the territories in Punjab and Sindh won during the war for which BJS
held the Indian government responsible.
Just before the first general elections in 1951, Mookerjee summed up the domestic policies of
Jana Sangh in the following words: ―The Jana Sangh feels that the partition of India was the
biggest tragedy that could fall on the country. Jana Sangh believes that the future welfare of
the people of India and Pakistan demands reunited India 12 and it will work towards this end.
One third of the state of Kashmir under the control of Pakistan must be freed from her
clutches at any cost.‖ 13
BJS stance is that the article 370 allocating special status to Kashmir should be abrogated. 14
It reiterates that as Kashmir is an integral part of India, it should be withdrawn from the
United Nations and there should be no further question of a plebiscite in that state. 15 BJS
emphasizes on four fundamentals: One country, one nation, one culture and Dharma Raj
(rule of law). Aims and objectives of Bharatiya Jana Sangh include political, social and
economic reconstruction of the country on the basis of Bharatiya Sanskriti and Maryada 16
protection and promotion of cow, integration of I.H.K into Indian union and use of Hindi as
official language written in Devnagri script. According to BJS Hindus are not merely a
religious community but a ―Hindu Rashtra‖.17
Agenda of political nationalism is mentioned as follows:
1- Establishment of Akhand Bharat
2- Complete integration of Kashmir
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3- Liberation of territory occupied by China and Pakistan. 18
The manifestos of Jana Sangh contained allusions to the grandiose schemes of Hindu
nationalism. The manifestos spoke of fostering a great Hindu revival thereby transforming
the structure of the Indian polity. The first manifesto of October 1951 made use of Sanskrit
words such as Bharat, Bharat Varsha, Bharatiya Rashtra and Bharatiya.19 It promised to
prevent cow-slaughter and recommended firm policies in dealing with Pakistan. “Culturally,
economically, politically as well as internationally, United India is essential. The party will
work for it through all legitimate means.‖

20

Bharatiya nationalism must naturally be based

on undivided allegiance to Bharat as a whole and her great and ancient culture, which
distinguishes her from other lands.21 The so-called secular composite nationalism is neither
nationalism nor secularism but only a compromise with communalism of those who demand
price even for their lip-loyalty to this country.22 The documents and periodicals of Jana
Sangh like RSS though carefully worded, its manifestos constantly referred to Aryans, wars
of Mahabharta, Hindu heroes such as Shivaji, Maharana Pratap, Rani of Jhansi etc.
4.3 Aligarh Muslim University targeted by BJS
Though Muslim League ceased to function in Uttar Pradesh after independence, Jana Sangh
was still able to pick up special targets in the shape of Jamaat-i-Islami, Anjuman-i-Taraqqi-iUrdu and Aligarh Muslim University, all of which were labeled as symbols of Muslim
separatism. The policy demands of these bodies were characterized by Jana Sangh as part of
a deep-laid scheme to rehabilitate territorial claims. Jana Sangh considered the famous city of
Aligarh and Aligarh Muslim University as centres of Muslim intellectual activities and the
‗communal and anti-national character‘ of the university was under constant attack by its
members. In response to the argument that, ‘an entire university and an entire people should
not be condemned‘, Madhok retorted: ―By and large the Aligarh University still continues to
be the centre of that very mentality which resulted in the partition of this country. Until and
unless this plague spot is cleared of its plague symptoms and made a national organization,
there will be danger. Let the professors be all Muslims, let the students be all Muslims, but
let nationalism be taught there.‖ 23
Balraj Madhok complained that after partition central government had increased the aid of
the University without taking into cognizance its communal character and as a result it had
become ―the hot-bed of pro-Pakistan and anti-national activities.‖24 Vajpayee warned that as
long as the University was not emancipated from the clutches of the Communist-cumCommunalist incubus, the danger of recrudescence of communal trouble in Western U.P
would always persist.25
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About the role of Jana Sangh in the Aligarh riots of October 1961, Charan Singh, Home
Minister in the state government, said that although the trouble had originated in the union
elections at Aligarh Muslim University, an organized effort was made after that to spread the
trouble especially by members of some organizations and parties which do not subscribe to
the concept of national integration as Government sees it. He claimed that Jana Sangh
members had played an important part in organizing meetings and hartals in different towns.
It became evident that Jana Sangh held the special privileges of Aligarh University, the real
cause of trouble. Aligarh University was presented by Jana Sangh as an affront, a kind of
provocation to true nationalists.
In August 1954 Jana Sangh declared that it was not prepared to recognize English or Urdu as
Indian languages and would take steps to remove Urdu from the list of languages given in the
Eighth Schedule of the Constitution of India. 26 Upadhyaya complained in the Organizer:
―Urdu in spite of its recognition in the Constitution and its birth in India,has been a vehicle of
Muslim separatism. It had become a symbol of separate Muslim Nationhood, which the
Muslim League advocated.‖
4.4

27

Hindi as the Official and National Language

Jana Sangh firmly believed that Hindi should be made the official and national language at
the expense of English. This belief caused great alarm for the non-Hindi regions as the
western, eastern and southern parts of the country had their own distinct cultural and literary
traditions.28 Jana Sangh however, kept on insisting that unless Hindi became the lingua
franca of the country, the regional languages would continue to dominate their respective
territories, which would lay the foundation for secessionist and nationalist movements which
could pose a danger to the integrity of the country.
When Dr.Raghuvira became Jana Sangh‘s President, the party intensified its efforts to press
before the government the cause of Hindi. 29 Jana Sangh‘s Central Working Committee
threatened to block the passage of ‗The Official Languages Bill‘ by the government. ‗The
Official Languages Bill‘ on which the Jana Sangh had heaped such criticism, simply
provided for English to be used after 26 th January, 1965 in addition to Hindi, for all official
purposes of Union for which it had been used previously and for transaction of business in
Parliament.30
4.5

Prohibition of Cow Slaughtering

Article 48 of the Indian Constitution stated that state should take steps for prohibiting the
slaughter of cows, calves and other milch and draught cattle. In 1955, Nehru‘s government
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decided against banning the cow-slaughter, considering it not beneficial to the interests of the
country. After such bans were enforced by the state legislatures of Uttar Predesh, Bihar,
Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan, the Supreme Court in a ruling in 1958 declared that although
a total ban was justified on the slaughter of cows and calves, it was unreasonable to ban the
slaughter of female buffaloes, working bullocks after they were no longer useful. 31 In its
1954 manifesto, Jana Sangh had stated ―Cow is our point of honour and the eternal symbol of
our culture. Cow protection, therefore, is not only a pious duty but also an indispensable
need. It is impossible to protect and improve cattle so long as its slaughter continues.‖

32

After the judgment of the Supreme Court, the Central Working Committee of Jana Sangh
called for an amendment of Article 48 of the Constitution and demanded that the states which
had not instituted ban, do so at the earliest. 33 On 7th November, different groups of
demonstrators led by the Sarvadaliya Goraksha Maha-Abhiyan Samiti
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organization went

to the Parliament. There the different leaders of such parties as Jana Sangh, Hindu
Mahasabha and Arya Samaj addressed the participants after which people attacked the
government buildings and set fire to vehicles. Finally curfew was imposed and troops were
called in to restore peace in Delhi. The National Herald commented in its editorial: ―Swami
Ramesh Waranand incited a mob of unhinged minds with an inflammatory speech. The more
prominent of Jana Sangh leaders should not have associated themselves with those they
could not manage.‖ 35 Vajpayee explained that groups of „provocateurs‟ had been planted in
the crowd to create trouble. Jana Sangh would resist any attempt to use the incidents to attack
the party: However, Y.B.Chavan, the Home Minister, highlighting the effects of Swami
Ramesh Waranand‘s remarks to the demonstrators, said: ―It cannot be denied that he is a
representative of Jana Sangh in Parliament.‖
4.6

36

Jana Sangh Stance on Kashmir Dispute

The first general elections of 1951 were won by Congress with a big majority. Jana Sangh
could only secure three seats in Lok Sabha including that of Mookerjee.37 Because of Jana
Sangh‘s failure to secure seats in Lok Sabha its parliamentary role was limited. The Kashmir
dispute provided Mookerjee with a God sent opportunity to challenge and confront the
government. Jana Sangh leaders felt very acutely about the ‗indulgence‘ as they saw it, of the
government towards Muslim politicians and its supposed indifference to the sufferings of
Hindu minorities.38 Article 370 of the Indian Constitution provided that Article 238 would be
applied to the state of Jammu and Kashmir and the power of the Indian Parliament to make
laws for the state should be limited to matters specified in orders of the President of India in
consultation with the state government. The Prime Minister of Kashmir, Sheikh Abdullah
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had to face strong opposition from Praja Parishad, which wanted complete accession of
Kashmir to India. As Jana Sangh did not have its own party unit in Kashmir it vigorously
supported Praja Parishad and its leader Prem Nath Dogra. When the Constituent Assembly of
Jammu and Kashmir approved a state flag and replaced the hereditary ruler by an elected
head of state, Jana Sangh declared these steps as clear violation of India‘s sovereignty. 39
In July 1952 the Government of India and the Government of Jammu and Kashmir signed the
Delhi Pact by which the head of the state of Kashmir was to be recognized by the President
of India. Most of the groups and parties accepted this agreement but Praja Parishad did not
budge from its stand and was fully supported by Jana Sangh. 40 Jana Sangh proposed a round
table conference of the representatives of Praja Parishad, Government of Jammu and
Kashmir and the recognized leaders of India and warned that otherwise there would be an allIndia agitation for the complete integration of the state with India.41 The Kashmir agitation
clearly revealed Jana Sangh as a fundamentalist party. By joining hands with Hindu
Mahasabha and Praja Parishad it demonstrated that it was no different from other Hindu
organizations for all its pretensions to be a progressive and modern political force.42 Because
of its strident attitude towards Pakistan, it could not make itself very acceptable to the central
and southern states where partition had left few emotional scars. 43
4.7 Upadhyaya’s Contribution to BJS
After Mookerjee, RSS trained cadres under Deendayal Upadhyaya effectively dominated
Jana Sangh while the actual Presidents acted as mere figureheads. Upadhyaya finally became
the President of Jana Sangh in 1967. His main contribution to Hindu Revivalism is the
concept of Ekatmata-Manavavad,Integral Humanism which became the official party
doctrine in 1965.44 He defended the participation of Jana Sangh in the Goa satyagraha of
1955, which helped in establishing Jana Sangh‘s Hindu nationalist credentials more
effectively than the Kashmir agitation of 1953. While Nehru was averse to using force for the
removal of Portuguese authorities from Goa, Jana Sangh and the like-minded parties tried to
bring matters to a conclusion.45 Upadhyaya demanded ‗police action‘ against the Portuguese
and called for ―the pressure of public opinion to be brought to bear on the government to
oblige it to discharge its national responsibility.‖ 46 The Goa agitation enhanced the prestige
of Jana Sangh as a ‗Hindu‘ party representing a purely patriotic interest. ‗Satyagrahis‘
marching towards Goa were made to seem identical with the Congress activists of British
period who justified the breaking of laws on account of moral conviction. Jana Sangh
adopted a more militant stance on clashes with Chinese forces at India‘s northern border. At
a press conference in November 1959, Upadhyaya stated that ―all talk about negotiations
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with Chinese should cease forthwith till the aggression is vacated.‖

47

Similarly Vajpayee

elected to the Lok Sabha in the second general elections of 1957, demanded that immediate
steps should be taken to check the activities of Communist Party of India, accused of having
sympathy for the Chinese cause.48
4.8 BJS Stand on Clashes with Pakistan and China
After the Indo-China border clashes, the Government of India had to face serious criticism
regarding its foreign policy. The non-Congress alliance formed during this crisis included
Jana Sangh also. The year 1965 was very important for Jana Sangh as far as Pakistan and
Jana Sangh‘s hatred for it was concerned. In April 1965 fighting broke out in the Rann of
Katch area between India and Pakistan, which led to a full-fledged war on September 6th . All
the old antagonisms of Jana Sangh against Pakistan were aroused by this war and it adopted
resolutions of condemnation against its neighbour: ―There should be no bargaining with
Indian Muslims. All separatist tendencies and attitudes betraying a pro-Pakistani bias must be
curbed and the outlook of Indian Muslims must be nationalized.‖
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Upadhyaya‘s strategy as

mentioned in his Political Diary was that India‘s main objective must be to destroy Pakistan
war-machine rather than undo the partition: ―Even conceding that partition is responsible for
many a problem that we are confronted with, unity will come not by war but by a voluntary
decision of the people of Pakistan. Once they get disillusioned with their leadership, they
would not like to remain apart.‖ 50
4.9

Madhok’s Concept of Bharat Varsh

The leader that influenced most the party‘s thinking and strategy during the sixties was Balraj
Madhok.51 The Hindu nationalists insist that Hindus right from the beginning constituted a
community endowed with an essential spirit, which enabled it to develop towards an ultimate
form.52 This laid the foundation for basic myths such as the spread of Aryans throughout
India, revival of Hinduism, its survival under the Muslims and British. Jana Sangh exploited
this notion of Hinduism to achieve the ideal of Hindu Sangathan. Balraj Madhok described
the Aryan race as occupying ‗the place of mother race‘.The whole of India then became
known as Bharat Varsha and in course of time the entire people of India irrespective of their
caste, colour, creed or race came to be known as Bharatiyas after the name of the country.‘
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All the Jana Sangh writers employed the term ‗Bharat‘ or ‗Bharat Varsh‘ to evoke not only
the Vedic and Aryan background but to emphasize that this nation was based on cultural
values distinct from purely religious ones. Due to this logic all the inhabitants of Bharat are
‗Bharatiyas‘ whether they are Muslims, Hindus or Christians because it is culture, which
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determines the capacity for national awareness and not the religious beliefs. Thus argued Atal
Bihari Vajpayee: ―The Muslims or Christians did not come from outside India. Their
ancestors were Hindus. By changing religion one does not change one‘s nationality or
culture.‖ 54
Madhok described the ‗process of Indianisation‘ during the reign of Emperor Akbar, the
reaction against it during Aurangzeb‘s rule and then the resistance to Muslim rule ‗strongest
in Maharashtra where Chhatrapati Shivaji made it a broad based national movement‘. In
Madhok‘s view British considered Indian nationalism a danger to their authority and acting
on the policy of divide and rule, set off Muslims against Hindus and also created a safety
valve in the form of artificial Indian National Congress. 55
Like all nationalists Madhok criticized the Congress for signing the Lucknow Pact and
thereby conceding the principle of separate representation. Congress was also criticized for
joining the Khilafat Movement with the non-cooperation which was responsible for the
revival of Islamic consciousness in the Muslim masses and the exclusiveness and fanaticism
that go with it.56 The creation of Pakistan symbolizes the failure of true Indian nationalism,
Madhok claimed that nationalism as conceived and preached by Congress had, ―given a new
lease of life to Muslim separatism and has become the greatest ally of Communism. It is
neither national nor secular. It is based on compromises with separatism and communalism,
which it seeks to employ for its political gain. But in doing so it is cutting at the roots of
Indian nationalism. It is un-Indian, un-Hindu and un-Bharatiya.‖ 57
During the first indo-Pak war of 1947-48, Balraj organized the civil defense of Srinagar and
co-founded the RSS student wing ABVP. It was Balraj who first raised the Ayodhya issue in
Parliament during a debate on ‗emotional integration‘ in 1961.
4.10

Division of Punjab in 1966

Jana Sangh‘s first testing point as a Hindu nationalist party came in 1950s when its local
units stressed the need of a strong unified state on India‘s north-western frontier because of
potential threat from Pakistan and urged upon the government to suppress the Sikh
separatism as represented by Akali Dal. During Balraj Madhok‘s tenure as President of Jana
Sangh, the government decided to divide Punjab in 1966 to form a predominantly Sikh state
of the same name and a predominantly Hindu state of Haryana. Jana Sangh agitated against
this division and finally accepted it with great reluctance.
The scheme envisaged by Jana Sangh and other nationalist parties was that the whole of
north-west including East Punjab, Patiala and even the Sikh predominated PEPSU, East
Punjab States Union and the hilly states of Himachal Pradesh and Bilaspur should be
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amalgamated to form a greater Punjab or Maha-Punjab for an effective frontier state on
border with Pakistan.58 The Punjab unit of Jana Sangh was formed in May 1951 and had
close links with not only RSS but also Arya Samaj. Punjab was a natural playground for Jana
Sangh as here it could exploit its hatred for Pakistan, aversion to partition and dislike for
Islam and Muslims to the greatest advantage. Vajpayee also told a press conference that his
party had full sympathy with the movement launched by Arya Samaj in Punjab to secure for
Hindi its rightful place in education and administration. 59 Jana Sangh did not consider
Punjabi a regional language like Marathi or Bengali but a simple dialect of Hindi and the
Sikhs not a separate religious community like Muslims or Christians but just a sect of
Hinduism.
Because of this Jana Sangh insisted that Punjab should be treated as a single bilingual
territory.60 Upadhyaya also warned that Jana Sangh would mobilize the nationalist forces to
preserve the unity of Punjab, which is essential for the unity of India. ―Punjab Suba will be a
theocratic state in India. We cannot allow it.” 61
To prevent the division Jana Sangh took out violent processions after the government finally
decided to reorganize Punjab on a linguistic basis. Jana Sangh stood for strengthening the
unity of Hindi heartland and of ensuring that recognition of minority rights should not exceed
certain very narrow limits. For this very reason it opposed the creation of a ‗Punjabi Suba‘ by
partitioning Punjab and strongly resisted the efforts of Uttar Pradesh Muslims to give Urdu
its due right. Jana Sangh went to the 1971 general elections as part of the grand alliance of
political parties against Prime Minister Gandhi and could only achieve scattered gains in
1971 elections.62 At the general council of Jana Sangh at Jaipur, the delegates criticised the
party‘s defeat. The misuse of government funds and machinery by Congress and the ‗credit‘
for victory over Pakistan in 1971 were cited as the reasons for defeat of Jana Sangh by the
leaders but the workers were not prepared to let the leaders escape the blame. 63 It did not take
much convincing for the leaders to try to make Jana Sangh a party of the common man.Due
to differences Madhok was finally expelled from the party because of his indiscipline and
criticism of party‘s policies.64 Madhok criticized his expulsion as a sign of ‗fascist attitude‘
within the Jana Sangh
4.11
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and accused it ―of developing into an RSS party.‖

66

Imposition of Emergency in 1975 and Emergence of BJP

In 1975 Indira Gandhi imposed Emergency and civil rights were suspended. The movement
against the Emergency took the shape of an alliance in which different parties including Jana
Sangh merged. During the general elections of March 1977, RSS fully supported the
opposition Janata Alliance. As RSS had campaigned vigorously for Janata Alliance
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candidates it took credit for the defeat of Congress party particularly in the Hindi-speaking
states. Janata Alliance became Janata Party on 1 st May, 1977 and formed India‘s first nonCongress government headed by Morarji Desai. The cabinet included three Jana Sangh
ministers (all RSS members) Atal Behari Vajpayee, Lal Krishan Advani and Brij Lal
Verma.67 The success of the Janata Alliance in the elections led to dissensions among its
members. The parties comprising Janata Alliance were alarmed that organizational resources
of RSS would be used to strengthen Jana Sangh group. They demanded the merger of RSS
with one of the Janata Party‘s affiliated organizations. After the refusal of the RSS it was
demanded that all Janata members sever their ties with RSS to remain in the party.
The exclusionary clause of the Janata interim constitution was put forward in support of the
demand, which denied membership to anyone belonging to another political party having a
separate membership, constitution and programme. 68
Jana Sangh leaders resisted the attempt to deny RSS the right to participate in Janata
activities and Atal Bihari Vajpayee warned that the Jana Sangh group might pull out of the
government and party if the critics of RSS had their way on this question. 69 If Jana Sangh had
tried to take over Janata it would not have been possible because after Dr.Mookerjee‘s death
it was not that powerful while the Janata‘s powerful politicians like Morarji Desai and
Charan Singh had political basis of their own, so on 5 th April, 1980, delegates including those
of Jana Sangh and some who had walked out of Janata, met to form a new party, Bharatiya
Janata Party.70 Atal Bihari Vajpayee was selected the President of the party.
BJS greatly improved its electoral position from the platform of anti-Muslim propaganda and
hatred. From three seats in the first elections of 1951-1952 in Lok Sabha to fourteen seats in
1962 and finally succeeded in gaining thirty five in 1977 by advocating ban on cowslaughter. However in 1977 it merged in Janata Alliance and reemerged under the name of
BJP in April 1980.
4.12

Hinduising India

It was hoped that with the passage of years the holocaust and massacres accompanying the
partition would be forgotten and sanity would prevail in India. But the hopes of analysts and
political thinkers were dashed to the ground and instead of abetement, the frequency and
intensity of riots increased. With the emergence of Jana Sangh and increase in its strength, its
doctrine of hatred against Muslims came to acquire a sort of ―political respectability ―.71
After partition only those areas in the South of India such as Madras, Mysore and Kerala
remained comparatively peaceful where Jana Sangh was not able to make inroads and carry
its poisonous propaganda. It would be a folly and a great mistake to dismiss the post-partition
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riots as accidental due to their occurrence on such a grand scale and the pattern being the
same, be the riots in Indore, Meerut, Mumbai, Kolkata, Gujarat or Allahabad. 72 In fact the
riots were carefully planned by communal reactionaries who were waiting only for a
pretext.73
A retired Major General of Indian army told an American correspondent, ―It is time we stop
talking about communal riots. These are massacres like the pogroms against the Jews. The
aim is to push us back into ghettos.” 74 The aim of all those ―engineered‖ riots as followed by
the Jana Sangh and RSS was that of ―Hinduising‖ and ―militarizing‖ India. By doing this
they want to project not only the Muslims but all the minorities as averse to Hindu culture
and civilization. Despite vehement protests by the minorities, a campaign is still in progress
for ―Indianizing‖ and ―nationalizing‖ them. Many Muslims serve the Indian army in the
capacity of soldiers and officers and have received honours and medals for their bravery and
gallantry, still leaders like Balraj Madhok believe that Muslims could not be trusted to be
loyal in the event of another India-Pakistan armed conflict.75 ―The atmosphere is created
where the loyalty of all religious minorities is doubted.‖
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The Western concept of

secularism stands for cultural and religious pluralism but the Indian government and Indian
leaders always equate secularism with Hindu culture and Hindu norms. Jana Sangh goes a
step further and emphasizes the doctrine of cultural assimilation of minorities. This makes it
more dangerous than the rest of the extremist parties in the political arena of India.
4.13

Vishwa Hindu Parishad

Golwalkar arranged a meeting of select religious and political leaders in Bombay in August
1964, to find ways of bringing the different sects and movements of Hindus closer. During
this meeting it was decided to establish V.H.P. An RSS pracharak, 77 Shivram Shankar Apte
was made its general secretary. In 1966, the first international assembly of VHP was held at
Allahabad in the month of Kumbha.78 Another founding member of VHP was K.M.Munshi,
an erstwhile minister of Congress. He was an active supporter of non-violence but gave up
his stance of ‗Ahimsa‘ and supported civil war to compel the Muslims of subcontinent not to
press for Pakistan. He condemned Congress for appeasing the Muslim League when it finally
conceded to the creation of Pakistan. Even after the partition of subcontinent, he could never
reconcile himself with this fact and still believed in Akhand Hindustan for the unity of
Indians, ―Again and again we, Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims alike, have expressed ourselves
through a single collective will. India as a nation Akhand Hindustan is therefore a living
reality.‖
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Munshi also favoured complete integration of Kashmir with India and the abrogation of
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Article 370,80 to fulfill this mission. He resigned from the Congress after the passage of 1959
Nagpur Resolution calling for land reforms. Because of the active participation and support
of Golwalkar it became very clear that R.S.S was the soul and heart of V.H.P. 81 Golwalkar
who has taken the pioneering step towards awakening Hindu society is said to be the main
inspiration behind the formation of VHP.82 Regarding the formation of VHP for the unity and
integrity of Hindus and reinterpretation of Hindu religion when RSS was already working for
Hindu cause, Rajendra Singh said: ―For RSS it would have been difficult taking up this work
too. Golwalkar believed that message could be conveyed more effectively if it were delivered
by the sadhus and sants because people held them in greater reverence. In his opinion an
organization was required in the dharmik sphere which would take within its fold various
sects of Hindu society.‖ 83 Swami Chinmayananda described the motivation behind VHP,
―To awaken the Hindus and to make them conscious of their proud place in the comity of
nations.‖ 84 ―Let us convert Hindus to Hinduism, then everything will be all right.‖ 85
Golwalkar believed that among Hindus ―those only are nationalists, who aspire to glorify the
Hindu race and nation. All others are either traitors and enemies to the National cause, or to
take a charitable view, idiots.‖ 86 It was admitted that VHP was formed as an RSS front for
ideological dissemination, ―The Hindu society was divided into fragments Arya Samaj,
Sanatana Dharma, Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism etc all distinct from each other. Our broad
idea is to bring all these faiths within the Hindu fold again so that all feel that they are
Hindus. This is the aim of the VHP.‖ 87
VHP‘s three main objectives specified by the religious leaders were: To consolidate and
strengthen Hindu society. To protect and spread Hindu values and to make them relevant in
contemporary society. To establish and strengthen links among Hindus living in different
countries.88
Further elaborating its objectives, Apte at the annual conference of Andhra Pradesh unit
appealed to the people, ―to clean every home of Suvarna Mrigas the evil some temptations of
foreign isms, foreign fashions and foreign ideologies.‖ 89
4.14 VHP’s Aim
The Original Charter of VHP said: ―The VHP should make efforts to make the age-old Hindu
dharma compatible with the present requirement of society so that it is able to meet the
challenges of modern world.‖ 90
The principles reflected in the charter of VHP promised progress and social reform but the
labeling of Hinduism, Christianity and Communism as hated ideologies made VHP a
revivalist and chauvinist organization. Religiosity was considered to be the bulwark against
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the rising tide of socialism of that age. The foundations of VHP reflected the resentment not
against socio-economic and political conditions but also against Nehruvian politics, which
according to founders encouraged Communism. Shiv Shankar Apte, the first general
secretary of VHP said, ―The declared object of Christianity is to turn the whole world into
Christendom as that of Islam is to make it ―Pak‖. Besides these two there has arisen a third
religion, Communism. For all of these the major target of conquest is the vast Hindu
society…It is therefore necessary in this age of competition and conflict to think of and
organize the Hindu world to save itself from the evil eyes of all the three.‖

4.15
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Functions of VHP

VHP initially had two important functions, to preserve Hindu Dharma amongst the Hindus
scattered worldwide and to prevent the Indian tribal population from becoming Christians. It
was felt that the Indians had drifted culturally and lost influence as a community by
migrating to foreign lands. Swami Chinmayananda, founder President of VHP was
concerned that Hindus abroad did not posses knowledge of their cultural duties and spiritual
forces.92 So he felt that temples abroad could serve as the meeting place for Hindu
community and important centers of learning of Hindu scriptures.Shiv Shankar Apte shared
his views: ―Today there are thousands of Hindu brethren in foreign countries whose links
from the motherland are either snapped or have become very weak.‖ 93
VHP joined hands with Arya Samaj, Hindu Mahasabha, Jana Sangh and other organizations
in organizing anti-cow slaughter demonstrations.94 Prominent amongst those who led the
demonstrations were Golwalkar, Shankaracharya of Puri and Muni Sushil Kumar. A
founding member of the VHP, Hanuman Prasad Poddar in one of his articles said: ―It is
saddening indeed that India is free today and yet Indians have to tolerate cruel slaughter of
thirty thousand and more cows daily. We have to launch movements and saintly people have
to court arrest and sacrifice their lives demanding a ban on cow slaughter.‖ 95
4.16 Agenda of VHP
VHP‘s Hindu agenda drafted at its meeting in Mumbai, December 1995, declared: Slaughter
of cow and its progeny shall be completely banned throughout the country by enacting an
effective legislation and made a rigorously punishable offence. Gau-seva ministries will be
formed at the Centre and in the States to protect the environment, natural ecology and
agronomy for production of natural and organic manure and to enhance the production of
milk, butter, ghee, yoghurt etc.
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Another goal of VHP in the early years of its transformation was to prevent the tribes from
becoming Christians as it felt that spread of Christianity among the tribes would harm the
cultural unity of India. Without taking into consideration the socio-economic conditions
under which the tribes were surviving, VHP simply accused the Christian missionaries of
luring them with money, education and health services. The early leadership of VHP
suffered from the same fears and apprehensions. VHP‘s President from 1965-1969 Jaya
Chamraj Wadeyar 96 emphasized upon the VHP to ―spread the message of Hinduism among
the hill tribes and backward groups.‖
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―if the Christians started converting the Hindus in the

guise of social service, that would create social disharmony…Conversions and imperialism
were respectable during certain period in the past, But at present, just as territorial expansion
was an offence so also proselytization.‖ 98
In order to pacify the Christian Naga tribe‘s demand for regional and political autonomy,
Nagaland was granted statehood in 1963. To show its anger against the Centre‘s decision,
VHP demanded the abolition of concessions to Scheduled/Backward Castes on their
becoming Christians. VHP attributed the ills and maladies of Hindu society to the easily
available ―villains‖ of history, Muslims and Christians. Research by the Indian scholars
themselves revealed that growing contempt for manual labour and the people engaged in it
such as dealing with the corpses and the ‗chandalas‘ engaged in it was present even before
the end of Vedic period.99 As these social customs and practices were held responsible for
degeneration of Hindu society, blame was conveniently passed on to the Muslims and
Christians. The primary objective of VHP has always been to unify all shades of Hindus
which was not possible without removing caste barriers. Thus followed the peculiar
―theorizing‖ that caste discrimination was a direct result of and a strategy of resistance
against Muslims and British. Following the similar pattern, the low status of Hindu women
and sexual discrimination are all laid at the door of Muslims. Rape and plunder of the
country consequent to Muslim invasions is the most important, if not the only cause for the
low status of women within Hinduism.100 Anti-Muslim sentiments become axiomatic in
identity claims and the quest for a Hindu rashtra. 101
4.17

VHP Ire against Christians

VHP had already been active on the conversion front but it turned its ire towards Christian
missionaries with renewed fervor after Meenakshipuram conversions. In 1985, VHP board of
trustees resolved that there should be a legal ban on the conversions of Hindus and the inflow
of foreign money in the name of service projects and charitable purposes should be
stopped.102 The conference of VHP held at Karnatka urged the government to expel all
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foreign missionaries from the country and not to permit their reentry. The conference also
condemned the proposal of granting special concessions to Christianity.103 Ashok Singhal
expressed grave concern and alarm that while there were no Christians in Arunachal Pradesh
till 1977, the state now boasts of sixty thousand. 104 To build up a strong movement in favour
of its conversion issue, VHP directed attacks against Sonia Gandhi, the President of
Congress. Sonia Gandhi was targetted as an ―outsider‖ and ―Christian‖ rather than head of
Congress-I. The central agenda of BJP in 1990 election campaign was Sonia Gandhi‘s
Italian-Christian birth. As a VHP leader remarked ―Western forces want to bring in a
particular individual of a certain party who will be manageable by them. The church is
working towards that end.‖ 105
According to Ashok Singhal Christian missionaries in India annually receive fourteen billion
rupees for their conversion activities and Sonia was accused of supporting them. 106 To check
missionary activity and conversion of Dalits and tribals to Christianity, paravartan proved to
be the best bulwark. Paravartan is described as an awakening of glory in reconverted Hindus
with regards to their Hindu ancestors and once again they start considering Hindus as their
―brothers of faith‖.107 The Northeastern India comprising of a huge tribal population had
been the focus of VHP‘s activities. This is because the VHP is afraid of further expansion of
Christianity in the tribal belt, as it fears that tribals are susceptible to foreign ideologies
which could trigger the formation of separatist movements.
While condemning the Christian missionaries for their activities, VHP emulated the very
activities and replicated the very character of their work. A Christian gives his everything in
the name of his religion and culture and the Hindus should follow his example. 108 This advice
was followed to such an extent that VHP activists carrying on Hinduisation in tribal areas
were called ―Hindu missionaries‖ by their own leadership. 109 VHP‘s network of schools,
colleges, dispensaries and community centers spread all over Assam, Bihar, Kerala, Orissa,
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, West Bengal, Rajasthan and Karnatka all have been
established on the pattern of Christian missionary organizations. Distribution of food and
clothes among tribals as well as the printing of calendars with Hindu deities on it is also done
in a manner used by Christian missions.110 The tribals were made to say Jai Sita Ram instead
of Jai Isu and they were referred to as having a common identity. 111 Christian missions were
such a cause of indignation that a proposal was floated to form a non-Christian front to face
Christian maneouvers in Nagaland.112
A VHP leader Rajeshwar, whose mission for more than fifty five years has been Paravartan,
writes: ―All Hindus have to work in this direction, otherwise in this democratic country the
Hindu identity would get wiped off and many Hindu institutions would get destroyed.‖
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Rajeshwar‘s book is seen as a guide to paravartan. This book declares that VHP activists
should go from place to place, village to village to reconvert those to Hinduism who had left
Hindu dharma. If Paravartan is considered a ‗rashtriya karya‘, 114 half of the Christian and
Muslim population can become Hindus in fifty years and the rest of them can be brought
back to the fold of Hinduism within a century and a half. 115 To check the exodus of nonHindu sections of Indian society to Islam or Christianity, VHP tried to redefine not only
Hindu identity but the very notion of Hinduism as Hindutva.
The Christian missionaries were subjected to violence. The killing of Graham Steines and his
two sons in January 1999 and George Kuzhikandam in June 2000 led to further anti-Christian
violence, which resembled in its intensity and gravity, the demolition of Babri Mosque.
Dr.James Massey, member of National Minorities Commission, mentioned the dramatic rise
in complaints of attacks on the Christian community and encroachment on church properties
indicated a definite trend.116 Punjab also had its share of anti-Christian incidents where such
a problem could never have been imagined, there being only three hundred thousand
Christians.117 This is not surprising as VHP was formed for countering Christian influence
and protecting migrant Hindus from non-Hindu Protestant/Catholic cultural assimilation.
Father Allwyn d‘Silva, head of Justice and Peace Commission of Mumbai Archdiocese, sees
RSS-VHP as the propelling force behind these attacks on the Christian community,
institutions and missionaries.118 The expression of antagonism against Christians and the ease
with which they are subjected to vandalism and lumpenism reveals a deep-seated vendatta.119
The Rajasthan wing of VHP vowed to make Banswara district, a Christian-free area within
three years. Before the violence began in Dangs district, the worst hit in Gujarat, pamphlets
containing poisonous messages were circulated there. The following message makes it very
clear what happened and why ―In Dang district innocent and illiterate tribals are converted
through cheating, alluring by offering temptations under the pretext of services, Christian
priests are taking advantage of tribal society and exploit them…Hindus, awake and struggle
with these robbers who snatch away your rights by telling lies and teach these people a
lesson.‖
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To make the case strong Muslims were also projected as the victims of Christian activities. A
First Information Report lodged at Ahwa (Gujarat) by Bajrang Dal, stated that Christians
targetted shops of Muslims
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to harm the cordial relations existing between Hindus and

Muslims. Anti-Christian violence was easily brushed off by Bajrang Dal as a natural reaction
of the Hindu society. ―Those who want to destroy the Hindus must fear us. We want them to
fear us.‖
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To incite the Hindus against Christians and Muslims, Bajrang Dal circulated

pamphlets in Gujarat having such objectives as may lead to further worsening of communal
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situation.123 According to a Hindustan Times report, attacks on Christians of Gujarat
intensified during Christmas days in 1998. ―Churches and missionary schools were attacked,
vehicles torched as the Bajrang Dal and Vishwa Hindu Parishad announced stepping up ire
against alleged conversion of Hindus.‖ 124
Instead of feeling guilty about such attacks and apologizing, Ashok Singhal blamed ‗militant
Christians for attacking tribal Hindus in Gujarat. 125 A two-member Home Ministry team
constituted to report on Gujarat violence pointed the laxity of district administration and the
active role of Hindu Jagran Manch in communal violence affecting the state. 126 Different
booklets and pamphlets circulated in Gujarat also carried instructions on how to stop
proselytisation by harassing the missionaries and even filing false cases against them. 127
The followers of Islam and Christianity interpreted the principles propounded by Muhammad
and Jesus to suit themselves and made land-grabbing their goal by expanding their numbers.
St.Paul did it and the caliphs after Muhammad did it. Even today they are planning to create
their own homelands here.128
4.18 Strategy towards Muslims
Secularism as is understood worldwide is not acceptable to the Indian Hindus. All those who
fall outside the pale of Hinduism such as Muslims and Christians are not numerically so
small that they can just be put aside. So different methods of intimidation, coercion and reconversion are employed as a political strategy to deal with such non-Hindu groups. VHP
organized this Hinduisation of non-Hindus by stepping into the shoes of Arya Samaj. When
VHP carried on the work of Arya Samaj it was labeled as Paravartan.129 VHP played a
double game, while it sanctioned conversion of non-Hindus to Hinduism, it appealed for state
intervention to stop conversions to Islam and Christianity. According to VHP Christianity
and Islam had plans to make Hindus a minority in India in the next thirty years and they want
to establish their rule in India and completely destroy Hindu culture. 130 VHP developed a
three-pronged strategy checking religious conversions to Islam or Christianity, re-conversion
to Hinduism and building of strong ‗samskaras‘.
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The programme of VHP was an

amalgam of Hinduisation and anti-Semitism, warning people of propaganda by the
―irreligious‖ conspirators and the temptations offered. 132
―The Board of Trustees and Governing Council of VHP opposes the government of India‘s
policy of giving rupees five hundred crores to the minorities for political ends and granting
their ‗ulema‘ and ‗moulvis‘ salaries worth crores of rupees. This is done under the
government‘s policy of appeasement of minorities. This work of creating a Muslim votebank through their appeasement is an insult to the Hindu society, which is intolerable.‖
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As seen by VHP secularism is used for weakening of Indian nation and to stifle the voice of
Hindu masses. ―In this country secularism is used mainly for winning the Muslim block
votes…for these votes various political parties indulge in Muslim parasti and Hindu
virodh…In countries such as Pakistan and Bangladesh there is no secularism. Muslims want
to have secularism in India but want to deny it completely in Islamic countries.‖
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Ashok Singhal while talking to reporters at Allahabad in 1995, declared: ―Muslim children
must be taught Indian culture which cannot be anything other than Hindu culture. Hindutva is
Indian nationality and they must respect it.‖
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VHP has emerged as a strong opponent of

foreign philosophy and culture, as it wants to prevent the expansion of foreign faiths and
ideologies. Especially targeted are scheduled caste Hindus as they are more vulnerable to
conversion to other faiths. After hundreds of low caste Hindus at Meenakshipuram Tamil
Nadu converted to Islam, an editorial in official VHP journal echoed the feelings of VHP ―A
large area of our motherland is now foreign land to us, because Hindus in those places were
converted to alien faith on a large scale.‖ 136 VHP launched Jana Jagrana Abhiyana137 to
warn about the international conspiracy of Islam against Hinduism. The issue of religious
conversion was much hyped and projected as a grave threat to national security and
integrity.138 VHP organized mass conversions of Cheeta-Merat Rajput Muslims in the
districts of Udaipur, Pali, Bhilwara and Ajmer during the 1970s. In early 1986, VHP
highlighted return of two Muslim sub-castes in Rajasthan as an indication of the success of
the programme.139 The best-known and publicized conversions however, took place in
Gujarat where two hundred Muslims were converted to Hinduism in 1992-93. While
reconverting them VHP promised them swabhiman 140 and salamati.
4.19

Untouchability---also attributed to Muslims

‖Untouchability developed in India during ‗ghulami‘ (imprisonment), when India was ruled
by the Muslims and British. The Hindus to protect themselves from foreign invaders locked
themselves in their homes. The Hindus because of this closed environment became alienated
from each other. A superiority complex formed in each Hindu and this led to the practice of
untouchability.‖141
Another account of untouchability again linking it to Muslims held: ―When the Muslims
were on their conversion drive, some Brahmin intellectuals refused to convert to Islam. So
the Muslims made them do such jobs as the cleaning of toilets. They cleaned shit but did not
give up Hinduism. Because they were engaged in a mahtvapurana (essential) work they
began to be called ‗mehtirs‘.‖
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4.20 VHP Outside India
Those members of RSS who lived in the United States met in New York in 1970 and formed
Vishwa Hindu Parishad of United States of America. 143 All the American branches of VHP
are very active in celebrating Hindu festivals and running classes to teach Indian history,
culture and languages. It has also established branches in England, East Africa and Southeast
Asia. It is due to the efforts of VHP that Diwali is celebrated as a national holiday in Kenya.
The government of Kenya also issued a stamp bearing the symbol Om.144
4.21

Formation of Durga Vahini for Hindu Women

In the early 1990s, ‗Durga Vahini‘ was formed by VHP for Hindu women. The interesting
point is that any effort or attempt towards emancipation of women is highly debated and
suppressed while their politicization as agents of Hindu nationalism and a vehicle to attain
the goal of Hindu rashtra is encouraged. Maladies and social ills of Hindu women as female
foeticide, infanticide, dowry are relegated in favour of pressing problems faced by the nation
like conversions to Islam and Christianity, growth of Muslim population, ―infiltration‖ by
Bangladeshis, anti-Hindu governments. Tanika Sarkar has to say this about the political
indoctrination of women by VHP: ―In a bitterly ironic inversion of women‘s former
invisibility in the domain of public violence, large numbers of women have been extremely
active and visible not only in the rallies and campaigns but even in the actual episodes of
violent attacks against Muslims.‖ 145
Women of Hindutva movement have not been silent spectators but actively participated in
violence against Muslims. The shakti of the modern Durga was not directed against violence
within the home and community but was directed externally towards the Muslims, both men
and women.146
4.22 Formation of Bajrang Dal
To mobilize people particularly the youth and organize mass support, a subsidiary
organization of VHP was formed known as Bajrang Dal. 147 With the formation of Bajrang
Dal, VHP transformed from a small entity of 1960‘s and 1970‘s into a broad based
organization. Previously VHP had to counter the tribal conversions to Christianity but now
the issue at stake was ‗national integration‘ in the form of Ramjanmabhoomi issue. Only a
body of activists could provide the required energy for the Ramjanmabhoomi agitation,
hence Bajrang Dal was formed.148 Bajrang Dal soon became synonymous with force,
coercion and aggression because of its aggressive participation in Ayodhya dispute. Bajrang
Dal received much publicity during the shilanyas
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ceremony at Ayodhya and the final

demolition of Babri Mosque. Slogans such as Jo Ram ke kam na aye who bekar javani he,
were raised during the demolition.

4.23

Ekatmata Yagan Yatras

VHP organized mass campaign Ekatmata Yagan Yatras (National Integration Processions) in
1983, fully supported by state functionaries. Swami Chinmayananda described the purpose of
month long Yagna ―resurgence of Hinduism and the unity of India.‖
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The communal

overtone was obvious from the hym chanted ―If you want to live in this country, you will
have to say Bandematarem.” 151 India‘s Prime Minister at that time Indira Gandhi did not
personally attend the yatra but her silence was interpreted as mounam sanmatilakshanam.152
It was alleged that Indira Gandhi was advised by her advisors not to greet the yatra on its
arrival in New Delhi to keep the appearance of being secular, but the yatra had her tacit
support.153 This yatra was organized against the militancy in Punjab and Assam which was at
its worst during 1983 and 1984. During this yatra VHP affiliated sadhus constantly raised the
cry of ‗Hinduism in danger‘ to win the support of people in favour of VHP. This was a
significant political move as the time was that of a Dalit upsurge under a strong leader,
Kanshi Ram, who could have easily influenced Dalit vote. 154 Sikhs were portrayed as
participating in these yatras to make light of Punjab problem. 155 The three Hindu symbols of
Bharatmata,156 Gangamata and Gaumata were used by the VHP during these yatras to create
a hype about further partition of India. The Hindu Chetna said, ―Bharatmata and its symbols
Gangamata and Gaumata have the eternal essence of bringing together each and every
Bharatiya.‖ 157 When the minorities felt insecure and expressed their fears, Chinmayananda
dismissed them ―as having no respect for national unity and are alienated from the
country.‖158
4.24

Campaign for the Liberation of Hindu Scared Sites

VHP shot to prominence after campaigning for the liberation of Hindu sacred sites not only
in Ayodhya but Mathura and Kashi also.159 The Ayodhya issue though included in the
agenda since 1964 became a priority in 1986 after the Shah Bano Case. The atmosphere
being already tense after concession to Muslims in the Shah Bano Case, Rajiv Gandhi
government was forced to make a compensatory gesture to Hindu sensibilities. 160 Support to
VHP was considered more important than support to the National Front that looked keen to
implement the Mandal Commission report.161 BJP‘s support for VHP made Advani take a
tough stand while preparing for his Somnath to Ayodhya rathyatra. He declared that
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Ramjanmabhoomi issue was not communal but one of nationalism versus minorityism. 162
The rathyatra or raktyatra
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once again led to serious tension or communal rioting

particularly in Aligarh, Faizabad, Raipur and Dhar, Udaipur and Chittorgarh, Hyderabad
cities of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh respectively. 164
Advani however, denied rathyatra‘s role in communal tension and instead claimed that the
yatra had helped diffuse communal tension. 165 VHP‘s policies and programmes became more
and more offensive as it got support of bureaucracy, industrialists, landed class and
professionals for its policies.
4.25 Mobilization Leading to the Demolition of Babri Masjid
Sadhus and sants of VHP pledged not to let Bharat disintegrate like Soviet Union and warned
the government against Islamisation of Ayodhya.166 Though the sadhus intervened in state
matters they warned government of interfering in religious matters. VHP affiliated sadhus
demanded that government should leave the matter in the hands of VHP because the state
had no right to intervene in matters of religion. 167
Mobilization by the Sadhus was so effective that it led many to say that India is once again
turning into a land of temples, saints and ascetics. 168 Sadhus of Hardwar and Rishikesh
vowed to urge people to give votes to Kalyan Singh who wiped the blot of bondage from
Ayodhya and made the dreams of the ascetics come true. 169 With the support of sadhus the
dreams of ‗jagat guru‘ for Bharat seemed achievable. VHP spearheaded the movement for
the demolition of Babri Masjid and building of Ram Janmabhooni Temple as early as 31st
March, 1984. Sensing the mood, Indira Gandhi, in a speech declared Hindu dharma under
attack and appealed to the Hindus to save Hindu sanskriti from Sikh and Muslim attack.170
The temple issue provided the VHP a focal point for mass mobilization. Rama was chosen
over other gods of Hindu mythology like Shiva, Kali, Durga etc because dispute over Rama‘s
birthplace had already become a local issue so it was easier for VHP to exploit it to the
national level. In 1987-88, the serialized telecast of Ramayana on the national television
network encouraged the VHP to accelerate its campaign to turn Rama into the supreme moral
ideal for the Hindus,171 even though he is not worshipped as the main hero.172 Rama‘s image
was changed according to the strategy of VHP to mobilize people. In Tulsidas‘s Ramacharita
Manasa, Ram is portrayed as having a calm and tranquil disposition but the VHP transformed
him into an interventionist warrior,173 to show that a Hindu had the potential to become
offensive for the protection of his interests and rights. This was done to arouse a burning
fervour in Hindus.174 The consistent calls by VHP for virility fitted perfectly its choice of
Rama as a rashtra-purusha175 who could protect the holy Bharatmata from the ‗sinister‘
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Muslims, just as he saved his wife Sita from Ravana.
Any diversions from the portrayal of Rama brought aggressive reactions from VHP. When
SAHMAT 176 in August 1993 exhibited posters describing various interpretations of
Ramayana, Ram and sita were depicted as brother and sister in one of them. 177 Bajrang Dal
activists took it as ―left-secularist‘s antipathy towards the Hindu religion‖ and ―a denigration
of Lord Rama‖.178
On 1st February 1986, Faizabad District Court‘s decision of allowing Hindus to offer prayers
on Babri Mosque site, transformed this issue into a controversy. Though the Muslims also
formed a Babri Masjid Coordination Committee, their efforts were no match for VHP‘s
vigorous propaganda campaign. VHP reminded Rajiv Gandhi that Hindus had voted him to
power so he must safeguard their interests. ―The Hindus in India have put you (Rajiv Gandhi)
in power, only Hindu majority will keep sectarianism alive in India, so please do not insult
Hindu religious sentiments…In the interests of your Government, please hand over the three
religious places to Hindu samaj.‖ 179
A prominent member of VHP, Sadhvi Rithambhra, mobilized support for the kar seva of
shilanyas ceremony. In her taped speech Muslim social presence was identified as ―lemon‖ in
―milk‖, bent on curdling milk. She added to the already volatile communal situation by
singing the same old tune of Muslims‘ privileges and insecurity of Hindus vis-à-vis Muslims.
VHP violated all democratic and constitutional norms by arranging ‗shila‘ processions and
encouraging the riots.180 After the success of shilanyas the tone of VHP became more hostile
to evoke the national sentiments of the people. Ramchandra das, a prominent sadhu of VHP
declared: ―A Hindu is one in whose heart the flame of Hinduness is burning and who is ready
to die for the nation‘s dharma. The history of Sri Ramjanmabhoomi struggle is replete with
sacrifices and martyrdom.‖ 181 Ashok Singhal said in a meeting, ―The task of rebuilding the
temple is not an easy one, thereby the people should be prepared to make any kind of
sacrifice which might be required.‖ 182 In spite of Advani‘s arrest, on October 30 th 1990, a
mob attacked the Babri Mosque with ‗crowbars‘ and ‗iron angles‘, 183 the Provincial Armed
Constabulary personnel turned themselves into karsevaks.184 The frenzied Hindu devotees
continued the siege of Babri Mosque for three hours. To quote A.A.Engineer: ―The intensity
and spread of violence was such that it shook the nation and it can be said without
exaggeration that after 1947 such violence had not been witnessed in the country. It was not
only the scale and intensity but also the cruelties committed during that wave of communal
violence that were unprecedented.‖ 185 After the demolition of Babri Masjid it was justified as
follows: Yeh Bharat ke upar lagay huay kalank ka mitna hai. ―Despite the attainment of
independence by India in 1947, this blot continued to exist. Babar converted Hindus to Islam
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and destroyed temples. The structure of Babri Mosque was a blot on India‘s face. Its
destruction is a second independence for us. As the first independence was incomplete, a
second independence was needed.‖ 186
The Hindus did not rest with the demolition of Babri mosque. Uma Bharati said: ―Mathura
and Kashi are as important as Ayodhya. Christians have a right over Vatican and Hindus
have a right over Mathura, Kashi and Ayodhya. Muslims should come forward on their own
and tell the Hindus you took Ayodhya on your own but we cordially give you back Mathura
and Kashi ourselves.‖
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Before the 1996 elections VHP launched an offensive programme to garner support for
Hindutva. VHP failed despite its best efforts to build up a strong agitation for the ‗liberation‘
of Mathura and Varanasi temples as it had done in the case of Ramjanmabhoomi. Babri
Mosque at Ayodya was not in use while the Gyanvapi mosque in Varanasi was an active
congregation place where thousands of Muslims offered prayers, so in the words of Atal
Bihari Vajpayee, an Ayodhya-like situation was uncalled for.188 Rajendra Singh says: ―The
present age is the age of democracy. Therefore, in this age, to make India great those
individuals have to be brought forward who are imbued with the ideals of Hinduism, who are
driven by the urge to protect Hindu dharma and its principles.‖ 189
4.26 VHP’s Definition of Democracy
Norms of democracy do not sanction discrimination against those who do not belong to
ruling majority. On the other hand minorities whether political or ethnic are granted special
rights and privileges. VHP‘s definition of democracy goes against the accepted and standard
norm. A permanent Hindu government excludes all those who do not believe in VHP‘s
ideology from state decisions. Along with disenfranchisement of ethnic or religious groups,
all of VHP‘s decisions come from Dharma Sansad, a theocratic body that deliberates and
takes decisions on a regular basis. This body of sadhus appointed on the basis of their
complete unison with VHP‘s ideology goes against the norms of democratic functioning.
VHP had many times in the past criticized Indian Constitution and suggested amending it to
ensure and recognize the natural sons of Bharat the Hindus.190 The success of
Ramjanmabhoomi emboldened VHP to challenge not only the democratic foundations but
raise harsh criticism against secularism, tolerance and minority rights embodied in the
constitution.
The main cause of communal conflict in India is that the Muslims and Christians have been
granted special rights.191 Inspired by this, other communities have also started demanding
special rights. After independence the conspiracy to change Bharat into India has been
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continuously going on.192 ―Secularism does not mean that you give minorities a superior
status. Secular Indians are our greatest enemies. They will bring downfall of Hindus. They
give concessions to minorities.‖ 193
On another occasion the VHP said: ―It is because of the generosity of Hindus that secularism
has prospered in India and not because of the Constitution. It is because of this generosity of
Hindus that India afforded a chance to the Muslims and Christians to build their mosques and
churches long before Muslim and English rule were consolidated in India.‖ 194 The themes of
―secularism‖ and ―tolerance‖ of Hindus recur again and again with the VHP. VHP makes it
seem as if only the Hindus posses these traits and the rest of the world is devoid of it.
Because the Hindus are such a ―tolerant‖ race, events like Babri Mosque are dismissed as
occasional happenings. Praveen Togadia, a VHP leader says: ―Such things keep happening
and many people go through these events. For ages people have been attacked, their villages
have been burntdown, daughters and sisters have been sold. If you are right you will struggle,
otherwise you will sit and cry. In this world except the Jews no one has suffered as many
attacks as the Hindus.‖
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It is held that ―Fundamentalism and Hindu dharma can never be together. If a person is
communal, fundamentalist and intolerant he cannot be a Hindu. If there is intolerance it
becomes Islam and Christianity.‖
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VHP concerns itself only with Hindu rights and does not bother about minority rights. VHP‘s
talk of ―rights‖ is set in a paradigm of Hindu cultural hegemony. Rights are meaningful and
legal only as long as they are Hindu rights and an assertion of Hindu cultural domination.
VHP demands not only of Hindus but of every individual to be subservient to Hindutva and
surrender everything to the cause of the Hindu nation.―The Hind‖ is the pivot around which
the whole philosophy of VHP revolves. Hindu glory, Hindu bloodshed and Hindu honour are
the recurring themes. India and Indian history is presented as full of splendour and glory till
the decline set by Muslim rule and after that the Christian administration, which though
liberated Hindus from Muslim rule, was still not beneficial for Hindu sanskriti.
VHP started with the goal of bringing together the Hindus living abroad and instilling in
them a deep consciousness of ‗Hinduness‘. Within a short time it directed its energy and
activities towards building a strong Hindu movement inside the country, which gradually
assumed an aggressive posture and militant disposition. Though VHP was modeled and
worked on the lines of Arya Samaj and Hindu Mahasabha, it modified traditional concepts
and symbols of Rama, Bharatmata, Gangamata and Gaumata to suit its purpose. From the
mid 1980s VHP moved from socio-religious aims to a reactionary political agenda with
Hindu revivalism on the top. Hindu revivalism meant reintroducing the Manu Smriti and
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doing away with Indian Constitution.197 Instead of taking into consideration the grievances of
Meenakshipuram untouchables it was labeled as an old conspiracy to destroy Hindus,
Hinduism and Hindustan financed by petrodollars. 198 The conversions in Tamil Nadu had
been going on for many years but the intense reaction evoked by Meenakshipuram incident
was due to the large numbers that converted.
4.27

VHP and Hindu Majoritarianis m

The VHP agitations on Ramjanmabhoomi widened its political character and emboldened it
to question and challenge state policy on secularism, Scheduled Caste reservations etc. The
very ethos of politics was redefined in the language of Ramrajya.199 The reason why VHP
was able to mobilize so many people for its Rama Temple campaign was the use of popular
prevailing prejudices and moulding them to suit its projected goal of uniting Hindus against
Muslims. After the demolition of Babri Masjid Hindu majoritarianism penetrated so deeply
that for VHP ―Indian‖ became synonymous with ―Hindu‖. The VHP with its anti-democratic
and militant character was ample proof of its national movement to be regarded as having
fascist tendencies.200 Seetla Singh, editor of a Hindu daily, Janmorcha from Faizabad,
remarked:
―The VHP is a kind of Hindu League and it wants to set up a theocratic state in India. The
VHP‘s essence lies in being anti-Muslim and fascist. Rama was made a weapon by the VHP
all of a sudden in 1984 after the ekatmata yagna yatras of 1983. It is a potent political
symbol which helps VHP politically.‖
After
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―appeasement‖ of minorities by the Indian Right. Nehru‘s death boosted the Hindu Right and
parties like RSS, Jana Sangh and VHP began to grow in influence and practice. RSS, VHP
and BJP overlap in terms of membership and ideology. In fact it is the ―cultural‖ RSS,
―political‖ BJP and ―religious‖ VHP.202 With the formationof VHP the campaign for the
Hinduisation of polity became more vigorous and renewed efforts were made to create a
specific Hindu self.203 VHP successfully transformed Hindutva into a broad and militarized
movement.204
VHP succeeded in politically sensitizing the people as ―Hindus‖ and ―non- Hindus‖. Against
Nehruvian secularism, VHP insisted on Hindu nationalism and attracted the urban, uppercastes and middle-class professional Hindus towards its Ramjanmabhoomi issue. 205
Omprakash Dubey says, ―The VHP dreams of a traditional Bharat. It dreams of jagat guru
Bharat.‖206 VHP advocates a Hinduised version of secularism and a democratic Indian state
wrapped up in the mould of Hindutva. VHP believes that parliamentary democracy could
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function properly in India only if it is based on the principle of Hindu majoritarianism. 207
Nehruvian democracy is labelled as ―pseudo-secularist‖ by VHP and its cohorts which is
biased in favour of Muslims and Christians and deprives the majority community, Hindus of
religious and cultural freedom and basic rights.
Democracy means giving the people the right to elect their representatives but for VHP
democratic rule stands for governance by the majority, in the interests of the majority to the
exclusion of religious minorities like Muslims and Christians. At a resolution it was stated
that, ―The time has come when the government and other political parties should review their
policy of appeasement and should not let the country‘s unity and security be exposed to
danger of any sort.‖ 208 VHP believes that India can realize its historical potential only when
Hindus control power and determine policy. A government which is insensitive to Hindu
demands is considered undemocratic by VHP standards. 209 This is how VHP understands
democracy: ―It is the paramount duty of the Hindu society to defeat all the political forces
that have become dangerous for the very existence of Hinduism, Hindu society and the
country.‖
4.28

210

Shiv Sena

Literally the army of Shiva, Shiv Sena is a Maharashtra based political party. Shiv Sena‘s
name refers to the seventeenth century Maratha freedom fighter Shivaji as well as the god
Shiva. Shiva‘s legend and the past glory of the Maratha Empire form the basis of the Sena.
Shiv sena is a pro-Hindu and to some extent an anti-Brahmin party.211 Like many other
Hindu revivalist parties Shiv Sena had held Brahmins responsible for the defeats of Hindu
society in the past centuries.
Bal Thackeray had briefly joined RSS but left it, ―because I saw all these Brahmins around
me.‖212 At the time of its formation it stood for ―Maharashtra for Maharashtrans‖ and aimed
at protecting the socio-economic rights of the people of Maharashtra. Within a few years it
transformed itself from a job securing agency for Maharashtrans to a major threat to all the
other parties in Maharashtra state. Shiv Sena championed the cause of Maharashtrians
against immigrants from other parts of the country, specially against South-Indian Brahmins
fleeing casteist discrimination in Madras and seeking new opportunities in Bombay. 213
During the late 1960s and early 1970s Bombay witnessed a large scale migration from South
India with the result that the original Maharashtarans were pushed back; their language
Marathi received a set back as well. Bal Thakeray was a cartoonist at that time in a Bombay
based journal, his South Indian boss forced him to leave his job. After that he established
Shiv Sena with the purpose to materialize the dream of making India a Hindu Raj. 214 For
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twenty years after its formation it remained a sons of the soil sort of party. In 1980s it became
the strongest party of Maharashtra after adopting Hindu concerns as its objectives. 215
Shiv Sena has come a long way from its cry of ―sons of soil‖ to a champion of Hindu rights.
Shiv Sena is a populist party deeply rooted in Maharashtrian popular culture and representing
popular creativity, popular sentiment and popular anger. Shiv Sena has exacerbated the
already existing communal tension by raising the slogan ―India is for Hindus.‖
4.29

Objectives of Shiv Sena

Aims and objectivities of Shiv Sena are very clear: ―We are Hindustanis and therefore, Hindu
is the belief of our party. Therefore, Shiv Sena‘s fight against anti-national forces shall be
ceaseless.‖ 216 Shiv Sena plays a Hindu card by introducing Marathi films and language. Its
charter of demands included: 1- 80 percent of jobs to be reserved for Maharashtarans 2Large scale migrations to Bombay be stopped immediately 3- Hinduism should be the
dominant culture of India.217
Bal Thackeray created the Bhartiya Kamgar Sena; a trade union related to Shiv Sena to give
a hard fight to communist trade unions in Bombay. Most of the industrialists welcomed and
financed the budding Shiv Sena to keep the working class outside the Communist sphere of
influence.218 Bal Thackeray urged Hindus to become fanatics and crusaders in their war
against Muslims. He himself said ―I am not ashamed to say that I am a Hindu fanatic.‖ 219
This resulted in the worst kind of communal riots between Hindus and Muslims when Shiv
Sena celebrated Shivaji‘s birthday in 1970.220 It was in the 1970s that alongside South
Indians Muslims were considered a threat to the Hindus. Again, it was Bal Thackeray‘s
emotional speeches that led to worst communal carnage between Hindus and Muslims in
Bombay in May 1984. Bal Thackeray while charging the Muslims of India with ProPakistan mentality made derogatory remarks about the Holy Prophet (SAW) which
particularly offended the Muslims.221 The resulting bloodbath caused hundreds of deaths in
just three days besides rendering thousands homeless in Bhiwandi. 222 In the municipal
elections of 1985, it emerged as the single largest party in the B.M.C. Emboldened by his
success Thackeray gave his famous speech. Excerpts from speech:
―Indians have become prisoners in their own land. Was it for this that our ancestors Shivaji
and Veer Savarkar sacrificed their lives? This land belongs to Hindus. If Shiv Sena comes to
power everybody will have to be converted to Hinduism. Rahim has pushed himself into
Ram‘s house; there is no place for Ram. We must dig up every mosque, beneath it there is
bound to be our temple.‖
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4.30

The Ferocious Character of Shiv Sena

Bal Thackeray‘s activists took the law into their own hands in January 1993 which led to a
large-scale killing of Muslims.224 After the passage of so many years Shiv Sena is not
apologetic about it, the killing is even justified as a necessary intervention otherwise the
muslims would have taken the city with terror. During the January 1993 riots in Bombay
leaders of Shiv Sena vowed to cleanse the Bangladeshis and Pakistanis. 225 With the support
and cooperation of RSS, VHP and BJP it has spearheaded the campaign for Hindu revivalism
and demolition of Babri Mosque. Unemployed youth of Bombay were specially targeted by
Shiv Sena to play upon the emotions and exaggerated fears of the majority community.
Thousands of Shiv Sainiks were among those kar sevaks who demolished Babri Masjid.
While owning the involvement of Shiv Sainiks in the demolition of Babri Masjid Thackeray
acknowledged before the press, ―If my boys have done it, I am proud of them.‖ One of his
MPs Moreshwar Save attained notoriety for claiming to have led the demolition squad at
Ayodhya.226 With the growth in membership of Shiv Sena grew its political ambitions. After
the prediction that Shiv Sena might attain electoral appeal equal to that of Telugu Desam, the
party Chief Bal Thackeray said, ―That is too small a future for us. We must think of the
whole country.‖ 227
4.31 The Mafia Role of Shiv Sena
An inversely proportion relation exists between Shiv Sena‘s Hindutva and its Mafia
character. On many occasions Shiv Sena called off nationalist agitations in exchange for
money. After the murder of Indira Gandhi the relative calm of Mumbai and absence of antiSikh violence is also explained in terms of Sikhs paying protection money.
―Thackeray is a Don whose protection can be bought. One tactic of his is to announce
agitation and cancel them on being suitably recompensed. The most notorious was during the
Shah Bano incident. When the Rajiv Gandhi government passed the Muslim Women‘s Bill,
Thackeray announced a programme of rallies at the venue of the Congress centenary
celebrations (1885-1985) scheduled to be held a month or two later. 228 However, at the last
minute, he was called for a meeting with the Chief Minister and then he cancelled the
agitation without any explanation.‖ 229
4.32 Marathi Manus---A Megalomania in Disguise
All the three Thackerays Bal, Raj and Uddhav consider Maharashtra their personal fief to do
whatever they want and attack whomsoever they like. This megalomania is covered under the
garb of Marathi manus. As their aim is to throw every non-Maharashtrian out of
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Maharashtra, they vented their anger on those North Indians taking part in Mumbai Railway
Board examinations. At least seventeen examination centres were attacked by the activists of
MNS - Maharashtra Navnirman Sena of Raj Thackeray. The candidates were beaten up and
their answer sheets torn.230 The activists of MNS and Shiv Sena have been encouraged to
indulge in such activities again and again by the frequent toleration of such gundagardi. The
government instead of punishing them tends to join the hate brigade. All these fanatics fail to
understand that the prosperity and cosmopolitan nature of Mumbai is because of the tears and
toils of those who have come from other places. 231 Strangely, these people have never
formulated any constructive plan for the ordinary Marathi who leads a hard life in many
areas of Maharashtra.
4.33 Endorsement of Extreme Violence
People like the chief of MNS are basically mob instigators and whenever they are allowed to
have their way, it is a signal for them to take madness to its highest pitch. Shiv Sena chief
Bal Thackeray said he would welcome the emergence of Hindu terrorists. In an interview
given to Shiv Sena‘s mouthpiece Samaana, he said ―if Hindu terrorists were behind the
September 29th Malegaon blast, I would be glad. I have begun to feel terrorists should be
born among Hindus.‖

232

Bal Thackeray even threatened to disallow Pakistanis on Indian soil,

as he has been virtually controlling the politics of the State since the BJP came to power.
Shiv Sena also criticized the flexibility on the part of BJP government over starting the bus
service between New Delhi and Lahore. Shiv Sena claims that Taj Mahal, one of the seven
wonders of the world erected in the seventeenth century by Shah Jahan in memory of his
favourite wife, Mumtaz Mahal, was built on the site of God Shiva‘s temple. Activists of Shiv
Sena sneaked into Taj Mahal in July 2008 and performed „arti‟ and puja inside the precincts.
Over the last two decades Shiv Sena has been opposing Pakistani teams and has indulged in
tactics like digging cricket pitches at venues before the match due to which Mumbai has not
hosted a single match between India and Pakistan for many years. Shiv Sena renewed its
attacks on Pakistani players before the crucial IPL match between Mumbai Indians and the
Kolkata Knight Riders. ―They (Pakistanis) are the enemies of the entire nation and we have
been opposing their playing here for many years now,‖ reporters were told by Uddhav
Thackeray, executive President of Sena.233 The political successes registered by Shiv Sena on
a communal manifesto is indeed a sad commentary on the failure of the mainstream political
parties to establish their secular and democratic credentials in the eyes of the public. 234
4.34

Bharatiya Janata Party
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The most striking phenomenon of the Indian political scene over the last two decades has
been the rise of BJP. It is not only a story of two seats in 1984 to the status of the main
opposition in 1991. It is the open advocacy of Hindu self-assertion and nationhood by the
BJP that has threatened the secular foundation of the Indian constitution. 235 The party tried
different tactics to become the national alternative to Congress but succeeded only after
becoming a stooge of RSS. BJP went through its most successful phase after Atal Bihari
Vajpayee and Krishna Advani aassumed its leadership. The Bharatiya Jana Sangh after
merging itself in Janata Party swept the 1977 elections riding on the strength of the antiEmergency wave. The dual membership issue saw the birth of Bharatiya Janata Party. 236 In
April 1980, Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha members belonging to different parties and groups
walked out of Janata party convention and formed BJP. A.B.Vajpaee was elected the new
president who declared in his speech, ―We are proud of our association with RSS.” 237
BJP acquired new cohesiveness when Advani succeeded Vajpayee as the party president in
May 1986. While delivering the presidential address at the annual session of BJP in May
1986, Advani emphasized the BJP‘s Jana Sangh roots. 238 He then demanded the scrapping of
Article 370 of the Constitution and the enaction of a common civil code for the whole
country. RSS influence on the BJP was evident from the appointment of four general
secretaries having RSS background.239
4.35

BJP’s Main Object

BJP stresses its commitment to democracy, positive secularism and Gandhian socialism but
its main object is the establishment of Hindu Rashtra. It projected itself as having evolved
from the Hindi, Hindu, Hindustan politics to capture the anti-Congress votes. Vajpayee asked
party workers to concentrate on Sangathan, Sangharsh, Sanrachma 240 to make the party
strong. He may have harboured notions of a Hindu Rashtra but as the championing of Hindu
interests was not in vogue those days BJP thought not to use that tactic.
4.36 Political Sojourn of BJP
During the initial years of its formation it tried to portray a secular outlook by adopting a
different flag and symbol from Jana Sangh. 241 BJP started changing its ideas when Advani
became the party president in 1986.242 Congress under Indira Gandhi had already started
flirting with the Hindu vote. Mrs. Gandhi was quite supportive of Ekatmata Yagna - the first
organized attempt at mobilization of Hindus and the Hindutva philosophy by the Vishwa
Hindu Parishad. Rajiv Gandhi got an unprecedented mandate by raising the spectre of
national disintegration and the assassination of his mother. BJP did not dismiss the verdict of
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people as ‗sympathy vote‘ but something more fundamental. The victory of Rajiv Gandhi
made it realize that the Hindu vote which after chasing since independence had been given up
as elusive, was actually in the making.243
BJP did not want the ‗Hindu vote‘ to be usurped by the so-called secular Congress. BJP is
committed to the construction of Ram temple at Ram janmabhoomi. Shri Ram lies at the core
of Indian consciousness.244 The party considers it a purely national issue which should not be
given a sectarian or communal outlook.245 In the 1991 elections BJP fully utilized this issue
to win seats. The mid-term polls of 1991 revolved around the Babri Masjid controversy and
Mandal Commission Report. ―Garv se kaho hum Hindi hain, sogand Ram ki khate hain
Mandir wahin banaen gay” and similar other slogans aggravated the already tense situation.
Congress won the power because of sympathy vote due to the assassination of Rajiv Gandhi
but BJP captured seats in the Northern Hindi belt that had traditionally been the power base
of Congress. It emerged as the main opposition party and assumed power in UP.
To signal its new path the BJP decided to emphasize its three old demands more vigorously
viz: abrogation of Article 370 which recognizes special status of Jammu and Kashmir, along
with the elimination of all Pakistani elements from the valley, 246 replacement of Minorities
Commission by ‗Human Rights Commission‘ and a Uniform Civil Code for the whole
country to bring an end to ―pseudo secularism‖. Deendayal Upadhyaya‘s ‗integral
humanism‘ was brought to the forefront while ‗Gandhian socialism‘ receded to the
background.247 The importance given to ‗integral humanism‘ signified that the party was
going back to its roots. The five-fold concept of Suchita, Suraksha, Swadeshi, Samajik
Samarasata and Hindutva 248 constitutes the core content and ideological pillars of BJP.
The work of BJP was made easy by the decisions taken by Rajiv Gandhi‘s regime. In
February 1986 the government decided to open the disputed Ram Janambhoomi temple for
public worship. The government also adopted Muslim Women‟s Protection Bill on the issue
of divorce in May 1986 and overturned the decision of the Supreme Court on the Shah Bano
case. The BJP seized this opportunity to impress upon its Hindu voters that Rajiv Gandhi‘s
government had capitulated to the Muslim fundamentalists; it had pandered to the Muslim
community to gain their votes. So, when the BJP was trying to regenerate and reinvigorate
Hindutva forces, it was supplied two potent issues on a platter by the Congress
government.249
4.37

BJP’s Emphasis on its Hindu Roots

The veil of moderation that the BJP had donned since 1986 came off when it realized that
1989-90 elections would be an interim election and V.P.Singh led combine if managed to
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win would probably not last long. At its executive meeting held in Palampur in 1989, the BJP
formally adopted the resolution demanding the government to hand over the disputed Ram
janambhoomi temple to the Hindus. The rise of BJP from 7.4% in 1984 to 11.4% in 1989
translated into a rise from two seats to eighty eight seats. This happened because of BJP‘s
emphasis on its Hindu roots. However, it was the V.P.Singh‘s decision to implement the
Mandal Commission recommendation of reserving twenty seven percent of government jobs
for backward castes that provided the required incentive. By September 1990 when the antireservation movement led by the upper caste Hindus and students was at its peak, the RSS
led combine which included BJP in its fold as well decided to unleash the Ram janmabhoomi
movement with all the strength at its command. 250
4.38

The Launching of Rath Yatra

As the Mandal Commission recommendations threatened the very basis of Hindutva, rath
yatra was launched and its stupendous success was a turning point not only for BJP but for
Indian polity as well. BJP communalized even the elections raising slogans ―whoever wants
to live in this country will have to declare himself a Hindu.” 251 As the Khilafat movement
had transformed Mohan Das Karamchand to the status of Mahatma Gandhi, in the same way
‗rath yatra‘ turned Advani from a politician to a mass leader. Till the ‗rath yatra‘ the
fundamentalists remained a fringe phenomenon. But once Advani the BJP president, a
member of parliament headed the movement, it gained respectability among the masses. BJP
withdrew support from the V.P.Singh led government, which led to its ultimate fall on the
issue of secularism. L.K.Advani was the man who brought down an elected government by
pitting religion against the Indian State. No one debating the issue of secularism condemned
Advani for inflicting irreparable damage on India‘s secular polity. As the Muslims were
responsible for dividing Indian Motherland so they can never be the true nationals of Hindu
Mata. The previous rulers and the Congress party went out of their way to appease the
minorities so the Hindus would only be satisfied now by a Hindu Rashtra run by the tenets of
Ram Rajya. Advani made it clear that neither the paramilitary forces nor the government
could guarantee the security of Muslims who would be secure only in a Hindu society and
Hindu Raj.252
4.39 BJP Afilliated Sants and Swamis
Among the Sants and Swamis attached with BJP for making inroads into Gujarat is
Sachchidanand who is known as Narmad the father of Gujarati ‗renaissance‘. He asserted:
―The tolerance of Prithvi Raj for Shahabuddin made the nation the slave of Muslims.‖
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He further declared: ―The Muslims in India are not as nationalist as they were in 1947. They
set off fire-crackers when the Pakistan team wins at cricket. Those who like India‘s defeat in
a thing like cricket match, what would their attitude to India‘s defeat be in other matters is
obvious.‖ 254 Pandurang Athavale is another popular religious leader. 255 Athavale denigrated
Muslim rulers for destroying temples and converting our people. This was possible because
Hindus had lost their ethos. He argued, ―People of other religions have destroyed our
temples, burnt the Vedas; they also urinate on the places of our faith and ideals for which
people were once ready to shed their blood; yet there is nobody to counter them.‖
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Another

religious figure Morari Bapu insisted, ―Indian culture has a glorious past going back to Vedic
times. Thereafter Kaliyug has set in. Muslim rule is responsible for the destruction of Hindu,
that is, Indian tradition.‖ 257 The Sants and Swamis supported BJP for the 1991 elections by
saying, ―The present awakening for Hindutva is an inevitable consequence of larger changes.
For the rejuvenation of Hindu culture, the voters should vote for BJP candidates.‖ 258
Besides these religious leaders, certain organizations having the blessings of BJP such as
Bharat Sevashram and Hindu Milan Mandir are also active in uniting various sects,
organizing Ganesh festivals and carrying out welfare activities among backward castes.
Protection of Hindu dharma and Hindu samaj is what they stand for. According to these
organizations, Hindutva consciousness and Hindu inspiration are the starting points for the
realization of power necessary for the self- protection of the Hindus.259 They argue that
despite being numerically stronger Hindus suffer humiliation and discredit at the hands of
Muslims because of lack of internal cohesion and community feelings among members.
“Trishul in the hands of Shiva, Sudarshan in the hands of Krishna, bow and arrow in the
hands of Ram, khadga with blood in the hands of Kali and different instruments in the ten
arms of goddess Durga are important symbols of Hindu heritage. Hindus if you want to
preserve your existence, you should arm with different weapons dear to Gods and
Godesses.‖260
4.40

BJP’s Manipulation of Scheduled Castes

According to the fundamentalist parties especially BJP, the conflict between castes was
created mainly by the Congress to win elections. They are ‗political‘ and artificial. That is
why the party has never been in favour of reservation of seats for scheduled castes. The party
unlike Congress, does not believe that the upper castes have degraded the condition of the
low castes. But all this was and is mere political rhetoric than a commitment. Strong
supporters of Hindutva and BJP members believe that besides the Muslims, backwards were
responsible for most of the present-day problems of their society.261 In order to make inroads
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into the ranks of lower castes, the BJP organized a Kshatriya Sabha to counter the Kshatriya
Sabha of Congress. BJP formed Harijan and Adivasi cells to tackle the problems of and
extend support to the Harijans.262 As part of electoral game, BJP protests against atrocities on
scheduled castes especially where the government is involved. In 1992 BJP supported the
demand to give away government land to the tribals in Dangs. It succeeded in winning seats
at the local level with the help of SCs and OBCs.
After independence, boosted by charisma of Jawaharlal Nehru, Congress remained the
dominant party. Uttar Pradesh had always been a Congress stronghold. In 1991, for the first
time it was voted out of power. The biggest challenge to Congress supremacy came from BJP
and its brand of Hindu nationalism. With the rising fundamentalism in India BJP continued
its journey from two seats in the previous elections to winning eighty eight seats in the 1989
elections. In a matter of just two elections it spread its wings all over India. 263 No political
party in the history of Indian polity has achieved such a remarkable expansion in so short a
time as the BJP.
RSS-VHP-BJP made a more concrete bid to change the political discourse by forefronting
disputed shrines as an emotive focus of mobilization.264 Political Hinduism gained
unprecedented strength from the mid 1980s. BJP rose to make quick inroads among
traditional and non traditional supporters. BJP‘s strength stemmed from ideological and
religio-cultural actions of the VHP and the street power of Bajrang Dal.
4.41

Heightening Friction between State and Public Arena

Uttar Pradesh is very important for Hindu fundamentalists as all three disputed shrines
Ayodhya, Mathura and Varnasi are located here. The style of BJP politics in Uttar Pradesh
revolves around heightening friction between the State and the public arena; is specifically
built
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taking

processions through communally surcharged towns, intensifies pressure on the state as any
denial of public space is interpreted as anti-Hindu.265 Political Hinduism derives strength
mainly from upper caste Hindus in smaller cities and semi- urban areas of the State. Studies
carried out after Babri Mosque demolition showed that majority of kar sevaks behind the
demolition were urban, partly modernized and educated. 266 Areas in which Muslims are
either economically prosperous or culturally visible are the main target and the growth areas
of BJP. The rural/urban development typically in UP has opened up spaces vulnerable to
fundamentalism. The new petty bourgeoisie in small towns with connection in villages
harbour aspirations for newer and broader identities transcending caste. BJP and VHP cadres
are made up of such men.
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4.42 Reservations against Mandal
Uttar Pradesh government‘s decision to raise the reserved quota for backward castes by
twelve percent caused UP to break into an orgy of violence. Not surprisingly, the most
vehement opposition to reservation came from the universities of Allahabad, Lucknow,
Kanpur and Banaras Hindu University, the leading universities for recruitment into the
central administrative services.267
Mandal was seen as antithetical to the construction of a composite, unified Hinduism. At the
time when Mandal Commission was seen as damaging Hindu nationalism and unity, BJP
offered an alternative ideology and a transformation of caste conflict into religious unity.
Ayodhya and Ram Temple managed to shift the political discourse from caste to religion and
therefore, away from the radical possibilities implicit in Mandal.268 Mandal was overtaken by
mandir, not only because of intrinsic attachment to Ram in the land of Aryavarta, but because
Ram, the deity was dexterously transformed into Ram, the national hero. This provided a
rallying counter-ideology against the supposed divisivness of Mandal and an incorporatist
ideology that was capable of mobilizing Hindus as an undifferentiated community. Caste
conflict was very soon turned into Hindu-Muslim polarization.269
4.43

Inflammatory Speeches and Pamphlets

The rapid growth of BJP-VHP is also due to the violence evident in their speeches and
actions. The violence of their speeches and slogans more than matched their actions. The
literature sold such as Ayodhya Guide or Angry Hindu! Yes, Why Not pleaded for aggressive
action to avenge the wrongs inflicted by Muslims in the past. Pakistan or Kabristan was the
common slogan raised by the saffron brigade to provoke violence and revenge. 270 Greater
violence was unleashed by inflammatory speeches and pamphlets raised during VHP
marches and Hindu Sammelans with the result that rioting continued unabated and a number
of towns were put under curfew.
4.44

A Fundamentalist Stand

BJP claims to be the proud inheritor of Sanatana Dharma Indian nationalism of Aurobindo.
BJP rejects the attitude of rejecting all ancient Indian wisdom after independence be it the
idea of spiritual nationalism expounded by Vivekananda, or the concept of Ram Rajya
articulated

by
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On Babri Masjid, Kashmir issue, Sikh separatism and conversion of lower
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castes BJP has a clear-cut and non-flexible stand.
After taking the decision to plunge fully into Fundamentalism there was no going back for
the BJP. By championing the cause of ‗minoritysm‘ of the Hindu majority, BJP
automatically acquired the mantle of being a nationalist party even if terrorist methods were
employed to further its cause. BJP‘s major achievement was the demolition of Babri
Masjid.272 After this demolition Hindutva emerged as a viable plank for the mainstream
politics. The political mileage made out of this became very obvious when it won victory in
1996 elections and emerged as the largest party in Lok Sabha and formed a government
headed by Atal Bihari Vajpayee. The manifesto for the elections depicted the same Hindutva
streak urging the unity and integrity of the Hindu nation. Commitment to the construction of
Ram Temple at Ayodhya, ban on cow slaughter, deletion of Article 370 of the constitution,
enhancing India‘s nuclear capability developing and deploying of Prithvi and Agni missiles
assured BJP a tremendous victory. After L.K.Advani‘s election as party president, the party
abandoned Vajpayee‘s secular and socialist rhetoric for Hindu issues, chiefly the Common
Civil Code, the struggle for Khalistan and Kashmir and the Ayodhya controversy. The 1998
elections of Lok Sabha brought BJP to power, by any standards a watershed in modern
Indian political history.273 From that time a new chapter in the history of Hindu revivalism
started.
After the coming into power of BJP, Hindutva forces have gained considerable strength.
During the 1990‘s not only there was increased awakening of Hinduism but the Hindutva
card was being continuously used by the major political parties for electoral gains. The wave
of Hindu fanaticism and extremism that engulfed the Indian society was the handiwork of
BJP which was later picked by other fundamentalist parties. So much so that Congress due to
the fear of annoyance of hardcore Hindus bowed down before such parties. Not only Babri
Mosque demolition but anti-Christian wave in December 1998 and carnage of Muslims in
March 2002 demonstrate very well the rising tide of hatred, intolerance against the minorities
of India ultimately strengthening the hands of Hindu fundamentalists. With slogans like
―Garv se kaho hum Hindu hyen” fundamentalists have been successful in increasing their
membership. The members now include Indian youth, bureaucrats, intelligentsia,
industrialists, middle classes and obviously the Brahmins and upper castes. The backbone of
BJP is the new emerging middle class, including petty shop keepers, school and college
teachers, civil service officers, lawyers, medical practitioners etc. The chronic insecurity of
this class jealous of the English speaking elite and fearful of mass revolt from below was and
is still being manipulated by the BJP.
To create a Hindu ‗Rashtra‘ and to win elections the fundamentalists devised strategies to
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appease the backward classes. It is asserted in the post Babri scenario that emerging Hindu
identity has considerably reduced caste and sect differences among the Hindus. 274 Many
Hindu reformers since the last century tried to reformulate and rejuvenate Hinduism as it
existed during the Vedic period. In today‘s India a number of organized efforts are afoot by
the RSS, BJP, Shiv Sena and other components of Sangh Parivar to build unity across sects
and castes within Hinduism. Their reconstruction of Hinduism is not religious but essentially
political, centered on the notion of Hindu Rashtra vis-à-vis others who are depicted as
competitors or enemies. All these fundamentalist parties advocate Hindu quam i.e.
community as Hindu Rashtra, invoke communal categories vis-à-vis non Hindus and the
spirit of nationalism and glorification of nation. 275
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Chapter: 5

HINDUTVA
The word called Hindutva had gained currency in India since the last two decades or so. In
fact Hindutva is a political ideology as it seeks to build a Hindu Rashtra based on the tenets
of Hindu dharma. RSS is basically the vehicle of Hindutva politics. RSS had propagated new
versions of history looking at the past through the prism of religion and had succeeded in
making it a part of the social common sense. Though RSS was conceived as ‗egalitarian
vanguard‘ of ‗Hindu Rashtra‘ it remained fairly insignificant till quite late. 1 Savarkar
integrated Brahminical Hinduism and gave it the name of ―Hindutva‖ Hinduise all politics
and militarize all Hindudom.‖

2

While explaining Hindutva, Savarkar says, ―The first

essential of Hindutva is not that a man must reside in India but wherever he goes, he must
recognize Sindhustan as the land of his forefathers. If his ancestors came from India as
Hindus, he cannot help recognizing India as his pitrubhu (ancestor-land). Hindutva does not
clip the wings of the Himalayan eagles but only adds to their urge………..The only
geographical limits to Hindutva are the limits of our earth.‖ 3
Today the word Hindu is deliberately used for all the inhabitants of India to hegemonize the
plural cultures, traditions and religions. As the Hindus are in majority in India therefore only
their sentiments and ethos should prevail and the minorities browbeaten into submitting to
the dictates of Hindutvaists. It was in late 1994 that there were meaningful attempts to define
and to revive Hindu Fundamentalism---Hindutva. At the Tiger Den in Sariska, Rajasthan,
L.K.Advani made clear that the Ayodhya issue would remain the ideological mascot of the
BJP and Hindutva was the most distinctive feature of the party‘s identity and approach.4 The
RSS chief Rajendra Singh, warned of his cadres ―jumping into fray to make possible the
return of ‗three most sacred places of Hindus‘.‖ 5 The General Secretary of VHP, Ashok
Singhal laid out the plans of yatras and yagnas to serve as clarion call to all Hindus to march
to Ayodhya.6
5.1

Characteristics of Hindu Fundamentalis m

Hindu fundamentalism has the following characteristics
1-Imposes retrograde social values, selected from past
2- Philosophy is built around holy books, clergy and holy deity
3-Women‘s role is projected as ideal mothers
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4-Identifies with the golden past; creating hysteria against internal threats or external
enemy
5-Uses the central appeal of religion to whip up mass hysteria7
Hindutva as a term was vaguely mentioned in the nineteenth century but its broad usage
started from the second decade of the twentieth century. Savarkar formulated Hindutva
politics as Brahminism consolidated into Hinduism as ―Hindus are bound together not only
by the ties of love they bear to a common fatherland and by the common blood that courses
through their veins but also by the ties of common homage we pay to our great civilization,
our Hindu culture.‖
5.2

8

The Three Pillars of Hindutva

Hindutva rests on three pillars: geographical unity, racial features and common culture. 9
―Only those who regard this land as holy land and fatherland are the ones to whom this land
belongs. Besides culture, the ties of a common holy land has at times proved stronger than
the chains of a motherland. Look at the Mohammedans: Mecca to them is a sterner reality
then Delhi or Agra.‖ 10 So Christians and Muslims whose holy places are in Jerusalem and
Mecca cannot be at par with Hindus in India.
5.3 Sanatan Dharma
Sri Aurobindo‘s Uttarpara Speech is a founding text of Hindu Nationalism.11 The national
struggle for freedom was identified with struggle for Hindu Cause in his speech. The central
message of Aurobindo‘s speech was: ―This Hindu nation was born with the Sanatan Dharma,
with it it moves and with it it grows. When the Sanatan Dharma declines, then the nation
declines, and if the Sanatan Dharma were capable of perishing, with the Sanatan Dharma it
would perish. The Sanatan Dharma, that is Hindu Nationalism.‖

12

For Aurobindo Hindu nation is important only as the historical cradle and guardian of
‗Sanatan Dharma‘. As the geographical setting of the civilization is provided by India so the
country India is important. According to Aurobindo the link between India and Hinduism is a
product of history. ―What is this religion which we call Sanatan? It is the Hindu religion,
because the Hindu nation has kept it, because in this sacred and ancient land it was given as a
charge to the Aryan race to preserve through the ages.‖

13

Aurobindo very conveniently

substitutes Hindu race for Aryans as the Aryan race here means solely and wholly the Hindu
race. It is the dominant opinion among experts that ―Hindu nation‖ is a myth. Any kind of
collective Hindu identity is missing but Hindu nationalists insist on defining the Hindus as a
nation. ―We Hindus are a nation…We Hindus are not just a religious community like the
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Mohammadans and the Christians but a nation unto ourselves. The term ‗Hindu‘ is the name
of our nationality.‖
5.4

14

Notion of Hindu Nation

The arguments given against the notion of ―Hindu nation‖ is that this so-called nation is
highly fragmented and that its constituent parts can more rightly claim to constitute a nation.
―Every Caste is a nation.‖ 15 Nehru also tried his best to make India out of a diverse
conglomerate of separate communities.16 But the Hindu nationalists insist that for centuries, a
pan-Hindu collective identity had been in existence. V.S.Agrawala, the famous art historian
at Banaras Hindu University says that the three factors of Jana, Bhasha and Dharma were
involved in the making of the Indian people.17 The leaders of thought were required to forge
a unity out of this diversity. For this they adopted the techniques for glorification of the
country.18 Several Bharata Prashastis or Hymns of Glory to the Country, occur in Puranic
and epic literature. ―Bharat is the most excellent continent in the whole world. Who can
speak the full glory of Bharata?‖

19

The greatest British statesman Winston Churchill declared India a geographical term, no
more a united nation than the Equator. 20 Most tourist guide-books of India also open by
declaring that India is not really a country, but a plurality of countries or more correctly a
sub-continent. M.J.Akbar in his biography, Nehru: the Making of India, also expresses the
same opinion. Still the Hindu nationalists‘ stand that Hindus are a nation is explained by the
nationalists themselves by comparing it with the Jewish nation. Some RSS publicists suggest
that the only real analogy to this understanding of nationhood is found in Zionism. 21 Both
claim for their respective religious communities sole, exclusive possession of divine
knowledge. The only other people who share such chauvinist megalomania are the Zionist
Jews.22 To express his contempt for the Hindus, Jawaharlal Nehru, the secularist wrote,
―The Hindu is certainly not tolerant and is more narrow-minded than almost any person in
any other country except the Jew.‖ 23 L.K.Advani claims that those residing in the country are
Hindus even if many of them believe in different religions ―Those following Islam are
Mohammadi Hindus. Likewise, Christians living in the country are Christian Hindus, while
Sikhs are termed Sikh Hindus. The respective identities are not undermined by such a
formulation. Similarly, someone is a Sanatani Hindu, while the other is an Arya Samaji
Hindu. It would be better if such a formulation comes to be accepted. As part of the same
concept, I consider this country to be a Hindu ‗rashtra‘.‖ 24 Similarly RSS leader Balasaheb
Deoras says,
―Do you consider yourself to be a Hindu first or an Indian first? I don‘t find any difference
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between the two. When I use the word Hindu, I use the word in a national sense. Our idea is
that all the people, whether they are Christians, Muslims or Arya Samajis are Hindus.
Unfortunately, the Muslims and the Christians have not accepted this stand. When the
Hindus are strong enough, the Muslims and Christians will also start saying, we are
Hindus.‖25
So Advani and Deoras mean that there is no plan to convert India into a ‗Hindu Rashtra‘, as
India already is a ‗Hindu Rashtra‘, all Indians being Hindus. 26 Golwalkar the second supreme
(Sarsanghchalak) of RSS further redefined the Hindutva concept. Golwalkar‘s main
inspiration came from Nazi ideology as is manifested in his books We our nationhood
defined and Bunch of thoughts. He criticized Congress view that all those who happen to live
in a country at a time comprise a nation. His belief was that racial factor was crucial in
nationhood; the other races and those belonging to foreign religions cannot be treated as
equal citizens. The propagators of Hindutva maintain that Hindustan has had Hindus for
nearly eight to ten thousand years. If Hindustan has to be run efficiently Hindus should be at
the helm of affairs and minorities should be at the mercy of the upper caste ethos. How far
the Hindutvaists can go becomes clear when it is asserted that Hindutva is not a religion
based ideology like Islam or Christianity but a way of life and so the use of this word is not
tantamount to hurting the religious sentiments of the people of other religions. Keeping in
mind this philosophy Murli Manohar Joshi in his election speech declared that if elected he
will make Maharashtra the first Hindu State of the nation. But the fact remains that Hindutva
cannot be called a mode of living as life of an Adivasi in Jharkand and that of a businessman
in plush Nariman point is very different, a worker living in a slum in Mumbai has nothing in
common with a rich landlord of Gujarat. The life of a housewife shares no similarity with
that of a businesswoman.27
Along with Muslims and Christians, Sikhs invite the wrath of the fundamentalists for being
the privileged group par excellence under British government and after independence were
granted a Punjabi Suba by the Indian government. The only cure for this problem according
to the revivalist thinkers is firmness and crushing all such tendencies with an iron hand. As
per their line of thinking, Indians can be united into a single nation only as Hindus so they
attempt to highlight Guru Gobind‘s struggles against the Mughal Empire but hide his
subsequent alliance with Mughals to spur anti-Muslim agenda. In the same manner his fights
against the Hindu rajas are not mentioned at all.Women members share the same feelings
with their fellow brethren as far as Hindutva is concerned. Mirdula Sinha, one time President
of BJP, said that dowry should be given and received. Domestic violence can be perpetrated
against women as often their own fault is the cause of violence against them. 28 She also
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opposed ‗equal rights‘ for both males and females. Another prominent functionary of BJP
Mahila Morcha, Vijay Raje Scindia protested against ‗anti-Sati‘ legislation, asserting that ―it
is the fundamental right of Hindu women to commit ‗sati‘ in honour and preservation of the
past glory and honour.‖ 29
The Hindu fundamentalists stick to one point that India already is a Hindu State and can only
exist as a Hindu State; that Hinduism is India‘s natural and only unifier, that even if India is
declared secular through its constitution, India can only exist as a united state by being
Hindu. All the factors creating an awareness of India as a distinct entity are intimately
connected with Hinduism: the Sanskrit language, the pilgrimage cycles, the Vedic rituals, the
ideal of pan-Indian ruler or Chakravarti.30 The nationalists want the Indian Republic to be
declared a Hindu State, just as the Kingdom of Nepal has been declared a Hindu Kingdom.
For the last two decades the main feature of Indian politics has been the rise of Hindu
nationalist right, particularly Bharatiya Janata Party and its Hindutva ideology. State
secularism has also been attacked by the extreme right and the Hindutva forces that are
inspired by neo-Ghandism and reject the post-colonial Nehruvian settlement.
5.5 Congress Abandoned Secular Stand
Despite Nehru‘s dominance over Congress, a substantial section of the party strictly adhered
to the belief that though the state‘s policy was to treat all religious communities equally,
there was one community which was more equal than others, namely the Hindu
community.31 Nehru‘s conviction of the idea of a secular state in which religion was
separated from the state underwent a drastic change. From the early 1950s Nehru initiated a
pattern in which the Indian State responded positively to religious pressure from Hindu
groups.32 Nehru also acquiesced to the constitutional provision allowing for cow protection, 33
did not distance his government from an active role in the reconstruction of the Somnath
Temple 34 and enacted the Hindu Code Bill which greatly expanded the legal definition of a
Hindu to include not only Buddhists, Jains and Sikhs but anyone who was not a Muslim,
Christian, Zoroastrian or a Jew.35 The state under Nehru redefined religion by taking over the
management of some religious institutions previously administered by the local rajas. 36
Indira Gandhi conquered the Congress party and centralized power in Delhi changing the
famous Nazi slogan to ―Indira is India and India is Indira.‖ During her tenure she
manipulated and manoeuvred the Congress to be the main beneficiary of the rising tide of
Hindu Fundamentalism.37 Mrs. Gandhi initially encouraged the Sikh militants demanding a
separate Sikh state and then militarily confronted them in Punjab. The storming of Golden
Temple and the pogroms against Sikhs in New Delhi after the assassination of Mrs. Gandhi
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marked a reversal of Congress‘ relationship with the minorities: from being their main
guardian it became their chief persecutor. 38 It was Mrs. Gandhi‘s son, Rajiv who reopened
the dispute over Babri Mosque in Ayodhya which ultimately led to the destruction of Babri
Mosque in 1992.39 He encouraged the state-run television to broadcast a Hindu epic to
nationwide audiences, thereby violating a decades-old taboo on religious partisanship.40
Since the 1980s political forces underpinning secularism have been further weakened. The
political vacuum created with Congress receding into background, has been filled by BJP and
Hindutva. The advantage of post- Ayodhya events has flown into the river of Hindutva. 41
From the late 1990s, BJP ideologues were convinced that destiny has placed the
responsibility for shaping India‘s future in BJP‘s hands.42 Fundamentalism in the shape of
Hindutva was to be the ideological handmaiden of a militarily powerful India.
5.6
National Curriculum Framework Under BJP
During the years that BJP has remained in power in India it has introduced new cultural
policy and education agenda. Because of its objectives of genuine secularism derived from
Hinduism, enactment of uniform civil code, repeal of Article 370 of the constitution and
construction of a temple at Ayodhya, it sought to reform the education system in line with the
fundamentalist ideology. A new national curriculum framework was devised to directly
promote Hinduism as the essence of Indian culture in flagrant violation of Article 28 of the
constitution which prohibits religious teaching in state managed and funded educational
institutions.43 Outlandish attempts were made to Indianise, nationalize and spiritualize higher
education by seeking to impose astrology and Vedic science in universities. Vedic
creationism believed that India is the true mother of all civilizations that produced all science
known to the Greeks and other ancient cultures.44
5.7
Re-branding of Hinduism as an Ideology
‗Freedom of Religions Bills‘ is being enforced vigorously with calls from fundamentalists for
national anti-conversion legislation.45 Not considering this sufficient, efforts have been made
to introduce a national cow protection bill in 2003, 46 to replace national anthem in state
schools of Uttar Pradesh with religious songs. 47 More disturbing than this is the decline of
state institutions like civil service, security forces, and Supreme court. The Supreme Court in
its judgements recognized that Hinduism and Hindutva are interchangeable with the culture
and ethos of the people of India and demanded that central government enact a uniform civil
code.48 According to Ashis Nandy and T.N.Madan, state secularism in India was the solution
of a westernized elite to the perceived problems of managing religious diversity; the spread
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of modernization has given rise to religion as an ideology. 49 Hindutva is the most obvious
example of religion as an ideology. Hindutva aims to re-brand Hinduism as an ideology for a
modern, resurgent India.50
The fundamentalists even went to the extent of changing the Indian constitution. A resolution
was passed in the Dharam Sansad (religious parliament) of VHP by the sants and mahants
that the Indian Constitution is anti-Hindu and it should be done away with. K.Sudarshan, the
RSS supreme proposed that ―present Indian constitution should be replaced by another based
on Hindu dharma granths (holy books).‖

51

In support of scraping of Indian constitution it is

argued that Hitler introduced major constitutional changes before he wreaked havoc in
Germany and Europe. What is being sought by VHP and Sangh Parivar is more reactionary
and conservative than the Nazism of Hitler. They unashamedly propagate norms to bring in
religion based nationalism or more forthrightly Brahminical based Hindu nationalism. The
proposed Hindu constitution by Sangh Parivar is based on inequality as parivar members and
RSS followers follow the Manusmriti.
―Manu was the first greatest law maker of the world and his laws are applicable for all times
to come.‖ 52 The rise in the democratic aspirations of the people makes the upper caste fearful
of their positions and privileges. They are afraid of losing their privileged status and fully
support an Indian constitution. The secular constitution of India which accords equal status to
all religions and guarantees special provision for the protection of minorities is dubbed antiHindu by Sangh Parivar and its cohorts as it threatens the socio-economic privileges of the
upper castes. After the Mandal Commission Report came on the scene, the elite class became
more threatened that birth based inequalities would not be recognized any longer. The secular
Indian Constitution is considered an obstacle in asserting the hegemony of the Brahminical
class who oppose it tooth and nail for enforcing a Hindu constitution.
5.8
Mask of Positive Secularism
After the partition of India the first Indian constitution that was formulated was secular no
doubt but the bureaucracy, judiciary, army and police were infiltrated by Hindu Right. Many
Congress leaders holding important positions were also influenced by Hindu ideology. With
social changes during the late 1970s and early 1980s, fundamentalism got a strong boost and
started attacking secularism in a big way. The attack became intensified with the BJP coming
into power. BJP‘s appeal was fashioned around Hindu rashtra and Ram janmabhoomi issue
which orchestrated an attack on secular ethos, synthetic culture and secular nationalism. 53
BJP along with other fundamentalist parties became open advocate of a fascist society in the
shape of Hindu rashtra, a nation based on modern version of Brahminical Hinduism. It mocks
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western secularism to bring its own brand of secularism as sarva dharma sambhav. It dons
the label of ‗The party of positive secularism‘ knowing fully well that it is committed to the
goal of ‗Hindu Rashtra‘. It wants to wear a ‗respectable mask‘ to cover its beastly politics. 54
Due to growing fundamentalism the practise of ‗sati‘ has again returned to India egged on by
the vocalists of Hindutva. Many Hindus have criticized Manu and his code Manusmriti. An
article by Miss J.G.Sharma published in 1993, emphasizes that Hinduism as represented by
Manu is anti-women. ―O what a lovely world it would be, one governed by Manusmriti. All
these women libbers would be put in their rightful places. A man could marry as many times
as he liked, while the women would all be suttee.‖

55

French commentator Jean Edern Hallier

commented: ―BJP is a party supporting the self-immolation of widows and the burning of
brides for not paying sufficient dowry.‖ 56
David Aikman said: ―Widow burning has returned to thousands of Indian villages. A senior
leader of Janata Party even tried to organize public rallies in support of sati. There are about
five hundred registered cases of bride-burnings a year, whose financial offering to the groom
is considered insufficient. As outdated as these practices may seem, they are being justified
by a resurgent Hindu nationalism.‖ 57
Still the Hindu extremists jump to the defence of Sati. People like Miss Sharma are referred
to as ―shallow, pompous progressives who believe that one ought only to immolate oneself
for secular causes like revolution and nationalism, not for old-fashioned religious or cultural
causes.‖ 58 Among the Hindu revivalists the retired civil servant Abhas Chatterjee laments
that Hindu nation does not have a Hindu state. ―The significant point that merits most
attention today is that though we Hindus are a nation, we are not yet an independent nation.
We are still a subjugated nation. The plain but harsh truth is that in August 1947, the Muslim
‗nation‘ of undivided India gained freedom, a separate territory was carved out as their
national homeland….But Hindus neither gained recognition as a nation, nor their own State,
nor control over their national homeland.‖ 59
―There is no state today, certainly not in India, to protect Hindu interests in the international
arena, to raise voice for the Hindus. If Jews are unjustly treated in any part of the world, the
State of Israel, representative of an independent Jewish nation, immediately raises its
voice…But what is the situation of Hindus? No matter how much tyranny, how much
injustice is heaped on Hindus anywhere in the world, the State of India is not bothered - this
is the essence of Secularism.‖ 60
About the Indian constitution Abhas Chatterjee says that it was an adaptation of the
Government of India Act 1935, finalized mostly by British- trained lawyers. ―Even the
preamble of the Indian Constitution does not contain any Hindu idea. It enumerates no
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principles based on Hindu ethos and ideals. The preamble has only Western notions
borrowed directly from the French Revolution…The present Indian Constitution has not
incorporated a single Indian idea.‖ 61
―In Article 51A, Hindu culture has not been accepted as India‘s national culture. Instead, it
has been clearly stated that India‘s culture is a hotchpotch ‗composite‘ culture. This means
that we have to regard Islamic culture also as our own culture and to view with reverence
even such enemies of the nation as Aurangzeb and Tipu Sultan.‖ 62
Besides Abhas most of the Hindu revivalists reject the very notion of ―composite culture‖.
Aurobindo said, ―A bastard culture is no sound, truth-loving culture. An entire return upon
ourselves is our only way of salvation.‖ 63 These revivalists consider only Hindu culture as
Indian culture, other cultures of India are considered as honoured guests Judaism,
Zorastrianism or as unwelcome intruders---Islam, Christianity.64
Ruling secularists are not considered to belong to ‗Hindu category‘. Chatterjee demands at
least minimum of loyalty to Hinduism as criterion. ―A person who starts believing in
Nehruvian secularism or Marxism for that matter which is founded on antagonism to Hindu
nationhood, cannot be logically considered to remain a Hindu, or a part of our nation…We
mistakenly think the secularists or Nehruvians also to be Hindus…People who have been
ruling the country since 1947 are totally anti-Hindu and antagonists of Hindu nationhood,
although they have adopted a few superficial Hindu customs. It is wrong to consider them
Hindus or to regard their regime as self-rule by the Hindu nation.‖ 65
According to Hindutva believers even an atheist can be Hindu if he expresses loyalty to
Hinduism while Secularist Hindus are not Hindus as their policies are anti-Hindu. BJP
leaders often mention Article 30 of the Constitution which lays down that minorities can set
up government-sponsored denominational schools implying the bias in recruitment of
teachers and students and a religion-centred curriculum. ―The Indian Constitution has in
effect given less right to the Hindus than to the minorities in several matters. Under Article
30 of the Constitution, minorities have got the most precious right of running educational
institutions in accordance with their own cultures and values but Hindus have been denied
this right. This discrimination means that Indian State is more liberal in helping propagation
of alien cultures than the promotion of Hindu culture. You cannot find such a perverse
provision in the constitution of any independent nation of the world.‖

66

Likewise, Swaminathan Gurumurthy, convenor of the Sangh Parivar‘s Swadeshi campaigns,
explains: ―…I am convinced that the Hindus are politically discriminated against. I can prove
this with reference to our Constitution. Article 29 says that every minority has the right to
protect its religion, language, script and culture. Article 30 says that every minority group has
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the right to establish and run educational institutions of its choice.‖

67

BJP ideologue K.R.Malkani explains another aspect of this discrimination: ―Other private
schools and colleges have to reserve teaching and non-teaching jobs for SC-ST-OBCs, but
minority institutions can appoint whomsoever they like…private schools have to get prior
permission of the Chief Educational Officer for appointing outsiders to higher posts; minority
institutions don‘t have to follow this rule…the Department can withdraw recognition for
violation of rules. But authorities cannot withdraw recognition from a minority institution,
however serious the violation of rules…While the Hindu institutions have no fundamental
rights for compensation in case of compulsory acquisition of their property by the State, a
minority educational institution shall have the fundamental right to compensation.‖ 68
Malkani is of the view that a lasting solution to this problem lies only in amending Article 30
of the Constitution, giving the right to establish and administer educational institutions of the
choice to all religious denominations and not only to the minorities.69
5.9

The Special Status of Jammu Kashmir

Another Article giving nightmares to Hindu Revivalists is Article 370, giving a special status
to Jammu and Kashmir and Christian-majority states of Mizoram and Nagaland. Chatterjee is
very critical of it, ―In whichever state of India a non-Hindu community is numerically
predominant, there the state government has been granted special rights under the Indian
Constitution. You are all aware, I am sure about the Article 370 applicable to the State of
Jammu and Kashmir. Similar special provisions have been made applicable to Nagaland
under Article 371 and Mizoram under 371G which provide that laws made by India‘s
Parliament would not be applicable to these states unless their own state legislatures endorse
them. No such autonomy is available to states where Hindus predominate.‖ 70
Because of this Article Chatterjee says, ―About one lakh Hindus - who had fled Pakistan and
taken shelter in the State of Jammu and Kashmir, have not been granted state citizenship till
this day. They have no right to vote in the elections to the State Legislature and the
Panchayats, no right to get their children admitted in the medical and engineering colleges of
the State. Why? Because they are Hindus.‖ 71
Actual facts are that they are excluded not for being Hindus but non-Kashmiris. The law
excludes non-Kashmiris on the basis of territory and not religion. Maharaja Hari Singh
before independence had enacted this law as he hoped to get independence for Kashmir as a
separate entity. The right to conversion is also considered disadvantageous to the Hindus.
Chatterjee records his protest in the following words: ―The right of ‗propagation‘ of one‘s
religion that has been bestowed by Article 25 of the Constitution on followers of different
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religions also means, that the adherents of alien and anti-Hindu religions will be at liberty to
convert any follower of Hinduism, even if he be a minor to their own creed.‖

72

Hindu Revivalists think that Hinduism does not have a tradition of proselytization while
Christianity and Islam do so. It is like giving wolves and sheep the equal liberty to eat one
another. Ram Swarup fears that a free hand to conversion squads would lead to destruction of
native culture.
5.10

The Choice of Religion

―Thanks to the powerful missionary lobby in the United Nations, there is a Universal
Declaration of Human Rights which states that everyone has a right to embrace the religion
of his choice. But where is a similar Declaration which says that tolerant philosophies and
cultures have a right to protect themselves against aggressive, systematic proselytizing.‖
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These Revivalists never mention that in spite of Constitutional guarantee of the right to
conversion, the state of Arunachal Pradesh has a law prohibiting missionary work. Another
law exists in Madhya Pradesh, prohibiting conversion by force or fraud and requiring the
registration of conversion with a magistrate (Madhya Pradesh Dharma Swatantrata
Adhiniyam, 1968).74 Thousands of Scheduled Caste people converted to Islam in
Meenakshipuram (Tamil Nadu), 1981. They were alleged to have been bought over by ‗Gulf
money‘, though the actual explanation was that they had sought safety from police
harassment by joining Islam.75 Still the fundamentalists and extremists accused them of
selling their souls for worldly gains. This mass conversion convinced them that Hindu
society was under siege and it was demanded of the government to curb the right to
conversion. Similarly ignoring the atrocities being committed on Kashmiri Muslims, these
Revivalists have suddenly shown sympathy for the Buddhists.
―As if the discriminations imposed by the Muslim state of Kashmir on the Buddhists of
Kargil is not enough, there is a deliberate and organized design to convert Kargil Buddhists
to Islam. Anyone objecting to such allurement or conversions is harassed. Therefore, to
protect the religious and cultural identity of the Ladakhi people, an anti-conversion law must
be enacted for Kargil as is presently in force in states like Arunachal Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh.‖ 76
RSS worker, Shreerang Godbole protested in the following manner: ―It is no secret that the
majority of conversions in our country are through force, fraud and allurement. It is essential
to frame, enact and implement stringent laws to prevent fraudulent proselytisation…If the
BJP cannot muster this courage, it has no moral right to appeal to its Hindu constituency,‖
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5.11

Management of Worship Places

Another issue giving constant nightmares to the fundamentalists is that Muslims and
Christians manage their own places of worship while the Hindu religious institutions are
being systematically taken over by State governments. RSS sources allege ―Recently, the
government of Kerala, despite sharp criticism from Hindu organizations, has taken over the
administration of the Sivagiri Mutt along with all the religious and cultural institutions
governed by it. Besides, the government also proposed a bill, Kerala Hindu Religious and
Charitable Institutions and Endowment Act, which intends to take over not only temples but
also independent and autonomous mutts and ashrams.‖
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In 1990, Kerala High Court ruled

that only those Hindu legislators who have faith in God and believe in temple worship should
be entitled to vote or to stand as a candidate in the election of members of temple boards.
This meant that those who have no faith in God or in the meaningfulness of worship in
temples such as the Communists should not participate in decisions of temples‘ management.
The Communist State Government overruled the verdict by passing a law defining as Hindu
anyone born as Hindu or converted to Hinduism. 79 The Hindu organizations declared ―Those
who have no faith in temples could destroy them from within if they were given the right to
run them.‖80 RSS General Secretary H.V.Seshadri wrote about the Kerala temple bill, ―The
present motion seeks to redefine the word ‗Hindu‘ so as to allow even those not believing in
temple worship, in short the Marxists themselves, to enter the management.‖ 81
But the Marxist point is very valid that one doesn‘t have to believe in the utility of worship in
the temples to be a Hindu. Vedic rishis never worshipped in temples and worshipping per se
is not a requirement for being a Hindu. Fundamentalists themselves affirm that even an
atheist can be a Hindu as mentioned earlier in this chapter. But the Hindu extremists bent on
creating trouble agree with what Seshadri has to say: ―Could anyone imagine even secular
institutions appointing as their managers persons who have no faith or are even hostile to
their aims and objectives? Will the Marxists themselves allow anyone who has no faith in
dialectic materialism.‖ 82
Abhas Chatterjee presents another legal discrimination as following: In almost all states of
India, public undertakings styled as Minorities Finance Corporations have been formed.
These corporations provide loans to non-Hindus to set up their own enterprises if their
income is below double the poverty line defined by Planning Commission. Referring to
Hindu Pani and Muslim Pani of pre-partition RSS commentator G.N.S.Raghavan
sarcastically remarked: ―It has fallen to Prime Minister Narasimha Rao to extend the twonation appellation from the drinking-water of pre-Independence days to post-Independence
poverty.‖

83
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5.12

Minorities Favoured through Commissions/Acts

Another law which according to fundamentalists is enacted in defiance of the Constitutional
provisions is the 1992 Minorities Commission Act: ―The Central Government and several
State Governments have passed a Minorities Commission Act to make a special arrangement
for the protection of rights of those who are not Hindus. It appears that the Hindus neither
need solution of their problems, nor the protection of their collective community rights.‖ 84
BJP and HMS while demanding the replacement of Minorities Commission Act with a
Human Rights Commission forget that the Act giving statutory status to the Commission was
passed in 1992 while the Commission had already been established in 1978 by the Janata
Government whose senior partner was Jana Sangh. After helping in the formation of the
Minorities Commission in 1978 BJP now says: ―Disband the Minorities Commission, which
has only succeeded in feeding separatist sentiments and giving rise to imagined grievances,
and entrust its responsibilities to the National Human Rights Commission.‖85 Adding fuel to
fire BJP says that the proposal is meant to provide greater protection to minorities and is not
a case of discrimination against them.
Marriage, divorce and inheritance law codes are different for Hindus, Muslims, Christians
and Parsis in India which is another cause of grievance for the fundamentalists. If a Hindu
marries two women he will be punished but can escape punishment by converting to Islam.
―It is worth noting that the Islamic law permitting more than one marriage is actually
exploited by many Hindus, who promptly convert to avoid the fuss and problems of a
divorce. Mahesh Bhatt film director converted to Islam after he faced problems divorcing his
first wife to get married a second time.‖ 86
The fundamentalists refuse to take into account the meanness and cunningness of Hindus
who exploit the Islamic law permitting polygamy. Very few Muslim men marry a second or
third time while many non-Muslims and Hindus have mistresses. The Indian secularists like
Atul Setalvad protests that Muslims are anything but ―favoured‖. That the Muslims have a
separate Civil Code is but their right, not a favour and without it India would be a fascist
state. ―The only favour shown to Muslims and favour is certainly not the right word, is that
they are being allowed to exist. If such ‗favours‘ are to be stopped we will end up with an
intolerant fascist Hindu state.‖
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Along with Muslims, Christians are also targeted by the

Hindu extremists for demanding extension of reservation system for Christian converts from
the Scheduled Castes. Congress leader, Sitaram Kesri proposed Bill number 17 of 1996 as
follows: ―Converts to Christian religion who are of the Scheduled Caste origin are precluded
from the statutory benefits and safeguards accruing to the members of the Scheduled Castes.
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Upon due consideration of their demands, it is proposed to amend the relevant Constitution
Orders to include the Christian converts from the Scheduled Castes as the Scheduled Castes
therein.‖ 88
RSS Sarsanghchalak Rajendra Singh states that reservation should not be extended to
Christians. He says: ―How can they claim reservation for the former ‗Dalits‘ who have since
been saved by Christ? All these years they led everyone to believe that all are equal among
Christians and that Christianity does not admit of caste distinctions…………If a section
among Christians feels that they still suffer the ignominy of their earlier Dalit status, they
should renounce Christianity. The Hindu society will welcome them back home.‖
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Rajendra Singh was of the view that the enactment of bill ―would deal a big blow to the
Hindu society and strike at the root of the country‘s unity and integrity. The floodgates of
proselytisation will be opened ajar and provide a fresh impetus to the nefarious designs of
foreign powers.‖ 90 Ashok Singhal, the VHP supremo shared the same opinion that―Once this
Bill becomes an Act, it will accelerate the conversion of Dalit Hindus.‖ 91
5.13 Pilgrimage Taxes
Pilgrimage taxes is another issue adding to the list of complaints of revivalists. Pilgrimage to
Hindu sacred sites like Amarnath involve a tax to finance the facilities provided by the
government described as jizya of Aurangzeb government, by the VHP while the Muslim
pilgrims are given a subsidy for going to Mecca.92 ―Haj Pilgrims are financed by the
Government of India. Under which law the Government of a secular country is rendering this
financial help

for

the

personal benefit

of a particular community is difficult to

93

comprehend.‖
The answer to this accusation is that the Indian state has to make smooth arrangements for
pilgrimages inside India and to meet the expenses tax on Hindu pilgrimages can be justified.
But the Hindu fundamentalists strongly opposed the allocation of rupees to Ajmer Dargah of
Moinuddin Chisti whose mausoleum is alleged to have been built with the debris of
demolished Hindu temples. Similarly Prime Minister Vajpayee was given the alias of
Hajjpayee when he showed generosity to Muslim pilgrims.
5.14

Print Media Attacked by Fundamentalists

The Print Media is also not spared by the fundamentalists, ―In the major newspapers and
periodicals of India, the situation today is: write whatever trash you like castigating Hindu
Dharma, Hindu culture and Hindu society, let it even be utterly baseless and outright abusive,
your piece will be published like a shot. But write a piece on Muhammad or Islam, let it be a
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factual, logical, truthful article written in decent language and based on impeccable sources,
you would not be able to find space for it in any newspaper or periodical. It is as if a policy
of strict Islamic censorship is operating in the country.‖ 94
The writer of these lines Chatterjee himself presented articles about the existence of a Rama
temple at the site of Babri Masjid in Indian Express. Aroun Shourie‘s hard-hitting book about
the role of Islamic law in Indian Muslim communities, The World of Fatwas, was reviewed
in most papers and later Harper Collins republished it in paperback edition. Indian
newspapers have even published images of Prophet Mohammad (SAW) and used abusive
language against him so how could the print media be accused of showing bias in favour of
Muslims.
5.15

Role of Courts

Yet another grievance of Hindu nationalists relates to the banning of Hindu extremist parties
but not the Muslim ones.The Courts however, are not altogether hostile to Hindu candidates
and their pleas. Petitions of Congress leader Arjun Singh, demanding deregistration of BJP as
a political party was rejected by Election Commission in February 1992. Arjun Singh had
pleaded against L.K.Advani‘s Rath Yatra and the use of Lotus flower as the party symbol but
his plea was rejected. ―Objections cannot be entertained on the ground that the policies,
programmes and ideologies of a certain political party are opposed to those of another
party‖95
The Supreme Court in 1995 upheld the right of Shiv Sena and BJP candidates to make
appeals in the name of ‗Hindutva‘. ―It may well be that the words Hindu and Hindutva are
used in a speech to promote secularism or emphasize the way of life of the Indian people and
Indian culture or ethos, or criticize the policy of any Indian political party as discriminatory
or intolerant. The mere mention of these words does not bring it within the prohibitions listed
in the Representation of the People Act.‖ 96
In 1996, the Delhi High Court struck down the 1992 decision of the Election Commission to
deregister the Hindu Mahasabha for being an explicitly Hindu and therefore communal
party.97 In 1993 the Congress government tried to move two bills through Parliament: the
Constitution Bill and the Representation of the People Bill to deregister a party which brings
religion into politics. Due to strong opposition from BJP and other allied parties the Bills
were defeated. ―The Bill has focused on one ideology and seeks to block its growth. This is
the path to one party rule. A controlled democracy with a Tribunal acting as ideological
ombudsman spells disaster for the very system. Democracy is a system wherein all political
parties and ideologies must be allowed to grow.‖
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So the situation is not that serious as the fundamentalists would like the whole world to
believe. In fact the fundamentalists have blown the situation out of all proportions. Summing
up, it can be said that many of Hindu complaints about Muslim and Christian appeasement
and Hindu discrimination are indeed exaggerated. It is an international practice to make
special provisions for minorities. The minority nations of Wales and Scotland got their own
Parliaments under Tony Blair‘s devolution policy while the English will have to make do
with the joint British Parliament.
5.16

Distortion of History

The Hindu fundamentalists have distorted history to unimaginable limits and as a result
doctored ‗mass consciousnesses‘. ―We Hindus have been in undisputed and undisturbed
possession of this land for over eight or ten thousand years before the land was invaded by
any foreign race, and therefore, this land came to be known as Hindustan, the land of
Hindus.99 ‗The Arctic zone was originally that part of the world which is today called Bihar
and Orissa.‘ ― 100
A further perverted use of historical and geographical fantasies led Golwalkar to further
affirming that ―had this fact been discovered during the life time of Lokmanya Tilak, he
would unhesitatingly have propounded the proposition that the Arctic home of Vedas was
verily in Hindustan itself and that it was not the Hindus who migrated to that land but the
Arctic zone which emigrated and left the Hindus in Hindustan.‖ 101
This shows very clearly the desperation to go to greath lengths to prove that Aryans were
Hindus and that they originated in Hindustan only. ―Even by this amazing logic it remains
unsettled if the Arctic zone moved away from Bihar and Orissa, how could it leave the
people behind who inhabited the land mass? When a landmass moves it moves along with
everything on it. People cannot be left hanging in a vacuum only to drop down when and
where Golwalkar wishes‖

102

Ultra Right has not stopped here but tried to link Harappa and Moenjodaro cultures also to
the Aryans. Contrary to the claims of fundamentalists, Vedic society is not considered the
foundation of Indian civilization as Indus civilization is more advanced than the Vedic. So,
the Hindutva ideologues pushed back the origin of Vedas to the period of Indus civilization
to prove that the Indus civilization was the counterpart of Vedic civilization.
Another jumbling of facts relates to the status of women. Fundamentalists claim that women
had a highly respectable place in ancient Hindu society. The position and treatment of
women in ancient India is very clearly mentioned in Manusmriti. Women, like the Shudras
were denied access to sacred learning. She was the property of her protectors, kept under the
control of father, husband and son. The Hindu fundamentalists blame the foreign invaders for
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the plight of today‘s Hindu women. Like all the nationalist ideologies as Fascism, Nazism,
Communalism, Hindu Fundamentalists want to identify with the glorious past and mythify it.
Fascism identified with the Roman Empire, German Nazism with the Hapsburg Empire.
Hindu Right projects ancient Hindu society to be glorious, spiritual, free of tension.
Sometimes the claims of glorious past are taken to absurd heights as Golwalkar asserted,―The
Hindus alone are equipped for a world mission, the Hindus are the first thoughtgivers.‖103
Myths have been spread about Muslim rulers destroying the temples of the Hindus so much
so that the great Taj had not been spared either. It is said that the Taj Mahal was originally
God Shiva‘s temple which was converted into a tomb by Shahjahan. A state of belligerency
is created by vainglorious tales of Rana Pratap and Shivaji‘s might as they faced the mighty
Muslims. Milton in his Paradise Lost has described that Agra was revealed to Adam after his
fall as one of the future wonders of God‘s creation. By the seventeenth century Agra had
grown larger than Constantinople and dwarfed both London and Paris. It was Emperor
Shahjahan who created the Mughal‘s most immortal creation, the Taj Mahal, designed by
master architect Ustad Ahmad Lahauri. The Hindu fanatics have found it very hard to believe
that such a masterpiece was built by the despised Muslims so they claim that Taj Mahal was
originally a Shiv temple which was converted into a tomb by Shahjahan for his wife Mumtaz
Mahal. The word Taj Mahal is a distortion of the word Tejo Mahalaya, meaning a Shiv
temple. Foreign travellers like Peter Mundy, Tavernier, Nicholai Manucci and Francis
Bernier all have corroborated the account of Abdul Hamid Lahauri, the court historian. The
very architecture of Taj Mahal goes against the temple theory, temples have a particular
architecture and the Taj does not conform to it. This thinking is in line with the ridiculous
claim that Christianity is nothing but Krishna Niti, the word Rome derived from Ram. 104 In
1972 architectural historian Ram Nath convinced himself that this masterpiece was ―not a
monument of Islam, but produced in accordance with our ancient vastu canons.‖ 105 P.N.Oak
in a startling piece of pseudo-scholarship reassigned not just the Taj but all other Islamic
buildings across the length and breadth of Asia to an ancient Hindu civilization. In The
Greatest Historical Discovery of Modern Times, Oak asserts that Argentina was derived from
the name of Hindu hero Arjun and Salisbury was formerly Shail-eesh-pury signifying a hilly
area and a Hindu hero. He also believes that Westminster Abbey was a Shiva temple and
ancient Italy was also a Hindu country and Pope a Hindu priest.103 Oak‘s theories were
widely circulated on the Internet and besides influencing the minds of Indian Diaspora have
formed the basis of a claim by Bajrang Dal and other Hindu fanatic organizations that the Taj
be renamed the Tejo Mai Mahal and re-converted into a Hindu temple.
The Hindu fundamentalists insist that the national culture of India is Hindu culture 107 and that
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there is no need for cultural nationalism. According to the fundamentalists only the Hindus
have contributed to the development of Indian culture. They forget the part played by
Muslims and other communities for the development of Indian culture due to which it cannot
be labelled as Hindu culture only. The assertion that Muslims introduced untouchability is
beyond logic and strains the nerves. The Arabs came to India in 712 A.D and the ChristianBritish colonized South Asia in the 17th -18th centuries, whereas untouchability became part of
the caste structure around 1st century A.D. The rigid theories of Manu codified the practice of
untouchability in Manav Dharmashastra and Golwalkar upheld Manu as the greatest law
maker of all times to come.108 Muslim kings and rulers are also blamed to have destroyed
Hindu temples, humiliated Hinduism and spread Islam.
―There is nothing to justify that the Muslim kings destroyed Hindu temples to convert Hindus
to Islam. How can one imagine that the way of winning over the people‘s heart is to go and
demolish its temples?‖ 109
Shirrangapatanam temple was destroyed by Maratha armies as it was repository of wealth
and was repaired by Tipu Sultan. Mughal rulers including Aurangzeb had a very liberal
policy towards Mathura-Vrindavan region where Hindu places of pilgrimage were located.
Akbar, Jahangir and Shahjahan gave a number of jagirs to these temples.Mythical projection
of history sustains the religious venom directed against all those who have the misfortune of
not being born Hindus. Abuse of history is a favourite weapon in the hands of religious
fanatics to spread hatred against non-Hindus. Comparisons are made between good British
rule and bad Muslim rule
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in spite of the fact that Muslims mixed up and intermarried with

the natives and did not take away the wealth of India like the British. ―History is used as
opium of people to build up illusions of a great past.‖
5.17 Hindu Ethno-Religious Identity

111

The BJP, RSS and VHP had sought to anchor Indian nationalism in an unambiguous Hindu
ethno-religious identity, the tradition that has continued since pre-partition.112 From the
1950s the Hindu Right reinvented itself as the champion of cultural nationalism with the
specific aim of promoting modern Hinduism as the national religion of India. 113 The
mobilizations by the Ultra Right Fundamentalist organizations introduced new codes of
political pilgrimage in which the nation was re-imagined in religious idioms as well as
remapped by cross-country marches, often leading to well-planned physical confrontations
with religious minorities.114
Hindutva wants to build such a state which fulfills the aspirations of only a handful of upper
castes and assigns subordinate roles to non-Hindus and minorities claiming nothing,
deserving no privileges. Women should only have roles as ‗ideal mothers‘ subordinated by
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husbands, brothers and fathers. Manusmriti clearly forbids Shudras to go for higher studies
and in case of non-obedience to face exemplary punishment. 115 Women are also accorded a
lower status as compared to men and denied access to education as they are strictly advised
to serve and obey their husbands as serving the husband is considered equal to gaining
education

by

Manusmriti.

Dalits

should

forgo

‗reservations‘ to

contribute towards

‗meritocracy‘ of upper castes in education and employment.
Respect for Hindu clergy (Brahmins), Hindu theology (Vedas, Smritis), worship of national
symbol (Ram) are the main features of Hindutva. All this is in stark contrast to the provisions
of the Indian constitution which upholds sovereign, secular, democratic republic, equal
opportunities for all. Hindutva‘s concept of a national culture is not based on spontaneity but
is manufactured. Demands for ban on cow-slaughter, Ram a symbol of national unity,
Sanskrit a compulsory language show that Hindu Fundamentalists want to hegemonise
culture through imposition.116 To enforce that only Hindu unity can ‗save‘ the country is to
divert attention from real ‗threats‘ like poverty, unemployment, hunger and illiteracy.
Instead of solving the problems of the poor and deprived sections of the nation, bogey of
threat to the state from ISI, Pakistan and Muslim terrorists is raised. The nightmarish
experience of Ayodhya revived the bitter memories of unsavoury episodes of the Kanpur
Mosque incident in 1913, Shahidganj fracas in 1939 and the sacrilege committed at the AlAqsa Mosque. The entire gambit of culture, politics, and religion should respect the Hindu
Fundamentalism or Hindutva, and Ayodhya became the casualty of this thought. After the
demolition of the Babri Mosque even Bombay the most cosmopolitan city of India could not
guarantee the safety of its Muslim population
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as the Shiv Sena, the chauvinist ultra-right

Fundamentalist organization took the law into its own hands. 118
In sum, Hindutva‘s main aim is to rewrite the national agenda, repudiate the national legacy,
alter the tone, tenor and thrust of the secular discourse to create a Hindu ‗rashtra‘ based on
the dubious principle of majoritarianism.119 The motivation behind the Hindutva campaigns
is to seize political power through a cultural and intellectual hegemonization of Hindu
society. This rejuvenated Hinduism, make the minorities, awakening from an anesthetized
slumber, discover with pain and frustration that things are never going to be the same.
Harassed, humiliated and preyed upon, the minorities find themselves in a twilight terrain
where hopes and despair live in uneasy truce. 120 Hasan Suroor of Hindu commented after
Ayodhya: ―It would take a long time to restore the confidence not just among the Muslims
but the minorities across the board.121 ‗The midsummer night‘s dream that India dreamt forty
five years ago clearly lies in tatters. This was certainly ‗not the dawn we had been waiting
for.‘ ― 122
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Chapter: 6

INDIAN MINORITIES: APPEASED OR
MALTREATED
Centrist and leftits forces in India have held their ground, only for short periods. Their
political base has steadily eroded with the rise of Hindu Fundamentalism. Following the
collapse of socialism in Eastern Europe and the disintegration of Soviet Union, the left
parties lost their moral and intellectual fibre. From the mid- 1980s, the Hindu fundamentalist
parties started securing major gains. BJP influenced the course of politics - regional and
national without actually holding the reins of power. 1 The Shiv Sena and BJP made sure that
Hindu-ness or Hindutva was no longer confined to the cow belt but extended to other areas as
an alternative pattern of political mobilization cutting across castes and regions. 2 The menace
of Fundamentalism threatened the Nehruvian model of secularism by attempting to redesign
India as a Hindu nation. This serious threat has put the minorities at the receiving end as
India is being converted into a unilateralist polity and society.
In India the polarity between the secularists and the saffronists has always existed and has
been rekindled from time to time. The riots engineered after the demolition of Babri Mosque
reaffirmed the rising tide of the Ultra Right in Indian politics. 3 The Hindu Fundamentalists
lay the blame on Muslims for the vivisection of Mother Cow and accuse them of desiring
further balkanization of India. The Muslim population in India is exaggerated; their loyalty is
doubted by the Hindu Fundamentalists. The advocates of Hindutva vilify Muslims as
outsiders and invaders who had robbed India of its beauty and heritage. For them it is a
question of glorification of extreme Hindu nationalism; Muslims need to be put in proper
place. Lala Har Dayal said: ―The Indian Muslims today are merely an irrelevance. Their only
future is gradually to be absorbed into Hinduism…‖ 4 The Muslims are acceptable only if
they identify themselves completely with Hinduism. They should adopt Hindu names, revere
Hindu heroes of epics and observe Hindu customs. Even if they choose to follow their
religious beliefs they must call themselves Muhammadi Hindus. 5 For Muslims what this
holds was summed up by J.Anthony Lucas, correspondent of New York Times in Delhi: ―As
Islam is an encompassing religion, therefore in asking a Muslim to give up all but his mosque
and adopt the ―Indian‖ way of life in other matters, what is demanded is that he gives up
Islam and become a Hindu.‖ 6
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6.1

Dharama Yuddha

Inherent militaristic tendencies and love for bloodshed encourages Hindu moralists to justify
war as Dharma Yuddha. Hindu uprisings against Muslims in the medieval period and Tilak‘s
venom directed against both the Muslims and British is the product of this ‗Dharma
Yuddha‘.7 The Hindu militarism is so deep rooted that it permeated the themes of famous
Bengali novelists and awakened an emotional and intellectual interest among Hindu
reformers during the nineteenth century. 8
History shows that Hindus have never been peace-loving, not even when they pursued
Realpolitic on the eve of independence.9 This bloody nature of Hindus kept on simmering
and smouldering during British rule and reasserted itself as soon as opportunity arose.
Junagarh, Hyderabad, Kashmir and Goa are the glaring examples of militarism of Hindus and
India. Indian rulers have kept on following the path of militarism while professing nonviolence and pacifism. Even Gandhi the champion of ‗ahimsa‘ threatened Pakistan ―of dire
consequences and finally war in September 1947 in case of Pakistan‘s refusal to comply with
Gandhian rules.‖

10

In the RSS-Mahasabha parlance, partition was a non-condonable crime; the Indian Muslims
were Pakistani agents and separatists who had to be reined in. Gandhi was killed by
infuriated Hindu zealots for being soft on Muslims and Pakistan.11 The extremist Hindus
disapproved of Gandhi‘s policies, declared him as the enemy of Hindus and threatened him
of dire consequences. ―Gandhi had been killed by his own people because he dared to fast
not against the British, but against the Hindu fanatics; to coerce them into giving up the
slaughter of innocent Muslims.‖
6.2

12

Alienation of Muslims from National Mainstream

The Muslims are numerically the biggest minority of India but are even less important than
the Goanese Christians with Portuguese names. 13 In fact the entire body of Muslims are
under a black veil.14 According to Jai Prakash Narayan, the effect of all this is that the
Muslim population has been so much cowed and demoralized that they are not acting
according to their convictions. ―They are afraid that if they expressed their real feelings their
loyalty would be suspected.‖ 15 With relation to Pakistan Sardar Patel considered them
disloyal not withstanding the fact that they opted to stay in India. For him Muslims of India
were to be held as hostages to ensure the fair treatment of Hindus in Pakistan.16 Within a
short time after independence Hindu socio-cultural symbols were prioritized to mobilize the
Hindu masses, which led to alienating Muslims from national mainstream. 17
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6.3

Cow Slaughtering

Article 48 of part IV of the Constitution entitled ―Directive principles of state policy‖ call for
the preservation and improvement of the breeds and prohibits the slaughter of cows, calves,
milch and draught cattle.18 The Tanners Federation of India sent a memorandum to the
Government complaining of acute shortage of raw hides as a result of ban on cow-killing. ―Is
it not ironical that when millions of Indians cannot get a square meal even in the twenty first
century, the first five-year plan allocated rupees 9700000 for the establishment of sixteen
Gosodans.‖ 19
For Mahatama Gandhi, ―Cow was an object of worship and veneration‖ and even when he
was ostensibly courting Muslims he asserted: ―Throughout the length and breadth of India,
there is no single Hindu who does not hope to rid India from cow-killing one day or the
other. I am sure the Hindus would not hesitate to compel their religious enemies, the English
and Muhammadans to give up cow-killing even by the force of sword.‖ 20 While addressing
the Cow-Protection Conference at Belgaum in 1924, Gandhi declared: ―The term Swaraj
would be devoid of all meaning so long as we have not found a way of saving the cow.‖

21

The minorities refuse to accept that the ban on cow-slaughter is a purely economic measure.
If ethics and economics are the consideration, buffaloes should have been worshipped along
with the cows but the poor buffalo is sacrificed as a part of Hindu worship in Bengal and
Assam.22 Opposition of Hindus to cow-slaughter gradually became an integral part of antiMuslim and anti-British nationalism as both of these hated foreign rulers were given to
killing and eating cow.23 Remarked an Indian writer: ―This injection of politics made the
Hindu feeling for cow more hatred of the Muslim and British cow-killer than love for the
animal. No generous sentiment could remain generous and no human emotion could remain
human, once it got enmeshed in Hindu zenophobia.‖ 24
―If Hindus aggressively work for Hindu hegemony and domination such activity passes for
nationalism. But when a Muslim opens his lips to express any grievance, however legitimate,
it becomes hateful communalism…Nationalism in India has degenerated into the
communalism of the majority besides fostering racial hatred.‖

25

A Hindu thinks that by merely declaring himself a secularist he becomes one and nobody
should doubt his intentions. In case of Muslims however, nothing short of a Muslim‘s
conversion to Hinduism can make him a secularist in the eyes of a Hindu. 26 This was
demanded by people such as Lala Har Dayal in the twenties and Dr.Balraj Madhok in the
present century. This is what the present secular leaders of India are trying to accomplish and
implement in the name of secularism.
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6.4

Forcible Eviction of the Muslims

After partition Tripura, Assam and West Bengal bordering the then East Pakistan had
sizeable Muslim populations, which were against the Indian interests. So in 1962, India
started a campaign of forcible eviction of the Muslims of these areas on the charges of them
being Pakistani infiltrators in clear and blatant violation of the Constitution.27 After partition
the Muslims of Tripura and Assam became naturalized citizens of India whether they were
early settlers or their descendants.28 A Delhi weekly reported: ―At one stage, it was held that
any Muslim who had settled in Assam after 1938 was a Pakistani. Subsequently, it was said
that those who had come after partition of the country should be held to be Pakistanis. At
places it was given out that those who had come after being given effect to Indian Citizenship
Act should be considered Pakistani as such…‖ 29
No wonder, police officers went to the extent of attributing Pakistani citizenship to persons
who may have casually visited Pakistan with or without documents. School certificates,
certified copies of documents from officers, Mahajani Khatas, were of no avail.30 The
government decided to set up tribunals headed by eminent persons to probe into the matter of
eviction and deportation. But the tribunals were ―more for throwing dust in the eyes of
critics‖, than for affording protection to alleged Pakistanis claiming to be Indian nationals. 31
"If the Hindus pouring into our country are grief stricken, so should be the Muslims. This
discrimination of treating one as an ‗infiltrator‘ and the other as ‗refugee‘ is deplorable and
reflects rather sadly on our foreign policy.‖ 32 The justification given by the Indian
government for eviction was quite absurd. By comparing the census figures of 1951 and
1961, the Indian districts bordering East Pakistan like Tripura, Malda and Nadia were shown
to have an ―abnormal‖ increase in Muslim population. Indian government took the plea that
without the influx from neighbouring East Pakistan districts, the population of these districts
could not have risen to such an extent. The increase in the population of border districts is
due to the fact that in East Pakistan internal migration has always been taking place because
of better employment opportunities.33
After the Tripura eviction, Indian Government started evicting Muslims from Rajasthan. The
President of Rajasthan Minorities Board, Kamraj Nadar, said that about twenty thousand
Muslims were evicted, most of whom were loyal to Congress Government. A member of
Indian Parliament, Madhu Limaya, told about the atrocities committed on Muslims citing
their only crime of being muslims.34 This shows that the main purpose behind the eviction of
Muslims was to get rid of Muslims through fair or foul means. ―The Muslims have no
recognition, no appreciation, no encouragement, no facilities, no opportunities for selfexpression, politically, socially, culturally, economically or even physically. Even notable
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Indian Muslims have to show some kinship with one or the other Hindu to assuage
suspicions about their loyalty.‖
6.5

35

Pushing Muslims to the Verge of Economic Ruin

All the minorities of India, particularly the Muslims have also been hit hard economically.
Till 1947 Muslims were big zamindars, government servants and traders but through a
systematic policy Muslims have been pushed to the verge of economic ruin.36 The Indian
Government has also discriminated against the Muslims as far as recruitment to government
posts is concerned. ―Muslims are not only debarred from government services but from
police and army as well,
traitors….generally considered

as Muslims are considered suspects, criminals
unworthy of holding any position of trust

and
and

responsibility.‖37 Similarly employment exchanges open their welcome doors to others, but
shut them so unceremoniously when it is the turn of the Muslim citizens of the State. 38
Few Muslims ever get appointed as ministers in the Centre or in the provinces and those who
get favoured in this respect do not usually enjoy the confidence of their community. 39 The
Article 15 of the Indian Constitution clearly states, ―The State shall not discriminate against
any citizen on grounds of religion, race, sex, place of birth or any of these. Article 16 lays
down ―there shall be equality of treatment to all citizens in matters relating to employment or
appointment to any office under the State.‖ None of the governments, the Central or State‘s
has honoured these Articles of the Constitution.
―After viewing and analyzing the recruitment to Armed Forces, Police and other important
services, one cannot help thinking that either the Muslims have completely migrated from
India or they are altogether an illiterate lot, unfit for Government employment.‖ 40 Even
Pandit Nehru lamented this fact that all competitive examinations are in Hindi and anyone
deficient in it fails to qualify the exams. Muslims not only face discrimination while applying
for government posts; they have to undergo the same treatment while applying for admission
to educational institutions. When they are refused admission to educational institutions, how
could they expect to get government and national scholarships. Muslims also have no or very
nominal representation in States‘ and Central Legislatures as well as Cabinets. Those
Muslims who have been given a place in Cabinet loose the confidence of their community.
An Indian weekly commented, ―it is a sheer mockery of the term ‗representation‘; it is better
to have no such representation than to have a mere eye-wash representation.‖
6.6

41

Adoption of Devnagri Hindi

Urdu can be said to be an integrating force in India. Before partition Urdu was used as a
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second language in many provinces of India e.g. Andhra, Gujarat, Maharashtra etc. Urdu can
legitimately claim to be lingua franca of India as it is a beautiful blend of Hindu and Muslim
cultures. At the very first anniversary of independence Purushotamdas Tandon, a former
President of Congress, threatened that if the Muslims are anxious to stay in the Indian Union,
they will have to adopt Hindi as their language and Devnagri as their script. 42 ―The Muslims
must accept Indian culture. Urdu symbolizes a foreign culture. Hindi alone can be the
unifying factor for all the diverse forces in the country.‖ 43
When the Muslim leaders of U.P proposed that Urdu alongside Hindi be allowed to develop,
Banarsi Das, a young Congressite argued that ―Urdu was the product of conquest and support
for it showed that two-nation theory had survived partition.‖ 44 Former Home Minister of
India, Dr.K.N.Katju, advocated united action to enforce the use of one particular language
throughout India.45 When Indian Constitution adopted Hindi written in Devnagri script as the
national language of India, Azad, a staunch Congressite, was so shocked that he described
this Hindu attitude as intolerant, narrow and communal. 46 Even in States like Bihar, Uttar
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan where Urdu had a glorious past, Hindi was the
official language and the medium of instruction.47 Bengali, Gujarati, Punjabi and Telugu
have been declared regional languages but Urdu has been denied this status. Names of
railway stations, signboards, milestones and office boards all written in Urdu were replaced
with Hindi in due course.48 Not only the Hindu fanatics but the government functionaries
also consider Urdu as anti-Hindi, suicidal for Hindi and so on.49 ―All dialects spoken in the
States have been given prominence but Urdu, the language of filmdoms and literary treasures
is out of picture.‖
6.7

50

Muslim Education Harmed

The Indian government has also leveled all sorts of allegations against the famous Aligarh
University. The Hindu University of Benaras does not allow Muslims in professional courses
such as engineering 51 and the overall percent of Muslim students in the university is not
more than one fourth. To harm the Muslim character of the Aligarh University, Roman Hindi
was introduced, a Sanskrit Department was established and theology was deleted as a
subject. To emphasize the Hindu point of view, Jana Sangh weekly wrote: ―Obviously there
is no place for a Muslim University in Hindustan. Aligarh Muslim University will continue
to be suspect as long as it indulges in its dubious aim as the repository of Muslim culture in
India.‖ 52
What to speak of Jana Sangh members even Congressmen like K.N.Misra accused Aligarh of
being a hotbed of Pakistan conspiracy against India.53 The Indian Education Ministry also
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alleged that the Aligarh University had become a center of pro-Pakistani activities and a
recruiting center for Pakistan. The former Vice-Chancellor of Aligarh, Colonel Zaidi rebuted
the government allegations: ―The greatest proof how ill-founded Government information
can be is the accusation that the University has become a recruiting ground for doctors for
Pakistan. The College of the University was established in 1962 and the first batch of
medical graduates will be trained by it in 1967. How could Pakistan then recruit doctors
produced by Aligarh Muslim University?‖ 54
All these denials of Pakistan involvement in Aligarh affairs fell on deaf ears and the
government promulgated Aligarh Muslim University Ordinance in 1965.
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The decision

extinguished the only ray of hope for the Muslim students because in India where most of the
educational institutions were a no-go area for Muslims, their chances to get admitted to
Aligarh became very thin.56 This was despite the fact that Article 30 of the Constitution had
allowed all the minorities to establish and administer educational institutions of their
choice.57 Besides Aligarh other Muslim institutions have also been invaded by cultural
bigotry and fanatacism.58 After the forcible occupation of Hyderabad by India, the Indian
Government replaced Urdu by Hindi as the medium of instruction in Usmania University. In
no other university of India change of this nature was effected.
―This cultural vandalism has invaded many a center of learning in India. Even the West
Bengal Ministry of Education singles out Islamia College Calcutta leaving alone the
St.Xaviers‘ College, St.James College, Hindu School and changes the name of Islamia
College to Calcutta Central College, despite vehement protests from Muslim members of the
Assembly.‖
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Similarly the Government Muslim College Madras was renamed Government

Intermediate College while the Government Muhammadan High School at Amraoti and Urdu
Technical School at Darwha were closed down.60
6.8
Interference in Religion
The religion of minorities specially the Muslims has also been interfered with. Hindu
philosophy and mythology has been incorporated in the textbooks in the name of Indian
culture. The courses of study ―teach a creed opposed to the basic tenets of Islam and
Christianity and preach only pantheistic and polytheistic beliefs, thereby forcing the minority
children to learn the mythology of another religious community.‖
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The history books glorify Hindu rule while conveniently gloss over everything remotely
connected with Islam and Muslims. Muslim heroes are portrayed as aliens and strangers in
the most unflattering and disgusting colours. 62 ―Text books give partisan lessons; while
aspects of Hindu religion and culture are portrayed, there is hardly a word about the Muslims
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and other minorities and their contribution to Indian art, culture and civilization.‖

63

The mosques, graveyards and other places of worship of minorities, abandoned or deserted
during partition had to be managed by a Waqf Board, but dozens of Muslim graveyards and
mosques were forcibly occupied by the Hindus while the Waqf Board did nothing to get
them vacated from the Hindus. The followers of Hindutva have a clear-cut stand on the
Muslim majority Kashmir as well. They tried to settle millions of Hindus in the Kashmir
valley to outnumber its Muslim majority. The advocates of Hindutva openly blame Indira
Gandhi for not imposing humbling conditions on Pakistan in 1972 and are determined to
rectify the legacy.64 The Hindu Fundamentalists envision that India which is reflected in the
ancient scriptures, having only a caste-based diversity within strictly defined Hindu
hierarchy. This vision negates the existence of separate sovereign states in the region and
conspires ceaselessly for their disintegration and merger into India to fulfill the long
cherished dream of ‗Greater Bharat‘. ―Independence could not be achieved only through the
efforts of Hindus, so Gandhi wanted to take the Muslims along at any cost. And that was the
beginning of Muslim appeasement.‖
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This appeasement was continued by successive governments. The statistics of Muslim
employment and socio economic parameters are the real judge of their social condition and
appeasement. Not a single top industrial house is controlled and owned by a Muslim. 66
Muslims work in the handicraft sector where only five percent are owners. The average
literacy rate of India is fifty two percent while among the Muslims it is only forty two
percent. RSS has effectively combined half-truths, ideological concoctions and rumourspreading techniques to entrench in the Indian psyche the fear that Muslims marry four times
and their population will overcome the population of Hindus in the near future and India will
become a Muslim state.67 Hindus constitute 82.6% and Muslims 11.4% of the total
population. If the current ratio persists it is impossible for the Muslim population to outgrow
the Hindus within the next century or so. ―There is no evidence that the percentage of
polygamous marriage among Muslims is larger than that for Hindus.‖ 68
6.9
Indianness of Muslims Stressed
Despite the controversy over the Babri Mosque since the 1850s, the real issue cropped up
after independence.The Indian National Congress failed to stop the fundamentalists from
carrying out the demolition of Babri Mosque. This gave rise to the fear of a new wave of
military onslaught on the cultural and historical vestiges of not only the Muslims but other
minorities of India as well. The Orientalists, faced with a powerful Christianity and a largely
intact Islam, had tried to semiticize Hinduism and in the 1990s the process reached its
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maturity.69 Contemporary fundamentalist exponents have enormous expatriate funds and
resources at their disposal and since 1996, a supportive regime had ensured to inculcate
specific precepts of Hindutva. This strategy was enduring, highly intellectualized, wellplanned, resourceful and multi-pronged.70
To add insult to injury Girilal Jain opined that ―Muslims were on a rapid decline world wide,
as their various socio-political movements had promoted ghetto psychology and were opting
out from a more proactive life.‖ 71 Another author in mid 1990s observed: ―The Muslim
problem anywhere by its very nature remains a never ending problem. As long as there are
Muslims in any country, that country will have to live with Muslim problems.‖
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The rath

yatras, aggressive postures on Kashmir and a continued hostility towards pluralism add to its
McCarthyism of conjuring up images of a dreamland that had its glory in the by-gone
centuries until the Muslim barbarians struck.73
Nehru, Kirpalani and other Indian leaders expected Pakistan‘s eventual amalgamation into
India. When contrary to presuppositions, Pakistan managed to survive, Indian leadership
applied the famous slogan - Pakistan ya Qabristan to pressurize Indian Muslims into
accepting Hindu civilization as the mother civilization. Muslims must be Hindus first to
symbolize their Indianness, followed by their Muslimness.74 The cross currents of
xenophobic nativism, religious extremism and chauvinistic nationalism had led the Sangh
Parivar to take up cudgels against refugees from Bangladesh for the simple reason that they
were Muslims. Conversely the Hindu refugees from Kashmir are portrayed as victims of
Muslim Fundamentalism.75
6.10 Report by Committee/Tribunal
Rajinder Sachar Committee formed by Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh to
investigate and solve the social, economic and educational problems of Indian Muslims
uncovered the overt discrimination in 2006. The report of the committee concluded that the
Muslims comprising about eleven percent of the population accounted for forty percent of
the prison population, receive less than five percent of the government jobs, receive
substantially lower bank rates and suffer from higher rates of illiteracy. The report
acknowledged the backwardness of Muslims.
―Fearing for their security, Muslims are increasingly resorting to living in ghettos around the
country.‖ The report further says that being branded as anti-National terrorists and agents of
Pakistan, ―has a depressing effect on their psyche and they live in a sense of despair and
suspicion.‖
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A three-day People‘s Tribunal after recording the testimonies of over forty

victims who had been arrested, harassed and tortured by police and state security agencies,
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emphasized in its interim report that a number of innocent young Muslims had been and are
still being victimized by the police on charges of terrorism in gross violation of law. The
People‘s Tribunal showed that police, intelligence agencies and even the judiciary are
constantly compromising civil liberties and constitutional rights all over India. Innocent
people were forced through torture and illegal detention to confess complicity in terrorist acts
with which they had no connection. The fight against terrorism, as emphasized by victims
has veered more and more towards witch hunting of Muslims.77 Even after the acquittal of
victims, they are not compensated for the destruction of their lives and reputations. 78
The testimonies before the tribunal showed widespread communalization of police across the
country. No action is taken against the police officials who cooked up cases against the
innocent. This impunity has led to police officials casually and callously picking up innocent
victims and exhorting money from them. This victimization and demonization of Muslims
has not only psychologically impaired the lives of the victims and their families but has led to
a strong sense of insecurity and alienation among other minorities of India. 79 The mounting
indiscriminate arrests, torture and detention of vast numbers of innocent Muslim youth across
the whole of India in the name of terrorism is a complete mockery of Indian claims to
secularism and democracy. At the same time that Muslims are frequently targeted Hindu
mobs are allowed to operate without any restraint and to wreak murder, mayhem and naked
terror not only on Muslims but on other minorities of India. 80
6.11

Hindu Terrorism Exposed

Hindu terrorism was exposed internationally when on April 6 th 2008 a bomb exploded in the
house of Bajrang Dal extremist in Nanded. Fake beards, maps and addresses of mosques and
houses of prominent Muslims were seized by the police. Investigations revealed that those
engaged in bomb making were Bajrang Dal activists who were also involved in bomb attacks
in other cities such as Parbhani, Puna and Jalva in 2003 and 2004.81 In connection with
Malegaon bomb blasts, Anti-Terrorism Squad arrested a serving Lt. Col Shrikant Purohit and
a retired army major Samir Kulkarniand having close ties with prominent politicians
associated with BJP, VHP, RSS and Bajrang Dal. Mumbai Anti- Terrorist Squad claimed that
Lieutenant Colonel Prasad Shrikant Purohit was also involved in 2007 Samjhota Express
blast,82 resulting in the death of sixty eight passengers, most of whom were Pakistanis.
Westerners are apprehensive of Muslim militants obtaining WMDs for use against Europe
and America but the latest investigation shows that instead of Muslims, Hindu terrorists
could easily obtain weapons of mass destruction and use it not only in their own country
against other communities but also against the West.83
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―Whenever there is a terror strike, Indian Muslims suffer twice over. They grieve for the
dead and then deal with the psychological trauma of being linked,‖ says Abdul Ansari, textile
transporter of Malegoan. Karkare, chief of Anti-Terrorist Squad, was probing the 2008 blast
planted in an anonymous motorcycle outside Abdul Ansari‘s office which resulted in the
death of six people. He was among the casualties of Mumbai‘s November terror strikes.
―Karkare ko mara gaya hai kyonki sub khulaasa ker rahe the. Ek umeed ki kiran the hum
logon ke liye, who bhie chali gayi.” 84 That Karkare‘s killing was targeted to stymie the
uncomfortable revelations of blast probe echoes through a cross-section of Malegaon‘s
seventy percent Muslims, the poorest town of Maharashtra. 85 Malegaon Muslims are
convinced that policemen fabricated investigation. The Times of India reported that police
had specific clues pointing to the involvement of right wing Hindu groups having links with
the youth wing of BJP in bomb blasts of Malegaon and Modasa. Daily News and Analysis
quoted an unnamed police officer: ―These blasts do not fit into the pattern of previous
attacks. And in most cases we have credible evidence to link it to Hindu groups. But the
question is, how practically are we willing to investigate.‖
6.12

86

Taj Oberoi Hostage Taking

After the hostage taking of Taj, Oberoi and the Nariman Building Javed Anand a writer and
secretary general of activist group Muslims for a Secular Democracy said that BJP would
now exploit the Hindu prejudice that all terrorists are Muslims and all Muslims are loyal to
Pakistan. Even as the Mumbai terror attack was unfolding Indian media and leadership
keeping in line with the adage truth is the first casualty of war pointed finger towards
Pakistan. Be it terror attacks, political upheavals or the epidemic of plague in Indian states, it
has always been Indian psyche to blame Indian Muslims, Pakistan and ISI for all its woes
and worries. The Godhra train carnage, Gujarat massacre, Samjhota Express inferno,
Malegaon butchery all were blamed on Pakistan and Muslims. Independent inquiries later
revealed the real culprits to be others.87
The proverb, give the dog a bad name and hang him is faithfully followed. Besides being
blamed for November 26th attack, Pakistan was also blamed for attack on Indian Parliament
on 13th December 2001. India cried wolf and moved its army onto the borders. When on 11 th
July 2006, Mumbai was shaken by seven explosions, the finger was pointed towards Pakistan
though later withdrawn due to lack of evidence. 88 Shiv Sena‘s party MP Sanjay Raut said
after the terror attacks that not a single Pakistani player will ever set foot in India, adding that
it had always been Sena‘s policy to discourage any kind of interaction between Pakistanis
and Indians. In the past also the Sena objected to Pakistan‘s cricket team playing in India and
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recently opposed a concert by Pakistan ghazal maestro Ghulam Ali and other artistes from
Pakistan.89
On issues such as Islam, nuclear capability, terrorism and Kashmir there is almost complete
consensus. The mindset of Bania-Brahman is shown very clearly in media outbursts. The
ugly and hidden face of Hindu militancy becomes very clear by Maharashtra, Gujarat,
Madhya Pradesh, Utter Pradesh and Malegaon blasts. Extremist men and women like Sadhvi
Pragya Singh Thakur and organizations like RSS and RJM (Rashtriya Jagran Manch) have
attained prominence with the recent riots. 90 Women emerging as key communal players are
the catalyst in worsening the fragile edifice of the Indian society. Malegaon bomb blasts
exposed the Indian army‘s role.91 After the Mumbai blasts, the ghost of anti-Muslim and antiPakistan politics was up again with more fanfare and glamour of Hindutva. The Muslims of
India‘s financial capital have been pushed to dons and underworld. The city has served and is
still serving as a safe haven for political terrorists like Raj Thackeray and his uncle the more
famous, Bal Thackeray while Shabana Azmi, a Muslim cannot purchase a house of her own
in Mumbai.92 Sonia Gandhi and even BJP‘s L.K.Advani are afraid of challenging the
Hindutva cubs in India‘s celebrated cosmopolitan city. India‘s one hundred and fifty million
Muslims are often branded as fifth column and looked on with distrust and disgust in the
Hindu-majority India.
Muslims feel that state is also biased against them. ―The politicians are after our vote, the
police in hot pursuit of us‖, Shahid Siddiqui, editor of Urdu weekly Nai Duniya says,
―Muslims aren‘t the only people the state is biased against. Many underprivileged
communities and the poor have faced prejudice from society and the state. But the situation
today is more lethal for Muslims because an individual can become a national hero by
showing bias against them.‖ 93 So if Narendra Modi can become an iconic political figure,
why should an ordinary policeman care if innocent Muslims are arrested in the hunt for
terrorists. Ajit Doval former IB chief also believes that government agencies behave in a way
leading certain individuals and communities to believe that their response is biased.94 Zahir
Jan Muhammad a director at Amnesty International and eye-witness of 2002 Gujarat riots
explains, ―to succeed in India, Indian Muslims often had to prove they were Indians, now
they must also prove that they are not Muslim terrorists or Pakistani sympathizers.‖ 95
Indian Muslims who want to break into the upper echelons of Indian society need to abdicate
their allegiance to their faith and proclaim their faith towards India as their belief system. It
implies the notion that Indian Muslims are less Indian or perhaps suspected because they
really have allegiance elsewhere.96 The Indian Muslims were not left with much space to
manoeuver and accepted the status of newly freed South American slaves without having a
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leadership of the stature and vision of Frederick Douglass and Booker.T.Washington. 97 With
the growing Hinduization and the penetration of Saffron groups in the government Muslims
suffered like Jews in Europe. Dalits‘ conversion to Buddhism was tolerable, but their
conversion to Islam and Christianity was not, as these religions were foreign. While the
Muslims constituted important vote bank for Congress, fundamentalist organizations used
them as levers and bait to gain populist support. 98 Events in Afghanistan, Iran and Central
Asia, growing defiance in Kashmir and strained relations with Pakistan and Bangladesh were
put forward to substantiate the exaggerated fear of a Muslim Fundamentalism harbouring
extra-regional support and pretensions. Indian Muslims were portrayed as the enemy within,
in league with Pan-Islamic forces elsewhere.99 Allegations of Muslim extra-territorial
loyalties found an ear and easy support among the Hindus. In order to broaden their
constituency, Fundamentalist parties gave exaggerated statistics on Muslim population,
growth and representation in jobs.100
6.13 Christians---also a Target
Besides Muslims other minority communities are facing the same threat at the hands of
Hindu Fundamentalists. Christians constituting 2.6 percent of the total population of India,
the second largest minority, are suffering from the same maltreatment that has become the
fate of the Indian Muslims and are considered equally alien. Christian missionaries began
their activities in India during the first century A.D with St.Bartholomew working in coastal
region of Maharashtra and St.Thomas in Malabar, present day Kerala.101 But not much is
heard of Christians until the later part of fifteenth century when the Portuguese occupied
Goa.102 When the British government took over power after the failure of war of 1857, began
the missionary era in India. Christian missionaries laid great stress on education and founded
hundreds of schools and institutions where the converts after studying got to positions of
prominence and authority. Though the masses remained poor, the new position of Indian
Christians enabled them to rub shoulders with the upper caste Hindus, deeply resented by the
latter.
After independence long nursed grievances mushroomed into demands for revenge and along
with Muslims, Christians also had to bear the brunt. The missionaries in India were dubbed
as agents of imperialism and were asked to merge themselves into Hinduism or live at the
sweet will of Hindus.103 One of the earliest attempts against change of religion was an order
of the Madhya Pradesh government forbidding anyone to convert a person from one religion
to another except in the presence of a Magistrate. This order was obviously a denial of the
right of propagation and a manifestation of fundamentalist tendencies. After Nehru‘s death,
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Orissa state legislative assembly passed an anti-conversion law.104 All this was done in spite
of the fact that after independence there was and had been no significant conversion to
Christianity, the only increase in number being through birth and rural-urban immigration.
In 1955, the Indian government restricted the additions and replacement of missionaries.
Special permission had to be taken for opening new missions and missionaries were banned
from preaching in tribal and border areas. Not content with this, some of the missionaries
were even expelled from India though they had been in India for many years. When the
government decided to ban the evangelical work of the foreign missionaries, prominent
Christian leaders protested that ―If the declaration of Dr.Katju is correct then he should be the
first to admit that India committed the greatest blunder in its history when its sons and
daughters went about spreading Buddhism in all the lands of South East Asia.‖ 105
6.14 The Real Face of Hinduism
All attempts to cloak the basic strand of militarism in the garb of pacifism however, have
failed to conceal the real face of Hinduism. The militarism directly or indirectly, consciously
or unconsciously creeps into the policy statements and declarations of diplomats. The
statement of Indian Defence Minister at the time of aggression against Goa serves as a proof.
When the whole world was unanimously condemning the Goa aggression of December 1961,
the Minister defended his country thus: ―As you are aware we have not abjured violence in
regard to any country who violates our interests. How force shall be used and when and
where are matters for governments in their discretion.‖
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After the Babri Masjid episode the anti-Christian campaign got strengthened and more than
hundred churches and Christian institutions were attacked in a few months following
demolition of Babri Masjid. ―Priests were beaten up and murdered, nuns raped, churches and
schools demolished, Bibles burnt and graveyards desecrated.‖
6.15

107

Malevolent Activities against Christians Intensified

Though the violence against Christians also originated from Gujarat but it soon spread to
other parts of India. During the days of Christmas this campaign was intensified. It is
estimated that from the 25th December 1998 to 3rd January 1999, about sixteen churches were
burned down, six shops looted, three educational institutions attacked and nine prominent
Christian figures were assaulted.‖108 All this was part of RSS and VHP plan of Hinduising
the Indian society. VHP launched attacks on Parish members to rid the Indian districts of
Christianity. The attacks on Christian missionaries took place where they were in minority
and lived in isolated groups. VHP dared not touch Goa and Kerala‘s Christians. When the
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Sangh Parivar was implicated by all the investigators they came forward with the theory that
when those with means try to impose their views and religion on those who are deprived and
forcibly convert the poor, the natives rise spontaneously to attack the Christian churches and
missionaries.109 In fact Sangh Parivar‘s violence is directed against physical symbol, the
Church and all those connected with it so that their approach to the poor and downtrodden is
blocked. Not only Muslims but Christians are also aliens in the land of Kali Mata. This
ideology is converted into violence by VHP and Bajrang Dal who follow Golwalkar‘s
statements: ―In Hindustan exists the ancient Hindu nation and naught else but the Hindu
nation. All those not belonging to national race i.e. Hindu race naturally fall out of the pale of
real ―National‖ life.‖ 110
According to this verdict all those who are not Hindus must adopt Hindu culture, glorify
Hindu traditions or become subordinates to the Hindu nation, claiming no privileges.
Therefore unleashing of violence against alien Christians becomes justified, conveniently
forgetting the fact that Christianity came to India nineteen centuries ago with the
establishment of the first church in Kerala in 52 A.D. Sangh Parivar is not alone in this
dangerous game. While Sangh Parivar engineered attacks against Christians the BJP
government aided hatred by ordering a communal census reminiscent of Nazi Germany. The
complaints of violence filed by Christians and Muslims led to the formation of a fact finding
team by the Minorities Commission. The report of the team declared that constitutional
provisions regarding Fundamental Rights had been violated in the BJP-led state of Gujarat.
Some of the offences were punishable under sections 295-298 of the Indian Penal Code.111
The Andhra Pradesh Civil Liberties Committee concluded: ―A concerted campaign by
Hindutva forces is responsible for the spate of recent anti-minorities atrocities in Gujarat.‖ 112
The Justice Venugopal Inquiry Commission report about Kanyakumari riots also indicted the
fundamentalist parties. ―RSS adopts a militant attitude and sets itself up as the champions of
what it considers to be the right of Hindus against minorities. It has taken upon itself to teach
the minorities their place and if they are not willing to learn their place, then to teach them a
lesson.‖
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So there is nothing ‗spontaneous‘ about the well-planned attacks of RSS and Sangh Parivar.
Christian missionaries had been blamed since long for forcing illiterate lower caste Hindus to
convert to Christianity. RSS had already launched a holy crusade against the Christian
missionaries but with the coming into power of BJP a three year plan was introduced to bring
back converted Hindus into the fold of Hinduism. Ashok Singhal, the VHP president said,
―Christians were manipulating to propagate their religion and wipe out Hinduism from this
country. Christian militancy funded by foreign powers was spreading its tentacles in the
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country. The missionaries secret agenda was to convert the poor and backward Hindus to
Christianity and the church was organizing its private armies.‖
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He even alleged that Noble prize for Mother Teresa and Amarrya Sen was also part of
Christian conspiracy as both served the Christian cause in India. 115 Surrendra Kumar Jain,
national convener of Bajrang Dal even threatened ―to launch a Second Quit India Movement
this time against the Christians to purge the country.‖ 116 Anti-Christian violence has
increased during the past few years particularly in the states ruled by BJP such as Gujarat and
Maharashtra. Different acts at different times drew the attention of the public but the most
horrifying of all was the burning of Father Graham Stewart Staines along with his sons while
they were asleep in a jeep in January1999. ―It was the activists of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad
and Bajrang Dal who were taking law into their hands which posed a serious threat to peace
in Gujarat. Many of the attacks on minorities took place after these organizations had
whipped up the local passions against alleged conversions and alleged forced inter-religious
marriages - Our investigations revealed that in most cases these were entirely baseless
allegations.‖
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Father Graham Staines worked amongst the leprosy patients of Orissa in Keonjhar. He was
burnt to death by an activist of Bajrang Dal, Dara Singh and his followers. Sangh Parivar
flatly refused to acknowledge the presence of Bajrang Dal in Orissa. VHP‘s Mumbai
president Ashok Chowgule said that the act was done in protest against the proselytizing
activities of Father Staines.118 However, one of BJP‘s leaders Mandalal Khurana let the cat
out of the bag at the cost of his ministry. ―There is enough proof that Dara Singh was with
the Bajrang Dal. I could not take it anymore after the torching incident in Orissa.‖
6.16
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Dangs---A Special Target

As the Hindu fundamentalists were bent upon rampaging the Christians, a special Christian
bashing movement started in Dangs district of Gujarat. It was claimed that forty percent of
the population had embraced Christianity. Father Cedric Prakesh of United Christian Forum
for Human Rights denied that there was any forcible conversion of people to Christianity.120
The Congress President of Gujarat state also confirmed that there were no conversions going
on in Dangs.121 Still the Fundamentalists did not budge from their stand ―We will not stop till
the last Christian missionary is driven out of Dangs.‖
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Till the entry of VHP and Hindu Jagran Manch in 1999 Dangs was free of tension. It was
VHP that spread the Hindu identity as part of its political aims. When four Nuns of
Nawapada Jhalwa were raped in September 1998, BJP‘s B.L.Sharma, also the national
secretary of VHP defending the anti-Christian wave, stated that it was the work of patriotic
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youth, protesting against the proselytizing activities of the Christians. 123 Giriraj Kishore
general secretary of VHP declared ―Today Christianity constitutes a greater threat than
collective threat from separatist Muslim elements.‖ 124
Mushirul Hassan, a well known columnist commented that BJP‘s well known communal
movement against Muslims which catapulted it to power, stopped paying off after the 1992
destruction of Babri Masjid. Since then BJP has been in search of a new enemy with the aim
of uniting Hindu votes in one block. ―The heat is off the Muslims, it is now on the
Christians.‖
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The Khaleej Times analyzed that it was a new political dimension to the

fundamentalists campaign tacitly supported by the BJP. 126
The Fundamentalists feeling threatened by the Congress did not spare even Sonia Gandhi. A
dirty campaign against Sonia was started to get the support of Hindu Fundamentalists and
deprive Sonia led Congress of Hindu votes. It was alleged that instead of Ram Raj Sonia
intended to bring Rome Raj.127 The most absurd allegation by the Sangh Parivar was that
western Christian powers with the help of Sonia Gandhi and Vatican would take over India
by the year 2001 as the Christian countries have funded Christian churches. They
conveniently forgot that VHP has survived mostly on funds and it is one of the major
organizations receiving funds from Hindus all over the world. The government as usual tried
to understate the whole situation. Prime Minister Vajpaee visited the affected areas on
December 5th 1995 and remarked that the Dangs incidents were overplayed for political
reasons128 and acclaimed the maintenance of law and order situation successfully by the state
government.129 To add fuel to fire BJP government called for an investigation into foreign
funding for Christian missionaries.130 The Economist advised that the BJP must at least
pretend to disavow the fundamentalists to retain power.131
The Christian bashing has become a permanent feature of Hindu extremism. They vow to
keep fighting against Christian imperialism132 as Christians should be cut down to size for the
establishment of Hindu Rashtra. ―Hindu militants are trying to minimize the tremendous
influence we have on education. We are being harassed for the accomplishment of their
ideology of one nation, one people, and one culture.‖
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Sangh Parivar‘s main propaganda is directed against the use of force, coercion and
inducement for conversion and that is why violence is justified against Christians. Article 25
of the Indian Constitution gives every citizen the fundamental right to profess, practice and
propagate one‘s religion. Conversions are not banned in Indian Constitution as it would go
against the fundamental rights of the people and the doors of re-conversion will be closed.
Dalits and Adivasis were forced to join other religions such as Jainism and Buddhism
because of India‘s tyrannical caste structure and exclusionism practiced by the higher
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castes.134 It was his frustration to secure equal rights for Shudras that led Dr. Ambedkar to
think that converting to Buddhism could be helpful in attaining social justice. He
complained: ―Scheduled Castes have not got the measure of protection under the National
Government of free India which they had enjoyed under the British rule…………people say
we have got freedom but I do not admit that we, the scheduled caste people have got
freedom.‖ 135
Like the Muslims, Christians mostly occupy the lower occupational tier. They are farm
labourers, peasants, tenants with very few having white-collar jobs. They face discrimination
while applying for jobs. In Bangalore, they were told quite openly, ―You have had your days
before. Now you have no British to protect you.‖
The Christians have to use Hindu surname to hide their identity. 136 Politically, the Indian
Christians are not organized having no political party or political group of their own. With
the abolition of separate electorates, Christians are not in a position to contest elections and
have no strong voting block within any major political party. A few Christian representatives
come from Southern India where Christian concentration is visible in certain pockets. As far
as forcing the people to convert is concerned the following report says it all: ―The team could
find no instance of forced conversions in areas it visited. Indeed in MP, Orissa and
Maharashtra, Christian missionaries were engaged not in conversion but in social work. The
number of conversions were negligible and even the number of Christians was small. In
Keonjar district, where Father Staines and his sons were murdered the Christian population
according to the census of 1991 was 0.31% which was the same as a decade earlier.‖
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If force and inducement had worked, the presence of one thousand, nine hundred and fifty
years of Christianity and two hundred years of British rule would have left more than half of
India‘s population Christians. The fundamentalists state that Hindus are a nation for the last
five thousand years. All non-Hindu religions are alien and anti-national, hence conversion
means changing of nationality. This manufactured propaganda is the best justification for
attacking Christian missionaries and churches. The real problem however, lies somewhat
deeper. After getting converted the Adivasis get a new sense of honour and dignity and
refuse to submit to the dictates of the higher castes. They also get better educated and aspire
for better jobs and start questioning the very status quo of the Hindu society and the class
hierarchy. Rich peasants are the contributors of Sangh Parivar who are served by the
Adivasis. The Adivasis‘ rise in social status due to education and learning would decrease the
number of Adivasis serving the supporters of Sangh Parivar.
The North Eastern region of India comprising of seven states: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam,
Mizoram, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura and Manipur has been a hotbed of insurgency since
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independence. Economically this region is scantily developed with poor communication
system, engendering a sense of deprivation and neglect among the people which helped the
Christian missionaries in furthering their cause. The cause of concern for Indian government
is not just the spread of Christianity but the political consciousness and awareness which
enables the tribals to assert themselves for a better status in independent India. 138 In many
towns the Christian and the non-Christian populations had been living in harmony till recent
past. It is the Sangh Parivar that has whipped up anti-Christian hysteria and manipulated
minor issues to create friction and hatred.
The Ghar Vapsi programme by the VHP and Sangh Parivar is not accidental or spontaneous
but well-planned and well-targeted. Sangh Parivar declares all Adivasis as Hindus even
though their rituals and festivals have nothing in common with Hinduism and tried to impose
forcefully the Hindu culture and customs on Adivasis. ―The fast pace at which they are push
through Brahmanisation of Adivasis will create a lot of turbulence in society which may not
be able to cope with change.‖ 139
6.17 Orissa Violence
On 23rd August 2008, Lakshmananda Saraswati, Orissa‘s Hindu nationalist icon, was
murdered with four disciples in Jalespeta in Kandhamal district. The following morning a
procession of thousands of people having all the weapons to kill and material to burn houses
and churches led by Bajrang Dal attacked Kandhamal where the Christians lived and had a
field day while the administration connived at the whole process.140 State authorities alleged
the attackers were Maoists and a group subsequently claimed the murder. But the Sangh
Parivar put the blame on Christian community even though no evidence indicated armed
mobilization of the Christians of Orissa. Gouri Prasad Rath, Geeneral Secretary, VHP, Orissa
stated: ―Christians have killed Swami ji. We will give a befitting reply. We would be forced
to opt for violent protests if action is not taken against the killers.‖ 141 The logic went that
surely the Christians would have wanted him dead. 142 Mobs quickly reacted and targeted
Christian establishments not just in Kandhamal district but in twelve out of Orissa‘s thirty
districts. Churches were also vandalized in the southern Indian state of Karnatka and in the
coastal city of Mangalore.
Although religiously motivated violence against Christians is not new for India‘s Christians,
nothing on the scale as witnessed in Orissa has ever been seen. All India Christian Council
denounced it as ―the worst attack on the Christian community in the history of democratic
India.‖143 In fact the violence was the culmination of a long and hitherto unnoticed process of
vilifying Christians and demonizing religious conversions in that area. The name most
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associated with this was the local VHP figurehead, Swami Lakshmananda Saraswati. Swami
was left by law enforcers to perpetrate hate speech and continue his campaign against
religious conversions. He pioneered the Hinduisation of Kandhamal since 1969. While
converting two hundred Bonda Adivasi Christians to Hinduism in Malkangiri in October
2005, Saraswati said: ―How will we make India a completely Hindu country? The feeling of
Hindutva should come from within the hearts and minds of all the people.‖ 144
Christian conversions are storied as debilitating to majority status of Hindus while Muslims
are projected as infiltrators from Bangladesh dislocating the Oriya and Indian nation.
Conversions from Hinduism to Christianity and Islam have been present historically among
Dalits and Adivasis to escape caste oppression and social stigma. The Indian Constitution has
allowed religious conversions but VHP called for a law banning non-Hindu religious
conversions in 2006 and in 2008 urged religious conversion be decreed a heinous crime
against India.145 After finding it difficult to convert politicized Adivasi and Dalit Christians
to Hinduism, Sangh Parivar has now changed its tactics and is now concentrating on the
Hinduisation of Adivasis through their participation in Hindu rites and rituals. Converts to
Christianity are charged under the draconian Orissa Freedom of Religion Act while Hindutva
perpetrators of forcible conversions are not. The Sangh contends that ‗Ghar Vapsi‘ campaign
is not conversion but ‗re-conversion‘ or return to original faith, Hinduism. The Orissa
prevention of Cow Slaughter Act 1960 is utilized to target livelihood practices of all those
engaged in cattle trade and cow slaughter such as Adivasis, Dalits and Muslims.
The series of church attacks witnessed in the Indian state of Orissa on the eve of Christmas
festival exposed the hollowness of Indian claim to be a secular state. The Hindu revivalist
influence over the society can be gauged from the fact that the Hindus backed by VHP
torched and ransacked a number of churches. The church managements were also threatened
to make amendments in the building designs.
―We did not expect the UPA at the centre to be so ineffective and uncaring about our plight
in Orissa and Karnataka. But they are callous because Christians do not make a vote bank.
They don‘t want to alienate Hindus and that must be why they are not coming down hard on
the Bajrang Dal and other Sangh Parivar outfits.‖ 146 says Father Dominic Emmanuel,
spokesperson of Delhi Catholic Church. As in Gujarat, the burning of a train compartment
provided the impetus, in Orissa it was the death of swami. There is ample proof that Gujarat
police were ordered not to act. In Orissa the police had similar instructions to act as silent
spectators.
The rape of a nun would have gone unnoticed if The Hindu had not published the story on its
front page. Why is it that the Orissa government was unaware of the rape till ‗The Hindu‘
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reported it. All that Naveen Patnaik, Orissa Chief Minister said was that the rape was
―shocking and savage.”
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The riot victims languishing in refugee camps were not visited by

anyone from the administration.
Naveen Patnaik‘s government should have been dismissed by the centre but the instructions
sent to the Orissa government were more of an advice than an order, as the government of
Manmohan Singh at centre was afraid of BJP. Similarly no action was taken against the state
governments of Karnatka and Madhya Pradesh for their callousness. It is said that in view of
impending elections Congress was hesitant to take action lest it should alienate Hindu vote.
While India and the world contemplate the causes and consequences of Mumbai terror
attacks, India‘s other terrorism was ignored.148 From August to October 2008 organized
Hindu extremist groups RSS, VHP and Bajrang Dal attacked and killed innocent people
mostly Christians in Orissa. Father Akbar Digal was beheaded after he refused to convert to
Hinduism while Gayadhar Digal a Hindu was hacked to death simply for being sympathetic
to Christians. Some of the people were buried alive and those who took refuge in forests
were hunted there and were threatened of dire consequences on their return. These attacks
were so systematic that roads were blocked after cutting down trees and telephone lines were
disconnected. Mobs raised such slogans as ―Christians must become Hindus or die. Kill
them. Kill them. Kill them.”
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Violence continued for weeks without any intervention by the

state. Perpetrators enjoyed impunity while the state looked on. The Mumbai attacks have
shown that security forces can act and kill if the targets are Westerners and expensive hotels.
In Orissa victims were still being buried alive two months after the violence started.
Manmohan Singh, the Prime Minister did not ban the parties and groups responsible for
Orissa killings because of impending elections. Orissa‘s Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik is
not a Hindu religious zealot but is beholden to parties who want to use Orissa violence to
rally votes.
6.18

Violence against Sikhs

Though the minorities in almost every country of the world are not treated at par with the
majority, the lot of the minorities in India is particularly miserable. The revivalist tendencies
and the zeal with which the Hindu culture is enforced at every level has alienated the
minorities and non-Hindu groups in the country. Sikhs constitute less than two percent of the
entire population of India but weild influence far exceeding their numbers. The largest
concentrations of Sikhs besides East Punjab are in Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Delhi, Jammu
and Kashmir, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and West Bengal. 150 The Sikhs had
already been mobilized by their leadership for political power and economic resources before
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partition and later the Sikh political party Akali Dal supported the creation of independent
Sikh state to counter Hindu dominance.151 After the partition the Indian authorities took great
care to settle Sikhs in such a manner that the numerical strength of Hindus remained
undisturbed all over East Punjab.152 This was done so as to apprehend the presence of Sikhs
in a strategically important province. To assuage the Sikh feelings, in May 1948 a Sikh
majority province was created comprising Sikh states of Patiala, Nabha, Jind, Kapurthala
and Faridkot known as PEPSU (Patiala and East Punjab State Union). The postIndependence scenario in Punjab made many Sikhs bitter for casting their lot with Hindus.
Master Tara Singh‘s example best illustrates this disenchantment. Quaid‘s best efforts could
not convince him to cast his community‘s lot with the Muslims. After siding with the Hindus
he charged them with forcing their religion down minorities throat. The slogan of secularism
was simply a cloak to crush the minorities as people in jails were made to recite Raghupati
Raghav Raja Ram against their will.1513 Tara Singh also accused the Hindus of ―forgetting
their solemn promises, of being obsessed with the idea of dominating others and of forcing
the Sikhs to accept humiliation quietly.‖
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―Resurgence of militant Hinduism has since 1947 completely taken control of the scene in
free India. Emphasis on Sanskrit, ramming of Hindi down the unwilling throats of non-Hindi
speaking people, insistence on performance of Hindu rituals at State functions and aggressive
attitude towards minority communities have become the order of the day.‖ 155
With the resurgence of Hinduism extremist Hindu parties like Jana Sangh started persuading
Punjabi speaking Hindus to adopt Hindi in place of their mother tongue. Punjab was
reorganized in 1966 and Hindi-speaking areas of Punjab were allotted to the new state of
Haryana. However, the Sikhs continued demanding rgreater autonomy, inclusion of
Chandigarh into Punjab‘s territory, increased share of river waters over non-riparian states
like Haryana and Rajasthan.156 During the Operation Bluestar the holiest shrine of Sikhs
Golden temple was severely damaged. Around three thousand Sikhs deserted the Indian army
after this tragedy 157 and almost the same number were killed in the wake of the assassination
of Indira Gandhi. Operation Bluestar was followed by similar other operations aimed at
containing violence through violence. Hundreds of Sikh youths were killed in fake
encounters and thousands put behind bars.
6.19 Dispute with Buddhism
Siddharta Gautum Buddha laid the foundation of Buddhism. He laid great stress on Ahimsa,
rejected the superiority of caste and repudiated the authority of Vedas. When Mohammad
Bin Qasim entered sub-continent in 712 A.D, Raja Dahir was ruling over his Buddhist
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subjects who were ruthlessly persecuted. Nowadays, only a few Buddhists remain in India.
Just like Babri Masjid a dispute exists regarding the Mahabodi Temple at Gaya which was
taken by Hindu priests very tactfully. In spite of repeated demands the VHP-BJP combine is
not willing to hand over the Buddhist Temple to the Buddhists, insisting on the assumption
that it was built on the ruins of some Hindu temple. 158
6.20

Indian Secularism Receded to Background

Since the early 1990s a struggle is going on between Indian secularism and Hindu
Fundamentalism where the former is largely on the defensive. The struggle of Kashmiris,
Sikh struggle in Punjab, conversion of low caste Hindus to Christianity have given the
Fundamentalists extra mileage to play upon the insecurities and the minority complex of the
majority India.The leaders and publicists of India have always projected it as a secular state
and tried to sell its secular image abroad to get good gains. But the constitution of India is not
as secular as the Indians would like the world to believe. According to Article 16(2) of the
Indian Constitution a citizen can be rendered ineligible for state office or employment on the
basis of religion. Admission to any state-owned or state-supported educational institution can
be refused on the basis of religion as stated by Article 29 (2). Certain legislative measures
such as 1955 Hindu Marriage Act, Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act of 1956 and
Hindu Succession Act of 1956 discriminate against Hindu converts to other religions and lay
down ―definite penalties‖ for the ―exercise of freedom of conscience‖ if it leads one outside
the fold of Hinduism, thus discouraging conversions from Hinduism and reinforcing religious
status quo.159 Under Article 25(2) and other provisions of part III of the Constitution, the
State has the power to restrict the freedom of the individual to choose the religion he would
like to profess, in the interest of public order, morality and health. 160 The Indian state also
enjoys wide powers of interference in religious matters under the same Article. The Indian
Constitution also provides for state contributions to Hindu temples and shrines. 161 A secular
state is recognized by its separation of temporal and sacerdotal but the Indian Constitution,
―Vests immense powers in the state over the affairs of the church…The state can amend and
reform religious doctrine, dogma and laws…The state can give direct or indirect financial aid
to religious institutions. It can make religion a ground for discrimination amongst or
classification of citizens.‖
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Not only Muslims but all the non-Hindu groups are accorded a satellite status after getting
assimilated and integrated into the Hindu social system, but they are not allowed co-existence
at par with Hinduism. As the Muslims had been the conquerors so a legacy of hatred had
been handed down from generation to generation. To quote an Italian proverb, vengeance
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never dies, so the partition holocaust and periodic pogroms against Muslims can only be
explained as the bursting of a long smouldering embers of Hindu vengeance into a fierce
flame.163
The rise of Hindu Fundamentalism signifies the consolidation of Hindu Zionism which
perceives all the communities except Hindus as alien. By stressing a ‗back-to-roots‘ legacy,
the ideological conflict is actually between India and Bharat, constitutional name of the
country reinforcing the forces of New Hinduism, Hindu Fundamentalism can be viewed as a
sheer irredentism of ambitious proportions that openly aims and unequivocally works for a
complete transformation of the polity and society in India. 164 No doubt India‘s racial,
religious, linguistic and cultural groups must achieve a certain degree of integration but
assimilation is not the same thing as integration and integration does not stand for a ―uniform
secular nation‖.165 What is needed most is ―a rational view of life, a secular approach to
social relations, a feeling for justice in public affairs and above all else…the acceptance in
the political realm of the belief that the prime unit of the polity should be the nation-state.‖166
Such an approach would ensure equal opportunities and chances to all the diverse religious
and cultural groups of India without anyone suffering from disabilities. Otherwise all the
minorities of India would be reduced to the status of Scheduled Castes.
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Chapter: 7

TOWARDS HINDU RASHTRA
7.1

Riots: An Everyday Feature

Post Independent India has suffered from communal violence time and again. Communal
violence can be defined as murderous violence unleashed by people belonging to a particular
religious community on those of other within the territorial jurisdiction of the same state
system without being at war with any other state.
At the time of independence it was propagated that the Indian National Congress,
permeated with the spirit of Gandhism and Nehruism would eliminate the problems of
untouchability, caste and community and usher in a society founded on harmonious existence
and equality of all citizens irrespective of caste, class and community. It was also presumed
that State wedded to secularism would generate a humane, equalitarian and rationalist
climate cutting at the roots of caste, class and community. But that rosy picture turned out to
be not only moonshine but a nightmare.1
Besides Muslims and Christians the Harijans have also come under attack. When Congress
ruled under Indira Gandhi, almost forty thousand cases of atrocities on Harijans were
recorded. During the Janata regime also a number of Harijans were killed, women raped and
tortured, houses burnt and the lands allocated to them grabbed. They were reduced to
landless labourers or pauperized

landholders.2

The atrocities against Harijans were

assiduously stimulated by the State and financed and supported by the fundamentalist parties.
It is common knowledge now that Congress was closely associated with Hindu institutions
and its leaders, used the Hindu religious symbols and idioms like the cult of Kali, Ganpati,
Ram Rajya and religious fairs and festivals for Hindu nationalist mobilization. In the United
Provinces, several Congressmen actively campaigned against cow slaughter, patronized
Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Nagri Pracharini Sabha, Arya Samaj and Gaurakshini Sabha. 3 The
Swadeshi in Bengal which had unmistakable revivalist overtones despite its contribution to
anti-colonial struggle was actively supported by the Congressites. The glory of India‘s past
was constantly referred to in the arguments of the Congress nationalists which provided an
impetus to revivalist thinking and ideology.4 In different ways and at different times Gandhi
employed the cult of Shivaji and Tilak both of whom represented these tendencies of Hindu
revivalism.
It was thought that artificial divisions created by the colonial government would come to an
end. How unprophetic this belief was, is proved by the communal riots that keep on
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occurring with greater intensity and ferocity. Riots between Hindus and Muslims had
occurred even before the partition. The first riot of which an authentic version is available,
took place at Ahmadabad in 1730. Business and trade activities remained suspended for four
days. After an appeal to the Emperor, peace was restored. 5
The District Gazetteer of Banaras describes a riot of 1809 in Banaras as ―one of those
convulsions which had frequently occurred in the past owing to religious antagonism
between the Hindu and the Mussalman sections of the population.‖ 6 Riots on the occasion of
religious festivals were a common feature. They were more intense in North India where
organized groups like Arya Samaj and Hindu Sangathan groups were active. The failure of
the Khilafat agitation and the resultant bitterness manifested itself in a number of riots.
Moplah riots of 1921 in the Malabar region of Kerala deserve a special mention because of
immense loss of life. The peak of communal frenzy was reached after the elections of 1946
and the celebration of ‗Direct Action Day‘ by Muslim League. Hindu brutality reached
fearful heights in Bihar and Uttar Pradesh and almost fifty thousand Muslims were
butchered.
In the riots of 1917-18 in Shahbad district of Bihar the organizer as well as the participants
were the high-caste Hindus, who incited their community as they had done in 1893. The
similarity between the riots of 1893 and 1917-18 was so striking that commissioner of
Gorakpur, M.L.Ferrar‘s account of 1893 riots could also be substituted for 1917-18. ―Our
rule was practically at an end for some time in certain parts of the district and the
Muhammadans were at the mercy of their enemies, having in most places saved their lives or
property by being forced to sign a document that they would not sacrifice cows. The Hindus
have so far won all along the line, slaying the Mussalmans and riding roughshod over them
in every way.‖ 7
Cow-slaughter was the most important factor, which led to bloody riots. Bihar and its
neighbouring districts in U.P have a consistent record of violence over the issue of cowslaughter.8 The riot that took place in Katar in 1917, ‗is a grim and moving story, the isolated
position of this Muslim village surrounded by big Hindu villages and the determination of
Muslims to resist‘. Similarly such attacks on the occasion of Eid-ul-Azha at Piro Bazaar,
Bhagalpur, Milki and Ibrahimpur were also led by high-caste Hindus, such as Brahmins and
Rajputs. In his judgment, H.L.L.Allanson, commented that such events went far beyond a
riot to stop qurbani (sacrifice) and opined that they were the result of a deliberately
engineered conspiracy to stir up religious passions against the Muslims.9
These riots in Bihar were due to Gaurakshini Sabhas active in the region with finances
provided by Rajas of Banaras and Darbhanga. These Gaurakshini Sabhas kept on increasing
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their strength and sphere of influence by distributing pamphlets and sending preachers to U.P
and Punjab. ―The preachers‘ success was so great that in certain villages, Muslims were not
allowed to draw water from village wells.‖ 10 A government report published before the riots
of 1893 proved prophetic, ―I do not feel satisfied that we enjoy immunity from an inroad of
riotous Hindus and if it takes place, there will be terrible bloodshed. The excitement among
Hindus here is so great and the League (Cow Preservation) so widespread that the material
for an uprising is among us even without external excitement.‖ 11
7.2

Distribution of Handbills Mobilizing People

An effective method of mobilizing one‘s community nowadays is the distribution of
handbills before and during the riots. In one of the riots the handbills read like this: ―Wipe
out those who have dishonoured your mothers and sisters; show them that the Muslims who
have insulted Hindu religion and molested our mothers and sisters will not be able to stay in
India.‖ 12 Similarly in 1979 in Jamshedpur a pamphlet was headlined, ―An appeal to religion
loving public of Jamshedpur‖. ―Till now the people have borne every cruelty peacefully, but
in the name of peace the Hindus of this area are being crushed.‖ 13 The effect this pamphlet
had on the people of Jamshedpur was clear from the riots that followed. In a single bill
female honour, religion, history and territory all are mentioned to exhort one‘s community to
take revenge. The other community could be held culpable on any of these counts; but being
pronounced guilty on all of them simultaneously plugs every kind of an escape route, any
space for sheer survival.14 Handbills are woven into a grand, evil design threatening not only
the Hindus and their religion but the country and the nation. In 1982 in Maharashtra a
handbill announced:
―There is well planned conspiracy behind the riots continuously occurring in the country.
From Morocco to Malaysia, India is the only country where Muslims are still in a minority.
Therefore constant efforts are made to increase the Muslim population by not accepting the
family planning programmes of the government and by converting Hindus to Islam. They are
dreaming of installing a Muslim government in this country by taking advantage of the
democratic system in India. They are in league with the Arab countries and on the strength of
their petro-dollars they are trying to make Indian Muslims anti-national and to create chaos in
the country.‖

15

Handbills giving exaggerated account of Jagannath temple incident were the cause of riots in
Ahmedabad. These bills found a receptive ear among people already fed with inflammatory
speeches. One Gujarat leaflet distributed by VHP in Ahmedabad in 1982 alleged, ―The
conversion of Harijans to Islam is not on account of their persecution by the upper caste
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Hindus but to the large amount of petro-dollars flowing into the country. Conversion of
Hindus had been an aim of the Muslims for the last one thousand years, from Mohammad
Ghouri upto Aurangzeb and then from Jinnah to Yahya Khan.‖
Dr Radhakrishnan was right---―If you believe in absurdities you will commit atrocities.‖16
One leaflet distributed by the RSS read as follows: ―How long will Hindu society go on
tolerating this anti-national conspiracy? If India does not sustain Hindu way of life who will?
Where else in the world can a Hindu take shelter.‖ 17
It is no coincidence that slogans like Pakistan jala do, Hindustan mai rehna hoga to Vande
Matram gana hoga are raised before and during the riots. The loyalty of every Indian Muslim
thus becomes suspect, for every Muslim is implicated in the grand conspiracy to subvert
India‘s existing identity. Amongst the most poisonous speeches during the past few years
have been delivered by Sadhavi Ritambhra. In her virulent speeches, she challenged the
manhood of those Hindus who would not attack and kill Muslims in riots. 18 Such speeches
are meant to incite Hindus into becoming a militant, aggressive community to protect the
honour of womenfolk, avenge the fabricated wrongs of history and defend the religion.
7.3

Outbreak of Riots due to Manipulation of Religious Sentiments and Cultural
Ethos

Outbreak of riots is more or less a regular feature of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan where violence erupts at regular intervals, somewhat like an epidemic of cholera or
plague. Religious and communal riots and tension is created by the skillful manipulation of
the religious sentiments and cultural ethos of a people by its elite which is aiming to realize
its own political and cultural aspirations. The apparent cause of the Jabalpur riot of 1961 was
the ‗elopement‘ of a Hindi girl with a Muslim boy. The real motives were quite sinister. The
boy was the son of a local ‗bidi‘ magnate who had gradually established control over the
local bidi industry. His Hindu competitors were not happy over the situation. They were
helped by local newspapers that fanned prejudices by spreading false rumors. Bidi industry
belonging to the Muslims suffered heavy losses during the riots. Calcutta, Jamshedpur,
Rourkela and Ranchi were engulfed in riots in 1964 when the holy relic of the Prophet
(SAW) was found missing from the Hazratbal mosque of Kashmir on the 27 th of December
1963. The incident had repercussions in Khulna (Bangladesh) and many Hindus migrated to
India. They carried exaggerated tales of their woes as a reaction of which Muslim population
of the above mentioned cities suffered badly. According to Additional Inspector General of
Orissa police, nearly two thousand Muslims were killed in Rourkela alone in the fifteen days
of riots.19
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7.4

Economic Rivalry Leading to Riots

Economic stagnation and rising unemployment heightens competition among segments of the
population. In Moradabad, for example, the affluent Muslims threatened Hindu dominance.
Muslims received large orders from West Asia.20 Hindus became hostile at the prospect of
losing business to Muslims. The spectre of Muslim dominance facilitated by Arab money
was raised. Fears were exaggerated regarding the creation of a ―Pakistan in the heartland of
Rohilkhand.‖21
In Muradabad, higher wages in the brass industry entrepreneurs lessened the importance of
the middlemen, often Hindus in business transactions. The Hindu middlemen thus edged out
began to rally around Jana Sangh, which had had its base among petty businessmen. This
class being very conservative and easily swayed by communal propaganda played their full
part in Moradabad riots. In medium sized towns like Aligarh, Jamshedpur, Moradabad,
Bhiwandi, Allahabad, Varnasi and Godhra the increasing prosperity of the Muslims led to
increased political aspirations, due to which the traditional Hindu political leadership felt
threatened. The political rivalry led to dangerous situations, sometimes riots. In Bhiwandi
Maharashtra which witnessed a major riot in 1970,Muslim political aspirations came in direct
conflict with the traditional Hindu leaders controlling the municipal politics which ultimately
led to riots. National press, as usual aggravated the tense situation. A leading English daily of
Moradabad summarily held the Muslim community responsible for starting the riots, as if the
community was obsessed and seized with a sudden wish to die!
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Specially targeted areas during the riots were those bearing signs of Muslim prosperity. F.
Rustamji, a former member of National Police Commission wrote: ―A riot does not occur in
a sleepy little village of Uttar Pradesh where all suffer equally, nor in a tribal village of
Madhya Pradesh where all are safe in their poverty. It occurs in Moradabad where metal
workers have built up a good industry, it occurs in Aligarh where lock makers have made
good, it occurs in Bhiwandi where power loom rivalries are poisonous, it occurs in Hatia and
Ahmedabad, Hyderabad and Jamshedpur where there are jobs to get, contracts to secure,
houses and shops to capture, it occurs in Agra and Ferozabad and in all other towns where
economic rivalries are serious and have to be covered up with the cloak of communalism.‖ 23
The worst part of the Post-Independence riots is that youth have been in the lead, in merciless
and brutal attacks on Muslims. Professionals such as doctors and engineers have been
swayed by communal passions.24 The influential people and those belonging to government
circles participated in the orgy of violence and looting with as shameless abandon as the
illiterate hoodlums.25 The hate campaigns and anti-minorities propaganda is carried out
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systematically not only to divert attention from the real issues but to portray all the minorities
and specially Muslims as the real culprits and villains. 26
This was the case in Ranchi, Bhiwandi, Varanasi, Jamshedpur in 1969, 1970, 1978 and 1979.
Along with handbills and inflammatory speeches, there were processions: ―More provocative
were the processions throwing gulal‟ into the mosques and playing music designed to hurt
religious sensibilities of Muslims.‖ 27
RSS consistently played a role in fomenting these riots. In Jamshedpur, RSS was assisted by
Tatas who organized meetings to provide a platform for the RSS. 28 The three member
judicial commission appointed by the government of Bihar to inquire into the causes of riots
in Jamshedpur held the administrative failure and the provocative behaviour of Hindu
Fundamentalists responsible for the riots. It specifically blamed three organizations: RSS,
BJP and its labour wing Bharitya Mazdoor Sangh for authoring, inciting and fomenting the
riots.The Madan Commission consisting of Justice D.P.Madan in its report submitted to the
government of Maharashtra after Bhiwandi and Jalgaon riots, observed: ―Noting that among
the persons killed in riots, as well as in police firing, Muslims had outnumbered Hindus, the
Commission had held branches of organizations like Shiv Sena, Bharatiya Jana Sangh, Hindu
Mahasabha responsible for fomenting tension.‖ 29 In Aurangabad riots in Maharashtra 1968,
it was never proved that those who attacked the temple were Muslims. Secondly spontaneous
retaliation would have made a dargah a few paces away from the temple, the natural target.
Instead the Hindu fury was directed against Muslim property. Large scale rioting started
more than twenty four hours after the incident and not immediately. The rioters were so well
prepared, they had full knowledge not only of the Muslim property but of the registration
numbers of the cars used by them. 30 The Hindu fundamentalists consider the Muslims an
unnecessary burden on the economy of the nation to such an extent that food problem
according to them could be solved by driving all the Muslims out of the country.
7.5

Stereotypes about Muslims

There are riots not only between Hindus and Muslims but also between Hindus and Jains,
Hindus and Buddhists, Hindus and Christians and Hindus and Sikhs. The Hindu
fundamentalist groups as part of the attack on the Nehru government and to demoralize
Indian Muslims described them as Pakistani agents and Pakistani Spies. Not only the
patriotism of Muslims was considered suspect by the fundamentalists, the bulk of Hindus
were made to believe that if they had not taken the aggressor‘s role, they would have been
the victims. Commenting on the riots of Ahmedabad in 1969 Jayaprakash Narayan said: ―The
division of India and creation of Pakistan resulted from communal riots. Pakistan would like
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that the same thing should happen again. If the rioting goes on and Muslims are able to say
that the government is unable to protect them they will ask for some territory to be given to
them where they can protect themselves and live in peace. This will mean second partition.
This is the interest for which the extremists and pro-Pakistani elements have been keeping up
the riots.‖

31

For the average Hindu the popular image of a Muslim has not changed over the years. The
song that all Muslims are essentially pan-Islamists, ready to lay down their lives in the
defense of the Karbala, is sung after every riot. Much is made of Islamic resurgence which is
supposed to have contributed to the assertiveness and aggressiveness of Muslims. It is aptly
said that wars are born in the minds of people. The average Hindu mind has been illustrated
by A.D.Gorwala as follows: ―To the Hindu, the Indian Muslim is a renegade or the son,
grandson or great grandson to the fourteenth degree of a renegade. He is either through
himself or through his ancestors, a man who has been false to the original faith, in which he
or they were born. Clearly then, he must be abinitio a doubtful character.‖
As Firdausi says ―In the end the wolf cub becomes a wolf. Even if he grows up among
men.‖32 This wolf then ruled for hundreds of years and robed, ravaged and looted India. And
when the British were anxious to hand over power, this wolf would not allow it to be done,
until the country was broken into two and he given his share. The pet thesis of Hindu
fundamentalists is that Muslims cause riots.
―The Muslims it is said, insist on rights and forget their duties towards the nation. They
provide first provocation in a variety of forms. The stoning of a Hindu procession; an attack
on a Hindu place of worship; desecration of the idols of Hindu deities; butchering of calves;
inflammatory speeches or slogans; superiority complex of the Muslims.‖ 33
As there was an upsurge in revivalism in late nineteenth century, communal riots occurred
with greater intensity and velocity. Growth of print media, faster modes of travel
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improved means of communication enabled the leaders of different shades to reach a wider
audience and make their voice heard over longer distances. The communalisation of Indian
politics and sectarian feelings generated by religious revivalists led to the outbreak of riots. It
is the fundamentalist chauvinist groups like the RSS and Jana Sangh who are interested in
perpetuating riots. Justice Jagmohan Reddy who enquired into riots in Ahmadabad observed:
―Another noticeable feature is the definite part played by the workers of local Jana Sangh and
Hindu Mahasabha or by persons having leanings towards them. There is definite evidence
that they took a leading part in the districts of Amreli, Banaskantha, Mehsana, Baroda and
there is evidence to show that they were inciting the crowds to riots.‖
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Same remarks were given by the enquiry commission of the Tellicherry riots as ―There is no
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doubt that RSS has taken active part in rousing anti-Muslim feelings among the Hindus of
Tellicherry

and

in

preparing

the

background

for

disturbances.‖36

Jitendra

Narain

Commission‘s findings about Jamshedpur riots of 1979 were: ―The Commission is of the
view that RSS with its extensive organization in Jamshedpur and which had close links with
Bharatiya Janata party and Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh had a positive hand in creating a
climate which was most propitious for the outbreak of disturbances that took place on the
11th of April 1979.‖ 37
The Hindu fundamentalist parties build the emotional tempo to a feverish pitch, magnifying
small irritants and grievances into major ones, reminding people of earlier grievances and
stressing the need for rallying round their defenders. 38 Various myths and stereotypes are
created about Muslims and they are represented as aggressors and bullies to create fear and
suspicion in the majority community.39
7.6

Partiality of the Administration/Press

Religious festivals, music before mosques, cow-slaughter and alleged desecration of temples
are always sure to create dangerous situations leading to riots. The antipathy, even partiality,
of the administration in acts of violence against the minority community and even to
manufacture evidence is in sharp contrast to the soft glove treatment when it comes to
dealing with Hindu mobs or pursuing investigation against Hindus. A cracker found in a
Muslim locality becomes a bomb, and a bomb in a Hindu hand a cracker 40 The Indians claim
to be a tolerant people and yet equate nationalism with monotheism; Indianness with
Hinduism; Indian culture with Hindu culture, as if the Indian of today had descended directly
from Gupta age, as if the intervening centuries were like a bad dream, an embarrassing
interregnum, fit only to be consigned to oblivion. 41 The riots are serious not only due to loss
of life, limb or property but because of loss of confidence, of trust, anxiety and uncertainty.
The response of the government and public figures to the riots is more or less stereotyped.
There is a strong condemnation, a sinister foreign hand is seen pulling the strings, sometimes
enquiry commission is appointed and then everything forgotten to repeat the same
performance when violence occurs again. Muslim MPs are unable to come to the rescue of
the Muslims or openly espouse the Muslim case because in the presence of joint electorate
system they had to depend on substantial Hindu support to win a seat. The press ends up
concealing facts or reporting of local administration version instead of investigating
independently which are incomplete, evasive and one-sided.
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7.7

Skillfully Organized Riots

Right after the independence the form of violence was of stray stabbing cases but with the
passage of time a high degree of organizational skill has become the hallmark of riots. The
riots that used to be a two to three days affair now continue for weeks depicting a methodical
and organized madness. They are pre-planned, politically oriented, preceded by almost
identical incidents rousing religious passions and followed by the similar desired results.
Violence has become collective also as it legitimizes and socializes what may have been
considered crime if committed individually and ensures security against state persecution.
Rioting has become so planned today that rumours come into action days or weeks before the
occurrence of riots and bizarre cases of betting on the exact date of their eruption have been
recorded.42
An important characteristic of these riots is to institute frenzy for political mobilization. In
1962 Sino-India war, frenzy for mobilization was commissioned for the first time but without
shedding any blood. From the late 1980s religious frenzy began to be organized on an
unprecedented scale for reshaping the Indian State and society.
Articles by Kuldip Nayar, an eminent journalist noted that in the decades of 1950s and 1960s
riots and disturbances were relatively few and far between. After that they have occurred at
an accelerated rate. The riots that took place during the 50s were sudden outbursts of group
violence, while the latter appeared to be systematically engineered. The loss of life in the
earlier riots was much less as compared to the blood thirsty riots of 1980s and 1990s. The
reason for this is that the Hindu ideology, rituals, cultural ethos and venom is being spread by
ideologues and fundamentalists who interpret every protest or movement of the exploited and
oppressed as law and order problem.43
The Madan Commission recorded several instances which proved that the concerned police
officers did not prevent the Hindus from looting and arson and showing bias actively
supported and assisted the Hindu rioters in burning and looting Muslim properties.To cite the
Madan Commission‘s findings ―The evidence has conclusively established that there was no
conspiracy entered into by the Muslims. It was a conspiracy not before the riots but after the
riots, entered into, not by the Muslims, but by the police officers and some local leaders of
Jana Sangh and Shiv Sena along with other fundamentalist organizations to facilitate a case
of conspiracy against the Muslims.‖

44

The police also had the perception of Muslims being fanatics and aggressors and unless dealt
with severely, would not be controlled. Not only the lower officers, sometimes high officials
get affected by rumours. The District Magistrate when questioned about the Nelli riots in
Assam stated the rumour that some Bengali Muslims had cut off the breasts of some Hindu
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women. It can be imagined what havoc must had been wrought by such rumours. Some
police officials believed that Pakistani weapons such as AK-47s were used in the riots and
the ISI, the Pakistani Intelligence Agency was involved in the riots. Policemen having such
perceptions can hardly be banked upon to tackle the situation effectively.
7.8
Partisan Role of Law Enforcement Agencies
It would not be out of place to discuss the partisan role of police and other law enforcing
agencies highlighted by the different enquiry commissions. A communal riot is supposed to
be a spontaneous outburst of violence between two communities. But in the post-partition
India most of the riots have been meticulously planned and executed. As the riots had been
planned so it was more difficult to control and suppress them. When a riot is pre-planned an
appropriate atmosphere has to be created and this is usually done by spreading rumours.
Bhiwandi riots of 1970 clearly showed that people having no previous criminal record were
actively involved in violence, as rioting against the other community appeared justified to
them.45 At times political parties engineer communal riots and disturbances for their interests.
In such cases the work of the police force becomes more difficult as they cannot go against
their political bosses. The Shiv Sena created appropriate atmosphere for the 1984 Bhiwandi
Riots which spread to other parts of Bombay. Shiv Sainaks freely roamed the streets
threatening members of other communities. Police Chief Julio Riberio, known for his
honesty and integrity was helpless as Shakha Pramukhs were not allowed to be touched.
Police and administration can only act if there is a political will to control the law and order
situation.
Similarly during the 1987 Meerut riots, the police not only failed in controlling the situation.
It was even alleged that this was done at the behest of the then Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh. The Chief Minister of Bombay posed to be totally helpless when it was burning in
the December-January 1992-93 riots. The police colluded with Shiv Sena and openly sided
with culprits. Just like the police, the District Magistrate, Sitamarhi was accused of laxity.
The people of Meerut had similar grievances against their DM who did not take effective
steps to control the riots.46
As far as police and PAC are concerned they are always unwilling to bring to heel the main
culprits. The press has reported again and again of the partisan role played by law
enforcement agencies. A few examples are sufficient to show the intensity of the communal
virus that has infected the lower and upper echelons of administration alike. 47 In October
1967, Sursand Bihar riots, ―the authorities behaved complacently if not culpably‖.48 In
August 1967 Ranchi riots, policemen encouraged vandalism and home guards indulged in
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looting. In 1969 Indore riots, police frequently provided cover to the goondas for carrying out
the looting and killing and destroying Muslim property. In the 1968 Allahabad riots, the
―unashamed partisanship of the district magistrate and the superintendent of police was
apparent‖, and ―beneath the veneer of impartiality was a deep, deliberate, cold and
contemptuous bias against the minority.‖

49

―The incidence of these ―communal‖ riots for thousand of times is proof of not only the
Government‘s failure to prevent trouble but the actual connivance of its intelligence service
and the whole machinery of law and order with organized and well trained fascist groups
among the majority community.‖
7.9
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Reports of Enquiry Commissions

Various Enquiry Commissions emphasized the inefficiency and bias of the administration.
The communal bias of the police was specially highlighted either in the selective imposition
of curfew or refusal to prevent organized mobs from looting and killing. 51 In fact during the
Ahmedabad riots, the government imposed curfew after two days of bloody rioting, more to
protect police stations than localities and people.52 The Ranghubir Dayal Commission of
enquiry and Madan Commission criticized the collaboration between RSS and police in
Aligarh. Riots succeeded in Aligarh because the UP government lacked the requisite will to
take action against erring officials and politicians who were responsible for communal
violence.53
The Justice Jagmohan Reddy Commission appointed by the Government of Gujarat to
inquire into the causes of violence of 1969 Ahmedabad riots, commented on the role of the
police in the following words: ―We have already mentioned…suggestions made in crossexaminations against Hindu officers that because they were Hindus, they showed antiMuslim attitude; to officers other than Hindus or Muslims, the suggestions were that because
they wanted to please the government, they showed anti-Muslim attitude. It is, in our view,
not unnatural for the Muslim community which has suffered a great loss of life and property
to view the matter, with a sense of suspicion, grievance and frustration that everything that
could have been done had not been done because the officers and men, a majority of whom
were Hindus were partial.54 We find it necessary to advert to another allegation of the
Muslim organizations that a great number of Muslim religious places which were near the
police chowkeys and police stations were damaged by police.‖ 55
The Reddy Report mentioned cases of indifference or dereliction of duty. In 1985
Ahmedabad riots a police inspector went to such an extent that he gave petrol from his
motorcycle to set fire to Muslim houses. The police seemed to have gone berserk as the sons
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and husbands were dragged out of their homes and shot dead. Justices H.Suresh and
S.M.Daud observed in their report, The People‟s Verdict: ―Many victims have stated before
us that they were attacked in the presence of the police and the police did nothing. In many
cases, the police openly supported the rioters and accompanied them in the attack.‖ 56
A further observation made by the judges stated: ―What is regrettable is that in their frenzy to
support a particular community, the police had become indifferent to human misery. In
particular, we would like to mention the cases of molestation of women and of rape and gang
rape. The victims now have no faith in the police and in the administration of justice.‖
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Not only this, the police did nothing to prevent the recurrence of riots in January 1993. ―After
the first bout of riots in December, the police ought to have seen to it that the riots did not
erupt again. Instead, the police and the government gave permission to the Shiv Sena and the
BJP to perform maha artis. The evidence clearly indicates that maha artis were one of the
main causes for building up of tension leading to riot.‖ 58
After the riots of 1970 May, Jalgaon had the distinction of being known by the name of JalGaon i.e. the burning town because of large number of deaths of the innocent victims, due to
their being burnt alive by insane mobs. The Madan Commission in its findings severely
indicted the police and administration for their various acts of omission and commission in
dealing with the riots at Jalgaon. No effective follow-up action has ever been taken on the
findings and the reports of various enquiry commissions and tribunals. The cultural values
considered superior, moral and spiritual in today‘s India, are basically the upper caste Hindu
norms and practices. The State itself through mass media has inculcated upper caste Hindu
values in the name of spiritual and cultural tradition of India. The State and the ruling elite
actively encourage hostility-generating cultural norms and practices by patronizing and
idolizing proliferating salesmen of the religious values i.e. the fundamentalists. 59 The State
favors the Hindu sacred norms about cows and others which are responsible for the
revivalism of the Hindu fundamentalist parties. The ruling class and the administration in
India are steeped in the Hindu cultural practices in their daily routine. They have very
astutely generated the upper caste Hindu culture through rituals, practices and scriptures
which is being sedulously propagated as the Indian culture. The cultural revival of the highcaste Hinduism basically founded on contempt for the lower castes and intolerance to other
religions serves eminently the purpose of beating down rivals belonging to other faiths and
religions, by dubbing them as aliens, anti-national and foreign agents. By launching
offensives a hysterical xenophobia is created in favor of the dominant upper caste Hindu
ethos, generating hostility towards members of other religions. 60
Those who talk about secularism, tolerance and equality attribute conversion acts as
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engineered by foreign agencies and money, and are put down to non-national character of
Islam and Christianity or to the dogmatism and aggressive self centredness of Sikhs and
others. According to ideologues and fundamentalists Hinduism is the only religion which is
national and secular. Any opposition or resistance to perceived Hindu notions is duly
considered as threatening to Hindu culture and tradition and impeding the smooth
development of economy, leading to political instability. To add insult to injury it is claimed
that the religious minorities do not recognize the freedom of atmosphere they enjoy in the
Indian Union as compared to the other States who openly proclaim preference of one religion
as the state policy.
The policy of preferring the upper caste Hindus to scheduled castes or non-Hindus is held not
only by those described as Hindu Fundamentalists but also by the Congress which claims to
follow the orthodox Gandhi and Sardar Patel traditions and is the chief custodian of secular
cultural traditions of the country.
The remarks of a Muslim after Pune riots in 1973 serve as an eye opener: ―The sufferings of
Muslims will end if our right to vote is withdrawn. We were opposed to Congress in 1962; so
the Congress harassed us. Now the Muslims support the Congress, for which they are being
harassed by the Jana Sangh and Shiv Sainaks. Ultimately it all boils down to our vote. Why
not take it away? Then we will be happy.‖
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Thus it is the Hindu fundamentalist groups and parties which determine the extent and level
of religious violence. Religious sentiments are encouraged and communal consciousness
heightened by political leaders who patronize religious functions. Religion has become a
valuable instrument in the hands of the government to act as dope for the people and as a
valuable weapon to keep them divided. It has been used to subtly and even openly stimulate
the ritualistic and superstitious ridden values of the Hindus in the Indian political system in
the name of glorious cultural tradition.62 In spite of Secularism declared as the policy, State
has permitted religion to guide, affect and suppress the citizens and has made its claim of
Secularism a mere slogan. The state and different governments from time to time have
resorted to ferocious repressions to fan religious conflicts and generated a climate of
intolerance and frenzy among the various religions and religious groups.
7.10

Babri Masjid Issue

Though the Hindu Fundamentalists and believers of Hindutva have been active since long yet
the demolition of Babri Masjid was and still is the most significant manifestation of Hindu
revivalism. There is unanimity of opinion among all the right wing parties over this issue. It
was this issue of Babri Masjid that first brought BJP to power in 1991. All the Hindu
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Fundamentalists/Revivalists hold the view that Babri Masjid built during the reign of Babar
in 1528 was actually constructed after demolishing a temple. As it is the site of Lord Rama so
it is the sacred duty of all Hindus to retrieve that land and rebuild a temple there.
7.11

Historical Evidence

That there was an ancient temple at Ayodhya and that it was desecrated and a mosque raised
over it is reflected in almost all the literature produced by the VHP and the Hindutva brigade
but it is not proved by historical evidence. Babri Masjid was located in Ayodhya which
boasts of six thousand shrines considered holy and sacred, out of which almost four thousand
are said to be related to Lord Rama. Ayodhya is considered to be one of the seven holiest
places revered by the Hindus because of its association with the Indian epic poem
Ramayana.63 The widely held belief among the Hindus is that Babri Masjid was built during
the rule of Emperor Babar in Ayodha which now forms part of Uttar Pradesh. It was Mir
Muhammad Baqi also known as Baqi Beg Tashkandi, of Iranian descent, a general of Babar
who actually constructed it to commemorate his triumph in Panipat against the Lodhis. 64 The
claim of Hindus is that the Masjid was built after pulling down the temple which stood there
marking the site of Lord Rama‘s birth.
The claim of the Hindus is false as is evident from the instruction Babar gave his son
Humayun. The year is the same 1528 in which Babri Masjid was built. In his autobiography
Tazuk-e-Babri he instructs Humayun, ―Don‘t destroy the temples and shrines of a community
which abides by the laws of the government. Propagation of Islam is better possible with the
sword of obligation than with the sword of suppression.‖
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How can a person instructing his

son not to destroy temples himself demolish a temple and build a mosque instead. In his will,
Babar advised his son Humayun ―to respect other religions, especially Hinduism as his
subjects were Hindus.‖
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As Babar had ordered the mutilation of the nude Jain idols of the

Urwah Valley on the grounds of obscenity, he would have been very forthright and not
hidden the demolition of a temple in his autobiography. It is not even clear whether Babar
actually visited Ayodhya. Ain-i- Akbari a 17th century Persian chronicle written by Abul Fazl,
refers to Ayodhya as ―one of the holiest places of antiquity.” 67 No mention is made of
demolition and the replacement of a temple by a mosque. One of the greatest Ram Bhakts of
all time Tulsidas, could not have missed such an event as he lived probably twenty five to
fifty years after Baber.68 The first recorded account of Ayodhya is by a British traveller,
William Finch, titled Early Travels in India 1583-1619. This work was published in 1921
and no mention is made of Ayodha as being associated with Rama‘s birth place.69
VHP‘s contention is that the black pillars used in the mosque were taken from the temple
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demolished earlier. The fourteen black stone pillars of the Babri Mosque are also disputed as
being the part of the mandir on account of their having non-Islamic motifs. In pre-industrial
India, building material was transported from one place to another. The motif is found on
several pillars at several sites of Eastern India. Ashokan pillars were brought to Delhi from
Meerut and Topra.70 This does not prove the theory that the presence of pillars dictate that
the Babri Mosque was constructed after demolishing the temple. According to an Austrian
priest Joseph Tiffenthaler, the pillars were taken from a castle. 71 Montgomery Martin‘s The
History, Antiquities of Eastern India doubts whether such pillars even existed and in case
they did, they were probably taken from the ruins of a palace. 72
P.Carnegy the officiating commissioner and settlement officer of Faizabad in 1870 states that
the pillars of the Mosque resembled the Buddhist pillars as seen in Benares and elsewhere. 73
According to historian S.Kaur the mosque was built by Ibrahim Lodhi just two years before
Babar came to India. He substantiates this claim with the help of A.Fuhrer who was the
director general of North Western provinces in 1899. Fuhrer who was fluent in Persian had
recorded the original Persian inscription ―In his presence the Emperor laid its religious
foundation in the auspicious Hijra nine hundred and thirty.‖ 74
He also performed C-14 test which showed that the pillars were not even five hundred years
old.75 This proved VHP‘s point wrong that the temple was built by Vikramaditya in 57 B.C
and renovated in 12th century B.C. Even the Centre for Historical studies of Jawahar Lal
Nehru issued a statement signed by many members that no historical evidence has been
unearthed to support the claims that the Babri Masjid was constructed on a land occupied by
a temple.
It further states that there is no evidence to show that the present day Ayodhya was inhabited
at the time of the building of the Babri Masjid. 76 The historians from Jawaharlal Nehru
University further declare: ―There is no evidence to suggest that any veneration was attached
to Ayodhya for being Ram‘s birth place till before the 16 th century. The legend of Babri
Mosque occupying the site of Ram‘s birth did not arise until late 18 th century and that a
temple was destroyed to build a mosque did not gain force till the beginning of the 19th
century. The ‗imagined history‘ of the destruction of Ram Temple and Sita- ki-Rasoi
appeared as late as 1850s.‖ 77
Dr. Ram Sharan Sharm, another Indian historian of repute stated that ―Before 16th century
there was no Ram temple in any part of Uttar Pradesh.‖ 78 The famous Chinese scholar and
traveller Hiuen Tsang visited India in 630 A.D and mentioned about one hundred
monasteries and thousands of monks but did not talk of any Ram temple. Huen Tsang visited
Ayodhya approximately two hundred years after the death of Vikramaditya but considered it
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a Buddhist centre because of the presence of so many monastries. 79 Many historians regard
Ram not as a historical figure but simply a mythological figure. Even if Ram is granted a
historical status it is questionable whether he was born at Ayodhya and if so was the location
of the Babri Mosque the exact spot of his birth. Even today there are many Ram temples in
Ayodhya which all claim that Lord Ram was born precisely at that spot. The pandits of
almost fifteen to twenty temples of Ayodhya claim that their temple is the very site where
Lord Rama was born.80 ―The events of the story of Ram originally narrated in the Ram Katha
which is no longer extant, were rewritten in the form of a long epic poem the Ramayana by
Valmiki. Being a poem it could have been fictional, including not only characters but places
as well as events.‖ 81
One more aspect of the whole problem has been stated by Dr.Sushil Shrivasta who believes
that it was the conspiracy of the British for creating law and order situation so that they could
have a pretext for annexing Oudh. His point seems to be valid as the destruction of the
temple was never recorded before the 19 th century, whereas Muslims had already been ruling
India for the last five hundred years when Babar established his rule after defeating Ibrahim
Lodhi.82 The fact that the site of Babri Masjid is the actual birth place of Rama is disputed by
various Indian scholars and historians. Dr. Shukla states that after excavations at Ayodhya
the signs of human habitation were merely six hundred years old whereas Ram had existed
much earlier.83
7.12

Clashes Over Babri Masjid

As far as Hindu-Muslim clashes over the Babri Masjid are concerned the first clash recorded
in history took place in 1853 and 1855. For the first time Mahant of Hanuman Garhi,
Raghubir Das, claimed that Rama was born here and Babri Masjid was constructed after the
destruction of Ram Janmabhoomi temple which stood there. When the matter was taken to
court the Hindu sub judge, Hari Krishan gave his ruling in the words:―Awarding permission
to construct the temple at this juncture is to lay the foundation of riot and murder.‖ 84 The
British made both the parties reach an understanding so that both Hindus and Muslims could
worship at Babri Masjid. The mosque remained under Muslim control till 1949. The issue
again cropped up after the partition of the Sub-continent on December 22nd, 1949 when idols
of Ram were placed inside the mosque.
―A few Hindus entered the Babri Masjid at night when the Masjid was deserted and installed
a deity there.‖ 85 The Mosque remained closed for both the communities from 1949 to1986.
The issue went into hibernation for a considerable period of time. In 1950 Hindus were
allowed Darshan of the idols but the Muslims were not permitted to offer prayers In the
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beginning of 1986 the Faizabad District Judge gave judgement on a civil appeal filed by
Hindus that they should be allowed to perform worship in the Masjid. The order opened the
doors of confrontation between the Hindus and Muslims. Hindus celebrated the victory and
Muslims ―reiterated the determination to restore the Masjid even if they had to go a long and
hard way for it.‖86
From then onwards the Mandir-Masjid controversy became the central issue and dominated
the period 1987-1992. In 1984 VHP launched a movement to build a grand temple in place of
Babri Masjid. All the extremists/fundamentalists have unitedly supported the campaign of
VHP and made it a part of their agenda. During the movement launched by VHP, Ram Raths
went to every nook and corner of the country to mobilize people on this issue. 87 The VHP
controlled Ramjanambhoomi Mukti Sangharsh Samiti announced to start construction of the
temple from the shilanyas site. Sadhus and Sants belonging to VHP had forced Rajiv
Gandhi‘s government to allow ‗shilanyas‘ at the disputed site. In 1985 Ramayana Mela was
also held to bolster the movement of VHP. The VHP leaders even claimed that Indira Gandhi
had indirectly blessed their movement, though Congress government at that time was openly
critical of this Yatra and Samiti.88
VHP which had already become hysterical after the conversion of Dalits at Meenakshipuram,
took up the Ram Janmabhoomi issue. The communal drums were beaten up and the
communal hysteria pitched to such an extent that Rajiv Gandhi opened up the locks of the
Mosque for the devotees of Ram. This helped the Hindu fundamentalists to take their brand
of politics to a high pitch. As 1989 was the election year VHP declared that Ayodha temple
would be constructed and launched a Ram Shila Puja.89 The Fundamentalists defied even the
Allahabad Court judgement ordering status quo and went ahead with the foundation laying
ceremony. The Congress government of that time did nothing to allay the fears of the
Muslims, instead issued special passes for the foundation laying ceremony of Ram Temple to
be held on 9th November 1989.90 Swimming with the tide, Rajiv Gandhi started his election
campaign from Faizabad with slogans like Ramchandraji ki jai, Jai Bajrang Bali and Har
Har Mahadev raised during his election meeting. Congress-I even hired the services of actor
Arun Govil who had played Rama in the televised serial Ramayana.
BJP exploited the issue to the maximum. In fact, the election rallies took the shape of Rath
Yatras. The election fought afterwards was the bloodiest and most violent in the history of
India. All the champions of Hindu Rashtra and Ram Raj won considerable electoral gains.
V.P.Singh formed a coalition government with the help of BJP. The Hindu extremists
increased pressure on the government to settle the controversy. In April 1990 VHP targetted
the Mosque at Mathura and started a Dharm Jagaran Yatra 91 towards Mathura.
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V.P.Singh added fuel to fire by announcing to implement the Mandal Commission Report
which had recommended the reservation of twenty seven percent of public-sector jobs for the
scheduled castes. V.P.Singh was called ―villain of the piece”, anti- Hindu and was the target
of violent reaction by the upper caste Hindus. L.K.Advani was in the forefront of the
opposition and started a Rath Yatra from Somnath to Ayodhya. Alongwith VHP, BJP, RSS,
Shiv Sena, Bajrang Dal joined the Rath Yatra92 to muster support for the temple at Ayodhya.
Satyagraha was also performed by the kar sevaks of the Bajrang Dal in December 1990. The
ground work for the success of rath yatra had already been done by the RSS and the VHP.
RSS activists were also the driving force behind the VHP‘s Ram Shila campaign (worship of
bricks) at the local level before dispatching them to Ayodhya for building the temple.
L.K.Advani warned of the ―biggest mass movement in history” if the government adopted a
confrontationist attitude, while giving an interview to Panchjanya—an RSS mouthpiece. His
rath yatra from Somnath to Ayodhya succeeded in generating hatred against the Muslims.
BJP withdrew its support from the government which led to the downfall of V.P.Singh. VHP
also demanded the conversion of the birth place of Krishna at Mathura and the
Kashivishwanath temple at Varnasi. It wanted the name of Allahabad to be changed to its
pre-Islamic name of Prayag besides the conversion of twenty five other mosques. 93
In UP Kalyan Singh government acquired two hundred and seventy seven acres of land
around the Babri Masjid ostensibly “for the development of tourism and providing amenities
to the pilgrims in Ayodhya”, 94 but actually to pacify the activists of VHP and RSS who were
getting restless because of the lack of initiative by the BJP government of UP. A statement
issued by Kalyan Singh very clearly spelt the intentions of the government ―The Ram temple
will be built even if the centre dismisses my BJP government. I belong to the Sangh. I know
what the temple means to all the Hindus.‖ 95
In July 1992 kar sevaks started the construction of a platform for the entrance to the Ram
Temple, to be built later.96 However, within a short time Allahabad High Court and Indian
Supreme Court issued orders to stop the work. BJP-VHP-RSS combine did everything to
keep the issue alive by playing upon the sentiments of the Hindus. The Fundamentalists had
already declared that in case of failure of the government to arrive at a solution they would
not hesitate to defy the orders of the Supreme Court. L.K.Advani said, ―he could not say
whether the Supreme Court order would be defied as he himself had defied many times what
he thought was bad law and several court rulings on Ayodhya were bad.‖
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7.13 Demolition of Babri Masjid
With the passage of every day, kar sevaks and zealots belonging to VHP,BJP and RSS
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started gathering at the site of Babri Masjid. On the day of demolition Advani, Joshi,
Sudarshan Singal, Uma Bharti and Sadhvi Ritambhra also were present on the dais and kept
exhorting the Hindu fanatics to wipe away the symbol of shame, to drive away the Babar ki
aulads to Pakistan on the day of India‘s shewrya divas and navnirman divas.98 The process
would not stop at the demolition of the Babri Mosque but Kashi and Mathura were also
included in the list.‖Ye to kewal jhanki hai Kashi Mathura baki hai”. Despite all this the
Prime Minister of India Narsimha Rao adopted the policy of wait and see. He neither
dismissed the UP government nor asked the administration to take over the disputed site. The
BJP Chief Minister gave the undertaking to protect the Mosque but the kar sevaks assembled
there were allowed to demolish the Mosque as the police and the paramilitary withdrew from
the site. On December the 6th Babri Masjid was razed to the ground by kar sevaks.99 Nearly
twenty five thousand paramilitary personnel let the fanatics demolish the mosque with
impunity.
―Equipped with an array of soft weapons like rubber pellets and rubber bullets they did not
raise a finger.‖
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After all had been done the Prime Minister acted belatedly and dismissed

the UP government of Kalyan Singh on the charge that it had failed to protect the structure.
The central government also issued a statement that ―the demolished structure would be
rebuilt and appropriate steps would be taken regarding a new Ram Temple at Ayodhya‖ after
December 11th when the Allahabad High Court was to deliver its verdict. 101
On 10th December the government banned RSS, VHP, Bajrang Dal and arrested the top brass
of

these

parties

which

included

M.M.Joshi,

L.K.Advani,

Ashok

Singhal

and

A.B.Vajpayee.102 The Allahabad High Court judgment quashed the orders of Kalyan Singh
government by which it had acquired two hundred and seventy seven acres of land adjacent
to Babri Masjid.103 The interesting thing is that after the demolition the Sangh Parivar started
looking for alibis. Malkani, an RSS ideologue declared that the demolition was the work of
ISI, the Pakistan intelligence agency. Sudarshan attempted to put the blame on Congress
government for engineering the demolition. Vajpayee did the same thing by apologizing to
the nation for the demolition and a week later he did the complete volte face by saying that
―this is what happens when the will of the majority is not accepted.‖ 104
The destruction of Babri Masjid led to a communal bloodbath in the nook and corner of
India. Frenzied outbreaks of violence turned the alleys and streets of almost all cities of India
into a battlefield. Buses were burnt, properties damaged, shops looted and Muslims were the
main sufferers.105 India witnessed the worst communal mayhem since independence.
A more opportune moment could not have been found by BJP and its allies to strike at the
foundations of Babri Mosque. There was ethnic cleansing going on in Bosnia; Palestinians
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were being expelled from Israel and the United States was engaged in a showdown with
Saddam Hussein. For the Hindu Fundamentalists of Sangh Parivar led by BJP and VHP that
was the ideal time to bait Islam and to fulfill the long cherished dream of transforming the
Indian polity into a Hindu Rashtra. Muslim world‘s reaction on the sacrilege of Babri
Mosque was of anger and grief. Demonstrations were held everywhere. The Gulf
Cooperation Council denounced the demolition and urged the Indian government to rebuild it
and protect the Muslims.106 The Organization of Islamic Conference also asked the Indian
government to reconstruct the Mosque at its original site as early as possible. 107 The
destruction of the Mosque was also condemned in the United Nations General Assembly by
Pakistan, Iran, Turkey, Bangladesh, Saudi Arabia and various other Islamic countries. 108
VHP had described the Ram Janmabhoomi movement as a symbol of national unity and the
Ayodhya struggle as the struggle for the integrity of India. The interesting thing is that this
national awakening was never introduced during the independence movement. Far from
building up the spirit of nationalism, the principles of democracy and secularism played a
second fiddle to the politics of the right. ―The Sangh Parivar has cleverly projected this issue
to draw political mileage from a section of the majority community by asserting that it has
been wronged in history. It has manipulated religious symbols to arouse the emotions of the
common voters of India and to alienate the others who till this period had lived in communal
harmony and amity.‖ 109
Ayodhya was projected as a symbol of grave assault on the Hindu faith. By referring to the
Muslims as Babar ki Santan the Muslim community as a whole was held responsible for
acting against the Hindu faith. Ayodhya thus became the site for constructing the Hindu
solidarity and avenging the Muslim wrong.110 ―It was a project pursued in religious idiom by
the BJP and its front organization Sangh Parivar. The nexus between religion and politics
proved to be extremely ―rewarding‖ to the BJP as it came to power in four North Indian
States Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Himachel Pradesh and Rajasthan. 111 The political
movement unleashed by the Sangh Parivar succeeded in embedding in Hindu consciousness
Muslims as a symbol of aggression against the Hindus and their religion.‖
7.14

112

Inquiry Reports on the Destruction of Babri Masjid

After the demolition of Babri Masjid a Citizen‘s Tribunal on Ayodhya (CTA) by non
governmental organizations and Indian people‘s Human Rights Commission conducted
major inquiries. Both these commissions met victims of the violence, community leaders,
media persons, social workers.113 The Commission noted the decision to allow the
foundation-stone laying ceremony (shilanyas) in November 1981 at the disputed site allowed
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by then Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, showed the extent to which the ruling party was
willing to accommodate sectarian Hindu appeals. 114 The kar sevaks who gathered in
Ayodhya were arranged region-wise and they had regular RSS-style drills. On 1st December
the police informed the local authorities that the kar sevaks were determined to start temple
construction on 6th December in defiance of the Supreme Court order. They further stated
that Muslim mazars, graves, mosques and homes were likely to be destroyed.
No action was taken on the basis of these reports. 115 It was alleged that a rehearsal for the
demolition of the mosque was also done. The report of the commission was very critical of
the Central government‘s role. The Union Home Ministry had received information about
the attack at noon but the Cabinet meeting was convened at six p.m. and President‘s Rule
imposed at nine p.m. This delay permitted the kar sevaks to do their work efficiently and
without any check. The power vacuum in Ayodhya from 6 th -9th December led to major
losses of property of Muslims and the destruction of their places of worship. In answer to
central government‘s contention that it had no constitutional powers to protect the disputed
shrine, it was argued that the government could have taken action under Articles 256 or
257(1) through which central government could issue instructions to State government to
fulfill its responsibilities. In extreme cases Article 356 could have been used. 116
―The Government of India was guilty of culpable negligence and a willful refusal to
discharge its obligation as a Constitutional Government. It was behind the opening of the
locks of the Babri Mosque, allowing the shailanyas and the periodic ‗kar seva‘, it stood aside
to allow the demolition, it was a silent spectator at the rebuilding of the makeshift temple.‖117
The same Indian government had never hesitated in brutally crushing any ethnic, regional,
caste, class, minority challenge to the Indian State, The RSS run weekly Organizer had stated
―The game was not to allow the Centre to preempt the arrival of the kar sevaks at Ayodhya
by dismissing the Uttar Pradesh government and deploying paramilitary forces in and around
Ayodhya.‖ 118
It welcomed the destruction, by declaring ―The Sangh Parivar, thus registered an impressive
victory in the battle of wits.‖
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The Uttar Pradesh government was also indicted for

facilitating the kar sevaks. The circumstances lead without a shadow of doubt, to the
complicity of Kalyan Singh, the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh and his colleagues in a
conspiracy to destroy Babri Masjid. The district officials, who virtually encouraged the
demolition by their benign presence, must also be held to be parties in the same
conspiracy.120 Sangh Parivar leaders like L.K.Advani, Murli Manohar Joshi, Ashok Singhal,
Uma Bharati, Sadhvi Rithambara, Pramod Mahajan, K.S.Sudarshan, and B.L.Sharma were
also declared party to the conspiracy. ―They committed the offence of abetment of mischief
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and rioting.‖
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The Inquiry Reports were also critical of the enormous coverage given to the ‗Rath Yatra‘ of
L.K.Advani which gave a boost to the Sangh Parivar. Both the major political parties,
Congress and BJP were accused of vying with each other to use the dispute to further their
own political interests. As the source of trouble was the politicization of the dispute, the
ultimate responsibility is that of politicians who started the game. 122
The Indian People‘s Human Rights Tribunal noted that as the December riots subsided, Shiv
Sena, BJP and other parties realized that amity between Hindus and Muslims still persisted in
certain areas of Bombay which was against their designs of a communal divide.123 The Sangh
Parivar turned their energies to create communal tension by fashioning a new instrument,
Maha-arti.124 As expected most of ‗maha-artis‘ ended in attack incidents and abuse of
Muslims.125 The claim that attacks on Muslims in the aftermath of Babri Mosque demolition
were spontaneous was refuted. The communalization of Bombay police and its sympathies
with Shiv Sena were also noted and recorded.
―The police were not only brutal; they were openly partisan during the rioting. Because of
their one-sided role the police themselves were responsible for the breakdown of law and
order during the riots.‖ 126
Excerpts from tapes of radio police broadcasts showed clearly the police bias. A
communication officer had shouted, Blow that mosque out of existence, while another radio
response about Muslims was, Gun them down. While the Shiv Sena was mostly responsible
for the rioting, BJP and even Congress workers were involved in the riots. The Marathi press
was also accused of partisan coverage ―Much before the riots, the communal press had
already orchestrated a campaign of lies and half-truths. The communal bias of the police
force, exhibited during the riots, becomes easier to understand when one sees that their
favourite reading material is the Saamna, Shiv Sena‘s Marathi daily, Navakel or Tarun
Bharat. Marathi papers pander to the Hindutva sentiments in different ways.‖ 127
After witnessing the demolition of the Babri Masjid one could not but think of Fascist Italy,
as the act resembled the staging of a Fascist spectacle and an attack on the Indian
Constitution. The most striking feature of the Hindutwa or Hinduness, political and social
mobilization of the Hindus collectively, is that unlike Fascism, Nazism or the Iranian
revolution, it speaks rarely of economic variants but seeks to obtain an identity between
nation and community through the methodical use of violence. It has nationalized violence as
a means for capturing state power. In the place of secular nationalism it emphasizes on
Indian nationalism defined in terms of classical imaginary, revivalist utopia and narratives of
a glorious past.128
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The striking feature of 6th December 1992 was not that a mosque was demolished but a
legally constituted government of Uttar Pradesh violated an undertaking to the Supreme
Court with impunity and the central government chose to remain a silent spectator. The
demolition had all the features of a fascist event: the same chain running from leaders to
cadres, to mob bound together by choreographed hysteria and exhortations to violence,
appeals to masculine virility, national pride, racial redemption, contempt for law and order
etc.129 In the staging of spectacles, in the multiplicity of fronts, in its construction of a
mythical history, the fundamentalist organization Sangh Parivar is a classically fascist
force.130 It desires not only the submission of the Muslims but the remaking of India
politically, ideologically and historically. This remaking obviously involves certain
unmaking, slowing down the upsurge of the dominated classes, clubbing the regional
minorities into submission to a centralized, authoritarian state, bestowing upon a backward
bourgeois nostalgia of a glorious past, dreams of nuclear power and hallucinations of
regional dominance.131
7.15 Gujarat Holocaust
Gujarat is economically a prosperous state. The non-violent Satyagraha of 1930s by Gandhi
originated here.132 But after independence many Gujarat towns such as Surat, Ahmedabad
and Baroda have been beset by political violence thus showing no impact of non-violence
philosophy of Gandhi. Gujarat comprised many former princely states that were not happy
with Indira Gandhi for abolishing their perks and privileges. They became an easy target for
the fundamentalist Jana Sangh and gladly supported its notion of Hindu Rashtra. Jana Sangh
was supported financially by the traders who donated handsome amounts of Black money.
Besides the Emergency rule of Mrs. Gandhi, lack of any other political alternative, helped
Jana Sangh to consolidate its position. Jayaprakash Narayan launched a Nau-Nirman
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movement against the corruption and evil practices of Congress which ultimately forced
Chimanbhai Patel, the Congress Chief Minister of Gujarat to resign. Jana Sangh cashed this
popularity of Narayan and acquired a huge popular base by presenting itself to the urban
classes as the only alternative to Congress corruption. Narendra Modi, later Chief Minister,
became popular through this strategy of the Jana Sangh.
As Jana Sangh started getting popular among the urban middle classes of Gujarat, Congress
tried to woo the weaker sections of the society. Reservations in government jobs were
announced under the formula of KHAM. 134 Due to overwhelming support of KHAM,
Congress won the elections of 1985 with two thirds majority and a backward caste leader
Madhavsingh Solanki became the Chief Minister. The victory of Solanki left the dominant
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caste in Gujarat, the Patels, politically frustrated. Jana Sangh with the changed name of BJP
made use of the situation and along with Patels started agitation against the reservation
for backward Dalits, Adivasis and Muslims.135 Solanki announced the suspension of
reservation but the tireless efforts of BJP bore fruit. Riots erupted between Hindus and
Muslims and the mayhem continued from February 1985 to October 1986, ultimately
resulting in the resignation of Solanki.136 BJP exploited these riots to increase its political
credibility among the upper caste Hindus. In 1991 general elections BJP finally came to
power in Gujarat and repeated its performance in Gujarat state elections of 1995.137
BJP had always projected itself as a clean party, a party with a difference but the myth was
shattered when it came to power. MLAs of the BJP tarnished its image of clean party by
indulging in corruption and malpractices.138 The supporters of BJP were disillusioned to such
an extent that it lost its credibility of winning elections. The only way to regain the political
clout and credibility was either to ignite a communal problem or take advantage of one
already existing. The God sent opportunity was provided by the Godhra incident and BJP lost
no time in exploiting it to the fullest.
The demolition of the Babri Mosque was an incentive for the BJP to use the fundamentalist
card with more vigour and strength. The construction of Ram Temple at the disputed site has
become a permanent feature of the BJP‘s political manifesto to gain the sympathies of Hindu
voters and ultimately gain electoral success. When the BJP formed government after the
elections of 1998, VHP and Sangh Parivar mounted pressure on it to fulfill its election
manifesto by constructing the Ram Temple. Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee had already
reiterated ―The construction of the Temple was an expression of national sentiments.‖
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But as the matter had been referred to the Supreme Court to decide about the Mandir-Masjid
controversy, the BJP could not take any practical step. VHP lost patience with the
administration and decided to take the matter into its own hands. It announced the date of
15th March 2002 to hold the ground breaking ceremony of the construction of the Temple by
performing puja at the disputed site. The kar sevaks on the instructions of the VHP started
preparing for the ceremony. However before the 15 th March deadline Sabarmati Express
incident took place. On the 27th of February, kar sevaks after taking part in a ceremony in
connection with the 15th March celebrations were returning from Ayodhya. When the train
carrying kar sevaks known as Sabarmati Express reached Godhra, one hundred and sixty
kilometers from Ahmedabad, the capital of Gujarat, it caught fire. Two carriages of the train
were badly damaged and more than fifty kar sevaks lost their lives. The Hindu
Fundamentalists blamed this to be the handiwork of Muslims and consequently hell was let
loose on the innocent Muslims.
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7.16

Setting Fire to S-6 Compartment

Gujarat carnage was characterized as a “natural reaction” to Godhra killings. This was not
true as according to impartial observers Hindu Fundamentalists all along the way back from
Ayodhya had indulged in hooliganism. They pulled the head scarves of women and
compelled people to chant slogans glorifying Hinduism. The kar sevaks looted stalls at
Godhra station owned by Muslims and raised inflammatory slogans. All this led to the
burning of the two compartments of the train. 140 It is still puzzling and perplexing as to what
exactly happened at Godhra. It still remains a mystery whether the fire was accidental or
someone set fire to the S-6 compartment. L.K.Advani the then Home Minister even blamed
the ISI for the incident.141
The government and the Railways did not conduct the mandatory enquiry. After much
damage had been done Justice Bannerjee, a judge of the Supreme Court was appointed to
conduct an inquiry. In his report he declared that the fire was not planned. It was accidental
probably resulting from some cooking inside the S-6 compartment or due to short circuiting.
No traces of petrol or any other inflammable object was found in the compartment. But the
publication of different reports did nothing to diffuse the tension and hatred as VHP and BJP
were not appeased. Narendra Modi ordered the bodies of kar sevaks to be taken to the city in
a procession so as to provoke the people. It was even alleged that the VHP activists and kar
sevaks had cancelled their reservations and so the people actually killed were not the kar
sevaks. But the BJP wanted to provoke Hindu sentiments to draw political mileage. Harin
Pandya a minister in the cabinet of Modi told the People‘s Inquiry Commission that the
senior police officers and bureaucrats were asked by the Chief Minister not to intervene in
what would happen after the Godhra incident. Pandya was later murdered and his father held
Narendra Modi responsible for his son‘s death.
7.17

Replay of 1947 in Gujarat

According to the government figures nearly nine hundred people died from February till May
2002 but the unofficial estimate is far more than two thousand. Western media and human
rights groups put the figure at three thousand, while one lac and fifty thousand became
refugees in the mayhem that continued for more than two months. The violence committed
was reminiscent of the partition days, in fact Gujarat carnage was the replay of 1947 riots.
Women were striped naked, gang raped and forced to parade through the streets. Some BJP
women MLAs helped the VHP activists to rape the Muslim women. Even the Muslims who
took shelter in the house of Ehsan Jafri, a committed secularist and progressive, met the same
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fate. His house was set on fire and forty people including Jafri died despite repeated appeals
to the police and Congress to protect their life and property. 142 Harsh Mandar an IAS officer
wrote ―Numbed with disgust and horror I return from Gujarat. My heart is sickened, my soul
wearied, my shoulders aching with the burdens of guilt and shame.‖ 143
A planned ethnic cleansing of Muslims was witnessed in Ahmedabad, Surat and Gujarat. The
butchering of the Muslims started soon after, made them strangers in their very own country
.The property belonging to the Muslims including hotels, factories , shops, showrooms,
godowns, garages were doused in flames. 144 Along with common man, high ranking Muslim
government officers were targeted. Judges of Gujarat High Court and police officials of
D.I.G rank had to run for their very lives. ―Muslim victims of the pogrom say they have little
hope for the future, still piecing together their shattered lives. ―Now we have nothing. No
source of livelihood…Our children don‘t go to school anymore and we live on a garbage
dump.‖ 145
Said Khatoon Bibi who along with several thousand Muslims was forced out of her home
when armed Hindu groups stormed the narrow lanes of Naroda Patiya, hacking residents and
torching their belongings on February 28 th , 2002. For riot victims such as Shah Bano, ―when
Modi says he has brought prosperity to Gujarat and that fifty five million Gujaratis are his
family, it is not us he is talking about.‖
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Cedric Prakash, a Jesuit priest working with the riot victims said that Gujarat‘s Muslims who
make up around ten percent of the state‘s population were still suffering. Politicians only
remember Muslims at the time of elections. The most distressing aspect of the violence was
the complicit and active part played by the government machinery. The reporter of Hindu,
Monas Das Gupta said, ―Shops were looted and set on fire right under the nose of the police
who collected part of the booty. The police vehicles passing by not only did not bother to
intervene but actually gestured to the hooligans to go ahead.‖
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Gas cylinders were used to blow up Muslim properties. This strengthened the suspicion that
it was not the spontaneous reaction of the people but rather a pogrom, a massacre organized
on the highest scale and by the highest government machinery. The Government was blamed
by all the international observers for its failure to maintain law and order. A mission sent by
Paris based International Rights Federation for Human Rights to Ahmedabad revealed, ―The
selective targeting of Muslim houses and shops, the storage and availability of weapons are
some of the elements pointing towards an organized elaboration of the crime. The complete
failure of the Gujarat police to provide adequate protection to victims of brutality is the most
glaring illustration of this responsibility.‖
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According to the report, members of BJP and VHP who actively took part in the riots or were
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suspected of abetting the rioters were given full protection by the police and agencies. BJP
allowed the religious frenzy to rise beyond sanity levels by remaining a silent spectator. The
Gujarat government gave its tacit support to BJP by making law enforcement agencies
inactive and ineffective. Even some leaders of BJP and VHP led the riots and police reports
very clearly mentioned those names.149
7.18

Connivance of State Functionaries and Departments

Just when one thought that things could not have been any worse, a pioneering Indian sting
journalism website has released a video of individuals who were key members of BJP, VHP
and Sangh Parivar at the time, who admitted that the State‘s Chief Minister, Narendra Modi,
since re-elected to office had given them support and encouragement to carry out the rioting.
This is the nadir that the Indian Union has come to. Instead of being chastised for merely
being terribly inefficient at controlling an incensed majority community, now India has to be
told to reign in at least the elected holders of public office. 150 The Tehelka expose into the
massacre of Muslims in the post-Godhra riots in eastern Indian state of Gujarat in 2002
splashed off protests and saw strong demands for the ouster of Gujarat Chief Minister and
BJP‘s poster boy Narendra Modi as well as for his arrest and a fresh CBI probe into the
carnage. Condemning the BJP‘s deafening silence on the expose into communal riots and
Modi‘s alleged active role in it, Congress demanded that he step down. Meanwhile the
channels showing Tehelka expose were ordered to go off air in Ahmedabad.151
Evidence that Gujarat state government egged-on the perpetrators led to the U.S State
department denying a visa to Narendra Modi in 2005. Indian investigative journal Tehelka
uncovered even more proof of government complicity in the anti- Muslim attacks.
Participants of Gujarat violence were interviewed by a Tehelka reporter using a hidden
camera who described the manufacturing of bombs in factories of Hindu right and smuggling
of arms from other states while the police were instructed to look the other way. A leader of
Bajrang Dal proudly narrates his own role: ―There was this pregnant woman, I slit her open.
They shouldn‘t even be allowed to breed. Thrash them, slash them. The idea is don‘t keep
them alive at all. After that, everything is ours.‖ 152
Not only the government, bureaucracy and the police connived at the rioting and killing, but
justice was denied to the victims and the rioters and culprits managed to go scott free. 153
Bilqis Bano six months pregnant witnessed the death of her nine relatives. When she reported
the crime salt was sprinkled over the bodies so that they disintegrated fast. The police refused
to register FIRs and to investigate cases of rape and murder.
The Fundamentalist Hindutva ideology was funded and supported by the Non-Resident
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Indians specially the successful businessmen of US and UK. It was alleged that the Gujarat
massacres were also liberally funded by the NRIs who are fanatic supporters of the Sangh
Parivar. Varadarajan states that one of the reasons violence against the Muslims was so well
organized was the degree to which the Sangh Parivar had communalized the state
administration and society since the BJP came to power in 1988. The list of political
organizations which government employees were not allowed to join was revised so that the
RSS could become a lawful organization.154
Paul Brass‘s explanation of riots can be applied with great accuracy ―For many reasons and
at all levels of society, riots have been functionally useful to many people.‖
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It was not

only India but the whole world that was shocked by the Gujarat carnage of 2002. Though
India had been rocked from time to time by riots yet the violence and killings that took place
in Gujarat in 2002 were unprecedented. The Prime Minister Vajpayee and Advani even
heaped praises on Narendra Modi, the Chief Minister of Gujarat, ―for able and efficient
handling of riots” 156 Human rights activists and opposition parties portrayed Modi as a
fascist leader who wanted to dole out the same treatment to the Muslims in Gujarat state as
was done by Hitler in Germany to eliminate Jews. Modi justified the killings of the Muslims
by quoting Newton‘s law of Physics, ―To every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction.‖157 The butchering of Muslims in and around Gujarat was the natural reaction to the
killing of kar sevaks at Godhra station. Even after these remarks Modi was not removed from
the Chief Ministership by Vajpayee. Sangh Parivar often refers to Gujarat as the Hindutva
laboratory where experiments with Hindu political philosophy could be done on Muslims.
Narendra Modi government blamed the Muslims for the entire saga and intentionally refused
to call the troops for help. Five Muslims were burnt at the time of Atal Bihari Vajpayee‘s
official visit to Ahmedabad in April 2002 and still the government did not hold any
inquiry.158 The fierce anti-Muslim campaign did not remain confined to Gujarat but spread to
such states as Rajasthan, Haryana, Kerala and Karnatka where the Hindu Fundamentalists
were let loose on the innocent Muslims.
In fact fundamentalist outburst of the Hindus was not harnessed to increase the vote bank in
the state elections of Punjab, Manipur and UP held later ―The way the minority properties
were systematically targeted, the police was kept out of the scene and the Government
deliberately delayed calling out the Army, point to one conclusion: the government wanted to
whip up communal sentiments to create a Hindu vote bank.‖ 159
BJP was held responsible for the Gujarat violence by both the opposition and its allies in the
coalition government .The government was dubbed ―government of killers‖ and ―antiMuslim government‖
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The Indian press also lashed out at the government ―The Gujarat
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violence was a state sponsored, supported and even state directed attempt at ethnic cleansing.
It was well planned and executed with meticulous precision. The methods adopted and the
manner in which the violence was carried out leaves no doubt that long preparation had
preceded the event. It is believed that a military drawn from the VHP and the Bajrang Dal
was trained for quite some time.‖
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After the Gujarat holocaust Narendra Modi ordered elections. BJP was sitting comfortably in
the house and there was no need for the dissolution of the assembly. Modi only wanted to
exploit the Hindu votes to the full. BJP was successful in its tactics and won two thirds
majority in December 2002 elections. Modi was highly praised by the top BJP leaders for the
party‘s electoral success.
Vajpayee patted Modi‘s back and said, ―I am your advocate”
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Vajpayee when asked

whether he would repeat the Gujarat model replied, ―Will the Muslims repeat Godhra?”
admitting shamelessly that the same example will be repeated.163
In conclusion it can be said that during the rule of BJP in Gujarat, RSS had done its best to
make it a laboratory of Hindutva. RSS infiltrated the different cadres of bureaucracy during
this period and the close nexus that developed between the bureaucrats and fundamentalists
encouraged the bureaucracy to violate the rules with impunity. During the riots ministers of
Gujarat were present in the police control rooms to ensure that no steps were taken to control
the rioting. Even after the elapse of month no government functionary bothered to visit the
biggest relief camp for the Muslims. The use of cranes, trucks, shovels and gas cylinders
refute the claim of the government that the rampage of the Hindu fanatics and
fundamentalists was a spontaneous reaction to the Godhra incident. Then the Muslims were
barred from all relief mechanisms, fire brigades did not help, ambulances did not come and
medical assistance was absent. As the temple-masjid controversy has lost its novelty for the
Hindu masses Godhra came as a God-sent opportunity to whip up fundamentalist sentiments
and Modi and BJP lost no time in capitalizing on it.
It was not the first time that violence was witnessed in India nor was Godhra the first time
that Gujarat plunged into riots. The violence of Godhra earns the distinction of being
committed under the supervision of its able chief minister, ministers, bureaucracy and police
who are supposed to be the custodians of people‘s rights whether they are in majority or in
minority. Gujarat chief minister, home minister, governor, central home minister and prime
minister all were committed workers of RSS. It was a state sponsored attack on the largest
minority of the secular Indian polity with clear instructions to all civil and political
government functionaries to watch the drama from the pavilion.
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Chapter: 8

CONCLUSION
Fundamentalism has become a force to reckon with. Fundamentalists of all the religions are
convinced that the world in which they are living is hostile to their respective religions and it
has fallen to their lot to save it from extinction. The assumption of political scientists and
commentators that religion would never become important again has been proved wrong by
the rising tide of fundamentalism. Democracy, religious toleration, peace, freedom of opinion
are meaningless terms for the fundamentalists. They religiously oppose even the positive
values of modern world and insist on the basics or fundamentals of their religion. After
comparing different forms of fundamentalism it becomes clear that they have waged wars
against secularist culture, beliefs and ethos, justifying it as a war between forces of good and
evil. The fundamentalists Jewish, Christian and Islamic take modernization as an aggressive
assault threatening their most sacred values.
Suppression and coercion has went a long way in making fundamentalists more extreme and
reactionary. America proclaims itself to be the most secular, liberal and democratic state but
protestant fundamentalists of America are as reactionary and intransigent as their Jewish and
Musllim counterparts. Iran‘s Islamic revolution got a boost with Shah‘s crackdowns and
Nasser‘s concentration camps led to extreme form of Sunni fundamentalism. Similarly the
Jewish fundamentalists have not been able to erase the memory of Holocaust and antiSemitic catastrophe. Be it Zionists in Israel, Neo-Conservatives in United States, religious
zealots in Islam, all sustain themselves through literal interpretation of scriptures and always
aim at a bygone yet attainable glorious past.
India is beset with a number of social, political and economic problems but the greatest
danger to Indian polity today is from Hindutva. Ignoring the pressing problems confronted by
India today, Hindu fundamentalists are concerned only with the creation of a Hindu rashtra.
For this pre-Islamic history of India is glorified to exaggerated heights. Those reminiscing
about the ‗Golden Period‘ conveniently forget the blood thirsty nature of different Hindu
dynasties and the treatment meted out to Shudras and women as taught by Manusmriti. The
rape of India Partition is attributed to the Muslims and the appeasement policy of Gandhi.
The Hindutva forces blame Jinnah and the Muslims of subcontinent for the partition and fear
the so called balkanization of India.
After his laudatory biography of Jinnah, Jaswant Singh the foreign minister of India and an
important leader of BJP was expelled from the party.In his book: Jinnah: India, Partition,
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Independence, Jaswant Singh argued that partition was a result of assertion of religious
identity by Gandhi, policies pursued by Indian National Congress and the recklessness and
inherent bias of people like Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. Nehru and Patel conceded Pakistan to
Jinnah while the British played the midwife.1 L.K.Advani also had to tender his resignation
in June 2005 after his six day visit to Pakistan where he praised Jinnah as one of the ―very
few who actually create history.‖ 2
The protagonists of Hindutva were nowhere to be seen during the struggle for independence.
The conducive atmosphere after independence was used by them to play upon the Hindu
sentiments and feelings of the majority suffering from the ‗minority complex‘. A gross
travesty of facts leads to mind boggling and fabricated stories about the forced conversions of
Hindus to Islam and Christianity. Hindutvaists play upon the emotions and insecurities of
Hindus by highlighting the issues of conversions and job-quotas. Demographic figures are
used to imply that the proselytizing religions of Islam and Christianity are polygamous and
would soon convert India into a small Hindu island encircled by non-Hindu states. Cultural
conversions of all the sections of Indian population other than Hindus is sought to put them
in proper place. Happenings in the Muslim world particularly in Afghanistan, Iran and
Central Asia are put forward as sufficient proof of Muslim fundamentalism which demands
Hinduization and Hindiization of Indian state and society. To top it all it is asserted that
Hinduism and secularism are inseparable and the Hindus along with the Jews are the most
persecuted species on earth. In a democracy suppressed classes, minorities, exploited groups
and backward castes are all treated equally but in Hinduised India only the socio-cultural
values of the upper caste Hindus are considered democratic.
For social scientists India has been the ideal counterfactual, where gross poverty co-exists
with democracy, diversity with a liberal constitution and anarchy with functioning polity. 3 In
building a modern, democratic and socialist polity, secularism was an essential pillar in the
Nehruvian conception of the future.4 With the passage of time state secularism marked a
fundamental rapture with traditional society based on caste and community and laid the
foundations of a new society in which religion was a total way of life.5
The ideal of secularism has been violated by Indian statesmen and politicians time and again
who tend to follow a revivalist rather than a secular policy. Following examples justify the
revivalist and reactionary stand of the Indian leaders. According to the Constitution India is
officially known as Bharat - the name mentioned in Puranas instead of ―Hindustan‖. Names
of different towns and cities have been changed to their ancient ones such as Bombay to
Mumbai, Calcutta to Kolkata etc in recent times even though Bombay Historical Society
condemned some of the changes as ―atrocious‖ and ―perversion of historical monuments‖
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6

Dharma Chakra a symbol of ancient Hindu culture and religion, considered by Hindu
religious scholars as a sign of great religious significance, was chosen as the national flag.
Different states of India have adopted religious symbols as state emblems. 7
In 2006 Darul Uloom India issued a fatwa preventing recitation of Vande Mataram by
Muslim children in State run schools. When Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-Hind raised voice in its
support, Shiv Sena‘s Executive President Uddhav Thackeray reacted, ―If you don‘t want to
salute the motherland, then whom do you salute? What is the shame in saluting Bharatmata?
Those who don‘t want to salute Bharatmata should go to Pakistan, Bangladesh. There is no
place for such traitors in India.‖

8

During the struggle for freedom Congress organized its political battle around the religious
community identity. The ‗secular‘ vision of Congress promised that Hindus, Muslims,
Christians and Sikhs were to live together in harmony with each other. But the Hindus
remained Hindus and Muslims Muslims. The identification of the national awakening with
the revival of Hinduism characteristic with Vivekananda, Tilak, Ghose, Bipin Chandra Pal
continued in the modern period and was most prominent in the entire agitation and
propaganda of Gandhiji. B.C.Chatterjee, Aurobindo Ghosh, Tilak, Lajpat Rai and such other
nationalists ―set out to revise and revitalize that age-old Indian nationalism by a direct appeal
to India‘s glorious past, her heroes, culture and history. They presented India to the Indian
masses as Bharat Mata, the common mother of all true Bharatiyas whose life she had
sustained through thick and thin.‖ 9
In all Gandhiji‘s propaganda the preaching of Hinduism, his religious conception and
preaching of the general political aims were inextricably mixed. 10 ―The neo-Hinduism of
Vivekananda adopted by the genius of Mahatama Gandhi had provided the ideology of
Indian independence movement.‖ 11 In fact, after the appearance of Gandhi on the political
scene of sub-continent the revivalist streak and tendency gained more and more
momentum. As one of his admirers said: ―He injected into Indian politics the strongest
religious impetus of the last two thousand years. His philosophy was couched in the
religious, mystical language of India and the chauvinistic climate linked it with India, with
the Buddha and with Asoka. He often dandled before his audience the enchanting vision of
a Ram Raj - a golden age which was to return.‖ 12
The vacuum created by the collapse of Congress was filled by Fundamentalist parties
articulating an aggressive upper caste Hindu stance, at times taking the mantle of
nationalism, at others of Hindutva, orchestrating vituperative assault on all those who had the
misfortune not to be called Hindus. They have created new cocktails of history, inventing
stories of the humiliation heaped upon the Hindus by the centuries of Christian and Muslim
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rule. The appeal of the fundamentalist parties has now spread beyond its traditional support
of upper caste Hindus, petty urban traders to non-traditional areas and groups. The
participation of lower caste Hindus in the Ayodhya movement is a testimony to this fact. A
demon figure, the Muslim is presented as a threat to all Hindus; cementing bonds among
Hindus of all castes irrespective of internal differences and cleavages. ―The Indian leaders
are engaged in laying the foundations of a Hindu state with the avowed object of the revival
of the ancient Brahminic culture.‖ 13
The present day world is marked by religious resurgence. Religious identity has been
politicized today and the mobilization of this identity has led to violence time and again. In
India identity is gradually being associated with religion and community.Its pre and post
partition history is fraught with frequent outbursts of religious violence. This religious
violence has marginalized minority communities and stimulated politics based on division
and hatred. Community ‗stereotypes‘, ‗victimhood‘ memories for community self-esteem
have been strengthened because of this politicization of religion.
In the recent past Shiv Sena‘s demonstrations, protests and vandalism led multiplexes to stop
advance booking of Shah Rukh Khan‘s movie, ‗My Name is Khan‘. Shiv Seniks later
attacked Mumbai theatres and defaced and vandalized Shah Rukh‘s face. Murli Manohar
Joshi, leader of Shiv Sena suugested that SRK must apologise for his statement regarding the
treatment of Pakistani cricketers during the IPL matches. Mahesh Bhatt, a veteran filmmaker
and director has to say this, ―The year was 1990. My film Saathi which starred the cricketer
turned actor Mohsin Khan was running in its fifteenth week to packed houses in Mumbai,
when the Shiv Seniks stormed into a theatre in Dadar, the heart of Shiv Sena stronghold and
demanded that the film be pulled out of the theatres since it starred a Pakistani national.
Many do not know that the ‗hate Pakistan‘ card has been the joker in the pack of Shiv Sena
which it pulls out whenever it feels that their political asserts are depleting.‖

14

Nandy writes that a new approach to religious tolerance is needed which can better ensure
religious and ethnic co-survival.15 It would be naive to see the current rise of fundamentalism
as the assertion of a victimized majority which has become voiceless in its own land. The
resurgence of religion in India in the shape of Hindutva is a deliberate effort to realign state
and cultural power in the interest of the majority. ―India‘s gift to the world is Hinduism and
Indian nationalism should be the political expression of Hindu religion and culture.‖

16

It should not be surprising then that nationalism in India has come to mean an unqualified
support to the communalism of Hindus.17 After November 2008 attacks, not only the general
Muslims but even Bollywood‘s Muslim celebrities faced discrimination in acquiring houses
in residential complexes. Palvisha Aslam, a Bollywood producer was rejected by an estate
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broker after noticing her last name. Palvisha‘s reaction was, ―I was still an outcast in my own
country even as a secular Muslim with a well-paid job in Bollywood.‖

18

Similar is the case

of Rana Afroz, a Muslim editor of the newspaper, The Hindu, who was unable to rent a house
after three months of hectic search. ―It is ridiculous that I have to prove to non-Muslims that I
am not making bombs in my kitchen. Is this really the modern India I live in? ―

19

―Mumbai has always had tensions over what are known here as ‗vegetarian buildings‘ where
meat eaters are not allowed to live and are thus seen as devices to keep out Muslims and
lower caste Hindus.‖

20

In addition to the problems of democratization and modernization, communal riots resulting
in extensive loss of life and property, generally of minorities have affected the Indian state
and society. Bureaucracy, political executive and political parties have seldom exhibited the
requisite will, courage and prescience to check and control them. The cumulative effect of
the post-independence developments has been ―to foster narrow loyalties, parochial outlook
and to encourage and strengthen the forces of communalism.‖ 21
Dr. A.R.Desai argues, ―Ruling classes use religion to divide the people and to perpetuate
their exploitative class structure. Not only a section of Indian bourgeoisie represented by
fundamentalist parties, but the bourgeois class as a whole uses caste, religion for creating
chauvinism and promoting casteism and communalism. No party not even the Congress
which swears most by secularism and natonal integration can be exonerated of this charge‖ 22
The potentialities of ―Hindu ‗identity‘ have been exploited by the fundamentalist elites as
communal polarisation enhances bargaining power and thus enables the majority community
and caste to claim a greater share of scarce national resources.‖

23

Varun Gandhi, the

grandson of Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi told an election rally that his Hindu
nationalist BJP would cut heads of Muslims. According to footage aired by NDTV news
channel, Varun Gandhi also said ―Muslims have scarry names like Karimullah, Mazullah‖
and ―if you meet them at night you will be scarred.‖ 24
The myth of Muslim aggressiveness and Hindu defensiveness, of Muslim fanaticism and
Hindu tolerance must be discarded before the phenomenon of violent communal interaction
in post-independence India can be dispassionately dissected and understood. How can a
people be expected to coolly consider their situation when they find their life, honour and
property exposed to wanton destruction by the members of the majority community
supported and aided actively by those responsible for maintaining law and order. ―The
enthusiasm of the Muslims for freedom from British yoke would have cooled down had they
known that after independence they would not be allowed to foster their natural and
legitimate desire of living a life according to their religious beliefs.‖
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Muslims are baffled by the oft-repeated canard that it is they who initiate the riots in which
they are the main sufferers. And when the Muslims resort to self-defence due to official
apathy they are proved to have plotted against the state by recovering a cache of hand-made
arms from them.26 If politicians are allowed to engineer riots with a view to teaching a lesson
to the minority communities, the country they rule can hardly claim to be secular or
democratic. The State complicity in the attack on Muslims, trained and organized rampaging
by saffron cadres, strict instructions not to quell the riots has pushed secular India to the
depths of shame and barbarism. After the controlled experiment in the laboratory of Hindu
Rashtra, the minorities are left with no choice except to lose their separate identity in the
mainstream or drown themselves in the Ganges. Complicity of police, bureaucracy and
politicians in prolonged spells of violence is evident from the fact that the minorities have
often talked about defending themselves better if there was no police and bureaucracy on the
scene. To kill a large number of people, aside from death factories of Auschwitz and
Dachau,27 takes time which is readily provided by the connivance of law enforcement
agencies.
―Seeing the horrifying nature and extent of communal riots which have occurred in the post
partition India, one cannot but wonder whether, the people of India, have made any progress
at all in raising the level of our national culture and civilization from the level described by
Krishna Chandar in his novel Hum Wahshi Hain in 1974.‖ 28 Gujarat‘s administrative
machinery did not try to restrain mobs from killing, raping, burning and pillaging. Ashok
Bhatt and I.K.Jadeja, the two ministers even positioned themselves in police control rooms
and State police chief K.Chakravarthi and Ahmedabad police commissioner P.C.Pandey
deliberately delayed the imposition of curfew to prolong the ongoing butchery. 29 Thus
followed independent India‘s worst communal carnage. Erich Fromm, the psychologistphilosopher says, ―To live for any length of time under the constant threat of destruction
creates certain psychological; effects in most human beings
callousness….and a resulting indifference to all the values we cherish.‖ 30

fright,

hostility,

The role of communication media in spreading or combating violence cannot be ruled out.
Hindu press by and large displays anti-Muslim prejudices and contributes greatly towards
fanning hatred and anger. Coverage of riots and articles written subsequently are the glaring
examples of this prejudice. Just like the riots occurring at the time of partition, post-partition
violence also points towards its being well-organized, pre-planned and aiming at complete
destruction nay annihilation of the concerned minorities. Hindu fundamentalists‘ dream is to
convert a multi-ethnic, multi-religious, plural India into a Bharat Varsha by rewriting not
only the history but also the geography of India. For this, selective nationalism is brought to
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the fore, minority population is exaggerated and doubts are cast over their loyalties. The
saffronization of secular India entails not only destroying mosques and churches but
enforcing an extreme form of Hinduism in the name of majoritarianism. Extra-territorial
loyalties of minorities especially Muslims and Christians are advanced in favour of putting
them into proper place. Such allegations find very receptive ears among common Hindus
when communal temperatures have been allowed to reach boiling point. The process of
semiticizing India has led to renewed onslaughts on their historical and cultural values and
norms.
Dalit who until recently was considered an object of hate by most Hindus, is now being fed
sugar coated traditional Brahminical values. The main focus of fundamentalist outfits is the
creation of unity based on the concept of Hindutva cutting across caste distinctions and
divisions. Their ultimate goal is to unify Hindus of all castes against the hated foreigners viz
Muslims and Christians under the sublime banner of Hinduness---Hindutva. ―Hindutva is a
political ideology that seeks to create a Hindu state at the expense of minority rights and
freedoms. Hindutva presents a fearsome threat to India‘s democratic ideals and political
stability.‖ 31 David Griffiths, a South Asia Team Leader with London-based Christian
Solidarity Worldwide UK says, ―The saffron-coloured flags - the symbol of Hindutva mean
one thing: this is a land for Hindus, from which ‗foreign‘ religions of Islam and Christianity
must be expelled. For many Hindus the flags symbolize a narrow, exclusivist and violent
vision of India.‖ 32
Even the world famous artist M.F.Hussain could not escape the ire of the fundamentalists.
Dubbed as Picasso of India, he angered Hindu hardliners by portraying Hindu deities in the
nude. Bajrang Dal activists damaged Hussain‘s paintings displayed at different events in
New Delhi and prevented auctions of his works, due to which he had to leave India
ultimately.33 Star batsman Sachin Tendulkar was criticized by Shiv Sena figurehead Bal
Thackeray for declaring himself an Indian first and saying that Mumbai belongs to all
Indians. With the strengthening of Hindutva brand of Fascism, subjugation, suppression and
exploitation of minorities has assumed great heights. The quest for a Brahminical fascist state
has led to heightened expression of Hindutva politics as seen in the demolition of Babri
Masjid and the Gujarat Carnage. The redeeming factor is India‘s conscientious objectors like
Arundhati Roy who in her objective article, “9 is not 11, November isn‟t September, while
explaining why war rhetoric is so rampant in India says, ―The advantage in going to war is
that it is the best way for India to avoid facing upto the serious trouble building on home
front.‖

34

The whole South Asia is growing wary of a growing tide of extreme Hindu

Fundamentalism, its repercussions on Indian minorities and resultant geo-political and
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economic ramifications for India‘s neighbours. Nuclear factor was introduced in South Asian
politics by the Congress government at the expense of improving conditions of its people. As
BJP wanted to outdo its traditional rival it introduced masculanized nationalism.
―We don‘t want to be blackmailed and rated as evental blackies. Nuclear weapons will give
us prestige, power, standing. An Indian will talk straight and walk straight when we have the
bomb‖35 Hindutva‘s consolidation through a longer rule, helped by weakened opposition
heralds serious challenges for India‘s plural society. Substantial changes in curricula and
greater accent on the so-called majoritarianism will have long term ramifications. The
Muslims were bearing the brunt of Hinduization since long. 36 Now Christians in India have
also become villains to be dealt with harshly. ―The killings of innocent Muslims in the
laboratory of Hindutva at Gujarat, followed by Ayodhya politics by the Hindu
Fundamentalists i ominous for the future of the world‘s largest democracy‖37 Humane and
generous deeds may lead to India being taken seriously as a big power but it will not be
possible through weaponry and hateful rhetoric. The strictures against its own inhabitants,
repression in Kashmir, undiminished diatribes against neighbours have to give way to a fresh
start, as peace within and without, are in India‘s own premier interests. 38
The image of a grand India has spelled troubles for its neighbours. Even after twenty five
years the SAARC has failed to ‗take off‘ because of India‘s insistence on excluding
important political and military matters while focusing more on trivial issues. All the
SAARC countries except Pakistan have been forced to dance to Indian tunes. Sikkim was
annexed and Bhutan made totally subservient. Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam, the worst
breed of terrorism was trained by Indian army. Maldives and Nepal went through their share
of Indian hostility. India as envisioned by the fundamentalists is the same as reflected in
ancient scriptures and mythology which opposes not only Indian pluralism but is also hostile
to the very existence of independent sovereign states in its neighbourhood.
When, contrary to expectations, Pakistan managed to survive, the slogan of Pakistan Ya
Qabristan was raised to pressurize Indian Muslims into denouncing their Muslimness in
favour of Indianness. Pakistan is dubbed as the epicenter of terrorism. Whenever any event
happens no time is lost in attributing it to Pakistan instead of looking inwards. India suffers
from a chronic malady of self-deception. Pakistan is projected in as many shades of dark as
possible while it visualizes a shining image for itself. But realities have bounced back to
destroy all perceptions.
Ilzaam ham unko daitey they,
Kasur apna nikal aaya
The rise of intolerant, reactionary and extremist forces in India not only pose a danger to the
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security of South Asia but has the potential of spilling over to Gulf and Central Asia. It is
sheer stupidity to believe that Hindutva will die its own death once the things settle down.
The bane of fundamentalism is impeding the evolution of a pluralist Indian nationalism and
has led to precarious relationship between majority and the minorities. With the increasing
strength of fundamentalist forces in India, minority revulsion and hatred has increased which
may ignite the separatist tendencies among them. Instead of indulging in hateful campaigns
against its non-Hindu population and its neighbours India should evolve new guiding
principles to steer the world‘s largest democracy on the right path. 39 Indians living in the
largest democracy of the world will have to decide about the fate of Hindutva forces in the
country. It is only they who can assure the world of their sincerity in taming down and
eventually getting rid of the forces of fundamentalism. The evolution, expansion and
development of fundamentalism is not a new phenomenon of world politics but the volatile
situation in India pose serious challenges not only to the plurality of Indian society but the
territorial integrity of the state as well.
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